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LAND SYSTEMS
&c.

INTRODUCTION.

ALOXG with a republication of several essays in de-

ference to many suggestions, this volume contains

additional articles * on the Land Systems of Ireland

and England, and on the industrial economy of La

Creuse, Westphalia and the Euhr Basin, and Belgium,

founded on later study and local inquiry.

It appears to the author that the Land Systems of

England and Ireland are best studied together. The

two systems react in many ways on each other
;
their

results present some striking resemblances, and where

they differ most, the differences are instructive. They
have a common origin and foundation. The first

sentence in Mr. Furlong's standard treatise on the

Law of Landlord and Tenant in Ireland is :

' The

common law regulating the enjoyment of real property

* Marked with an asterisk in the table of contents.
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2 INTRODUCTION.

both in England and in Ireland is founded upon and

governed by the principles of the feudal system.'

Their similarity of structure is the main cause why the

Irish land system has remained intact down to the

introduction of the Land Bill now before Parliament.

This is so, not only because the landowners of England

have been reluctant to permit interference with powers

similar to their own, but also through the influence of

the structure of the English land system on the ideas

of other classes. Had there been in England a simple

jurisprudence relating to land, a law of equal intestate

succession, a prohibition of entail, a legal security for

tenants' improvements, an open registration of title and

transfer, a considerable number of peasant properties,

the rural economy of England would long since have

created unanswerable objections to the Irish land

system in the public mind.

On the other hand, there are striking differences in

the results of the two systems, which throw much

light on both. The Land System of Ireland, for ex-

ample, tends to suppress the existence of towns ; that

of England, on the contrary, to give to large towns

undue predominance in our industrial and social

economy. The English agricultural labourer, again,

answers to the Irish small tenant-at-will. And emi-

gration is the movement in the case of Ireland corre-

sponding with immigration into large towns in England.

The latter movement is moreover swollen by immigrant
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poverty from Ireland
;
and there is a reflux of its own

poverty into that island.

Both Irish emigration and English immigration into

towns contrast curiously with an immigration from

the country into the towns of France, arising from a

very different cause, the economic and political effects

of which are among the subjects discussed in the two

articles on La Creuse.

Although the author has described effects of the

Land Systems of France, Germany, and Belgium, he

has, in doing so, simply recorded facts which have

come under his own observation, and the genuine im-

pressions made on his mind by careful inquiry on the

spot. He has endeavoured also to indicate the in-

fluences of geological and other physical conditions on

the industrial economy of the Continental localities of

which a description is given in the volume. Without

reference to such conditions, to history, and to positive

institutions, the author believes it impossible for the

economist to arrive at a true theory of the causes

which govern the production and distribution of

wealth.

It is right to acknowledge the obligations the author

is under to the extensive and profound learning of

his friend Mr. Francis S. Eeilly for information and

suggestion on many, but especially legal, subjects ;
al-

though he ought to add that Mr. Eeilly is in no way

responsible for his conclusions.

B 2



4 INTRODUCTION.

Without the hospitable aid and instruction which he

has received from M. Leonce de Lavergne during visits

to La Creuse, it is improbable that he would have

attempted a description of that singular department

the history of which, isolated as it is, has been strangely

interwoven with the political and social history of

France for more than two hundred years.

2 STONE BUILDINGS, LINCOLN'S INN:

February 21, 1870.



THE STATE OF IRELAND* 1867.

STUDENTS of Irish history know how from time to time

in its troubled course, after some overwhelming dis

aster, there has come a pause in misfortune, a tranquil

interval, when statesmen, beholding the capabilities of

the country and its people, and mistaking the signs of

exhaustion for those of a new life of peace and pro-

sperity, congratulated themselves upon the regeneration

of Ireland in their own days. 'In the first nine years

of King James,' wrote Sir John Davis, after three

rebellions in the reign of Elizabeth,
' there hath been

more done in the reformation of the kingdom than in

the 440 years since the Conquest.' A still profounder

statesman, Bacon, four years afterwards congratulated

a Chief Justice of Ireland on his appointment at a time

when ' that kingdom, which within these twenty years

wise men were wont to doubt whether they should

wish it to be a pool, is like now to become a garden,

and younger sister to Great Britain.' A generation

had not passed before these words were foUowed by

*
Reprinted from l Macmillan's Magazine' for February 1867. In

the reprint of this and other essays in the volume, a passage here and

there has been omitted. In other respects hardly any change has been

made. But as the situation of things has changed in succeeding years,

changes in the author's views may occasionally appear, owing; to that

cause, or to further inquiry and reflection.
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another rebellion, suppressed in its turn in such a man-

ner that Sir William Petty in 1672 expressed his con-

viction that the Irish never would rebel again, the more

so, as they had never before such prosperity as then.*

Political wisdom and sagacity are both supposed to

have made great progress since the reign of Charles II.,

yet such has been the falsification of repeated hopes of

Ireland's reformation that there are still to be found

men who repeat the very wishes (doubtless ignorant of

their antiquity) which Sir William Petty 200 years

ago sternly rebuked, and of which nearly 300 years

ago the poet Spenser exposed the folly.f The repe-

tition of such sentiments in itself might merely prove

that political and moral progress has been unequal in

England as in Ireland, and be worth notice only on

the part of those historic minds who find an inte-

rest in every living vestige of ancestral barbarism in

either island. But it is connected not remotely with

inquiries of more practical interest and importance, to

which conflicting answers are returned
; inquiries such

as, What is really the present state of Ireland ? Has

it made any real progress since its last great disaster?

Is the land, the people, or the law, the cause of its

* ' Political Anatomy of Ireland,' chaps, iv. find xii.

t
' Some furious spirits have wished that the Irish would rebel ngain,

that they might be put to the sword. P>ut I declare that notion to be

not only impious and inhuman, but withal frivolous, and pernicious even

to those who have rashly wished for those occasions.' .Sir W. Petty,
'

Political Anatomy,' clmp. iv.
' So have I heard it often wished that

all that land were a seapool, which kind of speech is rather the manner
of desperate men than of wise counsellors: for were it not the part of a

desperate physician to wish his patient dead rather than to apply the best

endeavour of his skill for his recovery 1"

'
' A New View of the Slate of

Ireland,' by Edmund Spenser, 1090.
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long backwardness and misery ? Can legislation do

anything for its benefit ?

The chief difficulty in answering the two first of

these inquiries arises from the very different state of

different parts of the island. Different counties and

towns adjoining estates, and even adjoining farms

and houses are very differently circumstanced, and

would return a very different report; nor is it too

much to assert that the man does not exist who could

give a complete and true account of Ireland's present

condition. Even the very same results may be pro-

duced in different places by opposite causes, and are

of different import and omen accordingly. Of this a

striking instance offers at once in the rate of wages ;O O '

an instance of great importance in itself, because it

touches the root of the whole Irish question, as for

brevity it is sometimes called. Great stress is laid by
some on the advance in Irish wages as a proof of a

proportionate increase in general prosperity, and of

the benefit of emigration. As a matter of fact, the rise

in wages is much less than those who take this view

suppose ; and, in truth, the bulk of the employers of

labour below the landed proprietors are in no condi-

tion to pay such a price for it. The demand at such

a price as has been stated could in most Irish counties

be that of one small class alone
;
and such wages would

therefore imply a much greater emigration of labourers

and disappearance of farmers than has as yet taken

place. But, moreover, those who allege a rise in wages

as a conclusive proof of a proportionate increase in

general prosperity, overlook the distinction between a
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home demand for labour and a foreign one, to which

alone they refer it. If ten thousand labourers only

were left in the island, they might earn perhaps more

than a pound a day from the upper ten thousand ; but

would such payment be a proof of Ireland's great pro-

sperity ? Would it not rather prove that Ireland had

lost one of the three great instruments of production,

labour ; and that the industry of Ireland had gone to

develop American instead of Irish natural resources?

The following table shows the rates of wages earned by

agricultural labour throughout the year just closed in

different parts of the island, as ascertained by personal

inquiry :

s. d. s. d.

County of Antrim from . . . 7 to 10 a week.

Down . , . .70 10

Armagh . . . .70 90,,
Monaghan . . .GO 80,,
Cavan . . . .00 70,,
Dublin . . . .70 11

Wexford . . . .GO 80,,
Cork . . . .CO 80,,
Mayo . . . .GO 7 G

Donegal . . . .GO 80,,*

From the foregoing table it appears that wages

throughout most of Ireland do not average more

than a shilling daily throughout the working year,

which, though a great improvement upon former

* Even such rates as the above are not maintained in all the districts

remote from railways : occasional wages of 2,s. Cxi. a day in the West arc

far from being a sign of agricultural prosperity and a permanent demand
fur labour. In parts of Mayo, for example, where oats nnd potatoes are

commonly grown in alternation until the land is exhausted, there is a

great demand for labour at spring-time and harvest (when wages some-

times reach 2s. CJ. a day) and very little demand through the rest of the

year.
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rates when constancy of employment is considered, is

yet at present prices a low rate, and one which

threatens or promises, as people may think it, a great

additional emigration, if the home demand for labour

be not greatly improved. And, in connection with

this, it is an important point to notice that wages are

highest in the localities where population, in place of

decreasing, has increased a point illustrative of the

distinction between a home demand for labour and

a foreign one. When wages rise by reason of the

amount of profitable employment, the quantity and

brisk circulation of capital, the wealth and consumption

of large classes within a country, it is not only an

advantage to the labourers, but a sign of general

affluence ;
it is otherwise when it means no more than

that labourers have disappeared. Happily it means

the former in at least one-half of Ulster. In that vast

system of manufactures which now stretches over

several countries, it is around towns in which popula-

tion has doubled in half a generation that agricultural

wages are highest. This circumstance deserves the

more attention since it has been lately persistently

alleged that the want of coal
.
and iron is the cause of

Ireland's poverty, and a cause which must keep it

always poor. Writers who persist in such statements

can surely never have heard of Derry, Coleraine,

Ballymena, Antrim, Newtownards, Lisburn, Banbridge,

Newry, Armagh, Strabane, and many other manu-

facturing towns of Ulster, besides Belfast, to say

nothing of the numerous factories which stud the rural

districts of the provinces, or of the great amount of
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industry engaged in the domestic manufacture of the

finer fabrics, which the power-loom cannot for many

years compete with. Much of the wealth and useful-

ness of Belfast itself arises from the fact that it is the

commercial centre of several counties
;
and were it

overthrown by an earthquake to-morrow, the United

Kingdom would have lost one of its best cities, but the

looms of Ulster would remain numerous and busy.

That the natural deficiency of coal and iron is not the

chief obstacle to Irish wealth is indeed sufficiently

established by the fact, that in Belfast manufactures in

iron are successfully carried on. A fact of still greater

significance is that Belfast has in one generation sprung

to its present importance, through the land on which

it stands becoming the property of its citizens, from

being the property of a single proprietor hampered

by settlements and incumbranccs, and by no means

brought up to industry. This is a fact which in itself

might justify a presumption that the want of other

than agricultural employment for labour in Ireland,

and the consequent rush to a foreign demand, is due

to no faults of the people or the island, but to the law.

A noble writer has recently described with graphic

eloquence the long series of restrictions laid on almost

every branch of Irish trade and industry by English

legislation in less enlightened times than our own
;

and the importance due to such historical causes is

proved by the different history of two Irish industries

the linen and the woollen manufactures. Almost at

the same moment that Protestant manufacturers were

flying from France on the Revocation of the Edict of
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Nantes, to lay the foundation of the linen manufacture

of Ulster, now one of the most flourishing industries

of the world, woollen manufacturers, both Protestant

and Catholic, were flying in thousands from Ireland to

parts of the Continent where the industry they planted

flourishes still, but in Ireland has only begun to revive.

The history of Flanders affords a precisely parallel

instance ; the manufactures which the Spaniards drove

from its provinces took lasting root in Great Britain,

but only begin to reappear in the land of their birth.*

The foregoing is not the only historical explanation of

the exclusion from three provinces of Ireland of every

industry but that of tilling land. It has been pointed

out by Adam Smith, that whatever progress was made

by England in rural industry itself, originated in the

trade and freer institutions of its towns. In common

with other philosophers, he has also remarked that in

every part of Europe wealth and civilisation began

upon the borders of the sea, where there was com-

paratively free and easy communication with the outer

world, but in Ireland the English seized every impor-

tant port ;
and Sir John Davis, early in the seventeenth

century, asked,
' When the Irish might not converse or

commerce with any civil men, nor enter into any town

without peril of their lives, whither should they fly but

into the woods and mountains, and there live in a wild

and barbarous manner ?
'

It was no more the policy

of the age following than of the one preceding that

* When manufactures started up with steam in Belgium, it was in the

"Walloon provinces near mines of coal and iron they rose. Now, how-

ever, the Flemish provinces begin to count their growing manufactories

a<>ain.
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eminent statesman, to civilise and elevate the Irish ;

and the period of the Commonwealth was signalised

by repeated orders to drive all Irish and Papists to a

distance from every considerable town. When to this

we add the blighting influence of the penal laws and

the exclusive municipal institutions of a later time, we

need hardly wonder that the Irish people clung with
4 morbid hunger

'

to the land alone for their support.

But why did the land afford so little support ? why
was their only industry so barren of results when

starvation was frequently the penalty of failure ? Why,
as it has been often asked, did the English system of

landed property, which has succeeded so well in Eng-

land, fail so utterly in Ireland ?

The first answer such a question ought to get is that

the English system has not succeeded well in England,

but has, on the contrary, proved a most disastrous

failure. Agriculture, it is said indeed, has been carried

in England to the greatest known perfection. If this

were so, it would nevertheless be true that the proper

test of any rural system is the peasantry, and not the

beasts or herbs it produces ;
and that the English

peasantry, descendants of a noble race, arc a reproach

to the name of Englishmen. But can agriculture

really be said to have prospered when Sir Robert

Peel in 1850 could describe it in the terms that follow,

though favoured by the very circumstance the Irish

cultivator lacked, the contact and demand of wealthy

towns ?
' You will find,' the statesman wrote to Mr.

Caird,
' immense tracts of good land in certain counties,

Lancashire arid Cheshire for example, with good roads,
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good markets, and a moist climate, that remain pretty

nearly in a state of nature undrained, badly fenced,

and wretchedly farmed. Nothing has hitherto been

effectual in awakening the proprietors to a sense of

their own interests.'* Such was the state of English

agriculture under the legislation of the proprietors of

the soil for its especial benefit
;
and the improvement

since an improvement far from general is traceable

to an opposite policy, the policy of commerce and of

towns
;
towns which have long been cities of refuge

for the rural population while half the island is un-

cultivated.

But England at least had towns to receive and

employ its landless population, while Ireland was

without them. And thus, while the chief movement

of population in England has been a migration from

the country to large towns, in Ireland the chief move-

ment has been emigration to the towns of England
and America. This emigration of the rural population

of Ireland to America is no new phenomenon of this

century ; it was the subject of treatises more than a

century ago. 'What was it,' says a writer of 1729,
' induced so many of the commonality lately to go to

America, but high rents, bad seasons, and want of good
tenures or a permanent property in their lands ? This

kept them poor and low, that they scarce had sufficient

credit to procure necessaries to subsist or till their

ground. They never had anything in store, all was

* This description was more than borne out by the published accounts

of Mr. Caird's tour, and in reference to many counties in addition to those

particularly named by Sir II. Peel.
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from hand to mouth, so one or two bad crops broke

them. Others found their stock decaying visibly, and

so removed before all was gone, whilst they had as

much left as would pay their passage, and had little

more than would carry them to the American shore.' *

It might have been urged then, as it is urged now,

that the emigrants were but seldom evicted. Eviction

was unnecessary not even a notice to quit was com-

monly required. The broken down, the breaking

down, and those who feared to break down, fled along

with the evicted. Even farmers with capital, the

writer adds, fled likewise, from the want of security

for its investment on their farms. It has been lately

maintained that the absence of leases cannot be the

present cause of the distress and emigration of the

farming classes of Ireland, since leases were ' almost

universal in the eighteenth century,' when rural dis-

tress was as great as it is now, or lately was, before the

worst cases of distress disappeared. But in the first

place, the fact is not so
; fanning leases were not

common in that century. Where leases to farmers

existed at all, they were for the most part too short to

permit of the permanent improvements essential to hus-

bandry being made by the tenant
;
and the landlord

never made them what with settlements, charges, and

mortgages, seldom could make them. The actual culti-
cj O 7

vators, however, for the most part had no leases and

* ' An Essay on the Trade of Ireland,' 1720. A beautiful edition <>f

this and several other rare treatise* on Ireland, including those of the

pout Spenser, Sir .John Davis, Sir W. Petty, and others, was publislied

some years a:o by Messrs. Alexander Thorn, of Dublin, with {.Teat libe-

rality, for private circulation.
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were placed arid displaced, as the Highlanders are to

this day, at the whim of the landlord. Accounting

for a decrease in the number of houses in Ireland, the

writer last quoted observed in 1729 :

' Another reason

I apprehend to be that from gentlemen's receiving or

dismissing whole villages of native Irish at once
;
and

this is done just as gentlemen incline to break up their

lands and improve them by tillage, or as they lay them

down under grass and enlarge their sheep-walks ; and

by this means the poor are turned adrift, and must

remove to some other place where they can get em-

ployment.' And this was while Ireland had no Poor-

law the contrivance in England to prevent insur-

rections of the peasantry. But the middlemen, it is

said, had leases, and long leases, yet cultivation did not

prosper with them. The middleman, however, was a

landlord, not a cultivator
;
and it is for cultivators that

security is demanded. It is not proposed to increase

the security of landlords, otherwise at least than by

making their titles more marketable and their tenants

more solvent. The middleman lived in a world

from which commerce and enterprise were banished
;

his only ambition was to live like a landlord
;

he was often deeply embarrassed
;
his title was almost

always defective
;

but he had a famishing crowd

round his doors offering rent, and a power of

distress to take all they could give. The petty free-

holders of a more recent date were not middlemen,

it is true, and they had leases of a kind much better

than none
;
but they were made at random for political

objects ;
the measure of security allowed them came
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unattended with any other change to teach agriculture

either by example or precept, or to furnish a market

for their produce or any safe investment for their

savings. What indeed are all such arguments against

leases intended to prove ? Is it that security is need-

less as a motive for investment ? Do men of sense

build houses or shops on other men's land without

leases? Cases of actual confiscation of tenants' im-

provements may be .rare; but a single such case as

that of O'Fay and Burke alarms every tenant who

hears it or reads it, and ill news now travels faster

than ever. Does any one measure the mischief of an

agrarian outrage by the injury to the victim, or the

harm done by a Fenian by his personal acts of

destruction ? It is really not against his actual land-

lord that a tenant most needs security, but against all
/ f o

possible landlords
; security in fact against the law,

which is for him a law of confiscation. It is one of

many examples of the tardy accommodation of human

jurisprudence to justice, that 270 years ago the poet

Spenser urged the necessity of legislative protection for

the tenantry in Ireland in terms which apply to this

day as well as to that at which they were written :

'
Iren. There is one general inconvenience which

reigneth almost throughout all Ireland : that is, that the

lords of the land do not there use to let out their land for

terms of years to their tenants, but only from year to

year, and some during pleasure.
' Eudojc. But what reason is there that any land-

lord should not set, nor any tenant take, his land as

himself list ?
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'
Iren. Marry, the evils hereby are great : for by

this means both the landlord thinketh that he hath his

tenant more at command to follow him into what

action soever he shall enter
;
and also the tenant is fit

for every occasion of change, for that he hath no such

state in any his holding, no such building upon any

farm, no such cost employed in fencing or husbanding

the same as might withhold him. All which he hath

forborne, and spared so much expense for that he hath

no firm estate in his tenement, but was only a tenant

at will, or little more, and so at will may leave it.

And this inconvenience may be reason enough to

ground any ordinance for the good of the common-

wealth, against the private behoof or will of any land-

lord that shall refuse to grant any such term or estate

unto his tenant as may tend to the good of the whole

realm.

' Eudox. Indeed it is great wilfulness in any land-

lord to refuse to make any longer farms unto their

tenants as may, besides the general good of the realm,

be also greatly for their own profit and avail. For what

reasonable man will not think that the tenement shall

be made much better for the landlord's behoof, if the

tenant may by such good means be drawn to build him-

self some handsome habitations thereon, to ditch and

inclose his ground, to manure and husband it as good
farmers use ? For, when his tenant's term shall be

expired, it will yield him in renewing his lease both a

good fine and also a better rent. And also it shall be

for the good of the tenant likewise, who by such

buildings and inclosures shall receive many benefits.

c
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First, by the handsomeness of his house, he shall take

more comfort of his life, more safe dwelling, and a

delight to keep his house neat and cleanly, which now

being, as they commonly are, rather swine-styes than

houses, is the chiefest cause of his so beastly manner

of life and savage condition. And to all these other

commodities he shall in short time find a greater

added that is, his own wealth and riches increased

and wonderfully enlarged by keeping his cattle in

inclosures, warm covered, that now lieth open to all

weather.'

This passage contains the whole political economy
of the question of small farms. There is hardly any

part of Europe, save England, better fitted for farms of

the smallest description than the greater part of Ireland,

excluding its waste lands
; and even its waste lands

could be made highly productive by Flemish culti-

vation. The soil of Flanders was once all waste ; the

spade of the peasant, as a Flemish proverb denotes,

has turned sand into gold.* The soil of Flanders is,

in fact, the creation of man
;
nature gave little but

space for the exertion of his powers.
'

Having visited Belgium,' says Dr. Mackenzie, of

Eileanach, an expert in the management of small farms,
'

by invitation of the Government, for the purpose of

inquiring into the advantages of the petite culture there,

I found much of the land of inferior quality, extremely

light and sandy, yet, by force of liquid manure and

intense care in weeding and stirring the soil, giving

' De spa is d-' goudmyn der boeren/ The spade is the peasant's

gold-mine.
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wonderful crops of every kind.'* This description is

true of the soil of almost every part of East and West

Flanders, f the provinces of Belgium in which farms

of the smallest size are most numerous. But every-

where in Belgium, on rich and poor soils alike, wherever

large and small farms meet in competition the former

are beaten. Of the part of Belgium in which large

farms are most numerous, Le Condroz, M. de Laveleye

says :

' This is the region of Belgium which counts the

greatest number of large farms
;
those which reach one

hundred hectares, so rare in the Flemish provinces, are

here met often enough. As soon as a farm is divided

in Condroz, the land is better cultivated, and the

number of cattle increases. The small proprietors who

cultivate their own two or three hectares know no

fallow
;
their crops are more varied, more carefully

cultivated, and the produce is much larger. The too

great size of the farms is thus one cause of the inferi-

ority of cultivation in Condroz. But,' M. de Laveleye

adds,
' there is another cause. To embark a consider-

able sum in an agricultural operation, always long and

*
Letter to Lord John Russell on the State of the West Highlands,

1851.

t An error prevalent in England respecting the natural fertility of the

soil on which Flemish spade husbandry is so successful, has arisen partly
from its actual productiveness, and partly from the real natural fertility of

French Flanders. The soil of Belgian Flanders for the most part is by
nature little more than sand. ' Essai sur 1'Economie rurale de la Bel-

gique,' par Emile de Laveleye, pp. 1, 2. I have myself seen instances of

this in M. de Laveleye's own family campagne, and elsewhere. Nor is

the climate of Belgian Flanders so much drier than that of Ireland, as

has been alleged. It rains there on the average by computation every
second day. But, in fact, a moist climate like that of Ireland is the

very climate for the growth of food for cattle, and therefore the very
climate for the small farmer.

c 2
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hazardous, at least in appearance, there must be a

certainty that the cultivator shall reap the results of

his sacrifices and efforts
;
and that certainty the con-

tracts between landlord and tenant do not give.' Un-

fortunately, in Flanders, too, the customary
7 contracts

or leases do not give that certainty ; they run only for

nine years, and the small farmer, in spite of the excel-

lence of his farming, is very poor. He is poor, not

because he is a peasant proprietor, as is sometimes

supposed, but because he is not
;
because he pays a

high rent under a short lease for poor land which

requires a great outlay of the produce to make it bear

produce at all
;
and because he marries earlier and has

more children than the peasant proprietor in countries

where peasant properties prevail. His spade has thus

become a gold-mine for his landlord, not for himself.

It is not then the soil or climate of Great Britain or

of Ireland that prevents the success of five-acre farms,

for which both islands have much greater advantages

of nature than Flanders. ' I have seen,' says Dr.

Mackenzie,
' three acres of land which I maintain to

be quite inferior in many respects to much of our

abused Highland soil, and cultivated far below what it

might be, produce in the year 1842 :

s. d.

80 bushels potatoes, sold a* Is. . . 400
21$ wheat 7*. . . . 7 10 6

44 oats &i. . . . G 12

2 calves 5 10

42.'i Ibs. butter, at 10f/ J7_1211
41 ~~6"~ 6

besides several pigs and poultry fattened by the butter-
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milk, and skimmed milk sufficient of itself for a large

family. And I assert that no average family can

cultivate properly by the spade more than five acres of

arable land, and attend to the stock and manure upon

it, without hiring extraneous labour.' * The figures of

produce in this passage were recently shown by the

writer of these pages to several agricultural experts,

English, Irish, and Scotch (one of particular eminence),

all of whom admitted their probability, all of whom
too added the remark that, as prices now are much

higher, the value of the produce of the three acres

would be proportionately greater. The writer next

inquired where the three acres were situated ;
and

found to his surprise that they are on the estate of a

friend of his own, a lady who has many similar acres

under la petite culture in the south of England, suc-

ceeding as well now as did the three acres in 1842 ;

as the reader may judge from what is stated below,f

* Letter to Lord John Russell, 1851.

f In reply to inquiry on the part of the writer, the lady referred to

states :

' The little farm whose produce you mention was let to a man
named Dumbril, and is still occupied by his son, who is doing well, in

spite of the disadvantage of the situation, which is on the side of the

chalk down and excessively steep. let several of these small

farms : most of them have become absorbed in the large ones, but some

are doing well. I spoke yesterday to our bailiff'; and he says that if a

man is industrious and can work a few acres with his own family, he is

sure to make it pay, but not if he is obliged to hire labour or keep a

horse. began the system of allotments here, and it succeeds

admirably, and is a great boon to poor people. They are worked by
labourers and small tradespeople, and give very good produce. To
secure the rent, it is paid in advance most willingly. We have allot'

ment gardens also at and at
;
and they always pay well and

are greatly sought after
;
but the small farms are more doubtful, and

success seems to depend in some measure on the situation, but especially

on the industry and good management of the tenant.' The date of this

letter is December 19, 1866.
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in addition to the fact that their rent varies from

5/. 105. to 305. per acre. Dr. Mackenzie answers a

question put by myself as to the possibility of an Irish

peasant living by his spade on a few acres as follows :

' I know as surely as I write, that spade husbandry

must succeed in Ireland and everywhere if properly

pursued, and that land will never under horse labour

give anything like the return it will give under spade

and crofter cultivation. Who denies this ?
' To the

same question a gentleman in the south of Ireland

gives a different answer, but also a pertinent one :

' The very small high-farming peasantry do not exist

here, because the house-feeding and keeping, which is

the soul and body of this system, is unknown to our

peasantry. Not having ever housed themselves, they

have no notion of housing a beast in comfort and

cleanliness.' The remark is just, but Spenser, in the

sixteenth century, went still deeper into the matter,

when he showed why the Irish peasant has never

housed himself, and why lie had therefore no notion

of housing a beast in comfort and cleanliness :

* ' All

which he hath forborne, and spared so much expense,

* That from never seeing a decent cottage on a five-acre farm the

Irish peasant should have no notion of such a thing is not surprising,

when, owing to the same circumstance, persons who are as much his

superiors in knowledge as in wealth and station, have no more notion of

such a thing. One of the ablest land-agents in Ireland, managing one

of the largest and best English estates, commenting on the Bill intro-

duced by the late Government in a letter to the writer, remarked :
' The

Bill specifies no improvements, and simply refers to the improvements
recited in a late Act, where they are called "suitable." Now what is a

suitalili- house for a five-acre farm ? Mud, clearly. Is the landlord to

pav lor mud ?
' The Flemish live-acre farmer, nevertheless, and even

the Flemish labourer with a much smaller plot, has a neat well-fur-

nished cottage with three or four rooms.
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for that he hath no firm estate in his tenement, but was

only a tenant at will or little more, and so at will may
leave it.'

From the foregoing evidence (and abundance of

similar evidence is obtainable by any one who makes

proper inquiry) it cannot be disputed that the landlords

of Ireland might introduce the art of spade husbandry

into the island with triumphant success, and make five-

acre holdings more productive in many parts of it,

even the barrenest, than large farms. It has actually

been done in the highlands of Scotland, among a less

sharp-witted peasantry than the Irish, but of the same

race.
' I am factor on estates,' says Dr. Mackenzie,*

'where there are many crofters, who execute great

improvements yearly without any aid from me beyond

a fourteen years' lease
;
and next May, on one estate,

I shall be renewing fourteen years' leases to some

thirty such crofters, who cheerfully agree to pay about

I/, an acre for all they have added (by their own

elbows) to their crofts of new land, worth nothing

fourteen years ago. And all these are good regular

rent-paying tenants, from 20/. down to 2/. crofts. I

could get very few large farms let on these terms, so I

value the crofters much as steady improvers of rental

without any outlay on the part of the landlord ; and

really without outlay on their part beyond spare hours,

their capital in bank. I could name many who use

their crofters for thus improving their waste lands, and

then turn out crowds of them, and throw their land

* In a letter to myself, December 19, 1866.
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into large farms, on the plea of clanger from increase in

the poor-rates. Our towns and villages are packed
with these poor ill-used people.'

Irish farms may be classified roughly as follows :

first, those under fifteen acres, upon which no horse is

kept; secondly, those from fifteen to thirty acres, upon
which one horse is kept, but no hired labourer is regu-

larly employed ; thirdly, those from thirty to fifty acres,

on which two horses are generally kept, and some

labour is usually hired ; lastly, large farms which re-

quire a considerable capital. To all the smallest of

these classes of holdings, direct legislation cannot give

stability. The only mode of subsisting upon a few acres

by which the tenant's very existence is not precarious,

is by the Flemish system of spade husbandry, ela-

borate, minute, and scientific. But that is in Ireland a

new and difficult art, irksome to learn, and not to be

learned without supervision and instruction by peasants

to whose customs, traditions, and habits of life it is

foreign. A peasantry is proverbially sceptical of new

systems ;
and so new is this system that the witnesses

on behalf of tenants' compensation before Mr. Maguire's

Committee never thought of it, giving it as their opinion

that a tenant cannot live on a farm of less than from

fifteen to twenty acres of good land. But in some

parts of Ireland the land now occupied by the smallest

holders is naturally too bad for the success of the

Flemish system without great previous outlay of capital

or labour; in others, from ill-cultivation, it is so ex-

hausted that it would take years to restore it to fit

condition. Time, therefore, is needed, and time would
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not be given by a Parliamentary lease ;
the tenant

sometimes would fail in his rent, and be ejected for

nonpayment. Even on the best soils Flemish hus-

bandry would in Ireland be much stiffer work than it

is in Flanders (because the soil is much stiffer), and

therefore harder to learn
; though it would also be

more productive in the end, because the soil is naturally

better. Practical obstacles of this kind are indeed

effects, and not causes of the present and past state of

Ireland
;
but they are effects not to be removed in a

moment at the fiat of a law. It must necessarily be

that the very causes which have thrown the bulk of

the population of Ireland upon agriculture for support

have thrust into the very smallest farms some who

are naturally ill- adapted for such a business, though

perhaps well-adapted for some other. In Ulster, for

example, some were weavers by nature rather than

farmers
;
the handloom has failed, or is failing them,

and the power-loom draws them to towns. If legis-

lation could keep such men in their holdings, it would

only keep them in privation, and keep men who might
succeed out of them.

The difficulty which surrounds legislation for small

holdings, and the danger of its defeating its own aim,

is exemplified by this fact, that the larger farmers with

capital in Scotland are opposed to the landlords' right

to distrain because it favours small farmers without it.*

* See the Evidence taken before the late Commission on the Law of

Hypothec (analogous to the English and Irish law of distress) in Scot-

land. Dr. Mackenzie answers a question from myself on the subject as

follows :

' Were the law of hypothec abolished, I could not give one

hour's delay in payment of rent, and multitudes would thus be ruined
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Indirectly however, legislation may assist la petite

culture, if directly it cannot. It may abolish entails

and sell incumbered estates, thereby introducing weal-

thier and more business-like landlords. It may teach

the rudiments of agriculture in every national school,

and have a model farm around each, which the boys

might be encouraged to cultivate
;
and thus even their

parents would learn that a constant succession of oats

and potatoes must be a ruinous method of fanning.

The Anglo-Saxon Dialogues of the tenth century,

called Alfric's Colloquy, are a model to this day of the

sort of industrial instruction which may be easily given

in schools even by book. Unfortunately the Govern-

ment of Ireland has gone backwards of late years as

regards agricultural instruction; not its only retrograde

step respecting education.

The best service perhaps which legislation can

render to the smallest holdings is to give legal security

to the tenants of larger ones
; thereby removing the

present temptation to landlords to get rid of the former,

to escape a number of future claims for compensation.

yearly. Now, every year I give delay to this or that tenant, who has

had a squeeze and is not ready ; always with pain to the landlord

and the greatest relief to the tenant.' To myself the right of distress

appears a clumsy and anomalous expedient. Nevertheless a speedy,

cheap, and ellectual remedy for the recovery of rent is undoubtedly
beneficial to small holdings and poor farmers. So it is with other

claims. One of the causes of the extortionate rate of interest often paid by
the Irish tenant to the Gombeen man or local usurer, is that the Assist-

ant Barrister's Court is a Court of Equity for defendants, but not for

plaintiffs; and the money-lender charges in proportion to the difficulty

of recovering his loan. The landlord's right to distrain is no doubt a

cause of risk to the monry-lender ;
but without it landlords would not

let small holdings at all, or would require payment in advance, which
would not improve the poor man's position.
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The system of farming at present pursued on the larger

farms, though defective as regards manuring, rotation

of crops, draining, and buildings, is so chiefly for want

of security, and needs only to be improved, not to be

superseded by a new system of cultivation, like that of

Flemish spade husbandry. Farms of fifteen and twenty

acres may seem ridiculously small to the eye of an

English or Scotch farmer, but they prosper in many

parts of Ireland, and even in some backward counties

are now prospering under present prices for butter and

stock as they seldom prospered before, although their

husbandry is imperfect and their dwellings are sordid.

For at present it may be downright imprudence on the

part of the farmer to farm well, or to have a comfort-

able house
;
a rotation of crops implies a certain dura-

tion of tenure, draining a longer one, and building one

longer again. But a tenant may be turned out for

voting as he thinks right, or because a new landlord

comes in by succession or purchase, or because the

present landlord desires to try a new system of farming,

or to anticipate a long promised Act in favour of

tenants. The very fact of an improvement may en-

danger a tenant, since this present outlay may make it

harder to meet two or three bad seasons and to pay his

rent to the day. Those who deny the right of the law

to interfere in any case between landlord and tenant,

forget that the history of the law of tenure is the his-

tory of successive interpositions to give security to the

tenant, who originally was treated as the servant or serf

of the lord of the soil, and whose work and improve-
ments were then consistently viewed as done for his
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lord. The principle of proper legal security to secure

proper cultivation is one which the law of emblements

and of implied tenancy from year to year recognised

and established before the necessity of a rotation of

crops and of durable improvements in husbandry was

known.* The doctrine of non-interference applies

only to the production of commodities under free com-

petition. When railway companies were established,

they too claimed exemption from State interference as

a violation of the principles of political economy and of

the law of supply and demand
;
but the pretension was

refuted by statesmen,! and set aside by the legislature.

Not only is the supply of land strictly limited by

nature, but the number of proprietors is limited by the

law both directly and indirectly ;
its few proprietors

moreover are given by the law a distinct motive for

refusing to their tenants proper security, in order to

control their political action. For these reasons the

principle of the Bill of the late Government giving

tenants a claim for compensation within a specified

limit per acre, in the absence of a lease for thirty-one

years, was clearly a sound one.^ But to fix a uniform

limit to compensation (or to the alternative lease) for

* For this remark I nm indebted to Dr. Hancock, whose 'Impediments
to the Prosperity of Ireland

'

find other writings are the real source of

almost all the improvements in the law relating to landed property in Ire-

land in the last twenty years.

t See in particular Mr. Card well's speech, Hansard's Debates, Hallway
Bill, July H, 1844.

| The J5ill made, however, no provision for the registration of im-

provements after completion. Some such provision seems only just to

landlords, and desirable to prevent disputes and litigation. The attorney

is not the proper party to be benefited.
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holdings of all sizes alike appears to me inexpedient,

as tending to the artificial consolidation of the holdings

of from fifteen to thirty acres, so numerous and impor-

tant in Ireland. At least, for the farmers of more than

fifty acres, a larger margin for improvement, or a

longer lease, appears to be required. These latter may

justly aim at a higher class of house and a higher scale

of permanent improvement than smaller farmers would

attempt or desire
;
and to put all classes of holdings

of fifteen acres and upwards upon the same footing

would tend to the extinction of the smaller class. For

if twenty holders of fifteen acres apiece might each

demand the same compensation for his house as a

single farmer of three hundred acres, it would be the

interest of landlords to seize every opportunity to crusli

the small holders, and to extinguish small holdings

for ever. Thus Ireland would lose in the end all that

deserves the name of a rural population.

It is not only to the maintenance of a rural popu-
lation in Ireland, however, that just measures respect-

ing the ownership and tenure of land would conduce.

They would tend likewise to augment the home de-

mand for labour in towns, to find new employments
for capital, and to open a new sphere for manufactures

and trade. For in the natural progress of industry and

opulence, as Adam Smith has clearly explained, towns,

manufactures, and a brisk and flourishing home trade are

the natural consequences of rural prosperity, because

agriculture, after providing for the first wants of

existence, creates both a demand for higher things

and the materials and subsistence of those who supply
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it. This is especially true of a country like Ireland,

where the bulk of the population is dependent on

agriculture, and must furnish the consumption upon
which home trade depends. The evidence of the last

Committee of the House of Commons on the Tenure

and Improvement of land appropriately ends :

' Do you account for the competition for holdings in

Ireland from the fact that there are, as a rule, no other

means of livelihood in Ireland for the great mass of the

people ? I think their livelihood, generally speaking,

must be obtained from agriculture ;
there is no trade,

or anything of that sort.

' And when there is a bad harvest, I suppose they do

very little in the shops? The shops feel it imme-

diately.
' Therefore it is of great importance to render this

great branch of industry as prosperous as possible ?

Yes, undoubtedly.'

In the north-east of Ireland the country towns are

rapidly increasing in population and wealth, because

country and town react on each other, and the rural

wealth created by town consumption of food, and

town markets for flax finds its way back to the

factory and the shop. In the south and west, on the

contrary, the country towns are, in general, decaying,

because the rural population is poor and declining, and

the peasant must be content with home-made flannel

and frieze. It is by no means only by its direct effects

upon the agricultural classes, however, that the present

land system tells upon trade and manufactures, and

deprives the population of Ireland of a demand for
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their industry at home. ' Would you see what Ireland

might have been,' Lord Duflferin urges,
'

go to Belfast.'

The instance clearly proves, what has escaped the

noble writer, that it is not only by direct legislation

against its trade and manufactures that England has

impeded the prosperity of Ireland, but still more

by the introduction of a system of landed property

designed to make land an inalienable instrument of

political power in a few families, instead of the great

instrument of production of a commercial society.

Belfast has become what it is by passing from the

hands of a prodigal noble. Settlements are intended

to prevent prodigals from ruining their estates, but it

is by keeping them, not by parting with them, that

they really ruin them. There might have been fifty

Belfasts instead of one but for settlements and other

legal restrictions on the transfer of land.* The first

great factory in another flourishing town of Ulster was

built on a bankrupt's estate. Eecent statutes have

attempted, with unintentional sarcasm, to mitigate the

evil of feudal restrictions on the transfer of land by

giving particular powers to present owners to improve

their own land, or to let them to tenants for improve-

ment : but such patchwork reform always defeats itself

by creating costly formalities, and other impediments

to its own object. No reform will suffice short of one,

in the first place, giving ownership to each owner in

turn, to deal with his land according to the circum-

* A remarkable example of the exclusion of manufacturing enterprise

in Ireland by the law of real property is instanced in Dr. Hancock's 'Im-

pediments to the Prosperity of Ireland/ chap. xix.
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stances of his own time and case
; and, in the second

place, freeing landed property from incumbrances by
its sale on the death of each owner to the amount of

all charges and debts. The industry of towns, even

more than that of the country, would be promoted by
such legislation. It has been most unjustly alleged

that the violence of the working-classes of Ireland has

prevented the investment of capital and success of

trade and manufactures in Irish towns. Those who

desire evidence of what the character of the Irish

working-classes really was even before a Poor-law

existed, or emigration had provided an escape from

destitution at home will find it in the Eeport of Lord

Devon's Commission in 1841. In 18G5 a Government

Iteport showed that in all Ireland an average of only

six persons per annum in the ten years preceding had

been even charged with combinations to raise the rate

of wages, and of this more than one-half had been

acquitted ; arid, according to the latest information,

there was not one person for trial for such an offence

in 1863, 1864, or 1865. Every candid inquirer will

find history, statistics, and practical experience confirm

alike the testimony which Sir John Davis has borne at

the beginning of his essay to the character of both

the land and its people,
' endued with extraordinary

abilities of nature,' and that with which his essay con-

cludes :

' There is no nation under the sun that doth

love equal and indifferent justice better than the Irish ;

or will rest better satisfied with the execution thereof,

although it be against themselves
;
so as they may have

the protection and benefit of the law when upon just
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cause they do desire it.' In the close competition of

modern commerce, every country has become more

than ever dependent upon its natural advantages, and

the two great natural advantages of Ireland are its land

and its people. It remains for legislation to remove

obstacles to their combination created by the law, and

to enable the people of Ireland to cultivate and im-

prove the resources of the land of their birth instead

of those of lands of their exile.
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IRELAND IN 1868.*

Two economic currents are flowing in Ireland a cur-

rent of progress and a current of retrogression of the

character of each of which this article aims at furnish-

ing some indication and some suggestions for promoting
the former and arresting the latter. For both purposes

something must be said of the only strong political

current visible in the island at present, one rushing

back to the dismemberment of the kingdom, civil war,

arid the dissolution of civil society. I speak here of

Fenianism, not so much in its organised and criminal

form, as in that morally blameless form, so far as many
of its adherents are concerned, which it takes without

any definite organisation, and spreading, as it were, in

the air. Organised and criminal Fenianism, though it

numbers more sworn members than seems commonly

supposed, is by itself, or without aid from America, a

destructive, but not a formidable power. The annual

chapter of accidents includes in its catalogue a thousand

times more suffering and disaster, yet does nothing to

shake the foundations of the State, or to endanger the

safety of the nation as a nation. Hut another kind of

Fenianism is developing itself, under no specific name

'

Reprinted from the '

Fortnightly Review,' of February 18G8.
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as yet, in declared antagonism to the integrity of the

State ;
which would shortly leave, if it gained its point,

but one of the two economic currents before spoken

of flowing in Ireland, that of backwardness and ruin.

Various motives and feelings are converging to form a

combination of a great part of the people of Ireland

to demand separation from England. Eomantic and

generous hopes of a great independent Ireland, old

legendary Ireland resurgent in glory, derived partly

from ancient tradition, and partly from the nationality

movement on the Continent, blend with well-grounded

discontent at the system of tenure and the consequent

emigration, and with it must be added the selfish desires

of some individuals or parties ;
but the chief source of

this gathering movement is an idea that England is fall-

ing (an idea which mistakes the weakness of a Govern-

ment for the weakness of a nation), coupled with a per-

suasion that an English Parliament will concede any-

thing to force or fright, nothing to justice and policy,

and that even separation may be extorted by demanding
it loudly in menacing numbers. What sort of legis-

lation would follow the establishment of a separate Irish

Parliament, if any legislation at all, might easily be

anticipated, had it not been distinctly foreshadowed

in a tentative declaration of some Catholic clergymen,

drawn with great ability for its purpose, and assuredly

not put forward without the private sanction of higher

authority than it claims. It is enough to say it is

declared that political economy will not do for Ireland,

that the Irish manufacturer cannot compete with the

English, and that the natural energies of the Irish

D 2
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people must be developed, that is to say, properly

speaking, repressed by protection and prohibition.

But there would, in reality, be small time or heed for

legislation. The inevitable, immediate result of sepa-

ration would be a furious war of religions and races, in

which the upper and middle class of Catholics would

be placed in a position of cruel embarrassment and

danger from both sides ; both sides, moreover, would

invoke foreign assistance, and to exclude any other

occupation England would be driven to resume her

former position by main force, after the island had

become from one end to the other a compound of

Mexico and the Campagna, with the anarchy of one

and the desolation of the other.

There is indeed a sense to be hereafter referred to,

in which (paraphrasing a foreign writer's remark) it

Avere well that Ireland should be de-anglicised ;

* but

in all other respects, what is especially desirable for

the island, instead of separation, is a closer union with

England. The greatest of all the calamities from which

the Irish people suffered for centuries was not con-

nection with England, but compulsory isolation, politi-

cally, socially, and commercially. For six centuries

they were kept forcibly aloof from the nearest border

*
Speaking of the lingering effects of Spanish law and misgovernment

in Lombardy, M. Emile de Laveleye hns observed :

' Le soil de la

Lomhardie fat semblable a celui des provinces llamandes : le Jong de

l'Kspa<rne y arreta totite activito* commerciale et industrielle. Le* fidei-

conimis et la main-morte s'c'tendirent rapidement. Los suites funestes

sc font encore sentir aujoiird'hui. Ainsi que le reinarquo mi economise

qui connnit parfaitemeut son pays, la Lombardie n'e.st pas tout-a-fait

(Usexpaynolisfc (dispngnoliz/ntn ).' Lt'x Fvrcrx productive^ <lc In

Ixtrdic.
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of European civilisation and wealth ; down to the time

of many living men, they wrere denied both equal

political rights and social intercourse with the English

and Scotch, and their descendants in Ireland itself;

and placed by nature in the remotest part of Western

Europe, they have only in the present generation begun
to derive from the English invention of steam loco-

motion something like a commercial equality for half

of the island with the rest of the British nation. In

every country in the world, however advanced, Eng-
land itself riot excepted, there are localities which

remoteness has kept to this day in arrear of general

progress ;
into which improvements common elsewhere

have not found their way ;
and where the inhabitants

appear almost barbarous in their ways to people whose

father's ways were precisely the same. Had England
been a solitary isle in an untraversed ocean, could its

inhabitants be much better than savages now? De-

duct from English wealth and civilisation all that is

derived from the little country of Flanders alone, and

how small would the residue be ! He must be a

barbarian who does not feel that the glory of England
is a glory to the whole human race

;
but he must be a

fool who does not see that it also belongs to the whole

human race, and has come from every part of the

world. Throughout its history the movement of both

intellectual light and material progress has been one of

diffusion, reaching the less accessible places last, and

obstructed not only by distance, but by every moral

barrier between country and country. England was by

position an early receptacle of the movement in modern
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Europe, and it would have passed rapidly over to

Ireland, but for a cruel succession of accidents and

crimes which kept two races apart, in the words of a

great English philosopher,
' the most fitted of any two

in the world to be the counterpart of one another,'
*

and two islands apart adapted by nature for the closest

commercial connection. No stronger evidence of the

truth of these propositions is needed than the fact that

in spite of Ireland's calamitous history, in spite of a

system of law most obstructive to the development of

natural resources a system not really English in origin,

but imposed upon England also by conquest in spite

of political conspiracy and insecurity, a current of

progress is nevertheless running in various parts of the

island, distinctly traceable to a closer connection with

England. Draw a line between east and west from

Londonderry to Cork, and on the eastern side, the one

nearest to English markets, English influence, and

English example, it will be found that the main current

is one of progress, though not without an opposite

stream
;
while on the western side, though the main

current is one which carries desolation along with it,

there are yet scattered indications of improvement,

come from an English source and wearing an English

tonn.f
No one who has known the eastern half of the island

for more than twenty years can have failed to perceive

that a striking change has taken place in the life and

* '

Representative Government,' J>y J. S. Mill.

t In this description it is not thought necessary to take account of a

temporary stagnation of the linen trade of Ulster, nor of a partial failure

of crops last year in particular counties, balanced by good crops in others.
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manners of the gentry, and that where the landlords

are resident, prudent, improving, and trusted, the

tenants are in many cases following the example of

prudence and improvement. In a southern county on

this side, not many years ago a backward one from its

isolation, there is a locality comprising several large

estates well known to the writer, which, within his

remembrance, and chiefly within very recent years, has

undergone a complete transformation. It was farmed,

as most other parts of Ireland were farmed in his

childhood
;

it is now farmed as well as any part of

England, and a single dealer in a small town within it

sells artificial manure to the value of 25,000/. a-year,

who could probably not have sold a pound's worth to

a former generation. From this locality a large proprie-

tor, of English descent, himself the cause of much of

the improvement he describes, and who used to define

the Irish tenant as a creature to whom multiplication

and subdivision come by nature, but to whom the art of

man cannot communicate an idea of farming or for-

bearance from marriage, now reports :

' The twenty-

acre men are holding on well, farming far better than

formerly, and not involving themselves as formerly

with wives and families as a matter of course. The

farming of this class, Kornan Catholics and indigenous

Irish, is exceedingly improved ;
their prudence in the

matter of marriage still more remarkable ; their sisters

and younger brothers, too, remaining frequently un-

married, as they will not marry out of their class,

unless to better themselves. The condition of the

country here shows rapid amelioration.'
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Other instances of a landlord's good example being

followed by his tenants, where English markets have

come within reach, and English improvements in

farming have become known, fell under the writer's

observation in a recent visit to other eastern counties ;

and from one that was not visited a farmer, loud for

tenant-right, writes :

'

Farming in general is greatly

improving in this district and the neighbouring ones.

Here farmers are to some extent able to compete with

the landed proprietors at agricultural shows and the

like.' To compete with the landed proprietors at

agricultural shows and the like ! From what quarter

has this competition come if not from England, and

what sort of competition has it superseded in Ireland ?

With their fathers would it not probably have been a

competition in the dissipation of their fortunes ? In

other counties, such as Cavan, and even Boscominon,

new crops flax, artificial grasses, and rape are ap-

pearing, and land may be seen turned up by spade or

plough in December, which not long agowould have been

left untouched until the end of January. It is, again,

English markets, English manufacturing towns, and

English wealth that enable the Irish fanner to eke out in

anyway the scale of wages on the eastern side. No fallacy

has more tended to hide the real condition of Ireland and

the remedies it requires, than one into which writers

of authority have fallen, that emigration must steadily

raise wages in Ireland in proportion as it diminishes

the number of labourers. The base of the fallacy is an

imaginary
'

aggregate wages-fund,' the share of each

labourer in which is supposed to become greater as
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the number sharing becomes smaller.* But the

bargain of wages is a transaction between the individual

employer and his men
;
what that employer can give

depends on his own means or profits, and not on the

sum of the funds in his own and other people's posses-

sion
; nor are his means augmented by the scarcity of

labour. Were only one labourer left in the country,

would he earn as much as all the former labourers put

together ? Clearly not, unless he did as much work,

and worked for all employers at once ; for how else

could the money be forthcoming to pay him. ? So far

are wages from being equal through Ireland, as the

doctrine of an aggregate wages-fund, shared by a

smaller number of labourers, implies, that they vary

from five shillings a-week to twelve shillings, and are

highest where good labourers are most numerous, and

on the side nearest England, instead of America. It

is the English market for Irish commodities, not the

American market for Irish labour, that raises wages in

Ireland
;

to say that it is the latter, is as much as to

say that the rich enable the poor to pay high prices

for things by paying high prices themselves.

To the funds coming to Irish labourers from an

English source must also be added the sums which

the number who come over for the harvest bring back

for the winter. And, speaking of this, one cannot but

*
Mr. Mill has employed the phrase 'aggregate wages-fund' merely

as a short term to comprise all the funds employed in the payment of

labour, whether derived from capital or income. He never meant that

the funds in all employers' possession are put together and divided, as

gratuities to waiters in a coffee-room are sometimes thrown into a box,
and afterwards distributed.
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express abhorrence of that spurious patriotism which

seeks to avenge the misfortunes of Ireland by the

destruction of England. What have English labourers

done, whose bread Irish labourers have divided for

centuries, and never divided more largely than last

year, that Irishmen should seek to ruin the country on

which both subsist? What, on the other hand, have

the multitude of poor Irish workmen done, who earn

their living in England, that they should be marked

out as the natural objects of suspicion and hatred, and

exposed to violence, expulsion, and destitution ? There

was never a better year than the one that has just

closed for the Irish labourers of the west in England

and Scotland, and many who came for the season

found it to their advantage to remain. If among these

there are any who are parties to the crimes which

Fenianism contemplates, they are guilty botli of atro-

cious treachery to the people who have received and

supported them, and of a most cruel offence against

those of their countrymen who are their fellows in

labour, but not their fellows in treason. If there are

any among them who brood over the sad history of

Ireland, and behold in it the cause of that torpor, too

common among its inhabitants, which Bentham has

catalogued as the third order of evil following long

insecurity and oppression, let them look along the

eastern shore of the island, and they will behold how

the contact and commerce of England are enabling

Irishmen to shake off that torpor of ages. Belfast

itself, as a great manufacturing town, is but one

generation old ; its mechanical powers are of English
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invention, the advantage of its commercial position

consists mainly in vicinity to England, and many in-

habitants, of pure Irish as well as English descent, are

sharing the fortunes of the town
;
from which long

arms, moreover, are now being stretched in the spirit

of English enterprise up and down through the island

to explore and develop its resources. Of the success

of several of these enterprises it may be too early to

speak (Feniamsrn is one of their chief impediments),

but the nascent spirit they show is more important

than their results, however successful. It is a spirit

which, with tranquillity and wise legislation, would

soon stir the western half of the island, over which it

is too true that desolation and decline have been more

commonly spreading of late years than giving place to

advancement ;
where the one great enterprise carried

on upon a great scale is the emigration of the flower of

the population from a deteriorating soil ; and where

cultivation has receded, and a retrogression has taken

place from agriculture to the rudest system of pasture.

The proverb is far from generally true in Ireland that

the benefactor of his country is the man who makes

two blades of grass grow where one grew before.

And although it may not be denied that many of the

former holdings were too small for even secure sub-

sistence, the sweeping conversion of small farmers into

labourers is, whether they go or stay, a revolution full

of danger to both England and Ireland, as one may
see in their darkening looks. M. de Lavergne wrote

fifteen years ago :

'

Notwithstanding its detestable rural

system, Ireland seems to have preserved one excellent
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feature, namely, the almost entire absence of day
labourers properly so called.' It does not possess that

feature now. The change has taken place, too, at a

peculiarly ill-tinied epoch, when increased intelligence,

communication with America, and ideas spreading over

Europe, tended of necessity to make the Irishman less

content than ever to descend to the rank of a servant.

Instead of the conservative rural class of small farmers,

with a fair security to improve, mixed with small

proprietors, improving their own lands (which ought
to have been the transformation effected after the

famine), the real transformation is that a revolutionary

and dangerous class has been established. Fenianism,

in its worst form, is the direct result of the suspension

of leases, the consolidation of farms, and that emigra-

tion to which so many proprietors have looked for the

regeneration of Ireland.

The predominance of a current of economic decline,

with its political consequences, on the western side of

Ireland, will no doubt be ascribed by not a few to an

inferior climate and soil, and an inferior and less mingled

race. The theory of the faultiness of the Irish soil

and climate is a late invention. The invaders held a dif-

ferent notion, and in saying so no impeachment of their

descendants' title is intended, for the Milesians them-

selves had no other original title to their lands
;
their

own legends and traditions tell that they took them by
the sword. But of the natural character of those lands

the point here in question Spenser thus wrote :

4 And sure Ireland is ;i most sweet and beautiful coun-

try as any is under heaven, besides the soil itself most

fertile, and fit to yield all kind of fruit that shall be
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committed thereunto. Lastly, the heavens most mild

and temperate, though somewhat more moist than in

the parts towards the east.' Quoting this passage

some twenty years ago, an experienced English observer

wrote :

' I have been over every part of Great Britain ;

I have had occasion to direct my attention to the

natural capabilities, to the mode of cultivation, and to

the produce of many parts of it : this very year I have

traversed the country from the Land's End in Cornwall

to John o' Groat's in Caithness ;
but in no part of it

have I seen the natural capabilities of the soil and cli-

mate surpass those of Ireland, and in no part of it have

I seen those natural capabilities more neglected, more

uncultivated, more wasted than in Ireland.'* The in-

ference Mr. Campbell Foster drew was one not favour-

able to the industrial powers and virtues of the natives

of an island so favoured in its natural gifts ;
and there are

many to agree with him in Ireland itself as well as out of

it.
' Mettez y des Flamands, ils transformeront ITrlande,

je pense,' said a Belgian economist and agriculturist

lately to the present writer. But how are we to recon-

cile with the explanation of an inert race the fact that

landlords in Ireland, not being of Irish race, were

* ' Letters on the Condition of Ireland,' by T. Campbell Foster, 1846.

The eminent and accurate Professor of Agriculture, Dr. Hodges, at a

later period says :
' The productive powers of the soil of this country are

most remarkable, and enable it, even with its present imperfect culture,

to produce crops which excite the astonishment of the most skilful

farmers of England and Scotland. The island also possesses, it its geo-

logical structure and genial climate, such advantages as render it equal
to any country in the world for the growth of plants and animals. May
we not, therefore, conclude that it will yet be made to yield an amount

of food far more than sufficient for rewarding the industry of any popu-
lation it is ever likely to contain ?

'

Lessons in Chemistry in its Applica-
tion 1o Agriculture, 1800.
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formerly quite as bad farmers, and otherwise as im-

provident in their way, all over Ireland, as the pure

Irish tenants are still in the west, and are now very

often (otherwise at least than in the matter of leases)

both good farmers and prudent men ? And again, that

on the eastern side the Celtic tenant is found in many

places now improving in his farming, encouraged by

good markets, and instructed by good example ? We

may ask, too, what was the condition of farming

generally over the most advanced parts of Europe fifty

years ago, Prussia, and the Lowlands of Scotland, for

example ? The race has not changed ;
what then has

changed the agriculture ? Is the race a different one,

in each locality of England where you find the fanning

good, from that in the localities where you find it

bad ?

The true causes, in addition to the state of the law,

of the stagnation, and even decline, of ninny parts of

western Ireland aro various, but among them one is

chief; that there are the people who have suffered the

most through history, who were thrust farthest from

civilisation and commerce, who are still farthest from

England and its markets, and whose chief landlords

are far more commonly than in the east of the island

absentees. One fact mentioned in the ' Evidence rela-

ting to liaihvays in Ireland, 18(55,' illustrates sufficiently

the nature of some of the disadvantages which the

western farmer suffers from remoteness from England.

The county of Donegal is one, generally speaking, of

the most backward counties in the island, and in a

corner of it one of the witnesses stated that he found fine
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chickens of good size selling in 1864 at \l,d. a piece.*

It is not money only or profit which is excluded by
such disadvantages, but also the ideas, the progress,

the spirit, the methods, that are sure to flow in with

commercial facilities of ingress. And, in fact, there

are some indications of progress even in the west, and

wherever they are they wear, as already said, the

visible garb of their English origin. There are some

English and Scotch settlers whose farming is excelled

nowhere in Europe ;
the chief resident proprietors farm

like English ones
;
and even the smallest holders here

and there grow turnips (the crop of all others for

Ireland), and begin to see the advantage of winter keep
for their cattle, to mow their corn, to discard the old

Irish log for the English spade, and to display the

intelligence awakened through the national education

established by England.

There is no source from which improvement can

come to the stagnant and retrogressive quarters of

Ireland save from English connexion and English

legislation. A great and benevolent statesman is re-

ported indeed to have said that Ireland ought to be

governed according to Irish ideas. But what are Irish

ideas ? Are they the ideas of the Catholic clergy, an

eminently virtuous class beyond question, but surely

not the one to govern a nation in our time ? Are they
the ideas of the best educated Catholic laity, a quiet

class, who keep their ideas too much to themselves ?

*
Provisions are now (January 1868) very dear in the county of

Donegal, and the labourers and small farmers are suffering greatly in

consequence ;
but this dearness comes of a failure of crops, not of a pro-

fitable market.
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Are they the ideas of the large Anglo-Scotch and Pro-

testant population of the island, whose ideas are English,

with a little provincialism. Or are they ideas which

are not Irish in any sense, but the ideas of the Pontiff

and Cardinals of Rome ? Whenever what are called

Irish ideas are closely examined, they will turn out, if

Irish at all, to be the ideas not of a nation, but of a

class or a section : and Ireland has had only too much

of class legislation and sectional government. It is

English ideas the ideas of the nearest part of civilised

and progressive Europe that are wanted for the con-

trol and guidance of Ireland ;
but when I say English

ideas, I mean the ideas of the present English nation,

not of the Anglo-Norman barons of the feudal age.

What then is the English nation to do for Ireland ?

No single measure, it may at once be affirmed, will

make Ireland generally prosperous or appease the dis-

content existing among a large portion of its inhabi-

tants. A combination of measures is necessary to

arrest the progress of sedition, to encourage improve-

ment in farming, to facilitate the rise of a class of yeo-

man and peasant proprietors, to remove legal impedi-

ments to the development of the natural resources of

the island and natural impediments which individuals

cannot remove, to make its real condition and resources

known in England, to diffuse agricultural skill, to check

the enormous evil of absenteeism, and to bring all

Ireland closer to England, and to the markets and

progress of the European world. In the few pages at

the writer's disposal, it is evident that so extensive a

programme cannot be discussed in detail, but some
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remarks are due to the readers who have followed him

thus far.

, Of Fenianism first : that is to say, Fenianism as an

organised conspiracy for the ruin of England ;
which

ought to be suppressed if it were only in mercy to not

a few reluctant accomplices on its roll, for there are

always not a few reluctant accomplices of an Irish con-

spiracy. Fenianism knows too well its own utter im-

becility as a belligerent power not to perish of sheer

despair but for its hope in America, and the spoil it

promises to the mercenary part of its adherents in an

American war against England, or at least an American

sanction to privateering against English trade. And in

American hostility it has too much reason to believe

a hostility very unjust as against the whole English

people, and their common country, but not unprovoked

by a considerable section of Englishmen, blockade-

runners, and newspaper scolds if one must not add

the laches or duplicity of some English officials during

the late Civil War. The people of England owe it now

to their own safety and strength to make generous

compensation for the wrongs and insults of which the

latter complain. If it be true, as the writer has some

reason to believe, that the concession of British Colum-

bia, really an American colony, would be accepted as

a full compensation, that concession might perhaps be

made. For while, by making it, England would get

rid of a formidable embarrassment and danger, she

would leave the resources of great regions to be deve-

loped to her own future advantage by the only people

in a condition to develop them. America, too, ought

E
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to be thankful to be thereby released from the incubus

of a claim, the attempt to enforce which, even if

successful (a very doubtful matter), would do cruel

injury to the very class of Englishmen who, for the

sake of American freedom, were unmurmuring sufferers

by the war which upheld it. The working-classes

must be the chief victims of every war, the wealthier

classes enduring, by comparison, no real privation ; but

a war between America and England, or against the

commerce of England, would be one for the starvation

of that very magnanimous working-class of Englishmen
to whom America owes so much sympathy and admira-

tion not to say also gratitude, though they really could

have added an English war to her late troubles, had

they joined their voices to the disgraceful clamour of

others for that end.

The next point in importance is the tenure of land,

the difficulties of which cannot be surmounted by

legislation relating to tenure alone. A parliamentary

lease or settlement might necessitate a selection of

tenants, which would by no means meet the views

of all the present ones. On the other hand, England
cannot leave the treatment of tenure to the landlords,

who strangely tell us in one breath it is a settled axiom

of political economy that a landlord's interest in his

own property, just because it is his own, must lead him

to improve it, and yet that Irish tenants will not

improve if the holdings become their own for a time

under a lease or, in short, that insecurity, not security,

is the great incentive to improvement on the part of a
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tenant. It is added, on the landlord's part, that many
tenants do not wish for leases : when this is the case,

as it sometimes is, from entire confidence in the land-

lord, it only shows that there is a supposed security

in those cases ; but even under excellent and trust-

worthy landlords, tenants are often shy of asking for

a lease when they would be glad of one of sufficient

length, were it not for its expense, and the fear at once

of its legal technicalities and of offending the landlord

by asking to be put out of his power.

The subject of the tenure of land is, in connection

with the legal technicalities referred to, bound up with

the whole law of real property, and to have a pro-

sperous and contented agricultural population in Ireland

there is needed not only a legal right to compensation

for tenant's improvements, in the absence of a lease for

thirty-one years at least, but also a complete liberation

of the transfer of land from legal restrictions and

difficulties, so that fanners might buy land as well as

hold it securely. For this end primogeniture and

entail must cease, and a simple system of the transfer

of land by registration must be introduced. It is in

this sense only that Ireland, to repeat an expression

used before, ought to be de-Anglicised, though in truth

the English law of real property is neither English in

origin nor approved of by the English people, and

contains nothing injurious to Ireland which is not so

to England too
;
and it is only in respect of legal

fetters which England ought to strike off from herself

that she ought to follow the exhortation of an eminent

E 2
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Irish lawyer in respect of Ireland,
' Loose her, and let

her go.'
*

The writer's limit prevents a demonstration here of

the invalidity of current arguments against the pos-

sibility of yeomen and peasants prospering in either

island as proprietors, or even becoming proprietors at

all, under even rational land laws
;
but an illustration

must be given of the obstructions which the land laws

under which Ireland has been placed have opposed to

the enterprise and prosperity of its people in other

ways.
' About fifteen years ago,' Dr. Hancock relates,

in his. treatise on the *

Impediments to the Prosperity

of Ireland,'
' an enterprising capitalist was anxious to

build a flax-mill in the north of Ireland, as a change
had become necessary in the linen trade from hand-

spinning to mill-spinning. He selected as the site for

his mill a place in a poor but populous district,

situated on a navigable river, and in the immediate

vicinity of extensive turf bogs. The capitalist applied

to the landlord for a lease of fifty acres for a mill site,

labourer's village, and his own residence, and of fifty-

acres of bog, as it was proposed to use turf as the fuel

for the steam-engines of the mill. The landlord was

most anxious to encourage an enterprise so well calcu-

lated to improve his estate. An agreement was cou-

*
In November, 18.">2, Mr. Xapier introduced a series of measures into

the House of Commons for the adjustment of the relations of landlords

nnd tenants in Ireland, saying, at the close of his speech :

'

Enough for

him, if he had provided a freer career for industry and raised up an ob-

stacle to injustice. The voice of mercy had resuscitated Ireland, the

flush and How of returning life reanimated her frame ; but she w.us still

in the grave-clothes in which severe policy and sore affliction had bound

her. Loose her, and let her go.' Ilansartfs Parliamentary
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eluded, but when the flax-spinner consulted his legal

adviser, he discovered that the law prevented the

landlord from carrying out the very liberal terms he

had agreed to. He was bound by settlement to let at

the best rent only ; the longest lease he could grant

was for three lives, or thirty-one years. Such a lease,

however, at the full rent of the land, was quite too

short a term to secure the flax-spinner in laying out

his capital in building ;
the statute enabling tenants to

lease for mill sites only allowing leases of three acres.

The mill was not built, and mark the consequence. Some

twenty miles from the spot alluded to, the flax-spinner

found land in which he could get a perpetual interest ;

there he laid out his thousands
;
there he has for the last

fifteen years given employment to hundreds of labourers,

and has earned money. The poor but populous district

continues as populous, but, if anything, poorer than it

was. During the past seasons of distress, the people

of that district suffered much from want of employment,

the landlord's rents were worse paid out of it than

from any other part of his estate. Could there be a

stronger case to prove how much the present state of

Ireland arises from the state of the law ?
'

The present writer knows of several similar cases
;

and when Lord Dufferin says of the industrial resources

of Ireland,
' A hundred fountains remain to be unsealed,'

he might have added that it is the seal of the law which

closes them up, and that the law furnishes an answer

to Bishop Berkeley's last question in the '

Querist,'

a hundred and thirty years ago,
' Whose fault is it if

poor Ireland still continues poor ?
' A part of the
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impoverishment which Ireland suffers, not only pecu-

niarily, but socially and morally, from entails, insecure

tenures, incumbrances, and other consequences of the

present state of the law, is absenteeism ; the evil of

which is the one point about which all parties in Ireland

are agreed, and in removing which the legislature

would be really legislating according to Irish ideas.

The excellent results which in several counties have

followed the Government grant for instructors in the

best methods of growing and saving flax, exemplify

another direction in which the interference of the State

is urgently required, namely, for general agricultural

instruction throughout Ireland. The suppression of

the Chairs of Agriculture in the Queen's Colleges was

an act of sheer fatuity, as the suppression of the Pro-

fessorships of Irish was an act of sheer barbarism on

the part of the Treasury. There ought to be a model-

farm attached to a national school in every parish, and

there is no sort of reason why the Irish peasant should

not learn the all-important lesson of a rotation of

crops, and of the proper house-feeding of cattle, as well

as to read, write, and count. The intervention of the

State is also indispensable for the deepening of rivers

and providing outfalls for arterial drainage. The state

of the Suck, for example, is a scandal to a civilised

Government, and an insuperable obstacle to the im-

provement by private enterprise of a vast district which

it floods. Lastly, remains the extension and cheapen-

ing of railway communication. The completion of a

commercial union between the two islands is almost

as vital a point ;is the maintenance of their political
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union, and a Government can look to indirect and dis-

tant results in promoting it, which are not economically

within the contemplation of private enterprise. The

English buyer, for example, who pays but a small sum

to a company for his fare, may be worth more than a

thousand times the amount to the trade of both islands ;

and a not unimportant economy in the workings of

the Irish lines could be effected by a centralisation of

management.*
Other things there are, doubtless, which ought to be

done for Ireland, and among them are some which

Parliament has not at present the requisite information

to do
; therefore, among the things which ought at

once to be done is, to make inquiry into the actual

condition and resources of the island, not for the

purpose for which such inquiries have too often been

made, of postponing legislation, but to prepare for

it. But if even the measures sketched out in these

pages were carried at once into effect, in the next

generation but one economic current of progress

*
It is to be feared that the purchase of the Irish railways by the

State will meet with great difficulty from the exorbitant demands of

Companies ; and, perhaps, also from a demand on the part of the Go-

vernment for a guarantee on the part of Ireland alone against loss, which

the shareholders are very ready to offer on behalf of the people of Ire-

land, but which the latter ought not to be expected to give. A railway
which carries the produce of the west of Ireland cheaper to England,
benefits producers in the former and consumers in the latter; and why
should the consumer in Ireland, who does not benefit as a producer the

fundbolder, for example pay part of the carriage of provisions away
from himself? If the cost of carriage were annihilated between the

islands, meat and other provisions would become cheaper in London, and

dearer in Limerick and Galway. Why should consumers in Limerick

and Galway, but not in London, guarantee the State against loss by a

measure tending to that result ?
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would be found flowing through Ireland, and the

answer to Bishop Berkeley's question would be that

*

poor Ireland
'

does not still continue poor. The

ballad might then ask with truth in 1898, the cen-

tenary of the last Eebellion,

<Who fenrs to apeak of '08 ?

"\VJio blushes at the name ?
'
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MANY CAUSES have tended to concentrate almost ex-

clusive attention on that side of the Irish Land System

which relates to agricultural tenure. In so far as those

causes are historical, they have been to some extent

indicated in preceding pages. The exclusion of the

Irish from the maritime ports of their own island, the

confiscation of their lands, the denial of landed pro-

perty to Catholics, restrictions on Irish manufactures

and trade, have necessarily left their traces in the indus-

trial economy of Ireland at this day. These historical

causes, however, being now beyond control, are worth

taking into practical account only as disposing of inso-

lent theories of race on the one hand, and adding

urgency on the other to the necessity for a thorough

reformation of a land system, which, by making agri-

culture the only employment accessible to a great

mass of the people, and tenancy the highest position to

which they could aspire in connexion with agriculture,

has made agricultural tenure appear almost the only

land question. The real problem which the legislature

has to solve relates to the Irish Land System as a whole,

to the distribution of landed property, and the conditions

of ownership as well as to tenure
;
to commerce, manu-
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facturcs, and mines as well as to agriculture ;
to the

towns, in short, as well as to the country. The system

of agricultural tenure is admitted on all sides to be an in-

tolerable evil, both politicallyand economically regarded ;

but it has become so, not through its own inherent

impolicy and injustice alone, but by reason also of the

entire structure of the land system, which gives the

occupation of the tenant-farmer an undue predomi-

nance in the economy of the island as in the mind of

the public. The position of the tenant-farmer cannot

indeed be fully understood without reference to the

unhealthy and unnatural economy produced by the

land system as a whole.

A complete investigation of the condition of Ire-

land would show that its prosperity has been cramped
in every direction, and with respect to all its resources

and natural uses for its inhabitants. It would show

that much as its cultivators have suffered from the

insecurity of their own position, they have suffered

more by its being generally the only career open to

them above that of hired labour, by the excessive com-

petition to which they have been exposed in it, and

by the loss of the numerous local markets which a

community flourishing in all the departments of industry

would create. It would show, too, that much as the

country has suffered under the present land system,

the town using the term for brevity, to denote non-

agricultural employments in general suffers still more,

for it suffers extinction.

Xo more than an indication can be attempted in

these pages of the manner in which both town and

country are affected. The interests of both are closely
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interwoven, and it is a misfortune in this as in many
other cases that a description in words cannot place

things in their true relative position at once under the

eye. As they can be presented only in succession, it is

natural to glance first at the state of the country,

which comes first in the natural order of develop-

ment, and goes far to determine the state of the town ;

although it must be subsequently shown that it is by
no means only by its effects on the rural population

and on agriculture that the land system militates

against the prosperity of other employments and classes.

ISTot only is the town dependent on its rural neighbour-

hood for a local market, and for cheap supplies of

materials and food, and is straitened accordingly if

the population and cultivation around it decline, but

security and freedom of action are even more necessary

to its prosperity and its very existence. Town in-

dustry is a more delicate plant and of slower growth
than the industry of the country. It is the creation of

man nature does nothing for it directly. The country

cannot disappear under any land system, and will pro-

duce something, at least in these islands under any.

Crops will rise and ripen even under a notice to quit ;

grass will grow over a soil so fertile as Ireland's with-

out even an effort on the part of the husbandman.

But the town draws no nutriment from the ground
on which it stands, nor from the air around

;
rains do

not refresh it, suns do not bring it to maturity, its

harvests need much costlier sowing and labour, and

much longer abstinence. Whatever evils then follow

in the case of the country from insecurity and restraints

on industrial energy must be tenfold greater in the
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case of the town. The effects of the Irish Land System

on agriculture deserve attention accordingly, not only

for their own sake, or for their immediate bearing

on other industries, but also as examples of influences

operating with far greater force on the latter ; although

for that very reason their effects may be to a great

extent indiscernible. Towns and villages that are

falling to decay may be seen, those which have alto-

gether disappeared, and those which have been pre-

vented from coming into existence, are invisible.

And looking even at the agricultural side of the

island, one may see such evidence of the effects of a

land system essentially anti-industrial (if the expression

may be allowed) in its structure and principles, be-

cause essentially feudal, that the chief mark of its

influence on the life and business of towns might
almost be expected to be an entire absence of towns. It

is not indeed a feudal land system in the sense of se-

curing the defence of the State
;
but it is so in aiming at

the concentration of territory and power in a few fami-

lies and in the feudal line, by regulations and restrictions

absolutely hostile to all commercial policy and indus-

trial progress.

One observation relating to both country and town

should be borne in mind throughout; namely, that

there ought to have been in the case of both con-

tinuous and rapid improvement in the last twenty

years ; the period selected on all sides as a test of the

working of the system under which the island is

placed. That period includes the sudden removal of
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an enormous mass of pauperism ;
the effects of na-

tional education ;
an extensive system of drainage

effected by public works and loans
;
a general advance

throughout the world in the industrial arts
;
and an

immense improvement in the commercial position of

the island by means of roads, railways, and steam

navigation, with a consequent augmentation of the

value of Irish commodities which official statistics by
no means sufficiently indicate. An illustration of the

impetus which the combination of new methods of

locomotion ought naturally to have given to agricul-

ture is afforded in the instance of roads alone
;
with

an excellent system of which the undervalued public

works, executed during the famine, furnished the island.

Describing in 1845 the importance of means of in-

ternal transportation for the development of the in-

dustrial resources of Ireland, Sir Eobert Kane

observed :

' The consequence of not having roads is

illustrated by the evidence of Mr. Fetherstone, who,

describing some of his important improvements to a

Committee of the House of Commons, says,
" The oats

these lands grow is so very fine, and of such a rich

gold colour, that if we can possibly get it down to the

lowlands, we sell it for seed oats
;
but the roads being

so bad, we put it to the purpose of illicit distillation.

It is a great deal cheaper to distil it than bring it to

market, for we could only bring a sack at a time. . . .

There are no roads. The oats are beautiful, and an

enormous crop ;
but what is the good of it ? you cannot

send it to market." Add to roads railways, such as

they ought to be, or even such as they are
; to both
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add rapid conveyance to the chief English ports, and

the consequent leap in the prices of Irish produce,

and what ought not to have been the gains of Irish

producers and the improvement in the methods of

production ? The following table of comparative

prices was given in evidence before a Committee of

the House of Lords in 1867 :

Butter Beef Mutton Tork
per cwt. per cwt. per cwt. per cwt.

t. d. i, </. >. d. t. d.

1826 . . GO 33 34 25 5

1868 . . 109 3 59 1 GO G 51 10

Even this comparison (probably furnished from some

principal town on the eastern coast) falls considerably

short of showing the real rise in the prices of many
Irish commodities throughout the greater part of the

island in the last twenty years ; for in numerous

inland and western localities the prices of meat and

butter were doubled those of poultry much more

than doubled immediately by railways.*
'

Markets,'

says M. de Lavergne, in his work on the Rural

Economy of England and Ireland, referring, it is well

to observe, to the aptitude of some countries for small

farms,
'
this is the greatest and most pressing require-

ment of agriculture. There is only one law which

admits of no exception, and which everywhere pro-

duces the same results the law of markets.' But

* The following prices are given in '

Reports from Poor-Law Inspec-
tors on Wages of Agricultural Labourers in Ireland, 1870,' p. 26 :

1819 1869

s. if. s. d.

Meat . . . .02 05
Milk . . . .05 08
Oatmeal, per cwt. .96 15
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M. de Lavergne had first laid it down that the

natural consequence^ of markets is the introduction of

leases
; just as Adam Smith traces the origin of long

leases on the decline of feudalism to the new markets

opened by commerce for the produce of agriculture

and the necessity of increased security for its improve-

ment. Eising prices in themselves and unaccompanied

by security, only imperil the position of the tenant-

farmer, by tempting the proprietor to sudden changes

in the terms of the tenure, or in the tenancy itself.

And in Ireland the actual accompaniment of markets

was additional insecurity. Mere tenure-at-will be-

came commoner than before the Devon Commission

condemned it as 'a pressing grievance to all classes

of tenants, paralysing all exertions, and placing a fatal

impediment in the way of improvement.' The natural

consequence has been that system of husbandry which

so experienced a judge as Mr. Caird lately described

as everywhere meeting his eye, save in Ulster and the

eastern seaboard of the country :

' What the ground
will yield from year to year at the least cost of time,

labour, and money is taken from it.' The description

might stand for an economic definition of tenure from

year to year. On the very border of commerce with

England, under better conditions of tenure than else-

where prevalent, and under landowners more generally

resident, a considerable change for the better in Irish

husbandry has taken place on the whole
; although

there are indications that the progress even of that

favoured side of the island has come to a stand-still,

and that the Ulster farmer has been made to feel that,
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without legal security, improvement is dangerous. But

taking Ireland as a whole, a glance at official statistics

shows the general direction in which agriculture has

been moving. One-half of the island in what is called

grass or pasture, nearly one-fourth bog or waste, little

more than one-fourth in cultivation, and but one and

a-half per cent of the whole area wood or plan-

tation, is the picture agricultural statistics present.

But for the absence of wood, of which an explanation

will be found in a subsequent page of this volume, one

might suppose oneself looking at the statistics of a

new country just occupied by a colony, in place of an

old country which the inhabitants have been deserting

in millions to seek subsistence elsewhere. Cultivation

moreover has been receding much faster than statistics

show at first sight. The entire area under crops was

5,970,139 acres in 1861, and but 5,575,843 in 1869 ;

but these general figures are far from exhibiting the

real retrogression, because the increase of cultivation

which commenced after 1847 reached its maximum in

different years in different counties, and then steadily

declined in each. Comparing the entire number of

acres under crops in 1869 with the number attained in

all the counties together at their maximum of cultiva-

tion, it would be found that 1,398,881 acres in place

of only 394,296 have gone out of cultivation.

It is not meant that in every case the substitution of

pasture for tillage is a change for the worse, for a

good tillage farm should have a portion, if possible, in

permanent grass properly supplied with manure
;
but

that the total extent of cultivation, in place of decreas-
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ing ought to have largely increased, is not only agreed

by the highest authorities on agriculture in the island,

but shows itself in an actual diminution in cattle as

well as of crops, through the want of winter keep, and,

what is worse, through a positive deterioration of the

depastured soil. The following table, considering the

rise in the price of cattle, and the decrease of crops,

is startling :

Number of Horses Cattle Pigs

1859 . . 629,075 3,815,598 1,265,751

1869 . . 527,248 3,727,079 1,079,793

There has been, it is true, between 1859 and 1870

a considerable increase of sheep, but of that something

hereafter.

Looking first at the effect of the grazing system on

the number of cattle, it may be observed that a Scotch

Member of Parliament, versed in the agriculture of

his own country, yet apparently not opposed to a very

different method of cattle-feeding in Ireland, himself

states that on estates in the county of Mayo which he

lately visited,where Italian ray grass for stall-feeding was

substituted for natural pasturage,
' four cows were kept

on the same extent of land as was barely sufficient for

one cow under the old system.'
* To this difference

in summer food must be added the loss of winter food

by
' the old system.' And to both we should add the

loss of human food. 'In eleven years,' says a high

scientific authority, 'Ireland has lost the power of

feeding more than 1,800,000 of her population, while

Scotland has gained the power of feeding about

* 'Land Culture, &c. iu Ireland.' By P. Macla-ran, M.I'., 1869.

F
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300,000 more people.'
* Take further the difference of

profit to the farmer and wages to the labourer. The

lecturer at the Glasnevin Model Farm, who adds to

high scientific attainments practical experience in agri-

culture in every province, has lately shown that on

ordinary Irish soil, clay loam on a limestone formation,

tillage properly conducted, gives an excess over pasture

of 2GO/. in profit, though at lower than current prices

of corn, and with an outlay in wages of 194/. instead of

but 30/. to a single herd. This calculation, however, as-

sumes a five-course rotation an assumption involving

a tenure sufficient not only for five years of cropping,

but also for subsoiling, draining, and building, which in

Ireland must be done by the tenant, if done at all.

For the effects of the Irish system of pasture on the

soil, we may refer to the evidence of ' an Ulster land-

lord aijd tenant,' who, while writing energetically on

the side of the landlords, incidentally states with respect

to some land of his own, that ' used for several years as

a grazing farm, and paying a good return, at length a

portion showed symptoms of returning to coarse grass

and heather, and twenty acres were broken up, limed,

and cropped with oats.' f
Mr. Longfield draws a distinction between two kinds

of Irish soil, one being rich stiff clay, and improving

every year under pasture, another and lighter soil, on

the contrary, if kept in pasture, having a tendency to

run into unprofitable moss.$ Without questioning this

* 'Of the Declining Production of Food iu Ireland.' By Dr. Lyon

riayfair, C.B., M.P. ' Recess Studies,' p. 249.

t Letters to the '

Standard,' January, 1870.

J Cobden Club Volume, p. 35.
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distinction, it may be confidently maintained that a

great part of the land actually in pasture in Ireland has

tendencies of the latter character
; that the soils are few

arid rare in the island which, even if well adapted for

pasture, could not yield at once more profit to the

farmer, more wages to the labourer, and more food to

both man and beast under a good system of tillage ;
and

that in the end the soils best adapted for grazing must

be exhausted by the exportation of cattle without the

restoration of the element of fertility withdrawn. It

does not rain bones and flesh even in Ireland.

Mr. Brodrick, in one of the essays which the Irish

land question has elicited from distinguished English-

men, mentions with something of surprise, as a fact of

which his inquiries in the island have convinced him,

that fifteen and ten acre farmers in Ireland pay a higher

rent than larger farmers, with at least equal punctuality.*

The truth is that they generally produce more
;
and that

the consolidation of farms means the diminution of crops,

the extension of grazing, and sooner or later, the ex-

haustion of the soil. The table in the note, taken from

the last volume of Irish agricultural statistics, affords con-

clusive evidence that cultivation decreases, and '

grass,

bog, and waste
'

increase in exact proportion to the size

of farms.f It may be true that not a few of the small

holdings which have disappeared in recent years were,

soil and situation considered, too diminutive
;
but they

* 'Irish Land Question.
'

By the Honourable George Charles Brod-

rick.
' llecess Studies.'

t
' The number of holdings ; the quantity of land held by each class

of landholders
;
the area and proportion under crops, grass, fallow, woods
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were so because the best land has been generally given to

large grazing farms
; and because the same error which

has made landowners look with disfavour on small farms,

has led them to drive them to the worst ground and the

worst situations, and to limit unduly both the duration

of their tenure and the amount of land left to them.*

and plantations, and bog and waste, and also the average extent of the

holdings, are given in the following tobies:

'
Tfte Number of lidding* by Classes in 1868 ; the entire extent of Land
under each Class; also the Area under Crops, Grass, Fallow, Plantations,

and Bog and Waste, unoccupiid, in the several Classes.
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The consolidation of farms, in place of being an advance,

has involved a palpable retrogression in Irish husbandry
and in its productiveness. But the mischief does not

end in the country, it goes on to the town. The dis-

appearance of the agricultural holding has involved

the disappearance of the town holding ;
the decline of

agriculture has been followed by the decline of neigh-

bouring trade and manufactures
; just as in the six-

teenth century,
' the decay of husbandmen

'

in England
was followed by the decay of the country town and the

village. It has been stated that against the decrease

of both crops and cattle there is to be set a large

increase of sheep ; and the effect on both town and

country is well exemplified by a statement cited, for a

different purpose, by Lord Dufferin from the evidence

given before the Devon Commission :

'

Upon the plains

of Eoscommon one man has 4,000 sheep and only two

herds attending the flock.' * At that time the number

of sheep in the county Eoscommon was under 100,000 ;

it had increased to 213,134 in 1868
;
and the follow-

ing figures sufficiently indicate the differences in respect

of both town and country between the counties in which

sheep are many and those in which they are few :

Number of sheep
in 1868

Antrim . . 19,255

Armagh . . 16,500
Down . . . 76,996

Number of sheep
in 1868

Galway . . 710,279

Mayo . . 372,231
Roscommon . 213,134

; Irish Emigration and Tenure.' By Lord Dufferin, p. 153.
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If the picture of a fertile island, half under grass

and nearly one-fourth waste, is one of stagnation

and desolation, it is nevertheless life and activity

compared with the scene which statistics of towns,

manufactures, and trade, as complete as those of

agriculture, would present. It is no small defect in

administrative art that no such statistics are forth-

coming. Mr. Thorn's * Almanack
'

affords on this, as

on other subjects, a prodigious amount of information

for a private work ; but a private work cannot perform

the office of a statistical department. Attention has

often been drawn of late years to the diminished

proportion in Ireland of houses of the lowest class

which statistics exhibit ; but there are no statistics of

the dwellings of all classes which have fallen to ruin

in the towns, nor of the multitude of villages whose

place knows them no more. Draw a line from Dublin

to the nearest point of Lough Swilly in the north, and

another to Ban try Bay in the south, and the angle

contained by those lines between the capital and the

Atlantic covering about three-fourths of an island

which ought to l)e studded with cities, fine country

towns, and smiling villages does not include one

large or flourishing city, and includes hardly a town or

village whose trade and population have not decreased

in the last twenty years. It includes, indeed, but few

which are not in a state of complete decay, in spite

of all the auxiliaries to town industry, mechanical,

chemical, and intellectual, which those twenty years

have created. Inferring to the town of Longford in

his stati-tie.- of boroughs and municipal towns. Mr.
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Thorn states :

' This place is by far the most thriving

and important town between Dublin and Sligo.

Population in 1861, 4,872.' Of Sligo itself he states

that it is 'the most important seaport on the north-

west coast;' and its population was but 13,361 in

1861 having been 14,318 at the previous census.

Limerick is the only large town in the angle above

described, and Mr. Monsell portrays its condition as

follows :

' I have taken some pains to ascertain the

condition of the population in the city of Limerick,

the centre of a rich grazing district. In the old town

the poor live generally in large, decaying houses, a sin-

gle family rarely occupying more than one room, and

sometimes three or four families living together in the

same room. There is seldom more than one bed for a

family, and this bed consists frequently of straw with

an old quilt or blanket, to which are added at night

the day garments of the family. The furniture is

made up of an iron pot, a few old saucepans, a rickety

table, and one or two old chairs very often there

is neither table nor chair. These rooms are exposed

day and night to cold wind and rain. It is quite

common to meet in these rooms grown persons who

are unable to go out for days and weeks on account of

want of clothes.'* Mr. Monsell instances Limerick in

connection with his statement that ' the most miserable

portion of the agricultural population is to be found in

the grazing districts.' Adam Smith pointed out that

the town follows the country in ' the natural order of

* 'Address to the Statistical Society of Ireland.' By the Eight
Honourable William Monsell, M.P., I860.
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opulence ;

' and Limerick shows that the town likewise

follows the country in the natural order of indigence.

A Scotch member, already cited, says of the towns of

Ireland :
* In Cork, Waterford, Belfast, and Derry, we

have all the bustle of mercantile and manufacturing

towns ;
in the interior of the country we have neat

pretty towns such as Parsonstown ; and in the towns

situated in an agricultural district we have far more

bustle and stir than in similar towns in Scotland,

showing a larger population in Ireland and the larger

trade done between town and country.' The conclud-

ing sentence of this statement illustrates the connection

between a large country population and the business

and life of towns. But Mr. Maclagan does not specify

the '

agricultural districts
'

to which he refers. The

four great
' mercantile and manufacturing towns

'

areG O

on the eastern side of the island, and outside of the

angle described above. Parsonstown is a flourishing

country town, which will be referred to again ;
but

how many such towns did Mr. Maclagan see in all the

western and midland counties together? He speaks

himself of other towns ' which show strong traces of

decay;' instancing Galway, where 'tottering walls of

uninhabited houses threaten to fall on us
;

or the

frequent gaps in the streets tell us that buildings

once stood there which it would not pay to rebuild.'*

Galway may be taken as a type of the town through-

out the west of the island
;

a.s Trim, again, the capital

of the chief grazing county, may be taken as a type

of the town in the midland counties. 'Trim,' says

' Land Culture, &c. in Ireland.' By P. Maclagan, M.P., p. 3.
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Mr. Morris,
'
is the capital of the county of Meath

;

but it is little more than a declining village, and it has

a dreary and decaying aspect.'* One more example
is afforded in the capital town of the county in whose

plains we have seen that two herds fill so prominent a

position. Mr. Thorn's account of its population and

wealth is as follows: 'Population in 1861, 2,619;

town rates in 1869, 90/. 13s. lie?.
;
town revenue,

123/. s. bd:

Mr. Smiles, describing the industrial progress of

England, remarks that its early industry was almost

exclusively pastoral, its principal staple being wool.

He might add that Ireland has in the last twenty years

been rapidly returning to that primitive condition of

industry.

The losses which both country and towns in Ireland

sustain from the absenteeism of great landowners,

drawing immense revenues from the island, have been

recently described with great force by a very eminent

writer. Not only does the peasant lose a large custom

close at hand for his poultry, eggs, and butter, but also

in the neighbouring village,
' the shops are few and ill

supplied ; goods are sold at a high price ;
and yet for

want of sufficient custom the profit of the shopkeeper is

very small.'f Great, however, as is the loss to a coun-

try town, such as Lisburn (to take an actual instance)

of remitting from its immediate neighbourhood fifty or

sixty thousand a-year to an English Marquis in Paris,

* ' The Irish Land Question.' By W. 0. Morris, Times Commissioner.

t
' The Tenure of Land in Ireland.' By the Eight Honourable M.

Longfield,
' Cobden Club Volume/ pp. 10, 11.
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it is small compared with the loss sustained by the coun-

try towns throughout Ireland from the absence (arising

from the same causes which have created great absen-

tees) of a large and prosperous peasantry and yeomanry
round them. Travelling among the half-clad peasantry

of France, before the Revolution, Arthur Young indig-

nantly denounced the blindness of a Government which

could not see how much more important to the trade

and manufactures of a kingdom is a prosperous rural

population than a wealthy nobility. Divide the lands

which yield to a Marquis G0,000/. in rent among a

thousand peasants, and how much greater and more

constant will be their custom with the market-town

than it could derive from the expenditure of the

Marquis, even if frequently on the spot ?
' The peasant

proprietor,' as Sismondi said,
'
is of all cultivators the

one who gets most from the soil. Of all cultivators

the peasant proprietor is the one who gives most

encouragement to commerce and manufactures, be-

cause he is the richest.' *

The island of Jersey is owned and for the most part

fanned by small proprietors, and with less than 28,000

acres, has a population of 55,613, and 55,000 tons of

local shipping, carrying on trade with every quarter of

the world. The Isle of Wight has not one peasant

proprietor, and with 86,810 acres of land has a

population of 55,362, and scarcely any commerce or

shipping, f But the trade which a prosperous rural

*
Sec Mr. Mill's Chapters and Speeches on the 'Irish Land Question,'

r .r>.

t Fur much useful information, respecting the Channel Islands and
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population creates, is not only much larger than that

which springs from the demand of a wealthy few ;
it

is also much less precarious. And there is a similar

difference between the industries which rest on a local

market, and have, as it were, an agricultural basis,

and those which depend on a foreign demand. The

principal manufactures .of Ireland are branches of

one great staple, mainly dependent on an external

market. But since the close of the American war,

these manufactures have been by no means in a

flourishing state ;
and the linen factories of Ulster

have been working short time, or only a part of their

machinery, while its artificial manure factories have

been doino; as laro;e a business as ever with the tenant-o o

right farmers of the province. The clothing merchant's

trade in Belfast, in like manner, is slack with all the

manufacturing population, and also with the farmers

dependent on the prosperity of flax
; while it continues

to be brisk with the rest of the rural population. In

the villages round Belfast, the same principle finds

examples. There are three not many miles distant, all

beginning with the Irish name for a town
;
two of

which were dependent on weaving, and these are

dwindling into mere hamlets
;

while the third (the

trade of which springs from the agricultural population

of its neighbourhood) has grown in a few years into

a small town of 1,300 inhabitants with a nourishing

business.

It is true that the decline of the trade of some of

their laws, see ' Observations on the Law of Descent in the United

Kingdom.' By Henry Tapper, of the Itoyal Court of Guernsey.
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the towns of Ireland has been in part natural and

unavoidable resulting from a change in the lines of

communication and traffic, with railways and steamers.

Such changes, however, only alter the sites of traffic,

and do not destroy it ; they afford, moreover, an

additional illustration of the importance to towns of

a local demand which does not shift with every variation

in the course of external commerce.

But it is by no means only through its effects on the

country that the Irish land system cramps the growth
of the town, or suppresses it altogether. The accumu-

lation of the greater part of the national territory in

unproductive hands, settlements with the difficulties

of title and transfer they cause, the obstacles to in-

dustrial progress arising from the feudal principles of

English law, the intricacy of the most technical and

tortuous jurisprudence the world has ever known, the

uncertainty and enormous cost of litigation, the in-

security of town as well as of agricultural holdings,

compose a network of restrictions to the development

of the manufacturing, mining, and commercial re-

sources of the island which have been more fatal to the

prosperity of the town than even to that of the coun-

try. The first sentence of Mr. Furlong's treatise on

the ' Law of Landlord and Tenant in Ireland,' is
' The

common law regulating the enjoyment of real pro-

perty, both in England and Ireland, is founded upon
and governed by the principles of the feudal system.'

But the feudal system contemplated agriculture, al-

though ina servile form ; it never contemplated manu-

factures, mines, or commerce. Belfast, the onlv Lrreat
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manufacturing city in Ireland, owes, as has been

mentioned in a previous page, its greatness to a

fortunate accident which converted the ground on

which it stands from feudal into commercial territory,

by transferring it from a great noble to its own citizens.

But the growth of Belfast itself, on one side has been

strictly circumscribed by the rival claims of two noble

proprietors, who were in litigation respecting them for

more than a generation ;
and in a step the inhabitant

passes from new streets to a filthy and decaying

suburb, into which the most enterprising capitalist in

the neighbourhood has been prevented from extending

his improvements.* On the other side of the town

is some ground which the capitalist just referred to

bought three years ago for the purpose of building ;

but which remains unbuilt on, in consequence of diffi-

culties in the legal title
; although in equity the title is

indisputable, and is not disputed. Some years ago the

same capitalist contracted for the purchase of another

plot of ground in the neighbourhood. It proved, how-

ever, that the vendor was precluded by his marriage

settlement from completing the contract, although

it reserved to him the unusual power to grant leases

for 999 years. That, however, did not answer the

same purpose ;
in the first place, because (a consequence

of the land system, with its distinction between real

and personal property) the succession duties are heavier

on leasehold than on freehold estates. What is more

important, a tenant for years has not the rights of

ownership, as was afterwards experienced in the very
* See also on this subject the next article.
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case before us. The capitalist accepted a lease for 999

years ; although diverted from his original design with

respect to the ground. In putting it to a different pur-

pose, he proceeded to level an eminence, and to carry

away the gravel for use elsewhere. Hut the Law of

Landlord and Tenant says :

' If a tenant open pits for

the purpose of raising stone or w**4e, it will be waste.'

And this being the law, the landlord actually obtained

an injunction to restrain the tenant's proceedings and

mulcted him in damages.

Once more
;
in another county the very same capi-

talist opened an iron mine by arrangement with the

lord of the soil, and commenced works on an extensive

scale. The landlord then demanded terms to which

he was not entitled by his contract ; but the price of

Irish iron has not been high enough of late years to

defray the cost of a Chancery suit in addition to the

cost of production ; and delay, worry, and anxiety are

not inducements to industrial enterprise, so the iron

works were suspended.

Here are five cases within the author's knowledge,

all happening in recent years, in which a single indi-

vidual has been arrested in the course of town enter-

prise and improvement by the state of the law. Add

centuries to the last few years, and multiply this one

individual by all the others whose industrial efforts

have been cramped and restrained directly by the state

of the law. and even then the full tale of the mischief

is not told. For whenever one individual stalls a new

and successful business, it leads to other advances and

improvements great and small: and the smothering of a
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single enterprise may entail indirectly the loss of the

growth of a town. Look, then, with this consideration

in mind, at the loss Ulster has sustained by the conduct

of the twelve London companies who hold a great part

of the county of Londonderry in mortmain, and who

have added to the injury of absenteeism the crime of

refusing leases.
'
It is well known that there are no

manufacturing establishments on the companies' estates,

because these London guilds persistently refuse to

give perpetuity lease for such purposes ;
while on the

borders of the county Cookstown, Ballymena, Bally-

money, and Coleraine, where such leases are granted,

manufactures have increased and prospered, and even

in the county, where freehold sites can be procured,

manufactures have taken root.'
*

In a passage quoted above Mr. Maclagan speaks of

smart country towns in the interior of Ireland, naming,

however, Parsonstown only, the prosperity of which is

mainly due to its exceptional good fortune in obtain-

ing long leases. But Mr. Maclagan himself discovered

' whole villages and towns which have been built by
the tenants, and from which the landlord can evict

them at a six-months' notice.' A notion was formerly

carefully diffused by way of apology for the land

system of Ireland, that it had no natural capability for

manufactures, that agriculture was therefore at once its

only trade, and an imremunerative one for want of

home markets. The truth is, the industrial resources

of the island are considerable. The outcrop of iron is

* ' The Irish Land Question, and the Twelve London Companies in

the County of Londonderry,' p. 24.
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large, and an instance has been given of the fate of an

attempt to turn it to account. There is no lack of

material for fuel, if invention once got fairly to work

at it
; coal, too, can be carried to Dublin cheaper than

to London
; and with a proper railway system, the cost

of English coal would create no obstacle to manufac-

tures in the West. Holland without mines is becom-

ing again a manufacturing country, by means of low

railway freights for coal and iron from the Ruhr Basin

and Belgium. Ireland moreover is rich in marble,

stone, and clays available for many industrial purposes,

and rich also both in materials for textile and leather

manufactures, and in the genius of the people for

manufacturing them
;

as is proved not only by the

ancient success of some which legislation, followed by

heavy duties on coal, extinguished, but also by existing

fabrics in all parts of the island, lace, tabinets, sewed

muslins, damasks, linen and frieze, leather works, all of

indigenous growth ; besides rising cottons and woollens

after the English model in a few favoured situations.

The truth is that the law and the land system built

on the law have cramped the manufactures even more

than the agriculture of Ireland, because the former

stand even more in need of security and liberty for

their prosperity, and are not the first necessaries of

life. The saying of Swift that in the arithmetic of the

customs, two and two instead of making four, some-

times made only one, is yet truer of the political

arithmetic of the Irish territorial system, with ils con-

trivance's for adding acres indivisibly together in un-

productive hands, kfub^titutc the land system for
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'

slavery
'

and tenants-at-will for ' slaves
'

in the fol-

lowing passage, in which Mr. Cairnes a few years ago

described ' the kind of economic success which slavery

had achieved in the Southern States of America,' and

the passage will read as true as before. i
It consists in

the rapid extraction from the soil of the most easily

obtained portion of its wealth, by a process which

exhausts the soil, and consigns to waste all the other

resources of the country where it is practised. By

proscribing manufactures and commerce and confining

agriculture within narrow bounds, by rendering im-

possible the rise of a free peasantry, by checking the

growth of population, in a word by blasting every

germ from which national well-being may spring ;
at

this cost, with the further condition of encroaching

through a reckless system of culture on the stores

designed by Providence for future generations, slavery

may undoubtedly for a time be made conducive to the

interests of the man who keeps slaves.' Mr. Caird fell

naturally almost into Mr. Cairnes' first words when he

said of the results of the Irish land system :

' What the

ground will yield from year to year at the least cost of

time, labour and money, is taken from it.'

One large business indeed, a system which ' exhausts

the soil, proscribes manufactures and commerce, and

confines agriculture within narrow bounds,' does never-

theless create. It necessitates the existence of a large

army of policemen and soldiers. In the tenant-right and

agricultural county of Down (outside of Belfast) 1 in

1,112 of the population is a policeman ;
in the great

grazing county of Meath the proportion is 1 in 379.

G
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In the last eleven years the cost of the army and navy

of the United Kingdom has amounted to three hundred

millions no small part of that cost being in reality

caused by the disaffection of Ireland yet there are

economists who argue that the Treasury cannot afford

to advance a few millions to enable Irish tenants

to purchase their holdings, although the Treasury ac-

tually has for a number of years been lending money
to landlords in both England and Ireland. But even

three hundred millions is a small sum compared with

the waste of productive power in both country and

town which the Irish land system has caused in the

eleven last years.

A perception that other interests besides those of

tenant-farmers are concerned in the land system has

sometimes led opponents of the tenants to reply, truly

enough, that they are not the only class in the nation ;

but the proper inference is that the entire land system

of every country in any age ought to be, and, in a

democratic age, must be constructed with no other

object than to make the national territory minister to

the general welfare and happiness of the nation, and

that for the sake of at once strengthening the foun-

dations of property and diffusing the sources of pro-

sperity, it must aim both at a wide distribution of landed

property, and at opening all the industrial resources

which land comprehends to productive use and invest-

ment. The problem accordingly which the legislature

has before it will not be solved by legislation relating

solely to agriculture and agricultural holdings. The
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prohibition of entail, reform of the law of intestate

succession, the transfer of land by simple registration

at the least possible cost,* security of tenure, the sale

of absentee estates to the tenants, or in towns to

trustees for the citizens, are measures even more neces-

sary for manufactures and commerce than for agricul-

ture in a country in such a condition as Ireland's ; mea-

sures, too, in favour of the town, are measures in favour

of the country.
' If you wish to encourage agriculture,

develope manufactures and commerce which multiply

consumers
; improve the means of communication which

bring consumers and producers nearer to each other.

The agricultural question is nothing else than one of

general prosperity.' -J*

Mere reformation, however, of the laws relating to

land, trusting to the gradual operation of wise and just

institutions in the future, is by no means sufficient now,

either for the general prosperity of Ireland or for that

of its agriculture in particular. The legislature has not

only noxious and barbarous laws, but also their effects,

both economical and political, to remove. On a popula-

tion cut off from manufactures and commerce, a land

system has been imposed, carefully contrived to exclude

* As an example of the close connection of the reforms needed in the

Irish land system, it is worth observing that to give the force of law to

the Ulster custom of tenant-right will be a positive injury to many tenants,

without a simple law of transfer and succession; since the interest of

the tenants will otherwise become subject at once to the costs and risks

on account of which they have invested their capital in the purchase of

a customary right instead of in the purchase of land. The Landed Estates

Court, it may be added, is not a poor man's court, and is a very costly

and tedious court even for a rich n:an.

f
' Rural Economy of England, Scotland, and Ireland.' By M. de

Lavergne.
G 2
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them from property in the soil, and even from the

secure cultivation of the small forms to which they were

driven for subsistence. In France, Germany, and

Belgium, landed property is a national institution, and

a national benefit, and the nation is for it
;
in Ireland

it has been, both in origin and in effect, a hostile insti-

tution, and the nation is against it. Yet the very

causes which have produced this unnatural situation

have concealed themselves in the violence of their own

effects ; and the system of tenure has appeared the

only great evil, because it has been almost the only

career open to the nation
; proprietorship having been

altogether denied to it. The system of property, an

oligarchic and feudal system of property, is the radical

evil, of which the system of tenure is only a single

branch. The great aim of Parliament ought to be to

diffuse property in land widely throughout the nation ;

treating all immediate cost incurred for that end in

compensating existing proprietors as incurred, not only

for the improvement of Ireland, but also for the security

of the Empire. The provisions of the Irish Land Bill

now before Parliament need much amendment for the

protection of tenants. But the success of any law of

tenure, however well framed in itself, will mainly de-

pend on the number of proprietors the conditions of

purchase and reforms in the law of property shall call

into being.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AND EMIGEATION *

THAXKS to four or five great writers in a century, a

few statesmen, and the particular interests and accidents

which led to a comparatively early adoption of free

trade, England is looked up to on the Continent as par
excellence the country of political economy. In few

other countries nevertheless is this branch of political

philosophy less carefully or commonly studied, how-

ever commonly its terms are in use
;
and it becomes

daily more evident that the air ought to be cleared of

clouds of confusion enveloping those very terms. For

instead of facilitating thought, as the terms of a science

should do, they have come to supersede it ; they are

taken to settle several problems about which economic

inquiry is almost in its infancy ; and, what is yet more

misleading, they have caused different and even oppo-

site things to be confounded under one name as has

been the case not only with several economic terms

commonly made use of in discussing emigration, but

with emigration itself.

In no other branch of philosophy indeed, unless

metaphysics itself, does the ancient mist of realism

continue so to
' darken counsel by words without

*
Reprinted from 'Fraser's Magazine,' May 1808.
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knowledge.' A resemblance lias been seen by a phi-

losopher in a number of different things viewed in one

particular light, and a common name has been given

to them with reference only to that point of resem-

blance ; often indeed the general term introduced in

this way was not originally meant to denote a complete

induction, but simply to put a conspicuous part for

the whole, leaving something to human intelligence ;

presently, however, the entire class comes to assume a

perfect identity in the minds of some of the philo-

sopher's most intelligent followers. In like manner, a

phrase used at first to signify merely a tendency of

things under particular conditions comes to stand for a

universal law or principle of nature, and a generali-

sation, which originally threw a new light upon pheno-

mena, finally involves them in almost impenetrable

obscurity. Emigration, for example, though really a

name for several different kinds of emigration, and, in

particular, for two opposite kinds on which we shall

have particularly to dwell, has been spoken of as a

thing, the beneficial effects of which, in every case,

have an a priori certainty that leaves no room for

discussion. It is all supply and demand, one person

will tell you ; labour, whether it be English labour or

Irish labour, is a commodity which finds its way to the

best market. Another, arriving by a somewhat less

mechanical process at the same positive conclusion,

tells you that it must be beneficial, since it takes place

through the operation of the private interest of all the

parties concerned the term '

private interest,' it will

be observed, being in all such reasoning confounded
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with another deceitful abstraction,
' the desire of

wealth.' A third argues that it must of necessity

raise the rate of wages, by distributing the 'aggregateC_J * */ O <-J<~J CJ

wages fund
'

among a smaller number of labourers.

That the rate of wages is not determined by any

-siagle law or set of conditions, we hope to demonstrate

in a subsequent article.* At present it is enough to

remark, in the first place, that there are no funds

necessarily destined to employment as wages ;
and

coincidently with a vast emigration there may be, as

its very result or as the result of a common cause, a

substitution of pasture for tillage, and a withdrawal

of capital from farming, with a diminished demand

for labour in consequence. Moreover, the aggregate

amount of the funds expendible as wages does not,

given the number of labourers, determine the rate of

wages at all. If a single employer, or a few wrho

could combine, had the entire amount, all the labour

in the country which could not emigrate might be

hired for its bare subsistence, whatever the rate in the

power of the employer to give. Again, if the whole

amount were, as it really is, very unequally shared

among employers, the price of labour might be im-

measurably lower than if it were equally shared
; just

as at an auction, the prices paid for things will pro-

bably be immensely higher if the purchasers have

equal means, than if most of the money is in the hands

of a few. If two bidders, for example, have each 50/.,

one of them may have to spend his whole fifty to get

half what he wants
;
but if one of them has but 5/.

*
See Appendix. 'Political Economy nnd the Rate of Wages.'
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and the other has 95/., the latter may get all he wants

for 5/. 5s.

There may be a convenience in having a collective

term for all the sources of wages, all the funds, whether

capital, income, or the revenue of the State, expendible

upon labour ; but the misfortune is that the collective

term employed for this purpose has created an imagi-

nary collective fund destined to the payment of labour ;

and the payment is inferred to be higher or lower in

proportion to the number of labourers. In like man-

ner the phrase
'

private interest,' though really a col-

lective term for a number of individual interests, by no

means all for the public interest, has assumed, in the

minds of a number of economists, the form of a single

beneficent principle, animating and regulating the

whole economic world. ' The desire for wealth,' in the

same way (which is by no means, as already observed,

the same thing with private interest, for wealth is not

the predominant interest of the most powerful classes*),

* 'There is a firm oasis in the desert upon which we ma)' safely rest,

and that is afforded us by the principles of political economy. I enter-

tain a prejudice adopted l>y Adam Smith, that a man is at liberty to do

what he likes with his own, and that, having land, it is not unreasonable

that he should be free to let his land to a person upon the terms upon
which they shall mutually agree. That I believe to be good political

economy.' [Speech of Mr. Lowe in the House of Commons, March 14.]

Now what has Adam Smith really said ?
' It seldom happens that a

great proprietor is a great improver. ]?ut if great improvements are

seldom to be expected from great proprietors, they are lea*t of all to be

expected when they employ slaves for their workmen. The experience
of all ages demonstrates that the work done by slaves is in the end the

dearest of any.' 'The pride of man,' nevertheless, he continues,
' makes

him love to domineer. AVherever the law allows it therefore, he will

generally prefer the service of slaves to that of freemen.' If'wlf/i of

K'uttitii*, book ', chap. ii. And in the only sentence in which Adam
Smith speaks of allowing the landlord to pursue his own interest in his
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is really a name for a multiplicity of wants, passions,

and ideas, widely differing from each other, both in

their nature and in their effects on production as the

accumulation of land differs from the hunger for bread

yet it stands for one identical and industrious princi-

ple with many considerable speakers and writers. And

in virtue of these terms, and a few others of like gener-

ality, a school of Economists of no small pretensions,

strongly represented in Parliament, supposes itself to

be furnished with a complete apparatus of formulas,

within which all economic knowledge is comprised ;

which clearly and satisfactorily expounds all the phe-

nomena of wealth, and renders all further investigation

of the causes and effects of the existing economy of
CJ v

society needless, and even mischievous as tending to

introduce doubt and heresy into a scientific world of

certainty and truth, and discontent and disturbance

into a social world of order and prosperity. Political

writers and speakers of this school have long enjoyed

the double satisfaction of beholding in themselves the

masters of a difficult study, and of pleasing the powers
that be, by lending the sanction of ' science

'

to all

established institutions and customs, unless, indeed,

customs of the poor. Instead of a science of wealth,

they give us a science for wealth. And so blind has

been the faith reposed, even by acute and logical

minds, in the infallibility of the formulas, that Arch-

own "way, he insists upon the State giving to the tenants ' the most per-
fect security that they shall enjoy the full recompense of their own

industry.' Adam Smith, moreover, has pronounced, without reserve,

against the system of proprietorship and management of land created by

primogeniture and entails.
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bishop Whately could point to the play of demand and

supply, as the most striking proof natural theology can

adduce of omniscient and benevolent design, instancing,

in particular, in his argument the beneficent results of

private interest in the dealings of the London retailers

of food. For ourselves, we are convinced both that no

branch of philosophy has suffered more than political

economy from the intellectual weakness which M. de

Tocqueville contrasts with omniscience in the following

passage, and that evidence of that weakness is what is

most striking in such arguments as the Archbishop's ;

a weakness which leads men to imagine an unreal uni-

formity and order in the world, corresponding with

their own classifications, and which arises mainly from

the inaccuracy and inadequacy of the general terms in

which they place such unlimited confidence :

' Dieu ne songe point au genre humain en general.

II voit d'un seul coup d'ceil et separement tons les

etres dont I'humanite' se compose, et il apercoit chacun

d'eux avec les ressemblances qui le rapprochent de

tons et les differences qui 1'en isolent. Dieu n'a done

pas besoin d'idees generates ;
c'est-a-dire qu'il ne sent

jamais la necessite de renfermer un tres-grand nombre

d'objets analogues sous une meme forme afin d'y penser

plus commodement, II n'en est point ainsi de I'homme.

tSi 1'esprit humain entreprenait d'examiner et de juger

individucllement tons les cas particuliers qui le frappent,

il se perdrait bientot an milieu de I'lmmcnsite des

details et ne vcrrait plus ricn
;

clans cctte extremite, il

a recours ;i un precede imparfait inais necessaire, qui

aide sa fuiblesse et qui la prouvc. Apres avoir con-
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sidere superficiellement un certain nombre d'objets, et

remarque qu'ils se ressemblent, il leur donne a tous un

meme norn, et poursuit sa route. Les idees generales

n'attestent point la force de 1'intelligence humaine, mais

plutot son insuffisance, car il n'y a point d'etres exacte-

ment semblables dans la nature
; point de faits iden-

tiques ; point de regies applicables indistinctement et de

la meme maniere a plusieurs objets k la fois. Les idees

generales ont cela d'admirable qu'elles permettent a

Tesprit humain de porter des jugements rapides sur un

grand nombre d'objets a la fois
;
mais d'une autre part,

elles ne lui fournissent jamais que des notions incom-

pletes, et elles lui font toujours perdre en exactitude ce

qu'elles lui donnent en etendue.' *

Emigration is, for example, one word, and it lias be-

come accordingly to many economists one thing. Yet

the history of mankind might be called the history of

emigration, and does any one see in that great historical

movement a single phenomenon ? Emigrants founded,

and emigrants overthrew, the empire of Eome
;
emi-

grants raised all the modern States of Europe, and

planted the new worlds
; arid, as Tocqueville's observa-

tion suggests, omniscience would see in those move-

ments the individual actions of every member of the

Aryan family, not to speak of other races. Or, con-

lining the view to a much smaller field, looking, that

is to say, only to the emigration of fifteen recent years

from the United Kingdom, as given in the last statisti-

cal abstract, omniscience would see in it the separate

departures of more than three million persons to various

* 'Pe la D^mocratie en Amdrique.'
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places, for various individual reasons, and with various

individual results.

Number of Emigrants from the United Kingdom to various

Destinations.

Years
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that is to say, between the nature and effects of the

movements to Australia, New Zealand, and Canada on

the one hand, and of that to the United States upon
the other. It is not difficult on a moment's reflection

to perceive that emigration is here a name for at least

two great movements as widely different in the main,

both in respect of their causes and their results, as

colonization is from depopulation, as improvement is

from waste, and as enterprise and hope are from ruin

and despair. It is a name, on the one hand, for the

intelligence, energy, and facility with which the labour

and capital of old countries now flow to distant re-

gions ;
for a healthy tendency of the age to develop

the resources of the whole world, especially in places

hitherto neglected and backward
; and, on the other

hand, for insuperable obstacles to the prosperity and

improvement of old countries themselves, and of a

consequent flight of industrious enterprise and pro-

ductive power from places whose natural resources

are made, in a great measure, inaccessible to industry

and development. Even in the emigration from Ire-

land, there has been this double movement : there

has been a healthy emigration (though comparatively

on a very small scale) springing from increased in-

telligence and knowledge, from the accumulation of

small capitals, and from new outlets for energy,

strength, and skill, as well as an emigration springing

from misery, discontent, and the absence of all other pro-

spect of a career : and there has been a reflux of emi-

grants whose fortunes have been made, and of their

industrial spirit, as well as of Fenians and Fenianism.
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* At this moment/ says Lord Dufferin, speaking of

Ulster,
' some of the most prosperous farmers on my

estate are men who went in their youth to Australia

and America, and have returned in the prime of

life with an ample supply of capital/ Even in the

south of the island some similar cases are known to

the writer. But there would have been much more of

this healthy and natural emigration Australia, Xew

Zealand, and Canada would have received and made

the fortunes of many more Irishmen, and sent more

back with full hands to their native land had there

not been also a different emigration, on an immensely

greater scale, with an opposite reflux. Lord Mayo
said truly enough of the different feelings toward

Great Britain of Irish emigrants in America and

Australia :

* In Australia, though their numbers are

not reckoned by millions, the Irishmen who have

settled there do not exhibit towards Great Britain any
of those hostile feelings which unhappily are found in

America
;

'

but it seems not to have occurred to the

noble earl that they brought out different feelings,

that they emigrated for the most part for different

reasons, and that to suffer the emigration to the

United States to take such a direction, is a proof of

the same want of statesmanship which has failed to

remove, or even, as it should seem, to discover its

causes. For if it were true, as we hope to show it

was not, that most of those who went to America

could not have been supported in comfort at home, it

would nevertheless be true that half of the four

hundred millions expended in the last fourteen years
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on a wooden fleet, on useless fortifications, on an
*

army of deserters
'

(as a large portion of the British

army has with harsh truth been called),* on military

and naval mismanagement of every kind, might have

planted New Zealand, Australia, and Canada with loyal

subjects, instead of the United States with enemies to

Great Britain.

There have been however, as already said, two

opposite streams of emigration even from Ireland, and

how are we to measure their relative breadth ? Some-

thing of a measure is afforded, as already observed, by
the direction of the streams, but it is possible also,

as we hope to show, to discover another. We must

first allude to an alleged criterion in the rate of

wages, the rise in which, according to some writers,

proves that the whole emigration from Ireland has

been beneficial, and gives the exact measure of the

benefit. Even Lord Dufferin, apparently regarding

Irish emigration in the main rather as a necessary

evil than as a good, sees in it a curative process,

and refers to the rise in wages as evidence. We
undertake to show that, on the contrary, the bulk

of the emigration from Ireland has been the result

of a perpetuation of the evils of Ireland instead of

a cure for them
;

that it is a waste of industrial

power arising from obstacles to industrial enterprises

of every kind in Ireland itself; and with regard to

wages, that the rise is not only due principally to

* Of the recruits obtained in the seven years, 1859-65, upwards of

47,000 deserted. See Report of the Commissioners to Inquire into the

Recruiting for the Army, 1867. Appendix ] 2, 8.
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other causes than emigration, but would have been

considerably greater if there had been no such emi-

gration, that is to say, if the enormous emigration

ascribable to the cause just adverted to had not taken

place ; if the natural resources of Ireland had been all

freely accessible ;
if the most vigorous part of the

population and much capital had not been removed

by it from a great part of the island
;

if a decline in

the fertility of the soil, with a retrograde movement of

husbandry, had not been its accompaniment ;
and if

Feniamsm and popular discontent and disquiet were

not among its results.

The writers who attribute the rise in wages to

emigration are oblivious alike of the accompanying rise

in the price of commodities and of the principal mone-

tary phenomena of the twenty years of new gold mines,

steam, and free trade of an equalisation of prices,

and a consequent rise in the price of both labour and

commodities in all parts of the world, where means

of communication with the best markets have been

greatly improved. Dr. Johnson in the last century,

talking of turnpike roads in England, said :

'

Every

place communicating with every other. Before there

were cheap places and dear places ; now all refuges

for poverty are destroyed.' Add steam-navigation and

railways to roads ;
add the treasure of California,

Australia, New Zealand, and British Columbia, to the

money circulated by them in '

cheap places,' and it is

not difficult to discover why they have become ' dear

places;' or why the prices of both labour and

commodities have risen in Ireland as they have risen
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in India, in Egypt, and in every provincial town in

France, in the same period, though emigration cannot

be assigned as the cause. It ought to be sufficiently

clear to every professed economist that, although

emigration may force employers either to pay more for

labour or to forego it, it cannot enable them to pay more

for it as higher prices of produce will do ; and that it

may, on the contrary, compel or determine them to

diminish their outlay upon it, may force or induce

them to relinquish enterprises already on foot, to

forsake tillage for pasture, to emigrate themselves, and

in various other ways to withdraw funds from the

labour market. It may actually disable them from

paying the same rate of wages as formerly, by with-

drawing the strongest and most skilful hands from their

employment ;
and again, in place of being the cause of

a rise in the rate of wages, it may be the consequence

of a fall. These are not merely possible cases (though

even as such they are enough to dispose of the argu-

ment that emigration must have raised wages by

diminishing the number of labourers competing for

employment) ; they are, as we shall presently see,

cases of actual occurrence in Ireland. But let us

glance first at the true causes of the rise in the price of

labour in Ireland, and the corresponding rise in the

price of commodities which has in a great measure

neutralised its purchasing power to the labourer.

In the town of Wexford, between thirty and forty

years ago, the price of meat was 2 Id. a pound ;
it rose

with steam-communication to 4d.
;
and with improve-

ments in steam it had risen, ten years ago, to between

H
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Id. and Sd. In Athlone down to 1852, meat con-

tinued to sell at from 3rf. to 4d. a pound, and then rose

at once with railway communication to between Id.

and 80?. What, then, has raised prices generally

throughout Ireland ? The answer is evident. Roads,

railways, steamers, proximity to the English markets,

increased demand in those markets, the influx of

gold, the equalisation of prices, and the immigration

of money, not the emigration of labour. What con-

clusively proves that emigration is not the chief cause

of the rise is, that for nine years the money rate of

wages has remained stationary throughout the greater

part of the island in spite of enormous emigrations in

the interval. The writer has for many years been

collecting statistics of prices in connection with a

different question, and can affirm that wages have

remained at Is. a day throughout the greater part of

Ireland, since 1859. Earl Russell has recently cited

1 on official authority,' some figures which illustrate the

real movement since 1831, and show how small is its

connection with emigration beginning before emigra-

tion and not continuing with it:

County
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Nor in estimating the effects of emigration upon the

real condition of the Irish labourers can we leave out

of the account the loss of their little farms by some

400,000 small occupiers who, with their sons, were

formerly the chief agricultural labourers of the island.

It is a great mistake to take the money-rate of wages
in 1845 and 1848 as a criterion of the comparative

condition of the labourer at the two periods, not only

on account of the rise in the price of provisions, but

also because the agricultural labourer has generally a

little farm of his own as every agricultural labourer

should have, and rarely possesses one now. * Not-

withstanding its detestable rural system,' said M. de

Lavergne, some fifteen years ago,
' Ireland seems to

have preserved one excellent feature, namely, the

almost entire absence of day labourers, properly so

called.' It has no such feature now.

So much with respect to the alleged rise in the price

of labour arising from emigration. We have now to

show that, instead of causing a rise of wages, emigra-

tion has been, in many cases, the consequence of a fall

in most cases of their continuing wretchedly low be-

cause of obstacles to the combination of the three in-

struments of production, labour, capital, and natural

agents ;
and that every source of national income,

wages, profit, and rent would have been more abun-

dant had there been much less emigration that is to

say, had none of that emigration taken place which

has been caused by legal impediments to the prosperity

of the island, to the development of its industrial re-

sources, and to the use of the great aids to their develop-

H 2
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mont, from roads, railways, steam-navigation, English

markets, education, and the ingress of that spirit of

enterprise shown even in emigration itself. The true

inference from the rise of prices in Ireland, is not that

emigration has been beneficial, but that a great market

ought to have been found for Irish labour at home, and

that the enormous loss of industrial power is the more

lamentable, apart from its political consequences and

the economic evils resulting, in that it has taken place

at a period when there ought to have been an immense

burst of prosperity.*

* From an essay, published some years ago, on the movements of

prices in different parts of the world, the writer takes leave to quote the

following sentences in illustration both of the causes of the rise in Ire-

land and of the inference above. ' The chief monetary phenomenon of

the period is the rise of prices in remote places, put suddenly more nearly
on a level with the neighbourhood of the great centres of consumption
as regards the market for their produce. The ruder and remoter regions

are at length, if commerce be allowed its natural course, brought into

neighbourhood with the regions more advanced, and endowed with the

same advantages, especially with that advantage to which the latter

mainly owed their earlier progress the advantage of a good commercial

situation, which steam-navigation, railways, and roads, are giving to

many districts rich in food and the materials of industry, but until lately

unable to dispose of their wealth, unless upon beggarly terms.'- Mtu--

tnilhtii'it MiKju-lnc, August, 18>4. See also ' North British Review,' June,

1S5"), Art. 'Cold Mines and Prices.'

Compare with this the following, from Sir Ilichard Temple's recent
' Letter to the Government of India on British and Native Systems of

Government
'

:

' In the n >rth-west provinces a great increase of cultivation could lie

statistically proved. Similar proof could be obtained for the I'unjaub

generally. ( )ude will so readily suggest itself that I need in t allude to

it further. In Bengal Proper there has certainly been a great increase.

In Madras and Bombay the revenue survey records will show specifically

givjit inerease of cultivation. In Berar the astonishing rise of cultivation

during the few years of British administration, is shown by the figures

of our animal reports. The rapid growth of British JJnrmah is attested

bv f;irt~ recently published.

1'nder Briti-h rule th" pric.s of everything, necessaries and luxuries,
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Of Irish emigration being in many cases the con-

sequence of a fall instead of the cause of a rise in

wages, one example deserves particular attention, from

the light it throws on another phase of the subject.

Not long ago one of the most successful capitalists in

the island undertook a mining enterprise in a backward

county of lakes and bogs, having obtained a license for

the purpose from several adjoining proprietors. Wages
were at 5s. a week in the locality when he began his

operations, and before they stopped, a few months ago,

the same men were earning weekly sums varying from

85. to 18<s. One of the landed proprietors unfortunately

conceived that an enterprise so lucrative to others

ought to be more so to himself
;
and having entered

only into an '

equitable,' as distinguished from a '

legal
'

agreement a distinction to the cause and effects of

which no small part of the poverty of Ireland and the

have advanced steadily of late years, with a progressive ratio of speed.
In many, if not in all parts of the country, wages have risen, not always

proportionately, but still very much. In many districts full evidence

could be obtained that the people are better set up than in former days,
better furnished, too, with all domestic utensils, so much so, that it is

a common saying that the earthen vessels have been converted into brass

vessels.'

The defect of Sir E. Temple's account
is, that it does not refer to the

great influx of money, and the improvement in means of both internal

communication and foreign trade, as the main causes of the rise of prices

and the prosperity he describes. Writing on the 14th of March last, the
' Times '

correspondent says ofBombay : 'From 80 to 100 millions sterling,

in addition to the normal price of cotton, were poured into this place,

and where is it ? Much, there is happily good reason to believe, is with

the peasant. All testimony bears out that he has freed himself from

centuries of hereditary debt, from the grip of the usurer, from the pecu-
lations of the petty bazaar dealers. He now sells his own cotton direct

in many cases, and is a shrewd and cautious seller. He lives more

comfortably, and there is evidence that he is seeking education for his

children.'
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consequent emigration may directly or indirectly be

traced he demanded conditions which the capitalist

could not fulfil without incurring a loss. The con-

sequence is that the works have been stopped, wages
have receded to their old rate, emigration has been

stimulated, and Fenianism alone will henceforward

derive any advantage from the mine, until a Chancery
suit shall determine whether law or equity is to prevail.

Take again the emigration of navvies from Ireland.

Has it caused a rise in the price of that kind of labour?

On the contrary, it is the result of there being no em-

ployment or wages for navvies in the island, although

the works wanted are legion. In like manner skilled

labourers have disappeared altogether from many places,

and Lord Dufferin's book on emigration itself contains

evidence that new hands are not being brought up in

their place, because, instead of an increasing demand,

there has been a cessation of it, from the decay of

country towns. In Belfast, to take one more illustra-

tion, wages doubled while the population quadrupled,

in little more than a single generation ; but lately,

owing to the slackness of trade, a fall in the rate of

wages took place, and it is said that immigration was

at once checked, and that an emigration began which

would have been considerable but for the slackness of

trade also in America where likewise we find that

the real sequence of antecedence and consequence is

not emigration and high wages, but high wages and

immigration, low wages and emigration.

A writer in the 'Economist' recently argued that

4 the idea that wages cannot be increased in agriculture
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is fallacious. Every business worth carrying on at all

can and must pay the market rate, and invariably

either does adjust itself until it can do it, or transfers

itself to some other country.' Those who argue that emi-

gration must raise agricultural wages in Ireland, forget

that agriculture has that alternative, and we shaU see

that it has been adopted. In 1847, the cereal crops

produced 16,248,934 quarters; in 1866, they produced

8,840,277 quarters ;
in 1847, the green crops gave

8,785,144 tons; in 1866, they gave 7,387,741. In

1860, there were nearly 6,000,000 acres under crops,

there are now half a million less. M. de Lavergne

indeed exclaims,
' that to complain of the extension of

pasture is to reproach Heaven for its gifts.' But we

may accept M. de Lavergne as the highest authority

on the rural economy of France and he tells us that

peasant properties there are twice as productive as

large properties without accepting him as an authority

for Ireland. A generation ago, Sir Eobert Kane, re-

viewing the industrial resources of Ireland too san-

guinely, predicted that pasture was about to give way
before civilisation and industry in the island :

' Mere

industry has been in Ireland connected with the idea

of a vulgar and depressed caste. The possession of a

farm constituted in itself the criterion of respectability.

The working of a cottage farm, even though more

profitable, was thus fatal to the social position of the

occupier ; whilst, if he only kept a herd to mind some

cattle, and spent his time and money in hunting and

drinking, he looked down with scorn on all that savoured

of occupations vile, of industry and intelligence.
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'These ideas have been already very considerably

disturbed. Prior to the introduction of turnip hus-

bandry, and to the cultivation of the artificial grasses,

it might be a question as to the relative profit of

grazing, and of a very imperfect tillage which gradually

reduced the land to a condition of almost perfect bar-

renness. But a crop which produces three times as

much food will feed three times as many cattle
; and

it is hence unavoidable that, as agriculture progresses,

the ordinary grass crops will be replaced by the more

nutritious carrots, turnips, clover, &c.
;
the animals, in

place of roving over extensive grounds which recall

the idea of the prairie existence of a half civilised

hunting population, will be suitably confined, that

their food may not be wasted in muscular efforts in-

consistent with their ultimate perfection as food for

man. The rearing of cattle will thus in itself become

a branch, as it really is one of the most important, of

tillage husbandry. It is in this form that agriculture

ought to be carried on in Ireland.' *

The extension of pasture, which has baffled this

prediction, is thus a sign of retrogression, not of ad-

vancement
; as it is also at once a cause and an effect

of emigration. In a recent report to the Chemico-

Agricultural Society of Ulster, Professor Hodges, after

pointing out that the extraordinary richness of ancient

Irish pastures had been in a great measure exhausted

by the grazing and importation of cattle, observed :

' Ireland mav be made to yield food for a far larger* +/

population than it is ever likely to contain
;
but it is

*
'Industrial Resources of Ireland.

'
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not by abandoning the cultivation of the turnip and

artificial grasses for the pasture system which some

would extend that the wealth of the country is to be

increased. It has been correctly observed that you

may judge of the condition of the agriculture of a

country by the attention which is devoted to the

turnip husbandry. Yet in many parts of Ireland we

find that the produce of the soil has been seriously

diminished by the injudicious substitution of miserable

pasture for the cultivation of the turnip and other

suitable crops. Hence, from recent returns we find

that in Ireland only 23 per cent, of the green crops

are turnips, while in England the percentage is 60,

and in Scotland it is 72 -6. In Ireland, again, the

proportion of mangolds, which can be so successfully

grown in every province, and which are so valuable as

food for stock, especially in a country where pasture

has begun to fail, is only 1'3 per cent., while in Eng-

land it is 9-4.'

In the Irish Bcgistrar-General's Agricultural Statistics

of 1867 we read that ' there was a decrease of 61,623

acres in the land under crops in 1867 compared with

1866
; grass increased by 52,828 acres

;
fallow by

772 acres
; bog and waste by 13,176 acres

;
woods

and plantations show a decrease of 5,153 acres.' And

whoever looks at such statistics with any knowledge of

the island and of husbandry must perceive that the

continued substitution of grazing for tillage which

proceeded since 1860 is a fact of the same class with

the increase " of fallow, bog, and waste unoccupied,"

and the decrease of woods and plantations. It was
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irreverently said of a late amiable Lord-Lieutenant, who

was wont to descant on the increase of cattle in the

island,
' that he babbled of green fields.' There are

now, out of 20,319,924 acres, only 5,458,945 under

crops, or little more than a quarter of the island,

though two thirds of its area are better adapted for

root crops than for natural grass.

The decrease in woods and plantations just noticed

is a fact which deserves the reader's particular attention.

In the work already referred to upon the industrial

resources of the island, Sir Eobert Kane observed that

the island was once covered with forests, yet that we

may practically exclude wood from our consideration

as one of its actual resources :

' The timber grown is

not sufficient for those uses for which it is specially

adapted, and, as a fact, we may consider it never to be

employed.' Twenty years ago Dr. Hancock applied

himself to discover the cause of this absence of trees

(and whoever compares Dr. Hancock's '

Impediments to

the Prosperity of Ireland
'

with any such book as Sir

R. Kane's ' Industrial llesources
'

will perceive that,

twenty years ago, the legislature had abundant infor-

mation before it how to remove the chief causes of the

emigration which has taken place since) ; and the

cause he discovered is admirably illustrated by a com-

munication to Lord Devon's Commission, which we

beg our readers to study, not for its direct application

to trees only, but for all the analogous impediments to

improvement and cultivation it suggests :

' Under the

encouragement [says the writer] which I conceived the

laws in force afforded to me, I planted trees extensively
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on lands which I held by a terminable lease. They are

mine, I said, to all intents and purposes. I took the

best care of them ;
fenced and protected them ; and,

of course, paid rent, &c., for the land they grew on for

a number of years, and I considered them not only as

a shelter and ornament to my place, but as a crop

which I was raising on my farm for the benefit of

myself and my family. But legibus aliter visum est.

On taking out a renewal of my lease, it appeared that

my crop of timber, most of which had been growing

for nearly forty years, while I paid the rent, could not

be mine by law. Let me do the landlord no injustice.

He had no disposition to possess himself of my trees.

He felt that they ought to be mine. But the only

lease he could give me was one by which I not only

can never call one . branch of the trees I planted, pro-

tected, and paid for, mine, but by which I am liable' to

very severe penalties if I cut a switch off any of

them .... My lord, 'tis monstrous ! Will the face

of the country improve under such a law ? Shall I be

mad enough now to begin planting again, and leave a

copy of this statement for my son, with da capo

written at the end of it, against the expiration of my
present lease ? No

;
I may grow furze, or heath, or

brambles, but I won't grow timber.'

A legislature of landlords, devising a code of laws

for Ireland, has thought only of the landlord
;
and the

ground has been cursed for his sake. Does any one

need further illustration of the fundamental policy of

that code ? He will find it in a passage of the standard

treatise on ' The Law of Landlord and Tenant in Ireland,'
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defining what waste is in the eye of the law :

' A tenant

has no right to alter the nature of land demised, by

converting ancient pasture into arable land, or arable

land into wood land, or by enclosing and cultivating

waste land included in the demise. -If a tenant burn

the surface of the land for the purpose of manure, or

open pits for the purpose of raising stone or gravel, or

carry away gravel or brick earth, or do any act calcu-

lated to alter the evidence of the landlord's title, it will

be waste. If a lessee raise stone in a quarry, or ore in

a mine, and the quarry or the mine were not open at

the time of the demise, it will be waste.'

Is it not rightly named a law of waste ? To keep

the land of the island unchanged, unchangeable, and

unimproved alike in its own condition and its owner-

ship ;
to keep the world standing still from age to age,

and therefore tumbling to decay ;
to make the interest

of the lord of the soil (as it was conceived to be in a

time of barbarism) the supreme concern of the law and

of the courts of justice ;
to force the occupier of the

ground to bury his talent, regarding his absent lord as

a hard man, reaping where he hath not sown, and

gathering where he hath not strewed
;

such is the

policy no fault of which, according to Mr. Lowe,

drives either capital or labour from Ireland. The right

honourable member adds that all the Parliamentary

inquiries into the results of the law have not made out

a single case of grievance or ill-treatment of a tenant;

and another member, speaking also as a political

economist as well as a senator, cited the evidence

collected bv Lord Clanricarde's Committee last year in
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support of his conclusion that the legislature ought to

leave things as they are, or leave them to the care of

the lords of the soil. From the evidence referred to

by the honourable member we cite the following ex-

ample of the nature and causes of Irish emigration :

Mr. Mackay, a landowner and also tenant farmer of

610 acres, states :

' The late Marquis of Thomond died, and the property

was sold, and I witnessed at that sale as cruel a scene

as a man could witness. The tenantry had no leases ;

they thought no evil could befall them, having such a

good man for their landlord. I saw at the sale a man

with his friends around him, who had a small farm

that he had improved upon the coast, hoping to pur-

chase the little spot. After taking with him all the

money that he could possibly manage to raise, he failed

in effecting what he desired, and he went away to

America.'

It will be observed that this poor man's farm would

have sold for a lower price, and he would have had

more money to buy it with, had he never spent a

sixpence on improvement ; and, again, that he would

have been better off with a bad landlord, in whom he

could place or misplace no confidence, than with the

good or good-natured landlord he had.

Another witness before the same Commission, in

reply to a question whether any neighbours of his had,

to his knowledge, been turned out of their holdings, or

had their rents raised after they had made improve-

ments without a lease, stated :

'I know there are a great many. I saw people who
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did as much improvement as I did myself who were

turned out without any remuneration. There were

twenty-six families turned out on the 25th of March.
'

They were turned out after improving the land ?

Yes.

* What sort of tenants were they, large or small ?

They were large tenants.

'

They were your neighbours, so that you are sure of

the facts ? I could tell you who they were. But I

understood that the landlord was not aware of it
; that

it was the agent who did it
;
and that the landlord

was sorry afterwards when he came to know that they

were turned out.

' Did it make a great disturbance in the country ?

It did, indeed.'

It should be borne in mind that Irish land-agents

are paid by a commission, and have a strong personal

interest in raising rents
;
nor can it in any way tend to

compensate tenants who have been turned out for that

purpose that the landlord may be sorry afterwards,
4 when he comes to know it.' The evidence of a third

witness before the committee, a solicitor, showed more-

over that the landlord himself may not always be re-

luctant to raise the rent if he sees any signs of improve-

ment or comfort about a farm :

' A considerable part of my practice consists in the

loan of money on mortgage, and I have been constantly

asked by fanners to invest money for them on mort-

gage. They have told me as a matter of great secrecy

that they had saved certain sums of money, and they

were afraid to invest these moneys on their farms, inns-
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much as they had no hold, as they expressed it, of the

land ;
and they requested me to try and find some

place where it would be safe. They also assured me
that they were afraid to let the landlord or the agent

know that they had it. They were afraid not only to

invest it, as it ought to be invested, on their farms, but

actually to let it be known that they had it, or to

assume other appearances of comfort. Moreover, we

know from bank returns that Irish farmers have actually

17,000,000/. lying idle in banks.

' Do you really think there was the slightest founda-

tion for such a fear ? I do, most sincerely ;
and I am

quite certain that in many cases it would be highly im-

prudent for a tenant, holding his land at will, to let

the agent for the property know that he was worth a

thousand pounds, and had saved it from the proceeds

of his agriculture. His rent may be raised, or some

fine required.
' You really think so ? I am cognisant of an instance

in the county of Cork within the last few months.'

Lord Dufferin has cited as an argument in favour of

emigration, a passage in which Mr. Fawcett remarks

that ' the world was made for the occupation of the

human race, and it never could have been intended that

fertile soils should grow nothing but rank and useless

vegetation ;
it never could have been intended that

rivers which might stimulate the production of untold

wealth should continue to flow through solitudes.'

But the principal cause of emigration from Ireland is,

that fertile soils do grow nothing but rank and useless

vegetation, and that rivers, lakes, and seas which might
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stimulate the production of untold wealth do wash

solitudes, while the labour which might fill those soli-

tudes with wealth is sent abroad to develop the re-

sources of other lands, with laws less inhospitable to

industry and less hostile to improvement. Mr. Lowe,

designating his own reasoning with perfect propriety,

says :

' Thus we get into this vicious circle, Ireland

is miserable, because capital cannot be brought into it

to take the people from the cultivation of the land-

to which employment their energies are too much re-

stricted and capital cannot be brought into it be-

cause Irishmen will assert that the condition of the

country is worse than it is. What is required to bring

about a happier time? Why, capital ought to be

thrown into it, with which manufactures could be

established.'

We have shown why the cultivation of the land

affords such poor and scanty employment, but it is the

same with manufactures. '
It is vain,' says Dr. Han-

cork, citing a striking example of manufacturing

enterprise excluded by the operation of settlements, to

which we know many parallels,' to tell the people that

it is their fault if they have not employment at mill-

spinning like their neighbours, when the law stops the

erection of mills.'
* Lord Du fibrin himself has ex-

pressed a conviction that ' were it not for the agitation

which now scares capital from its shores, and prevents

the development of her industrial resources, Ireland

might be rendered capable of sustaining a population

*
Si't-

'

Impediment.-* to the Prosperity of Ireland,' chap, xi.x., and

'Fortnightly He. view/ February 18<^, p. Ml'.
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far larger than it has ever borne.' But the same noble

lord, referring to certain ancient restrictions on com-

merce and manufactures, says,
' Would you see what

Ireland might have been, go to Belfast. Would you
ascertain how the numerical strength of a nation may
be multiplied, go to Belfast : where, within a single

generation, the population has quadrupled, and the

wages of labour have more than doubled.'

We have gone to Belfast, and traversing its quarters

have many times passed through a long, dismal, decay-

ing suburban street, bordered by waste ground, which

reminded us, by its contrast with the life and riches

of the rest of the town, of an historian's remark upon
the valley of the Mle :

' Even in the valley itself, the

separation of the fruitful land from the solitary waste

is distinctly seen : the empire of life borders on the

empire of death.' On investigating the causes of this

contrast we were not remitted to ancient and non-

existing restrictions upon trade. During the very gene-

ration in which the population of the rest of Belfast

has quadrupled, while individual wealth has more than

doubled (which it never would have done but for an

Act of Parliament that made the ground they occupy
an instrument of production for a commercial commu-

nity instead of the instrument of political power for a

single proprietor, as it had previously been), the unbuilt

part of the suburb referred to has been the subject

of a protracted law-suit between that same proprietor

and another noble
;
while the part which is occupied

by decaying and ruinous houses belongs at present to a

third great proprietor (with reversion to one of the two

I
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Others), who cannot give a lease of sufficient length to

tempt builders. A part of this very suburb, in which

perpetual interests could be purchased, has been reno-

vated like the rest of the town, and is the site of one of

its principal enterprises.

We may thus dismiss to the final receptacle of what

have been called sopliismes economiques the theory

that the rise in the price of labour proves and measures

the benefit of emigration to Ireland. A much more

rational criterion has been suggested by a judicious

writer who distinguishes between the first flight of theo o

famine-stricken victims of the potato disease, and the

emigration in steamers of later years. Admitting the

soundness of the distinction, we, however, include in

one economic category of wasteful depopulation the

whole exodus caused by obstacles to the development

of the industrial resources of the island. The whole

stream of emigration which flows from that source

from imprisoned natural wealth, from the legal inse-

curity of industrial enterprise and improvement is a

current of decline, not of progress ;
and it is among the

grave mischiefs of the doctrines so sedulously diffused

respecting the advantage of emigration, that it misleads

the mind of the public and of the Irish proprietors to

look for a cure uf the evils of Ireland in one of the

results of their perpetuation. If the natural resources

of Ireland had been made as accessible as those of

America, in a cosmopolitan sense (though not neces-

.sirily in reference to the interests of Ireland or the

United Kingdom even in that case), whatever emigra-r? / 7 O
tion might have taken place, might be pronounced
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natural and beneficial. But so long as Ireland has

natural resources undeveloped, and capital unemployed,

through the state of the law, the departure of the

flower of the population must be laid to the charge
of the legislature as a calamity resulting from its neg-

lect.
' The law is the same in England,' a legislator

answers. The law of tenure is not the same, as a

legislator ought to know ; still less are the customs the

same upon which the law in both islands is based.

And it is upon a country with the calamitous history

of Ireland that a legal system has been imposed, of

which the results even in England are to be seen in

the faces of its crowded city population, and of its

degraded agricultural labourers. At the beginning of

this article reference was made to the frequent confu-

sion under a common name of different and even oppo-

site phenomena, of industrial energy with the love of

idle power under the name of private interest, or the

desire of wealth, of the most unequal means of payment
and unequal wages, under the denomination of an

aggregate wages fund, of demands which are not sup-

plied along with demands which are, under the formula

of demand and supply. We believe that candid readers

of these pages will pronounce not only that the history

of Ireland has been one long profligate waste of national

resources of every kind, but that one of the most mon-

strous episodes in that history is the waste of industrial

power, and of national strength which takes the name

of emigration, along with that widely different move-

ment of industrial enterprise and colonising vigour

which peoples and reclaims the waste places of the

i 2
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earth. On April 1, 1845 the population of Ireland

was not far short of eight millions and a half; on April

1, 1868 it was little above five millions and a half;

on April 1, 1871, there is reason to believe it will

scarcely exceed the population of Belgium on little

more than a third of the space. So much the better,

we have heard it said ; Ireland ought to be a sheep-

farm for England. And why not England a sheep-farm

for France ? as it perhaps might have become before

now but for its over populated cities, and the mines in

which its people can be packed under ground.

What must be the feeling of the exiled peasantry of

Ireland at the other side of the Atlantic, when a grave

American professor, in a treatise on the principles of

political economy, speaks as follows of Irish emigra-

tion ?
' The policy of English landlords is to depopu-

late their estates, to make the peasantry give place to

flocks and herds as in the north of Scotland, or to

compel them to emigrate to foreign lands as in Ireland.

Thus they imitate the system which has been practised

for centuries in the Roman Campagna, which reduced

the fields of Italy in the age of Pliny to a desert, and

subsequently surrendered them to the northern bar-

barians because there were not men enough to defend

them.' The political instinct must be absent from the

present generation, if it docs not see the wrong which

is being done to the next one a wrong in the strictesto o

economic sense as regards the loss of security as well

as of industrial power.

Audiet pugnas \itio part-ntum
Juira juventus.
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POLITICAL ECONOMY AND THE TENURE OF
LAND.*

THE proposal of the Government to give the tenantry

of Ireland some legal security for improvements has

been encountered by an objection, claiming to possess

the authority of an economic maxim, and seeking to

stifle in limine all legislation in favour of tenants, on

the ground that it is a settled principle of political

economy that the management of private property

should be left to private interest
;
and that the relation

of landlord and tenant being one of contract, the sole

duty of the State is to enforce the performance of

contracts. At first sight, this might appear to derive

strong confirmation from the general tendency of the

jurisprudence of societies, as they advance in civilisation

to extend the sphere of free contract, and to curtail

that of control on the part of the State. Mr. Maine, in

his philosophical comparison of modern with ancient

law, observes,
' The society of our day is mainly distin-

guished from that of preceding generations by the

largeness of the sphere which is occupied in it by
contract. . . . The science of political economy would

fail to correspond with the facts of life, if it were not

true that imperative law had abandoned the largest

*
Reprinted from the '

Fortnightly Review/ June 1, 1866.
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part of the field which it once occupied. The bias,

indeed, of most persons trained in political economy, is

to consider the general truth as entitled to become

universal
; and when they apply this science as an art,

their efforts are ordinarily directed to enlarging the

province of contract, and to curtailing that of impera-

tive law, except so far as law is necessary to enforce

the performance of contracts.'* But it is very remark-

able that as regards the relation of landlord and tenant,

the tendency, both of the jurisprudence of our Courts

and of the direct legislation of Parliament, has been

steadily in the opposite direction to that described by
Mr. Maine

; step after step has been taken to give

tenants by law a security and encouragement for im-

provements which their own contracts fail to a fiord.

The question arises whether these interpositions of the

law are really violations of the policy of non-inter-

ference, except to secure the protection of property

and the performance of contracts? I shall endeavour

to show that such interferences not only are based on

the very principle of economical policy on account of

which the State does interfere to protect property and

enforce contracts, but fall far short of affording tho

degree of security which the position of tenants and

the interests of the public, especially in Ireland, re-

quire.

It was not until the last century that the Courts,

exercising, as they have often beneficially done, their

power of indirect legislation in opposition to the old

common law, decided that buildings and other fixtures

" ' Ancient Law,' chap. iv.
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for the purposes of trade or manufacture should, with-

out any special agreement, become the property of the

tenant, if erected by him. 'The reason which induced

the Courts to relax the strictness of the old rules of

law, and to admit an innovation in this particular

instance, was that the commercial interests of the

country might be advanced by the encouragement

given to tenants to employ their capital in making

improvements for carrying on their trade, with the

certainty of having the benefit of their expenditure

secured to them at the end of their terms.'* The

principle of this change in the law was extended by

subsequent decisions to fixtures connected with mining,

and some other improvements. In the case of agri-

cultural fixtures, the legislature directly interfered to

give tenants similar protection. In 1848, a Parlia-

mentary Committee on Agricultural Customs recom-

mended the application of the principle established by
the Courts in the case of trade-fixtures, to fixtures

.for agricultural purposes ; and, in 1851, an Act was

passed, making farm-buildings erected by tenants, with

the landlord's consent, the property of the tenant. In

1860, this provision was extended by Mr. Cardwell's

Act. Almost the only benefit of these enactment?,

however, lies in the principle they establish of the

tenant's right to benefit by his own improvements ; for

they afford little substantial protection, and would afford

little, even if they covered in terms, cases such as

drainage, and the reclamation of waste land, to which

they do not apply. To permit the Irish tenant to take

* Amos and Ferard on the ' Law of Fixtures.'
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down the materials of his buildings and take up those

of his drains, and remove them, it may be to America,

is to permit him to add to the loss he has already sus-

tained by their construction. Yet to give him any
other form of compensation is supposed by many land-

lords to be both revolutionary legislation and heretical

political economy. I shall attempt to show that it is

neither. The majority of landholders seem to misap-

prehend altogether both their legal and economical

situation. They seem to imagine both that the law has

conferred on them the same absolute dominion over

the land in which they have estates, as traders have over

their goods ;
and that the public can place the same

reliance on the private interest of the landlord as on

that of the trader, to insure good management and

improvement. Those who entertain such opinions

need to be reminded in the first place, that the law of

the country has maintained from the Conquest that

fundamental distinction between property in land, and

all other kinds of property, for which Mr. Mill has con-

tended on the ground of theoretical justice.

No Act of Parliament is required to establish the

subordination of private property in land to the in-

terests of the State; the land itself belongs by law

to the State
;

* the highest interest in it which any

subject can possess is a tenure in fee under the Crown ;

nor can the Crown either create a higher estate or

absolve the existing landholders of the condition of

* ' The first thing the .student 1ms to do, is to get rid of the idea of

absohito ownership. Such nn idea is quite unknown to the English law.

No man is in law the absolute owner of lands. Ho can only hold au.

estate ill them.' Williams on the Laic of Ifcat Projwty.
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tenure. The nature and obligations of this tenure

deserve some slight notice. From the Conquest to

the Kestoration the greater part of the land of the

realm in private hands was held under a military, and

the remainder under a civil tenure. When military

tenure was extinguished on the Kestoration, the legisla-

ture, instead of abolishing the condition of tenure alto-

gether, converted it into the civil tenure of socage,

a name which has unfortunately become nearly obsolete

along with the class of socage tenants who once fulfilled

its obligations. Anciently the king's socage tenants

held, as Lord Bacon says,
'

by continual service of

ploughing his land, repairing his houses, parks, pales,

and the like.' The ancient socage tenant was thus a

very different character from the modern one. He was

the farmer himself
;
and it was on account of the im-

portance of security of tenure for the encouragement

of farming, that he could not be ousted so long as he

performed the services appertaining to his tenure, and

that he was exempted from military duties. All the

highest ancient legal authorities, including Bracton,

Britton, Littleton, Coke and Lord Bacon, derive the

name of socage tenure from a plough. Another deri-

vation from soc, a privilege, seems to have been sug-

gested by the privileges, especially that of security of

tenure, which, for the encouragement of agriculture,

the soc-man enjoyed. The value of this class of inde-

pendent cultivators did not indeed consist solely in

their services to the country as farmers. Mr. Hallam

speaks of the original soc-men as
' the root of a noble

plant, the free socage .tenants, or English yeomanry ?
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whose independence has stamped with peculiar features

both our constitution and our national character.'

That noble plant has been almost extirpated from the

soil ; socage tenure, by becoming in most cases, in

fact, naked proprietorship, has become so as a right in

the estimation of the socage tenants themselves.

But although they can hardly be called upon now

to fulfil in its integrity the literal condition of their

tenure, it is at least the duty of the State to provide

that they shall not refuse to the farmers, whom they

put in their place, the essential conditions of good

farming. They remain the socage tenants of the

Crown ; and this negative obligation is a very light

one to fasten on their tenure, and a very lenient inter-

pretation of the maxim, that landed property has its

duties as well as its rights. To enforce such an obli-

gation is the more properly the express duty of the

State, since the existence of a non-cultivating class of

proprietors, and the whole structure of landed property

in this country, with its large estates and few owners,

are traceable, not to the natural course of commerce

and succession, but to the interference of the law, which

substituted primogeniture and entails for the ancient

custom of equal partition. And while, through thjs

interference of the law, the number of the owners of

land has steadily diminished in most parts of the

country, and its monopoly become stricter, the demand

for land for a variety of purposes is yearly increasing

witli the increase of wealth, trade, and population, and

the portion applied to other purposes constantly dimi-

nishes the extent left to supply the first requisites of
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existence to the people. Parks,- gardens, villas^ factories,-

railways, and urban improvements are yearly encroach-

ing upon the demesne both of national agriculture and

national habitation. Mr. Mill finds a natural claim on

the part of the State for the public to the absolute

ownership of land, in the fact that man did not make

it : 'It is the original inheritance of the whole species.'

It must be confessed that the original common, or

patrimony of the tribe, was in these islands, and still

more so in Holland and Belgium, a very poor property,

and that to take land out of a state of nature has been

the great problem of agriculture. That problem requires

for its solution the permission of private possession ; yet

the State cannot abandon its paramount proprietor-

ship, not only because land may be directed altogether

to unproductive uses by private proprietors, but because

it is the .sphere, not of agriculture alone, but of every

form of human industry, and even human existence,

a consideration of constantly growing importance, now

that the difficulty of finding house accommodation for

the people, and room to live and move and have their

being, lias already become urgently felt. No principle

of political economy is better settled than that the

maxim of laisserfaire is inapplicable to a monopoly of

the necessaries of life, and the law of the country has

not only created such a monopoly, but armed its pos-

sessors with powers of enforcing the terms it enables

them to grant, such as it has not conferred upon the

owners of any other commodity.

It has, however, been urged, even by economists of

the eminence of Mr. Lowe, that the best security tho
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public can obtain for the good management of land is

the personal interest of its private holders. The desire

of wealth, it is urged, must impel the possessors of

land, like the owners of capital in trade, to make the

best commercial and productive use they can of their

possessions. Political economy, I must affirm, counte-

nances no such assumption. The desire of wealth is

far from being a productive impulse under all circum-

stances ; it is, on the contrary, sometimes a predatory

one. And the fundamental assumption of political

economy with respect to it is, that men desire to get

wealth with the least possible trouble, exertion, and

sacrifice
;
that besides wealth they desire ease, pleasure,

social position, and political power ;
and that they will

combine all the gratification they can of their other

desires with the acquisition of wealth. The situation

of the inheritor of a large landed estate is entirely

different from that of the trader, of whom (trained to

habits of business, exposed to competition, and in-

fluenced not only by the desire of gain, but by the fear

of being driven from the market altogether by better

producers) it is true that the best security the public

can have for the good management of his capital is his

own private interest. It is as contrary to political

economy as to common sense to assume that a rich

sinecure tends to make its possessor industrious and

improving ;
and the landholders of this country are

the holders, not only of rich sinecures, but of sinecures

the value of which tends steadily, and often rapidly, to

increase without any exertion on their part. Even
4

producers and dealers,' Mr. Mill has observed,
' when
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relieved from the immediate stimulus of competition,

grow indifferent to the dictates of their ultimate pecu-

niary interest, preferring to the most hopeful prospects

the present ease of adhering to routine. A person

who is already thriving seldom puts himself out of the

way to commence even a lucrative improvement, unless

urged by the additional motive of fear lest some rival

should supplant him.' And, economically speaking,

landlords are not producers but consumers;-fruges
consumere nati

;
nor is it in human nature that they

should, as a class, devote themselves to production,

like persons engaged in a competitive trade. It would,

indeed, be their pecuniary interest to do so, but that is

not their sole interest.
' A man's interest,' says Mr.

Mill,
'
consists of whatever he takes interest in.' And

the interest of the proprietors of land is, according to

the assumption their own conduct compels us to make,

to get as much, not only of money, but of amusement,

social consideration, and political influence as they can,

making as little sacrifice as they can in return for any
of those advantages, in the shape of leases to their

tenants, the improvement of their estates, or even resi-

dence upon them when other places are more agreeable.

That they are frequently guided solely by their interest

in this sense is borne out by notorious facts
; by absen-

teeism, by the frequent absence of all improvement on

the part of the landlord and the refusal of any security

to the tenant, by the mischievous extent of the preser-

vation of game and the extension of deer forests over

what once was cultivated land. The single circum-

stance that tenancy from year to year, a tenure incom-
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pntiblc with good agriculture, is the commonest tenure

in both England and Ireland, affords positive proof

that the interest of the landlord is no security to the

public for the good management of the land in the

absence of all interference of law.

Let us look next at the interest of the tenant. His

interest it certainly is, upon economical principles, to

cultivate and improve the land to the best of his power,

provided he is secure of reaping the fruits of his labour

and outlay. He is a farmer by profession, with the

habits of one, and exposed to much competition ;
he

has his livelihood to make, and he would of course be

glad to make his fortune, too, by his farming. The

public can therefore count upon the tenant doing his

best by the land, if he is sure of deriving the benefit.

But if he has no prospect of doing so, it becomes, on

the contrary, his interest to labour only for the present,

and to employ his savings and leisure anywhere rather

than upon the permanent improvement of his farm.

And that he cannot obtain the -requisite security from

contract alone, is evident both from what has been

said of the interest and conduct of landlords in the

matter, and from the fact previously mentioned that

the courts and the legislature have found it necessary

to interpose law after law to secure the property in

their own improvements to the tenants. There is,

indeed, only one kind of contract which would give

adequate security for every kind of agricultural im-

provement, and it is one which landlords almost uni

vcrsilly refuse namely, a lease of sufficient length to

compensate for all possible improvements. Even if
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landlords were willing, which they are not, to covenant

beforehand in every short lease to compensate for all

improvements there specified by the tenant, the con-

tract would be inadequate, since the tenant cannot

foresee what improvements he may be able to make.

What capital he may save, succeed to, or borrow, he

cannot foretell
;
and experience of his farm, the pro-

gress of science and art, and the course of commerce

and prices, may alter his plans altogether. But since

tenants cannot obtain under contract the security they

require, the State, upon the narrowest view of its

province and duties, should interfere to afford them

such security. There is one thing which private enter-

prise cannot produce, that is, security ;
and to afford it

is universally acknowledged to be the proper business

of the State. When, therefore, contracts do not by
themselves give such security, or exclude it, the State

should interfere for the same reason that in ordinary

cases it interferes to secure the performance of con-

tracts. For why does the State interfere to enforce

contracts, save to promote confidence, and to encourage

industry, invention, thrift, and improvement ? Its in-

terference for the security of farmers is in perfect

accordance with the true meaning of the maxim of

laisser faire, which originated in the answer of a

merchant to Colbert, the Minister of Louis XIY. The

Minister asked what the King could do for trade, and

the merchant replied that his Majesty should laisser

faire et passer ;

* that is to say. that people engaged in

* This aphorism has also been attributed to M. de Gournay, a friend

of Quesnay, and one of the physiocrats ;
but the above appears to be

the true account.
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production and trade should be enabled by the State

to manage their business as they think best, and that

a non-trading class should not control them, or deprive

them of the liberty and security the business requires.

These considerations would justify the interference

of the State to afford agricultural tenants in England

greater security than they at present enjoy. But the

claim of the tenant in Ireland on the protection of the

State is infinitely stronger. The landholders of Ireland

are not only, in the same sense as those of England,

the creatures, the tenants of the State, but they are the

creatures of a violent interference with pre-existing

rights of property. Moreover, by further violent inter-

ference in the shape of penal laws, directed expressly

against industry and accumulation on the part of the

bulk of the people, and precluding the acquisition of

property and capital and the rise of other industries,

the State forced the great mass of the population to

become competitors for the occupation of land as a

means of subsistence. They were thus placed even

more at the mercy of the landlord than the Egyptians

were at the mercy of Pharaoh in the famine, for their

lands as well as their cattle and money were gone, and

nothing remained to exchange for bread but their

bodies and their labour. Ilcnt under these circum-

stances became, not what political economists define it,

the surplus above average wages and profit, but the

.surplus above minimum wages, without any profit at

all. Instead of the conditions to which the maxim of

non-interference applies, is a system of interference

which lias made the landlord independent of all
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exercise of frugality and improvement, and deprived

the tenant of all security for it. And the natural con-

sequence is that neither landlords nor tenants, as a

rule, make any improvements, and there are parts of

the island in which the soil has actually deteriorated.

The provisions of the Government Bill *
relating to

tenants' improvements in Ireland have met with the

obvious objection, that the valuation is proposed at the

determination of the tenure, when no just estimate may
be possible of the increased value fairly attributable to

the outlay and labour of the tenant. And it is has

been suggested that a valuation of the tenant's outlay

at the time it is made would insure just compensation.

But even this would not suffice. A progressive fall in

the value of money, from the increased production of

the precious metals, would lead to the repayment of

the tenant's expenditure in a depreciated currency, and

would not even restore his pecuniary outlay by an

equivalent sum. Again, there are many important

improvements, such as the reclamation of waste land,

which in Ireland are effected mainly by the labour of

the tenant, spread over a number of years, and the

value of which can only be judged by the result, and

cannot be measured while being made by any official

valuation. But, thirdly, the main object of legislation

should be to induce, and if necessary to compel, land-

lords to grant sufficient leases to afford compensation

by mere length of possession. Leases of sufficient

length have the double advantage of disposing the

tenant to improve his farm as a whole by all the means

* The Bill of I860, when this article was written.

K
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in his power (instead of confining his aim to the par-

ticular improvements it may be easiest to recover com-

pensation for), and of recompensing him without the

intervention of any external authority, or the risk of

dispute with his landlord.

The merit of the Government Bill is that, but for

one fatal and contradictory clause, its provisions would

make it the interest of landlords to grant leases of con-

siderable length, in order to avoid all claims for specific

improvements at the end of the tenure. This merit is

lost by a clause enabling the landlord to avoid all

claims by a written prohibition of all improvements, as

well as by a lease. It has, indeed, been urged as an

objection to leases in Ireland, that the holdings are

already too small, and that long leases have been found

to lead to subdivision. The answer to this, in the first

place, is, that without better security than is afforded

at present, neither large nor small holdings can be even

tolerably farmed, not to say highly; and the prevail-

ing tenancy at will is the very worst system upon which

land can be held, next to that of cultivation by slaves.

Moreover, the comparative productiveness of the two

systems of husbandry has been by no means decisively

settled against small farms. ' The larger farms in

Flanders,' says M. de Laveleye,
' tend constantly

towards subdivision, for the very simple reason that

when subdivided they yield a much larger rent. This

subdivision, too, increases the gross, not less than the

net, produce. It is an accredited opinion that large

fanning alone can give to the soil the proper crops, and

devote to it the requisite capital to call all its pro-
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ductive forces into action. In Flanders it is the re-

verse which is true. In general, the smaller the farm

the greater the produce of the soil. Cultivators and

proprietors alike rejoice in the subdivision the for-

mer because it places more land within their reach,

the latter because it doubles their rents. It is in East

Flanders, the country of small farms par excellence,

that statistics most clearly attest the perfection of hus-

bandry, and the amount of production to which land so

subdivided gives birth. There each cultivator, having

for the exercise of his industry little more than a single

hectare (about 2^ acres), feeds as many individuals as

an English cultivator feeds with the produce of three

hectares.' *

It is true that the small farmers of Flanders derive

but scanty incomes for their own support ;
but this is

so partly from the higher proportionate rents which

they pay, partly through the immense competition for

land which the excess of population and the love of

agriculture create, and partly because the customary

term of a Flemish lease is altogether too short, al-

though coupled with a tenant-right in unexhausted

improvements.

The objection that long leases were found formerly to

lead to subdivision in Ireland, deserves little attention

on several accounts. In many cases the subdivision

was more nominal than real, the land comprised in the

* 'Essaisur 1'Economie rurale de la Belgique.' Deuxieme edition.

1863. This admirable essay formed the subject of a special report to

the Academy of France, by M. de Lavergne. Its author is not only

distinguished as an Economist, but intimately acquainted with practical

agriculture in Belgium.

K 2
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original demise having been chiefly waste land which

was thus brought into cultivation
;
and although a

division took place, there was no real subdivision of

the amount of land in cultivation. Moreover, the sub-

division, where it was real, was created partly by penal

laws, which prevented parents from providing other-

wise for their children : and partly by the expenses

attending the sale of interests in land, which made

it easier to sub-let than to sell, especially with the aid

of the law of distress. An improved system of transfer

of all interests in land is an essential part of legislation

in favour of tenants and agriculture. Lastly, if it be

true that the tendency of husbandry is necessarily to-

wards large farms, it is clear that the small holders will

be compelled to part with their farms, and subdivision

will be impossible.

The chief practical objections to legislation on the

subject are really, on the one hand, the objections of

landholders to abandon any part of the absolute con-

trol over the soil which, as I have attempted to show,

they have no claim to, either upon legal or economical

grounds ; and, on the other hand, the objection of

legislators to grapple with a difficult question. For

the Legislature to leave Ireland as it is, would be, in

] 'aeon's phrase, 'to enact a law of neglect,' not to act

upon the economical maxim of laisser faire.
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LOKD DUFFEKIN ON THE TENUKE OF LAND *

AT the opening of his work upon Democracy, M. de

Tocqueville sketches in a few sentences the political

history of Europe for seven hundred years, from a

time ' at which the right of governing descended with

family inheritances, force was the only means by which

man could act upon man, and landed property was the

sole source of power.' Hardly a single event of im-

portance in history, he proceeds, not one step in human

progress since then, not one acquisition material or

immaterial to the domain of civilization, but has raised

rivals to the great landed proprietors, placed sources

of social and political power at the disposal of new

classes, and tended to the furtherance of equality.
1

Poetry, eloquence, memory, the charms of wit, the

glow of imagination, profoundness of thought, all the

gifts which Heaven imparts indiscriminately, have

turned to the advantage of democracy ;
and even

when they have been found in the possession of its

opponents, they have still done service to its cause by

bringing into relief man's natural greatness ;
its con-

quests have spread therefore with those of civilization

*
Reprinted from ' Macmillan's Magazine,' July 1867.
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and knowledge, and literature has become an arsenal

open to all, in which the weak and the poor have

found arms every day.' Whoever uses M. de Tocque-

ville's eyes to read the signs of the time, will accor-

dingly see in the part taken by Lord DuflTerin at

once a noble, a landowner, and a man of letters and

genius in the controversy relating to land, not a vin-

dication of its proprietors which will exempt their

conduct henceforward from scrutiny, but a mark of

the irresistible force of a movement which is setting

up rivals in every direction to inherited distinctions

and territorial power; rendering public opinion the

sovereign authority, and the public good the sole

foundation on winch institutions, however ancient,

can base their continuance ; above all, making landed

property, once the sole source of legislation, now its

recognised subject and creature, possessed of no title

which is not derived from the public advantage, and

amenable in all its relations to the control of the State.

A great step lias been made towards making the use of

landed property reasonable, when its proprietors them-

selves begin to reason about it
;
not only is it a sign

that they arc ceasing to rely solely on power, but it

exposes whatever is indefensible in their pretensions

to immediate detection.. A fool is said to be wiser in

his own conceit than seven men that can render ,1

reason, but sometimes he is wise beyond his conceit,

for it may be ten times harder to answer folly than

reason. The old vague and intractable assertions of

' the rights of property,' for example, however little

to the intellectual credit of those who employed them,
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were not without an impenetrable power of resistance

to argument, which enabled them to hold ground ;

just as the stupidest animals are the most obstinate in

an encounter, because they cannot see when they are

beaten, and hold on to the death.

If, however, such characteristics as the foregoing of

the great movement delineated in M. de Tocqueville's

pages may awaken pleasure and hope in the minds of

his disciples, others, unfortunately, are not wanting

which cannot be viewed without both regret and alarm,

even by those whose confidence is strongest that it is

upon the whole a movement for good. Not the least

portentous among these is that growing severance of

the peasantry from the soil, and that increasingly selfish

and exclusive use of dominion over it by its proprietors,

of which M. de Tocqueville speaks as follows :

' An

aristocracy does not die like a man in a day. Long
before open war has broken out against it, the bond

which had united the higher classes with the lower

is seen to loosen by degrees ;
the relations between the

poor and the rich become fewer and less kindly ;
rents

rise. This is not actually the result of democratic

revolution, but it is its certain indication. For an

aristocracy which lias definitively let the heart of the

people slip from its hands is like a tree which is dead

at its roots, and which the winds overturn the more

easily the higher it is. I have often heard great

English proprietors congratulate themselves that they

derive much more money from their estates than their

fathers did. They may be in the right to rejoice, but

assuredly they do not know at what they rejoice.
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They imagine they are making a net profit when they

are only making an exchange. What they gain in

money they are on the point of losing in power. . . .

There is yet another sign that a great democratic

movement is being accomplished or is in preparation.

In the middle age almost all landed property was let

in perpetuity, or at least for a very long term. When
one studies the economy of that period, one finds that

leases for ninety years were commoner than leases for

twelve years are now.' In his celebrated Essay on M. de

Tocqueville's book, Mr. Mill has with similar prescience

remarked that without a large agricultural class, with

an attachment to the soil, a permanent connection with

it, and the tranquillity and simplicity of rural habits

and tastes, there can be no check to the total pre-

dominance of an unsettled, uneasy, gain-seeking, com-

mercial democracy.
' Our town population,' it has

long been remarked,
'
is becoming almost as mobile

and uneasy as the American. It ought not to be so

with our agriculturists; they ought to be the counter-

balancing element in the national character ; they

should represent the type opposite to the commercial

that of moderate wishes, tranquil tastes, and cultivation

of the enjoyments compatible with their existing posi-

tion. To attain this object, how much alteration may
be requisite in the system of rack-renting and tenancy

-

at-will we cannot undertake to show in this place.'
*

So, in a late debate upon Irish tenures, in Parlia-

ment, it was argued with unanswerable force by Mr.

Gregory, in reference to the tenure now generally pre-

* ' Dissertations and Discussions,' ii. 7o.
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valent in the island :

' There could be no attachment

to the institutions of a country in which the whole of a

peasantry existed merely on sufferance
; certainly there

was nothing conservative in tenancies at will : indeed he

believed such tenancies to be the most revolutionary in

the world.' The conclusion is irresistible that the true

revolutionary party in Ireland are unconsciously and un-

willingly, but not the less certainly, the owners of land.

When therefore it is alleged that the chronic absence

of tranquillity and the periodical recurrence of sedition

prevent the rise of other occupations than agriculture,

thereby placing almost the whole population at the

mercy of the landlords, who can in consequence impose

unreasonable terms, the answer is obvious, first, that

prosperous agriculture and continued political tran-

quillity are equally incompatible with such a tenure
;

secondly, that a prosperous agriculture is itself the true

natural source and support of all other industries
;
and

thirdly, that the allegation itself involves an admission

that the power of the landlords is excessive. So far,

moreover, is the competition for land from being the

cause it could in no case be the excuse of the inse-

curity of tenure in Ireland, that the immense reduction

in the population and the number of the competitors for

the occupation of land has been attended with increased

insecurity. Before the failure of the potato, the Devon

Commission urged the interference of Parliament,

because the industry of the cultivators of the soil was

paralysed by insecurity.
' The most general and in-

deed universal complaint,' they reported,
'

brought

before us in every part of Ireland was,
" the want of
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tenure," to use the expression most commonly employed

by the witnesses. The uncertainty of tenure is con-

stantly referred to as a pressing grievance by all classes

of tenants. It is said to paralyse all exertion, and to

place a fatal impediment in the way of improvement.

We have no doubt that this is so in many instances.'

Since that Report, famine and emigration have reduced

the population by nearly three millions in twenty-one

years, and statesmen of both parties have repeatedly

adopted the conclusion of the Devon Commission, both

as regards the effects of the insecurity of tenure and the

necessity of interference. Yet the actual condition of

things is that the radical evil has increased that leases

have become fewer and evictions more frequent. So

lost to the Irish proprietor's mind is indeed the very

conception of a true rural population and of the best

uses of land, that even so enlightened a landlord

as Lord Dufierin regards the love of the soil, and of

a little farm of his own on the part of the peasant,

not as a healthy affection and nntural blending of

associations, not as the true spirit of agriculture and

the germ of many social and civil virtues, not as the

best ally of industrious enterprise in other pursuits, but

as a morbid and mischievous propensity to be con-

demned and discouraged. His lordship's ideal of a

happy and prosperous peasant seems to be the English

agricultural labourer with no root in the soil, no interest

in it, and no love for it
;
and he proposes to the small

farmer as a means of improving his condition, a descent

to the rank of a labourer for hire. Speaking in the House

of Lords last year, the noble lord said :

' From an inlie-
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rent desire to possess land, and in a most unhappy fancy

that he loses caste if he passes from the condition of an

embarrassed tenant to that of an independent labourer,

the tenant is ready to run any risk rather than abandon

his favourite pursuit.' The same leading idea presents

itself again and again both in his lordship's letters to

the Times and in his recent volume.* For example :

' In proportion as the peasant becomes aware of a

more hopeful theatre for his industry, whether at home

or abroad, that morbid hunger for a bit of land which

has been the bane of Ireland will subside.'

* The labourer's dream is to become a tenant, the

tenant's greatest ambition is to enjoy the dignity of a

landlord. What he cannot be brought to realize is that

an independent labourer is a more respectable person

than a struggling farmer.' ' The alternative

of adequate wages is open to him
;
the reckless acqui-

sition of land to which he cannot do justice is the

result of a passion to be discouraged rather than sti-

mulated.'

If the actual use of land throughout Great Britain

had not given rise to a singular set of conceptions with

regard to its true use, it would be superfluous to urge

that political economy has always recognized in the

pleasures of rural life and occupations in the love of

a farm and the sense of independence it should be

so held as to bestow in the desire of the labourer to

become a tenant-farmer and of the tenant-farmer to

possess land of his own not only legitimate sources of

* ' Irish Emigration and the Tenure of Land in Ireland.' By Lord

Uufferin.
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happiness, but motives to agricultural industry, beyond
its pecuniary returns, which both the laws and the

customs of a country ought to foster.
' The beauty

of the country,' says Adam Smith,
' the pleasures of

country life, the tranquillity of mind which it promises,

and wherever the injustice of human laws does not

disturb, the independence which it really affords, have

c-harms that more or less attract everybody ;
and as to

cultivate the ground was the original destination of

man, so in every age he seems to retain a predilection

for the primitive employment.' The productive value

of the affectionate interest in the land which the Conti-

nental peasant feels, after what Mr. Mill has done to

make it known to insular minds, ought to need no

allusion. Moreover, the social distinctions between

labourer and tenant-farmer, and between the tenant-

farmer and the farmer of his own land, are natural dis-

tinctions, and political economy has always recognized

the desire of men to rise in the social scale as an incen-

tive to industry, frugality, and enterprise. The Irish

labourer's dream of becoming a tenant is a just and

laudable ambition, capable of being turned to the

most productive account
;
and so again is the dream of

the tenant to possess land of his own. The existence

of peasant proprietors, the facility and frequency of

the purchase of small estates, are among the principal

causes of the prodigies performed by the peasants of

Flanders on almost the worst soil in the world because

constituting both objects of industry and thrift and

models of good farming.
' In Belgium,' Lord Dufferin states,

'

leases for three,
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six, and nine years are the accepted terms.' They are

the accepted terms, because better terms are not

offered. But M. de Laveleye writes :

'

Three, six,

and nine years cannot be properly called the approved

terms in Belgium. They are approved only by the

landlords. All the independent agricultural associations,

all the economists are for long leases, and that is my
own opinion. Tenancies at will would be considered

here as an odious abuse. In Flanders, too, the farmer

gets a good house, and his right to be reimbursed for

unexhausted manure is a privilege which descends from

the middle age, the good effects of which are always

acknowledged. The number of peasant proprietors is

besides very great. If Ireland had but half as many,

it would, I imagine, be well for her.'
*

If, however, to talk of peasant proprietors in these

islands sounds like talking sedition, the peasant's love

of the land and ambition to rise in agricultural rank

might be turned to productive account, without per-

mitting a poor man to possess a farm as proprietor.

That upward movement which ought to be possible in

all occupations, may be made possible in agriculture,

even in the British isles, under a rational system of

tenure, and with a judicious diversity in the sizes of

farms.
' I cannot,' writes Dr. Mackenzie of Eileanach,

after long and extensive experience of estates, and of

Celtic tenants, who are supposed to possess in a peculiar

degree a morbid hunger for land, 'imagine greater

folly than discouraging the planting of a number of

cotters on every estate, from the class with, say a

* Letter to the writer.
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quarter of an acre, who will supply the labour needed

by the large farmer, up to the five-acre holder, whose

strength is needed to crop his own land and manage
his own estate. Next should come the two-horse farm,

a fair object of ambition to which the five-acre cotter

might expect to rise
;

after that, farms of several pairs

of horses, or even steam-engines perhaps. An estate

or country thus planted, would offer a reasonable

variety of objects of ambition to the intelligent labourer

who had to begin at the bottom of the ladder
;
so that

he might wish to remain in Great Britain, instead of

emigrating, and leaving behind him the mere refuse of

his class
"
as hewers and drawers," without a prospect

of anything in life but hard labour (harder than in our

jails) and the workhouse when they are used up.'
*

Instead of such an upward movement as Dr.

Mackenzie describes, from the rank of the labourer

to that of the small farmer, and again from the small

to the large farm, the movement which Lord Dufferin

commends to the peasant's acceptance is a downward

one ' from the condition of an embarrassed tenant to

that of an independent labourer.' What kind of

'

independence
'

does the labourer really enjoy? a choice

of masters, from a shilling to one and sixpence a day,

or even more, while he is active and strong, and the

workhouse in his old age. The tenant of a farm, how-

ever small, with the security of a lease of sufficient

duration, is surely much more independent. He is not

subject to orders or to immediate dismissal, his time is

at his own disposal, lie works for himself when he is

Letter to the writer, March 11, 1867.
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well, lie need not work if he is ill, and he earns both

wages and profit. It is indeed only to the 'embarrassed
'

tenant that Lord Dufferin offers the position of labourer

on another man's farm
;
but the general cause of the

tenant's embarrassment in Ireland (to which ought to

be added the supineness of landlords in regard to in-

struction in agriculture) is that, virtually, he is a mere

labourer on another man's farm, for which he is ex-

pected to furnish the capital without the security re-

quisite either to borrow it or to expend it if he possesses

it, or what landlords cannot imagine to make it by
labour and thrift.

' To refuse a lease to a solvent

industrious tenant,' Lord Dufferin justly pronounces,
'
is

little short of a crime. The prosperity of agriculture

depends on security of tenure, and the only proper

tenure is a liberal lease.' But if the prosperity of

agriculture does depend on security of tenure, and if

the only proper tenure is a liberal lease, how can the

Irish tenant-at-will be expected to be solvent, or indus-

trious to any good purpose ? Must it not be also '

little

short of a crime '

first to refuse him the conditions of

solvency and of prosperous agriculture, and then to

make his embarrassment and unprosperous farming a

reason for turning him out of his farm ?
'

Every varia-

tion of his conception of property in land,' it has been

very well said by Mr. Newman,
'

every limitation or

extension of proprietary right, develops a new type of

human character. If the proprietor, the lessee, the

tenant-at-will, differ in extent of proprietary interest,

they differ also in moral feature.'
* The moral feature

* '

Questions for a Reformed Parliament,' p. 79.
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of the teaant-at-will can hardly be that of ' a solvent

industrious tenant.' What sort of houses, factories,

and shops would be seen in our towns, and what sort

of tenants and traders would occupy them, on a tenure

at will ?

The small farmer in Ireland has little or no capital,

it is indeed urged, and good farming is hopeless without

it. Yet this difficulty is more serious in Flanders, from

the exigent nature of the soil, and M. de Laveleye de-

scribes how it is overcome :

' The labourer gets a corner

of uncleared land at a low rent, which his wife assists

him to clear. They reduce their consumption to the

barest necessaries, they economise all they can ; the

husband goes to a distance, often to France, to reap

the harvest, and thus to bring back some fifty francs

at the end of three weeks of incredible toils. When

they have collected the materials for the cottage, hus-

band and wife O to work, and at length sleep under a
i^> ' O J.

roof of their own. The next thing is to have cattle,

that foundation of all cultivation. First they feed a

goat and some rabbits, and then a calf on the herbs

that spring about. When at last they possess a cow,

the family is safe
;

there is now milk, butter, and

manure. Little by little a capital is made
;

at the end

of some years, the labourer lias become a farmer. As

the population increases, new cottages spring up, the

old ones are enlarged. In half a century the Avhole

district is made a complete conquest to cultivation,

thanks to incessant labours which the capitalist could

not have- paid for at the average rate of wages without

incurring a loss. The petty cultivator, who is assured
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of enjoying for at least thirty years the fruits of his

efforts, spares neither his time nor his trouble. Work-

ino- with more zeal and intelligence than he could exerto o

for another, he gives value to a soil which la grande

culture would have no interest in attempting to culti-

vate.' * The Fleming, however, it may be supposed is

an exceptional being. But almost exactly the same

thing takes place in the Highlands of Scotland, where the

Celtic cotter Ls given a chance though a poor one as

Dr. Mackenzie describes it.
' In this country a man comes

to me, and offers to rent some acres of waste land, to

trench, clear, drain, and cultivate it on a nineteen years'

lease for a small rent
;
he putting up the cottage, the new

land supplying the stones, and I giving him the necessary

wood. And generally, with not !()/. of his own at

starting, we see this- man put up his buildings, mostly

with his own hands, improve his land, and rise to a

considerable degree of prosperity, so as, at least, to

have food, good clothing, and decent furniture, and, at

the same time, pay his rent with regularity during hi

lease; at the end of which his land is all in decent crop,

ready for a new lease at an improved rent, although

all that the landlord has done towards this has been to

grant rough standing wood for the buildings. A theorist

would say, the cotter without capital could never im-

prove his moor. But the fact is, the cauntry is im-

proved exactly as I have described. The improver

finds work in his vicinity for a time, runs home with

his wages, and till they are done, tears up his lanclj

gets some seed borrowed and sown, and off again to,

* ' Economie rurale des Flandres/ second edition, p. 82,

L
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another job at daily wages, of which less than our

southern friends would credit is spent upon food. Had

landlords to put up smart cottages for such land im-

provers, improvement would soon come to an end in

this country. In my memory, all hereabout, most of

our large farms, extending over thousands and thou-

sands of acres, on which I have shot grouse and deer,

have been brought to their present shape on the above

plan. For generally,' to the shame of those whom it

concerns, Dr. Mackenzie adds,
' soon after a contigu-

ous batch of such crofts as I have described have

been put into crop, the improvers are all ejected, with-

out payment for what they have done, unless from

some thin-skinned, laughed at, ram avis of a philan-

thropist landlord, and one large farm is made of them.'*

If there are any readers who are doubtful of the

disposition of cotters in Ireland to improve, they would

do well to consult the evidence of Mr. Curling, an

English agent, of great experience, before the Com-

mission on the Tenure and Improvement of Land in

1865, from which the following answers are taken :

' You have been the manager of the Devon estate for

seventeen years, you say? Yes.

' Do you think there is anything deficient in the cha-

racter of the people which would prevent improvements
from being made, provided a just law were given to

them ? I do not
;

I think they arc as energetic, as

industrious, as moral, and as well-behaved a people as

I have ever met with, and more grateful than any other

people I know.

Letter to the writer, March 11, 18<!7.
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* Grateful for what ? For even fair play : not favours

only, but even fair play.
' What has been their character as to peace and order

for seventeen years ? I do not remember that a single

crime, even to stealing a chicken, has been committed

on the Devon estate for seventeen years.

'Are they frugal in their habits? Very much so:

too much so.

' Do you think that security, whether by a lease, or

by an extended period of compensation, is necessary as

a stimulus to the tenants to make improvements? I

think a tenant is a fool to expend his money without a

security of that description.

'Have large improvements been made on the estate

which you manage ? They have.

'

By whom has the mountain land been reclaimed ?

Exclusively by the tenants.

' I believe that you hold different opinions on certain

points from witnesses who have been previously ex-

amined ? First of all, I do not concur with those who

conceive that no additional legislation is required to

stimulate Irish tenants to invest their capital in im-

provements.'

Lord Dufferin is no adversary to additional legisla-

tion to stimulate Irish tenants to invest their capital in

improvements ;
on the contrary, he contributes towards

it an excellent suggestion.* But he bids us expect

little from such legislation, and certainly
' no compre-

hensive remedy for the perennial discontent of Ireland,

or to unprecedented emigration from her shores.' His

* ' Irish Emigration and the Tenure of Land,' pp. 271, 272.

L 2
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first and last lesson is that ' no nation can be made

industrious, provident, skilful, by Act of Parliament.

It is to time, to education, and above all to the

development of our manufacturing resources, that we

must look for the reinvigoration of our economic con-

stitution.' It might, we do not hesitate to assert, be

said with more justice, that every people is industrious,

provident, and skilful just in proportion to the security

given by its Government, laws, and customs as powerful

as laws, that he who sows shall also reap. What has

time, to which Lord DufiTerin looks, done hitherto for

Ireland, but maintain a system which, in the words

used by the Devon Commissioners, paralyses all exer-

tion, and places fatal impediments in the way of

improvement ? What practical lesson does education,

again, teach the Irish peasant more plainly than this,

that an intelligent man can always get on in America,

and can seldom do so in Ireland ? Lord Dufl'erin's

readers will easily believe that so generous a mind

'cannot contemplate the expatriation of so many brave

hearts and strong right arms with equanimity.' But

when he adds,
' The true remedy is to be found in

the development of our commercial enterprise, of our

mineral resources, of our manufacturing industry,' we

are driven to ask, why not in the development of our

agricultural industry, the prime industry of all, the

healthiest, and the natural base of all other industries?

According to the natural course of things, Adam Smith

has striven to impress upon mankind, the greater part

of every growing society is first directed to agriculture,

afterwards to manufacture.*

*
'^
Wealth of Nation',' book iii, cliup. i.
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To the same purpose Mr. Mill observes that ' in every

country without exception in which peasant properties

prevail, the towns, from the larger surplus which

remains after feeding the agricultural classes, are in-

creasing both in population and in the well-being of

their inhabitants.' The present landowners of Ireland

may therefore assure themselves that the conviction will

at length force itself upon the public, that for the pro-

sperity, not of agriculture alone, but of all the other

industries of which the island is capable, either tenan-

cies at will must cease to exist, or peasant properties

must at any cost be created. M. de Tocqucville's

reflection has already been quoted, that it is a sign

of the imminent subversion of aristocratic institutions

when the relation between landlord and tenant has

become one of the briefest duration
;
but he adds the

significant remark that if democratic tendencies shorten

the duration of tenures, democratic institutions ' tend

powerfully to increase the number of properties, and to

diminish the number of tenant-farmers.' The land

system of Ireland is one without the advantages either

of feudalism or of democracy.
'As long as a numerous

population,' says Lord Dufferin,
'
is cursed with a mor-

bid craving to possess land, so long will the owner be

able to drive hard bargains.' The conclusion which

these 'hard bargains' are likely to force before long on

the public mind is, that the morbid craving for land

with which the people of Ireland have been cursed, is

that which moralists in every age have denounced, and

against which the prophet cried,
' Woe unto them that

join house to house, that lay field to field, till there be
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no place, that they may be placed alone in the earth.'

The landlords of England may likewise rest assured

that their own interests are involved in the Irish land

question in a different manner from what they suppose.

They are afraid of a precedent of interference with

established territorial institutions
; they have more to

fear their self-condemnation.
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ME. SENIOR ON IRELAND.*

AFTER centuries of alternate rebellion and famine, and

finally the loss of a third of the Irish nation in twenty-

two years, the Irish question
'

for,' as Mr. Senior said

a generation ago,
' there is but one '

has become the

English question too, the main question on which a

general election is about to turn. Some of the chief

guides of public opinion in England nevertheless pro-

fess themselves still in perplexity as to what the Irish

question is. For their information, and to find the

key to its solution, let us state the question in Mr.

Senior's words :

' The detestation by the mass of the

people of Ireland of her institutions,' being he said

the fundamental evil,
' the first step towards the cure

of this detestation must be to remove its causes ; the

first step towards making the institutions of Ireland

popular must be to make them deserve to be so. If,

indeed, they were deserving of popularity, the remedy
would be hopeless. But this is an impossible suppo-

sition. No population hates the mass of its existing

laws without sufficient reason. The tendency is to

cling to whatever is established, merely because it is

established.'

This statement of the question seems to us com-

*
Reprinted from the '

Fortnightly Review/ November 1868..
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plete. We cannot, however, say as much for either

Mr. Senior's solution, or his explanation of the long

delay of any solution.
* The object of every statesman,'

we fully admit, ought now, as in 1844, when Mr. Senior

said so,
* to be that the Irish Catholics should feel

themselves, to use O'Connell's words,
"
subjects out and

out as the Protestants are."
'

But when it is added

that ' this feeling will be produced by a provision for

the Irish Catholic clergy from the Imperial revenue,

and can be produced by nothing else,' we must assert

a conviction that such a provision twenty-five years

ago (if accepted, which is very doubtful) would not

only have left the original Irish question remaining,

but have added another. Had the Irish Catholic

Church been endowed by the State a generation ago,

its disendowment would be one of the questions before

the generation to come. In like manner we must

reject the explanation Mr. Senior has given of the non-

solution of the original question.
' The prejudices and

passions of England and Scotland,' he says,
' rendered

it useless to suggest, because they rendered it impos-

sible to apply, the means by which the misery of Ire-

land might be relieved.' Unless in the sense in which

under one name a nation is confounded with its go-

vernment a confusion which, as was pointed out in a

former article, lies at the root of a number of national

evils and international feuds* it is most unjust to

* 'Nations and International Law.' 'Fortnightly Review,' July ],

3808, p. 00. For ' Baron von Onipleton,' \i.
'.:.' in lliat article, read

' Buron von Otnpti'da.' For 'investing the appeal to force in this regu-
lated form to the,' p. 100, line la, read 'investing, &e., with the.' For
' the later Roman law of nations,' p. 100, line 2'2, read ' the later Roman
law of
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hold England and Scotland responsible for the long

misery of Ireland. On the contrary, no sooner does

national, that is to say popular, feeling in England and

Scotland obtain some considerable influence over politi-

cal questions, than the first question is
' the Irish ques-

tion
'

the question how to give Ireland good and

popular laws, and to remove the institutions she detests.

The plain reason is, that equality in the constitution,

popular government, leads to equality in the laws,

popular institutions
;
and the Irish question is but the

most urgent side of the general question of equal and

popular legislation for the whole kingdom, because

inequality in legislation takes in Ireland the grossest

and most intolerable forms. The reason, on the other

hand, of the long continuance of the Irish question is

equally plain.
' The history of this country,' said

Mr. Lowe, in the most famous of his speeches against

the admission of the people to a share in political

power,
' the glorious and happy history of this country

has been a conflict between two aristocratic parties.'

Whose glory, we ask, and whose happiness? In the

brief history of legislation for the English labouring

classes, from 1349 to 1834, given in Mr. Senior's

volumes on Ireland,* the reader will find a chapter in

that '

glorious and happy history,' and a continuation

of it may be found in the state of the agricultural

labourers of England, and the proceedings in Parlia-

ment respecting them from that day to this. It is,

however, to Ireland especially we must look for the

kind of glory and happiness produced by a perpetual

* '

Journals,' &c., i. pp. 143-147.
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*
conflict between two aristocratic parties.' There was

their favourite battle-field. There lay the richest booty

for the conquerors. There once had lain extensive

and fertile lands ; there still lay salaries, titles, and

promotion ; there was the road to viceregal state and

revenue, to earldoms, marquisates, and dukedoms, to

bishoprics and archbishoprics, to secretaryships and

seats in the Cabinet it might be from the misgovern-

ment of five millions and a half to the government of

a hundred and fifty millions of men. Fixed on high

thoughts like these, how could ' two aristocratic par-

ties
'

stoop to heed the squalor, rage, and detestation

of the wretched crowd beneath ? Tocqueville affirmed

that nothing that had passed in the English Parliament

for one hundred and fifty years had produced much

echo abroad, even its first orators commanding small

sympathy or attention in neighbouring countries.
' The

reason is,' he said,
' that in an aristocratic senate the

orator's most eloquent appeals are confined to the

sentiments and sympathies, the rights and privileges, of

the dominant class he addresses
;
whereas in a popular

legislature the orator speaks to a whole nation and on

behalf of one, and though addressing only his fellow-

citizens, often speaks to mankind.' Who can forget a

signal example of this in the scorn and indignation

which transported two 'aristocratic parties' when one

of the chief orators among them spoke of a part of

their fellow-citizens, whom he desired to admit to a

voice in the laws, as of the same blood with them-

selves ? The same cxclusiveness of feeling, the same

narrowness of political ideas, the same jealous regard
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to dominion and rank which have controlled the de-

bate, have dictated the statute ; and hence it is that

the Irish question, the question of giving equal and

popular laws to the Irish people, awaits the solution of

a popular Parliament, capable of entertaining the idea

of equality, and of putting it into the laws.

Let it not then be dreamt that the question of the

Irish Church is the whole Irish question. The in-

equality in that respect, although perhaps the one most

extensively felt, is not the one felt most deeply. The

Established Church is not the institution the majority

of Irishmen detest most
;
Irish Catholics (we speak of

the laity only) are more tolerant than most Protestants

suppose ;
and in so far as they do detest the Protestant

Church, it is in general not for her doctrines (to which

they pay little attention), nor yet for her endowments

(with respect to which they will not be the party most

opposed to a liberal settlement), but for her inequality

as a Church which '

exalts her mitred front in

Courts and Parliaments
'

Courts where they have

been studiously shunned, and Parliaments which

enacted the laws that have goaded them to rebellion

and murder. '

Ireland,' to use Mr. Senior's language

once more,
'
is still governed by two codes : one

deriving its validity from Acts of Parliament, and

maintained by the magistrate ;
the other laid down by

the tenants, and enforced by assassination.' Until these

two codes are brought into harmony, until the code

regulating the ownership, tenure, transfer, and in-

heritance of land becomes an equal one, regarding the

poor as much as the rich, the tenant as much as the
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landlord, the Irish question will never be solved. It

will never be solved, therefore, so long as Parliament

is occupied with ' a conflict between two aristocratic

parties.' As, moreover, it is a question relating above

all things to land, on which the very existence of the

mass of the Irish people depends, it will never be

solved in a Parliament which listens only to great

landed proprietors, and to the political economy con-

genial to them.

A generation ago, Mr. Senior, no revolutionary

economist, and writing in no revolutionary organ,

pronounced that the chief material evil of Ireland,

because the one which occasioned the other
('

the want

of capital '),
was ' the want of small proprietors.' A

people, he said, consisting chiefly of small proprietors,
'

though without a middle class, and without the

diffusion of moral and intellectual cultivation which a

middle class produces, may be happy. If it have a

good Government, it will have intelligence and self-

respect. It will so regulate its numbers as not to

subdivide its holdings into portions minuter than those

which will maintain a family in the comforts which

the habits of the people require. Each family, secure

of its estate, will improve it with the industry, and

endeavour to add to it by the frugality, which the

feeling of property inspires. In time it will acquire

capital, and with capital will come towns, manufactures,

and the complicated social relations which belong to a

rich, civilised community.' Under a system of large

proprietors, what do we find Mr. Senior affirming of
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the tendency of things ?
' The duty,' he declares with

emphasis, in respect to both Ireland and England,
' which I hold to be the specific duty of a landlord, is

the keeping down population. If there were no one

whose interest it was to limit the number of the

occupants of the land, it would be tenanted by all

whom it could maintain. Competition would force

them to use the food that was most abundant ; they

would have no division of labour, no manufactures, no

separation of ranks, no literature ;
in short, no civili-

sation.'* Mr. Senior, however, omitted to consider

another great Irish want besides that of small pro-

prietors ; one, created by large proprietors ; one, too,

which caused the very improvidence and consequent

over-population he considers it their prime duty to

prevent.
' The most general, and indeed universal,

complaint,' the Devon Commission reported,
'

brought

before us in every part of Ireland, was " the want

of tenure," to use the expression most commonly

employed by the witnesses. It is said to paralyse all

exertion, and to place a fatal impediment in the way
of improvement.' It was this want one persistently

maintained to this day by large proprietors combined

with the want of all public relief of destitution, whicli

produced the violence on the part of trade-unions

and combinations, from whicli Ireland formerly suffered

so much. When no Poor Law existed in Ireland

when the refuge of emigration was yet inaccessible

when evictions were frequent and sweeping when the

operatives in towns were in hourly danger of invasion

* '

Journals/ &e., i. 294, 295.
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by a crowd of starving competitors from the country

when, too, no system of national education was esta-

blished, it is not surprising if ignorant men in such a

position sought to defend themselves by a merciless

code. They were fighting for their existence, and their

code for that end had the same origin as the fierce

code of the Irish tenants of which Mr. Senior speaks.

In England, too, as in Ireland, the labour question is

in a great measure a land question. M. Leonce de

Lavergne relates, in his essays on '

Agriculture and

Population,
1

that in 1848 a personage in England

replied to some one who feared an invasion of revo-

lutionary ideas among English labouring classes,
4

Xo,

there is no danger, they know too much political

economy.' The danger would be greater if they knew

more : if they knew the economic causes of the

wretchedness of their dwellings in town on the one

hand, and of their degraded and hopeless condition in

the country on the other. Mr. Senior himself, in

treating of the causes of Irish misery, was led to say

of the operation of similar causes in England,
' We

bitterly regret that our execrable system of tenures, by

making the legal forms attending the sale and purchase

of a small piece of ground cost more than the value of

the thing which they convey, and our execrable law

of settlement, have destroyed the small properties of

England. We believe that if we could recall into

existence the English yeoman, we should add to our

social system a most valuable member. We believe

that the remnants of that race are the best agricultural

population in Great Britain.'
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' The Irish Question
'

is, in short, in every sense, the

English question too. It is a question of equal laws

above all, of laws relating to land
;

it is a question

which ' two aristocratic parties
'

have created, and

which only a great national party can solve.
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THE LAND SYSTEM OF ENGLAND, 18G7.*

IT is becoming apprehended by all classes, and appre-

hended in the sense of dread by some, that the question

of Reform is not only a great political, but also a great

economical question, concerning, especially, legislation

calculated to modify the structure of our territorial

system. It may, perhaps, tend to reassure those to

whose minds the presentiment takes the form that

private property is in danger, to be reminded that a

lawyer of the highest eminence, now a peer and an ex-

Chancellor, and in the enjoyment of all the rights of

property known to English law, assured the House of

Commons, on the third reading of the Reform Bill of

1832, that 'he could conscientiously say, that looking

to his own interests as a member of the community,
and casting about to see how he might place any pro-

perty he might possess in security, he was at a loss to

find out a satisfactory way, and he believed that a large

proportion of those who possessed property thought

with him. lie came down to this House night after

night to discuss the Hill, but he felt as lie believed

others did depressed more and more on each occasion,

with the fear of the results from it.' Sir Robert Peel,

too, at various stages of the Bill, uttered several gloomy
*

Reprinted from ' Frnsor's Magazine,' February 1867.
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presages, foreshadowing among them, as tending to

shake the security of property, the very measures on

which his own reputation rests,* of which the one

evil has been that they have so prodigiously added to

property and wealth, that members of Parliament are

disposed to think no evils remain requiring another

reform of Parliament for their redress,f The object

of this article is to show that evils of great magnitude
do remain in our land system, urgently demanding
measures of reform which Parliament, as at present

constituted, would not even patiently consider, although

they are measures in perfect harmony with, and the

mere logical development of, successive improvements
in our jurisprudence for many centuries, are essential

to its symmetry and simplification, and are, moreover,

measures which, so far from confiscating the present

rights of property in land of its possessors, would very

greatly enlarge them.

The prospect of a failure of the supply of coal before

many generations pass has occasioned serious alarm,

but a far greater peril is at our doors. The supply of

* ' With respect to property, he had no fear of its destruction by con-

fiscation
;
hut he was afraid that some popularity-seeking Chancellor of

the Exchequer might he found by a democratic assembly to propose
the repeal of taxes, and adopt steps the ultimate tendency of which
would be to shake the confidence of the country in the security of

property ;
and th.it confidence once shaken, there would be an end to

the chief stimulus to productive industry, the foundation of all our

wealth, power, and eminence.' Speech of Sir It. Peel, on the second

reading of the Reform Bill, March 22, 1832.

f
' I believe the problem of Eeform may be thus stated : On the one

hand we have a system which since the great Reform Bill of 1832 has

worked admirably, which has carried out so" many reforms that no

practical grievances remain to be redressed.' Speech of Mr. Laing to

his Constituents, August 27, 1860.

M
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land has already failed. This failure presents itself in

the most palpable form in great cities, and most people

are more or less distinctly aware that throughout the

country also there is an insufficiency of land for the

requirements of the population ; but the connection of

the failure of the supply in cities with its failure in

the country, and with the entire structure of our

territorial system with the unseating of the rural

population, and their decline in numbers and pro-

sperity ; with artificial restrictions of the business of

towns to particular spots, and with a forced and

unnatural aggregation of disproportionate multitudes

in a few principal towns especially the metropolis

seems hitherto to have escaped attention. It will be

the first object of this article to exhibit, step by step,

the connection of these facts.

Paradoxical as it may be, especially in contrast with

the progress of England in trade and manufactures, and

the progressive rise of the cultivators of the soil in all

other civilised countries, from the Southern States of

America to Russia, it is strictly true, that the condition

of the English rural population in every grade below

the landed gentry has retrograded ; and, in fact, there

is no longer a true rural population remaining for the

ends, political, social, and economic, which such a

population ought to fulfil. The grounds of this asser-

tion are well known to students of our social history ;

but it is necessary to a sufficient presentment of the

state of the land question to show what they are. The

different grades which are still sometimes, in mi-
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conscious irony, spoken of as the landed interest, once

had a common interest in the land
;
an unbroken

connection both with the soil and with each other

subsisted between the landed gentry, the yeomanry
who farmed their own estates, the tenant-farmers, and

the agricultural labourers. From the yeomanry who

owned land downwards, moreover, each of the lower

rural grades had risen politically, economically, and

socially ;
and there was for the members of each a

prospect of a higher personal elevation and a larger

interest in the soil. Now the landed yeomanry, in-

significant in number and a nullity in political power,

are steadily disappearing altogether ;
the tenant-farmers

have lost the security of tenure, the political indepen-

dence, and the prospect of one day farming their own

estate, which they formerly enjoyed ;
and lastly, the

inferior peasantry not only have lost ground in the

literal sense, and have rarely any other connection

with the soil than a pauper's claim, but have sunk

deplorably in other economical aspects below their

condition in former centuries. Thus a soil eminently

adapted by natural gifts to sustain a numerous and

flourishing rural population of every grade, has al-

most the thinnest and absolutely the most joyless

peasantry in the civilised world, and its chief end as

regards human beings seems only to be a nursery of

over-population and misery in cities.

The landed yeomanry at the head of the triple

agricultural class, once so numerous in England, were

many of them the descendants of peasants who had

held their land in villenage, or by a yet more servile

M.2 '--'
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tenure ;
and in the sixteenth century, after villenage

had become extinct, we iind their numbers, in spite of

a succession of adverse circumstances, still recruited

from a humbler rank, and themselves recruiting one

above them. The graphic chronicler of that age,

describing the yeomanry with small estates to the value

of six pounds a year in the money of time, says ;

'These commonly live wealthily, keep good houses,

and travail to get riches. They are also for the most

part farmers to gentlemen, or at the least artificers,

and do come to great wealth, insomuch that many of

them are able and do buy the lands of unthrifty gentle-

men, and often setting of their sons to the schools, to

the universities, and to the inns of court, or otherwise

leaving them sufficient lands whereby they may live

without labour, do make them by those means to

become gentlemen. These,' he concludes and the

conclusion is important
' were they that in times past

made all France afraid.' The important and indepen-

dent part which such small landowners continued long

to fill in both the social and the political world has

attracted the notice of all historians. In the last quarter

of the seventeenth century their number exceeded that

of the tenant-farmers, amounting at the most moderate

estimate ' to not less than 160,000 proprietors, who

with their families must have made more than a

seventh of the whole population.'
* IIow great a

change in the English polity is made by the gradual

disappearance and political annihilation of this ancient

order, and the absorption of their territorial influence

and representation along with their estates by a higher
*

Macaulay's
'

History of England,' chap. iii.
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class, must strike any reader of the passage in which

Lord Macaulay briefly paints their former place in

constitutional history :

' A large portion of the yeo-

manry had from the Eeformation leaned towards

Puritanism ;
had in the Civil War taken the side of

the Parliament ;
had after the Reformation persisted in

hearing Presbyterian and Independent preachers ;
had

at the elections strenuously supported the Exclusionists ;

and had continued, even after the discovery of the Eye
House Plot and the proscription of the Whig leaders, to

regard Popery and arbitrary power with unmitigated

hostility.'

In some few counties, descendants of these small

proprietors may still be found in the possession of their

estates, but they are each year becoming fewer
;
and

instead of exceeding, as they did two centuries ago, the

tenant-farmers in number, the latter, though far fewer

than they might be, are now more than twenty times

as many. Historical evidence has been adduced by
several writers to prove that the total number of per-

sons now in possession of land is less than it was at the

Conquest ;
but the literal exactness of such evidence

appears of small moment when it is carried in mind

that the greater part of the island was then in forest or

waste, and was actually to spare. The extent of land

really engrossed by a few is now greater by all that

has since been applied to private use
;
and again, of

the actual number of landowners, a small proportion

holds most of the land in the kingdom. The total

number of landowners enumerated in the last census

was 30,766, which is said to omit some returned under

other denominations
; but, on the other hand, it is well
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known to include many who, on very little ground, in

the literal sense, assume the title of landowners as one

of social distinction, often having above them, more-

over, some lord of the soil, who is the real proprietor.*

The exact number of hundreds or thousands of owners

of land is, in fact, of no importance or relevance here.

The question we are concerned with is one that relates,

not to the hundreds or thousands, but to the millions

to the amount of room left for the nation at large, in

town and country together. Of the disappearance of

yeomen proprietors, however, it may be added that

many enumerated as landowners in the census belong

to a civic rather than to a rural class of proprietors,

and, in place of adding to the latter, occupy the places

of ancient yeomanry, whose estates they have bought

at a price men of a yeoman class could not afford. It

is sometimes alleged that this is the result of economic

liberty and the natural play of commerce, and there-

fore beneficial
;
but it is easily shown to be the result

of an artificial system, which makes the greater part of

* The Duke of Argyll, criticising, before the Statistical Society, a

paper by Mr. Leone Levi on the Economic Situation of the Highlands,
found fault with official statistics quoted in that paper for enormously

exaggerating the number of landed proprietors in some counties in Scot-

land. Mr Levi, he said, upon those returns 'gave the number of pro-

prietors in Sutherland as 27:2, but every one knew that Sutherland was

in the hands of five or six.' Mr Levi really much understated his own
case by assuming for the moment the correctness of the oflicial return;

and the duke's criticism only exemplifies in the case of one county what

is true of Great Britain, that most of the land is really owned by fewer

persons than any oflicial enumeration is likely to show.

ft may be added that in a speech on a bill before the House of Com-

mon.-t, ri-latin^ to the succession to real estates, a noble lord asserted

that a recent return showed the number of landed yeomen to be at least

.'>(X),0()0; but tin- noble lord must have confounded those who by tech-

nical title are freeholders with yeoman proprietor?.
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land unmarketable, and therefore makes the little that

is sold a luxury for the rich, and an unprofitable invest-

ment for the poor. In the language of Adam Smith,

it is the result of '

regulations which keep so much

land out of the market, that there are always more

capitals to buy than there is land to sell, so that what

is sold sells at a monopoly price. The small quantity

of land which is brought to market, and the high price

of what is brought, moreover, prevents a great number

of small capitals from being employed in its cultivation,

which would otherwise have taken that direction.' By
one and the same system, the old farming class of pro-

prietors is extinguished, a new farming class is prevented

from rising in their place, and a non-productive class is

maintained and gains ground. A line of eldest sons

has the odds against it, in the long run, in any line of

business
;
and accumulating family charges and legal

costs and difficulties swell the odds against the small

proprietors with whom farming is a business. The

unproductive owners of great estates, upon the other

hand, though heavily encumbered for the most part,

too, are seldom actually dislodged ;
and when they are,

a rich man buys their estates. He does not buy them

for immediate profit ;
and he can afford to buy legal

advice in his subsequent dealings with them.

The disappearance of the; yeoman landholders evi-

dently renders it of great importance that the next

agricultural order, that of the tenant-farmers, should

possess such security for improvement and such political

independence as should both enable them to fill to

some extent the place in society and in the constitution
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of the disappearing grade above, and also furnish them

with some substitute for their ancient prospect of

acquiring land of their own. But here, too, we find a

retrograde movement, and the course of ancient pro-

gress interrupted and reversed.

The tenant-farmers of this country were originally

of two descriptions copyholders, and tenants for terms

of years both of whom rose gradually from a servile

status and dependence for their holding on the mere

will of the landlord, to a position of great security

and independence. The copyholders, who might once

be ousted at the pleasure of their lords, gained by
successive steps the point at which Sir Edward Coke

could say :

' Now copyholders stand upon sure ground ;

now they weigh not their lords' displeasure ; they

shake not at every blast of wind
; they eat and drink

securely ; only having an especial care of the main

chance, namely, to perform carefully what services

their tenure doth exact
;

then let lord frown, the

copyholder cares not, knowing himself safe.' The

estates of this once numerous order of agricultural

tenants have long been passing, like those of the

yeomanry, to a different class
;
and as witli the yeo-

manry, so with the copyholders,
'

vestigia nulla re-

trorsum.' The other class of tenant-farmers, those

who held for years, were originally in the eye of the

law the mere husbandmen of the landlord
; but their

position in like manner was improved by successive

steps, until they gained the remedy of ejectment against

both lord and stranger ; and a legal writer concludes

the historv of their gradual ascent : 'Thus were tenants
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for years at last placed on the same level with the

freeholder as regards the security of their estates.'

This gradual elevation of the English tenantry, and the

growth of a custom of long leases, ha been dwelt

upon with especial emphasis by the author of the

4 Wealth of Nations,' who, after remarking that a great

part of them in his time held by a freehold tenure

which gave them votes, and ' made the whole order

respectable
'

by the political consideration it gave,

concludes by attributing the grandeur which England
/ O O if

had attained to in his time especially to the growth of

laws and customs so favourable to its agricultural

tenantry. At the same period, Dr. Johnson, notwith-

standing the strength of his political bias on the side

of rank, and his confession that if he were a landed

gentlemen he would turn out every tenant lie could

who did not vote as he desired, expressed his opinion

that none but bad men could refuse leases to their

tenants, or desire
'

to keep them in perpetual depen-

dence, mere ephemera mere beings of an hour.'

A writer of our own generation, not without some-

thing of Dr. Johnson's bias, comments, in various

editions of the ' Wealth of Nations,' on Adam Smith's

opinion of the value of the suffrage to the farming

class, when safe from dispossession, as many were by
the freehold tenure common at that time

;
and after

remarking that the last Eeform Act extended the

franchise to all tenants at a certain value, adds :

' There

is too much reason to fear that it will in the end sub-

vert that system of giving leases for nineteen or twenty

years certain, that has been the main cause of the
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wonderful improvement of Scotch agriculture. Tenants,

as such, are the last description of persons on whom
the franchise ought to be conferred. It would be easy

to corroborate this by reference to the history of land

both in England and in Ireland, in both of which the

conferring of the franchise on tenants has been most

injurious to agriculture and to the public interest. But

the circumstances must be perfectly well known to all

moderately well-informed readers.* Mr. M'Culloch's

premiss that the actual consequence of the extension of

the franchise a consequence, as he says, 'most in-

jurious to agriculture, and to the public interest
'

has

been a subversion of the ancient English custom of

long leases, is beyond dispute. Where the legislature

meant to enlarge the political representation of the

farming class, the result has been that they have lost

at once their old political representation and their old

security of tenure
;
their votes have become part of the

private property of their landlords, and they have

ceased to have a voice in legislation for their own

interests, or even to have a claim to the suffrage accord-

ing to an old doctrine of constitutional writers that

the ground of the freeholder's vote was his absolute

independence of the will of his lord. ]iut instead of

the conclusion which Mr. M'Culloch draws, that

tenants are the last description of persons on whom

the franchise ought to be conferred, the true conclusion

is evident, that the country needs another lieform Act

to restore the independence and security of its tenant-

farmers. At present, instead of balancing the power
* Adam Smith's ' Wealth of Nations,' by J. It. M'Culloch.
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of the great territorial proprietors, they only swell the

power of the latter to legislate adversely to their

tenants, when matters which concern them, such as

game laws and compensation for improvements, are

before Parliament.

Passing next to the third agricultural order, the

labourers, we find here again the ancient course of

upward movement turned into a decline. Not to

advance is to fall back in a progressive world
;
but the

peasantry of England have in many important par-

ticulars positively as well as relatively retrograded.

By the aid of Christianity and commerce, and of

fundamental principles of the common law, derived

from the civilised jurisprudence of Eome, and in

perpetual conflict with the barbarous jurisprudence of

feudalism, the serf became at length a free labourer

for hire. The legislation respecting his wages and

apparel in the fifteenth century, though intended to

restrict them, proves that his condition had become one

of affluence compared with what it is at present. The

rules of the Church alone limited his consumption of

animal food, and his clothing was abundant and even

rich for the age.* Soon afterwards, indeed, his class

began to lose in many instances the best of their

possessions, their little plot of ground ;
and by the

eviction of numbers of the peasantry of every grade

was laid the foundation of English pauperism, and of

that unnatural migration to great cities of which we

have to speak. Nevertheless, the connection of the

* <

History of the English Peasantry : Over-population and it

Remedy.' By W. T. Thornton.
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lowest grade of the rural population with the soil, and

their comparative real wealth at the close of the last

century, was still such that Arthur Young could say,
' I know not a single cottage without a piece of ground

belonging to it.' The eminent agriculturist who, in

the middle of our own century, trod in the steps of

Arthur Young, would have been nearer the truth in

saying of several counties,
' I know scarcely a single

cottage with a piece of ground belonging to it.' Mr.

Caird's tour in 1850 and 1851 through the counties of

England established, moreover, that while in the purely

agricultural counties the rent of land and the rent of

a labourer's cottage had risen since the tour of Arthur

Young 100 per cent., the price of butter 100 per cent.,

and of meat 70 per cent., the rise in the labourer's

wages was but 14 per cent. Mr. Caird adds, indeed,

that the price of bread,
' the great staple of the English

labourer,' was about the same in 1850 as in 1770
;
but

bread was not always the labourer's staple.

In the year in which Mr. Caird began his tour, Mr.

Kay's admirable book on the ' Social Condition of the

People of Europe
' was published, with the following

description of the cottages of the people of England :

1 The accounts we receive from all parts of the country

show that their miserable cottages are crowded in the

extreme, and that the crowding is progressively in-

creasing. People of both sexes and all ages, both

married and unmarried, parents, brothers, sisters, and

strangers, sleep in the same room, and often in the

same bed.' Thus by the middle of this century not

only the plot of ground and the cottage had gone, but
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a separate room, and even a separate bed, was going

or gone. And following the chain of evidence to theO ^

present decade, we find the rural labourer still descend-

ing in the scale of material civilisation, and the room

made for him in the land diminishing fast. Accounts

published by Parliament last year showed that between

1851 and 1861 the number of houses had diminished

in 821 agricultural parishes, while the population had

increased ;
and it is known that in many other parishes

a decrease in the rural population was accompanied by
a still greater decrease in the number of houses in the

same period. Nor does what has been said exhibit

the whole change for the worse in the agricultural

labourer's lot.
' A hundred and fifty years ago there

was scarcely a parish without a considerable extent of

common, on which every householder was at liberty to

turn out a cow or a pig, or a few sheep or fowls. The

poor man, therefore, even after the loss of the fields

attached to his cottage, might nevertheless contrive to

supply his family with plenty of milk and eggs and

bacon at little or no expense to himself. He has since,

in most cases, been deprived of this advantage too.'*

The process of enclosing common land began in the

reign of Anne on a scarcely perceptible scale, increased

steadily in the two following reigns, and afterwards

with such rapidity, that between 1760 and 1834 nearly

seven million acres had been taken from the patrimony

of the poor and added to the private property of the

rich. The legislature of the present reign has only

put a limit to the process by almost completing it.

*
Thornton's '

Over-Population and its Remedy.'
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Thus every grade of the rural population has sunk ;

the landed yeomanry are almost gone ;
the tenant-

farmers have lost their ancient independence and

interest in the soil
; the labourers have lost their

separate cottages and plots of ground, and their share

in a common fund of land ; and whereas all these

grades were once rising, the prospect of the landed

yeomanry is now one of total extinction
;
that of the

tenant-farmers, increasing insecurity ;

* that of the

agricultural labourer, to find the distance between his

own grade and the one above him wider and more

impassable than ever, while the condition of his own

grade is scarcely above that of the brutes. Once, from

the meanest peasant to the greatest noble all had land,

and he who had least might hope for more
;
now there

is being taken away from him who has little, even

that which he has his cottage, nay, his separate room.

Once there was an ascending movement from the

lowest grade towards the highest ; now there is a

descending movement in every grade below the

highest. Once the agricultural class had a political

representation, and a voice in legislation which they

dared to raise against the landed gentry and nobility;

now the latter have the supreme command at once of

the soil and of the suffrages of its cultivators. Sir

James Kay Shuttleworth, in a recent interesting essay,

argues, with respect to agricultural labourers, that

* time is a necessary element in the elevation of any

class,' and that ' the extension of the suffrage to any
class enfeebled by traditional dependence and servile

habits results in its political subserviency.' But time is

CairJ'a '

English Agriculture/ p. uO-3.
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only a name for the operation of causes which may
tend either to elevate or to depress, according to their

nature. The very steps by which the villein rose, as

Sir James Shuttleworth describes them, are now lost

to the peasantry of England :

' Our ancient Saxon

polity had a representative constitution in which the

villein gradually rose to participate, and that just in

proportion as he was admitted to the possession of

property independently of the lord of the soil. The

gradual transition from the occupation of land by

villenage to the cultivation of loan land, and the

freedom of the tenant to migrate, to carry with him

his acquisitions, and to acquire land as a personal

possession, are the chief steps of advance of the class of

villeins to the class of small tenant-farmers, and to the

establishment of the independent class of yeomen and
" statesmen

" who cultivated their own land.' Only one

of these steps can now be said to remain the freedom

to migrate ;
and the consequence is a forced and

unnatural migration from the country to a few great

manufacturing towns and the metropolis, largely swollen

by other circumstances (also connected with our terri-

torial system), which limit to a few centres the space

for manufactures and urban employments.

We are told that the movement of the rural popula-

tion to cities is an effect and symptom of progress,

resulting from the great increase of manufacturing

employment and wages on the one hand, and the

economy of labour by the natural tendency to the en-

largement of farms on the other. With respect to the

former of these allegations, it will presently be shown
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that the same causes which limit the employment, the

wages, and the room for the labouring population in the

country diminish all three for the labouring population

in towns. But it ought first to be shown to be a wholly

fallacious assertion that the natural tendency of agricul-

tural improvement in England is towards the enlarge-

ment of farms and a smaller employment of labour.

The chapter at the end of Mr. Caird's standard treatise

on 'English Agriculture in 1850-1851,' contains a table

of the rent of farms in different counties, and the

following observations upon it: 'The great corn-grow-

ing counties of the east coast yield an average rent of

23s. Sd. an acre; the more mixed husbandry of the

midland counties, and the grazing, green crop, and

dairy districts of the west, 31.*?. bd. Leases are the

exception throughout England ; and though more pre-

valent in the west, there has been no sufficient unifor-

mity to account for the difference of rent. But the

she of farms has an undoubted influence on the rent.

In the dry climate of the counties on the east coast the

operations of a corn farm can be carried on on an

extensive scale. By this means the landlord's outlay

in buildings and fences is economised. As we proceed

westward the country becomes more wooded, and

better adapted for pasturage ; the enclosures are smaller,

the farms less extensive. Still farther west the moist-

ness of the climate materially affects the mode of culti-

vation unfavourable to corn crops, and favourable to

grass. The farms arc of small extent, and held by a

numerous class of tenants, who live frugally, and in

many cases assist, witli their families, in the labours of
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the farm. We have here all the elements necessary

to make a difference in the rate of rent. The large

eastern farmer looks principally to barley and wheat.

The landlord of the western and midland counties pos-

sesses the two great advantages of his soil being used

for the production of the most valuable of our agricul-

tural commodities, whilst his farms, from their size, are

accessible to a larger body of competitors, in short, are

in greater demand than the (large) farms of the east'

After these conclusions with respect to the past,

Mr. Caird proceeds to some with reference to the

future :

' As the country becomes more prosperous, the

difference in the relative value of corn and stock will

gradually be increased. The production of vegetables

and fresh meat, hay for forage, and pasture for dairy

cattle, which were formerly confined to the neighbour-

hood of towns, will necessarily extend as the towns

become more numerous and populous. The facilities

of communication must increase this tendency. Our

insular position, with a limited territory and an in-

creasingly dense manufacturing population, is yearly

extending the circle within which the production of

fresh food animal, vegetable, and forage will be

needed for daily supply, and which cannot be brought

from distant countries. They can be produced in no

country as well as our own. Wool has likewise

increased in value as much as any agricultural product,

and there is a good prospect of flax becoming an article

in extensive demand. The manufacture. of sugar from

beet-root may yet be found very profitable to the
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English agriculturist. Now, all these products require

the employment of considerable labour, very minute

care, skill, and attention, and a larger acreable appli-

cation of capital than is requisite for the production of

corn. This will inevitably lead to the gradual diminu-

tion of the largest farms, and to the concentration

of the capital and attention of the farmer on a smaller

space.'

In a speech in the House of Commons little more

than two years ago, we find Mr. Caird again saying :

'
I differ with my honourable friend (Mr. Dunlop)

with regard to the change which he asserts to be

taking place in Scotland. My honourable friend says

that the small-farm system is disappearing, or is likely

to disappear. My own observation leads me to say

that it is quite the contrary. The more minute and

perfect the system of farming adopted in order to

work them with profit, the more likely is the system

of small farms to increase than to diminish. The

arable farms in Scotland and the north of England

sixteen or twenty years ago were much greater in

extent than they are at present.'

It is thus clear that the natural tendency of this

country was never, and is less now than ever, towards

large farms
;

and that the causes of the tendency

which formerly existed, and which still exists in many
of the counties of England, towards the extinction of

small farms, have been the following : first, and espe-

cially, the inability and indisposition of encumbered

inheritors of great estates upon the one hand, and of

tenants without leases on the oilier, to furnish small
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farms with the requisite buildings and fixtures
;

se-

condly, the artificial pauperism produced by causes

already mentioned, and the anxiety of landlords, re-

sulting therefrom and from the frame of the Poor-law,

to clear their estates of the peasantry ; thirdly, pro-

tectionist legislation in favour of corn. The chief of

these causes are still in existence, and customs and

opinions engendered by the rest also remain.

One of the ablest living advocates of the existing

law of primogeniture has urged that it is favourable to

agriculture, because large estates tend to make large

farms.* They certainly do
;
but it is because they are

encumbered, and because their owners prefer political

power to good fanning, such as leases alone can pro-

duce. It is beyond contradiction that the products

which are best suited to the soil and climate of England
are those which small farmers produce best

;
it is found

that small farmers can and do pay higher rents than

large farmers in England itself, as in Flanders
;
and it

follows that the English peasantry have been dislodged

from the soil and degraded in condition by laws and

customs contrary to those of political economy and

nature. There is no reason in political economy or in

nature why there should not be in England a predomi-

nance, not only of small farms, but of farms such as

foreigners call small. The petty farmer of a few acres

outbids every other in Flanders on a soil far inferior to

that of England.f
' The larger farms in Flanders,' says

*
Speech of Sir II. Cairns on the Real Estates Intestacy Bill, 1859.

t On the natural quality of the soil of Flanders, see M. de Laveleye's
' Essai sur 1'Ecouomie rurale de la Belgique/ pp. 1, 2

;
and 37.

K '2
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the highest authority on the subject,*
' tend constantly

towards subdivision, for the simple reason that when

subdivided they yield a higher rent. This subdivision,

too, increases the gross no less than the net produce.

In general, the smaller the farm the greater the pro-

duce of the soil. Cultivators and proprietors alike

rejoice in the subdivision : the former, because it places

more land within their reach ; the latter, because it

doubles their rents.' When to this we add the con-

sideration that the farm produce for which England, is

best suited requires, as Mr. Caird states, an immensity

of labour, and that, as Mr. Thornton expresses it,

'

English agriculture would be exceedingly benefited

by the application to it of at least double the actual

quantity of labour,' we may pronounce that England is

fitted by nature to support an immense rural population

in comfort
;
that landlords, in clearing their estates

of the labourers' little farms and cottages to diminish

pauperism, have fallen into the common error of mis-

taking the preventive for the disease
;
that the immense

migration from the country to the city has been a

forced and unnatural movement
;
and that the misery

and decline of the English rural population is the result

of a svstem adverse to the interests of all classes, not

excepting the proprietors of the soil. But the evils of

the system do not end here. As it has cramped and

misdirected the indu-try of the country, so has it the

industry of the town ; and the migration of the pea-

" M. de Laveleye innv !>> called the highest authority on this sub-

ject. 1 aii-e lie not only has made it u special study, but is both a

distinguished professor of political economy and one of 'the lauded

interest.'
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santry has been accompanied by another forced move-

ment of the population to a few great cities, to which

urban industry has been in a great measure unnaturally

restricted. The result is, that enormously dispropor-

tionate numbers are huddled together in a space which

yearly becomes less as those numbers increase
;
that

the town population, like that of the country, has

yearly less room for its growth ;
that the mass of the

labouring population is degenerating both in country

and in town
;
and that a land question has arisen in

our cities, more imperiously demanding solution than

even the land question in the country.

Adam Smith observes that, contrary to the course of

nature (which makes agriculture the first, because the

most necessary and the most attractive, of human

occupations), the first growth of industry and opulence

in mediaeval Europe was in towns
;
and that this

inversion of the natural order of progress was caused

by the insecurity and oppression of the cultivators of

the soil, while the inhabitants of towns enjoyed com-

parative liberty and safety. But the philosopher's rea-

soning, taken along with well-known facts of history,

leads to a further conclusion which he does riot ex-

pressly state, that urban industry was itself unnaturally

confined to a few walled and chartered cities, within

which the inhabitants might leave their substance to

their children, and were tolerably secure from both

leo-al and illegal pillage. Such of these towns as madeO CJ i < '

remarkable progress were uniformly enabled by their

situation to obtain supplies of food and materials of

industry and trade from a distance
;
but it was not so
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much the superior facility as the superior security of

water carriage which gave towns in such places their

principal advantage, for the want of means of land

carriage was more the consequence than the cause of

the backwardness and misgovernment of the country.

The villein need not have fled to remote fortified

cities, had artificers been free to settle at his door ;

towns would have come to him, would have grown up
around him by the gradual extension and improve-

ment of village manufactures. But civic industry and

traffic were confined by feudal laws and customs to

certain privileged sites, and custom and prestige, and

the facilities which time and labour bring, gave some

of them a lasting superiority not ascribable to natural

gifts alone. 80 far the past operation of our territorial

system is in fault. The truth, however, is that it tends

at this day to limit trade and manufactures to places

with no economic superiority over a number of others

from which they are excluded by the great monopoly
of land

;
and that immense unapproachable estates,

overgrown demesnes, restricted rights of proprietor-

ship, defective titles, and all the other causes which

keep land out of the market, keep out manufactures

and trade from many natural homes for their settle-

ment, and imprison them within bounds where space-

is at once insufficient and extravagantly dear. One of

the most flourishing towns in the United Kingdom
owes its extraordinary progress in the present gene-

ration chielly to the fact that it stands upon ground
which the sale of the estates of a ruined noble made

the property of its citizens, and thus transferred to the
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many from the one. Those who are versed in the

published and unpublished history of towns will readily

call up several similar cases. But of many eligible

sites for urban industry and opulence the history has

not been suffered to begin. In the same county in

which the town just spoken of is situated, a wealthy

manufacturer deplored to the writer of this paper,

some years ago, that he could not extend his manu-

facturing premises where he lived, and had been driven

to invest a large capital in a factory many miles from

his own eye, because he could not obtain the security

of a sufficient lease from a proprietor of the soil who

had only once visited his immense estate, and had not

even a residence upon it. In such and many other

ways the space for urban life and industry is artificially

limited. ' Even in towns,' a member of Parliament

complains,
' the great landed monopoly is often griev-

ously felt. How many towns there are, favoured by
natural position, whose growth is stunted, and the

prosperity of the inhabitants cut short, because the

great proprietor under whose shadow they lie would

rather preserve the privacy of his demesne than add to

its revenue. Nor is this the only way in which a

town is liable to suffer from the contiguity of a great

estate, and the abuse of the power that belongs to it.

It is matter of notoriety that in many cases the course

of a railway has been marked out, and the places of its

stations have been selected, to suit the convenience of

the landowner, in place of that of the small town.' *

* ' The History of the Law of Entail and Settlement.' By Charles

Neate, Esq., M.P.
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Thus it is that the paths and homes and bounds of

trade are far from being what nature would have made

them ; nor can there be a reasonable doubt that

although time and legislation never may restore the

course of nature altogether, yet, if the restrictions

which now surround them were once removed, the

population and capital in our straitened cities could

forthwith iind an outlet and a relief, and much capital

which leaves our shores would find new and profitable

employment upon English ground. Nor is it capitalists

and labourers alone who are pent unnaturally within

a few great cities. There, behind counters, is the pale

youth which might have recruited the ranks of a

blooming tenantry ; there the children and descendants

of the fading yeomanry, of the rural clergy, and of

country gentlemen themselves, are gathered ;
there

are the many shops and trades that might have pros-

pered well in country towns
;
there are the families of

every middle grade whose incomes are no longer equal

to the costly luxury of a country home. Thus the

middle classes involuntarily occupy the space in our

chief towns which the working-classes want ; and the

tide of immigration from all ranks throughout the

country meets a town population yearly increasing

from within in a space long since insufficient, and ever

growing less. Already in 1801 it was found that

while the country population of England little exceeded

nine millions, nearly eleven millions were inhabitants

of towns, and of these more than seven millions and a

half had congregated into the larger towns.* Of the

* These towns contained in 1801 a population of only 2,221,753.
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latter number, again, nearly three millions (more than

a million of whom were born elsewhere) peopled the

metropolis, where railways, immense buildings, and

clearances of all kinds, are diminishing the space for

the poorer classes to live in with fearful rapidity,

entailing consequences which have been well described

by Lord Shaftesbury from his personal knowledge.

Speaking in the House of Lords of the destruction of

the dwellings of the poor by railways, in the face of a

natural increase of the city population, and a yearly

immigration in addition computed at from thirty to

forty thousand, he said :

' First look at the financial

effects. There is a large population of workmen, such

as shoemakers, tailors, printers, and dockyard labourers,

who cannot remove from their place of employment
without their occupations being wholly destroyed.

Next, there is the change in the accommodation and

its price. The proprietors of the meanest houses,

seeing the great demand, raise the prices so that poor

people who before lived in two rooms at a compara-

tively low rate are forced to pay much higher rents,

and have further to put up with the indecencies and

discomforts consequent upon sleeping eight, nine, or

even ten in the same room. This is the story, not of

hundreds, but of thousands. And see, moreover, how

the change affects their social condition. Their burial

and sick clubs are broken up. their reading-rooms de-

stroyed, their social meetings for what is called social

improvement are rendered no longer possible, and they

are forced into other neighbourhoods where they find

none of these comforts, and are in addition highly un-
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welcome arrivals, from the fact that they come still

further to burden a labour market already overstocked,

to raise rent, and to reduce wages.'

After alluding to the shocking scenes he had lately

witnessed in one of these wretched refuges of the dis-

placed poor, the noble lord added :

' One very decent

woman said to me,
" We are just over the main drains,

and the walls are so ruinous that Jack and I take it by
turns to sit up at nights, for the rats come up in such

numbers that we are afraid that if we do not, they may

carry off the baby." But why did the man remain ?

Because he knew that if he left his dwelling he could

not find another in the neighbourhood, and would lose

his employment.'

This frightful situation of things is every month

becoming more frightful. Six years ago there were

nearly three millions of people in London. The whole

population of England doubles in about fifty-two

years ; but the chief increase is in the large towns, and

most of all in the metropolis, where most of all the

space for human habitation rapidly decreases. We are

thus coming to a deadlock both in country and in town

for want of bare room for the people to live in, while

there is land enough and to spare. Already the popu-

lation is degenerating both in town and country. The

barrister threading the crowded lanes and courts be-

tween the Strand and Lincoln's Inn has noticed year by

year the signs of a degenerating race upon old and

young, and now they, too, have been displaced to swell

the numbers in some more crowded and more squalid

haunts. In the country, the degeneracy of the race is
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its most striking feature ; intelligence is almost extinct

among the rural poor ; and in no other civilised land,

and even in few savage lands, has any class of human

being a look so cheerless, so unreasoning, so little

human, as the English agricultural labourer, without

the light either of intelligence or of animal spirits in

his sullen face. But the working -classes are not the

only sufferers. Already the dwellings of the middle

classes in great cities not only are becoming dear

beyond their means, but are beginning to disappear

altogether ;
and they too will find before long that

there is no room for them in either country or town,

and that they have before them only the hard choice

of the ancient Britons. And the danger threatens a

higher class still. A landless and houseless population

will ere long be brought face to face with a few thou-

sand engrossers of the soil, who seldom can sell or

divide it, or make adequate leases of it if they would,

but who will be charged with the consequence with

making
'

pleasure-ground,' as the Times recently called

it, of all the land in the kingdom, while the nation

has not enough for bare existence. Nor does the

danger beset all classes only from within. We are

coming closer year by year to both Europe and

America
;
and if we are to hold a place, not to say as

a great, but even as a small independent State, we

must find room for the nation to grow, and to grow in

health and strength ;
we must find room for increasing

numbers of men to live as men, and not as rats.

It is this land question in both country and town,

traceable in both to the same source, which legislation
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must solve to rescue the nation from degeneracy,

revolution, and subjection ;
but it is a question "which

the present legislature is unable to solve not that it is

insoluble by legislation (if it were, it would be all the

more awful), but because, upon the one hand, the

sufferers, whose energy and invention would be exerted

to the utmost, are unrepresented or misrepresented in

Parliament ; and because, on the other hand, a class,

which is omnipotent in Parliament on all questions

relating to land, inherits its opinions as well as its

estates, and naturally but unwisely imagines its in-

terests concerned in maintaining things as they are ;

regarding all those who would do anything effectual

to remedy the evil, though it threatens themselves and

the existence of their estates, as its authors. In a

speech on the question of intestate succession to real

estates, Mr. Lowe declared :

* The present state of our

law with respect to land is the result of a series of

conflicts in which the landed interest has invariably

been on the illiberal side, and has as invariably been

overborne and conquered by the feeling of the

country.' It is because ' the landed interest
'

is con-

scious of this that it seeks to exclude the feeling of the

country from representation in Parliament.

Et est qui vinci pos.sit, eoque
Dimciles aditus primus hubet.

But it is surprising that a statesman, with the opinion

just quoted of the legislative qualities of landed proprie-

tors, should not see in the land question an unanswerable

argument for reform, instead of an argument againstc> *> c>

it. In a speech on the extension of the franchise, Mr.
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Lowe said :
' Look at the land question alone. In

America nobody covets land, because he can get as

much as he likes. But here the case is different ;

nothing is easier than to get up a cry about land
;
and

at this moment it is generally believed upon the Con-

tinent that there is a law in existence under which the

possession of land in England is confined exclusively

to the aristocracy.' It is just because the supply of

land is so limited by nature in England, that it is

necessary that it should not be limited artificially, and

that a parliament which will not remove the artificial

limitation needs a reform. In America, 58,000 square

miles kept out of the market by the state of the law

would hardly be missed from the market
;

but in

England there are only 58,000 square miles alto-

gether.

It is to the reform of the law of landed property

and the reform of Parliament for that end, that we

must look for the solution of the land questions which

present themselves alike in country and in town, and

the same reforms will go far to solve both. To find

dwellings for the overgrown population of the metro-

polis, for example, we must make outlets for industry

elsewhere
;
we must remove the causes of the displace-

ment of the rural population of a perpetual influx of

extreme poverty into the principal cities of the little

land which enters the market being artificially dear,

and of the greater part never entering it at all from one

century to another. If the unnatural congregation of

multitudes in extreme poverty in one spot could be

stopped, the question of dwellings for the poor in the
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metropolis would lose the chief of its terrors for the

future. The evil has indeed been enormously increased

by the merciless encroachment of companies powerful

in Parliament, and with the instinct of ' the landed

interest' on their side. Everything is possible. in engi-

neering, and the energy and skill which laid a cable

under the Atlantic could have carried every metro-

politan railway under ground. There is, again,- no

mechanical reason why an increase of space for the

population of London should not be made upwards, in

substantial houses ten, twenty, or thirty storeys high ;

but there must be a foundation left to build on
;
a

forced competition must not make the rents of such

houses exorbitantly high ;
and the tenants, on the

other hand, must not be paupers, too poor to pay
even a moderate rent. And the state of the law of

landed property, and the system founded upon it, are

the main causes of all the pauperism in England.

The law of landed property is, moreover, the radical

cause which makes our jurisprudence a byword in the

civilised world and prevents the possibility of reducing

it to a simple and intelligible code. Thus the political

question of lleform, which has been shown to be also

a great economical question, involves a great juridical

question besides. And the solution of the chief diffi-

culties of both the economical and the juridical question

may be found in measures which would not diminish

but greatly enlarge the rights of property, properly

understood, in which, however, cannot be included the

right to deny them to men's successors, or to appro-

priate the property and votes of their tenants.
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Even Dr. Johnson, notwithstanding his bias in favour

of regulations tending to place hereditary leaders at

the head of mankind, foresaw that the time would come

when ' the evil of too much land being locked up
'

would have to be dealt with. But his was the not

very philosophical way of thinking to which another

very learned man in our own age was inclined that

cure is better than prevention.* For want of pre-

vention the evil has now reached the magnitude only

imperfectly described in these pages, and we are driven

to seek at once for cure and prevention.

There are three different methods recorded in history

to make choice from. One is the French law of par-

tition of family property among all children alike an

expedient which deserves no higher commendation

than that it is better than the feudal system of disin-

heriting all the children but one. A second method

which suggests itself, with higher reason on its side, is

a limitation of the amount of land that any single

individual shall take by inheritance. Such a measure,

however shocking to present proprietary sentiments,

could not diminish the real happiness, it may safely be

asserted, of one human being in the next generation ;

nor can it be confidently pronounced that the mischief

resulting from the long retention of a restriction of a

*
BosiveU. ' I expressed my opinion that the power of entailing

should be limited thus : that there should be one-third, or perhaps one-

half, of the land of a country kept free for commerce
;
that the propor-

tion allowed to be entailed should be parcelled out so that no family
could entail above a certain quantity.' Johnson. '

Why, sir, mankind
will be better able to regulate the system of entails when the evil of too

much land being locked up by them is felt, than we can do at present
when it is not felt.' Boswell's Life of Johnson,
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different kind upon the possession of land may not yet

be found such that some such measure will be of

necessity adopted, to make room for the natural in-

crease of population. But it would be a remedy which

only a violent revolution could at present accomplish,

and what we want is a remedy which needs only an

adequate reform of Parliament for its accomplishment.

And if neither the French system of partition nor the

agrarian system of the Gracchi is to be our model if

the feudal model is set before us only as a warning

we may yet find a model in the general tendency of

English law reform since the system was established

which first limited property in land to a particular line

of descent in a particular number of families
;
for that

end depriving each successive proprietor of the chief

uses of property itself. The feudal landowner forfeited

the right to sell his own land, to leave it by will, to

let it securely, to provide for his family out of it, to

subject it to the payment of his debts
;
he forfeited,

therefore, the chief rights of property, taking only in

exchange a right to confiscate the property of his

tenants. The whole movement of English jurispru-

dence relating to land ever since may be summed up
as an effort to restore to landowners the just rights of

proprietorship on the one hand, and to protect tenants

from the unjust right of confiscation on the other. Tn

a memorable speech on the reformation of Parliament,

three-quarters of a century ago, the illustrious scholar,

Sir William Jones, rested his main argument on the

following ground :

' There has been a continual war in

the constitution of England between two jarring prin-
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eiples the Evil Principle of the feudal system, with

his dark auxiliaries, ignorance and false philosophy ;

and the good principle of increasing commerce, with

her liberal allies, true learning and sound reason. The

first has blemished and polluted wherever it has

touched the fair form of our constitution. . . .

What caused the absurd yet fatal distinction between

property personal and real ? the feudal principle.'

This argument errs only in representing the struggle

as one of feudalism with commerce alone
;

it has been

a struggle with the interests and instincts, not only of

commerce, but also of natural affection, morality, and

justice. The view taken by Sir W. Jones resembles

that of Adam Smith, already referred to, which attri-

butes all the progress of Europe to a gradual victory

of the commerce of towns over the feudal institutions

of the country. The progress, however, which has

actually been made, so far as it is due to the influence

of commerce, is due to its action, not only in and by
the towns, but in the bosom of feudalism itself in the

commercial wants and necessities of the feudal lords of

the soil, as well as of their tenants and their neighbours

in towns. But we must go further and add, that not

only the commercial side of human nature, but also its

moral side, in the breasts of the feudal proprietors

themselves, rebelled against a system which sacrificed

the whole family save one, and all its dependents, to

maintain the line of feudal succession.

From the moment when the power of bequeathing
and alienating lands, which the civilised jurisprudence
ofBorne had introduced into England, was abandoned

o
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for the barbarous and retrograde rule of male primo-

geniture, an unremitting struggle began, to recover the

ancient and legitimate essentials of property, by regain-

ing testamentary powers on the one hand, and break-

ing the fetters of entail on the other. With regard to

the former the efforts and devices adopted to regain

the right of testation over lands we may apply, totidem

verbis, to England the description an eminent jurist has

given of the origin of wills among the Romans :

4 We

might have assumed, a priori, that the passion for tes-

tacy was generated by some moral injustice entailed

by the rules of intestate succession ; and we find them

at variance with every instinct by which early society

was cemented together. Every dominant sentiment of

the primitive Roman was entwined with the relations

of the family. But what was the family ? The law

defined it one way, natural affection another.' * The

writer referred to adds that the system of fidei com-

missa, or bequests in trust, was devised to meet the

disabilities imposed by ancient law on the proper ob-

jects of natural affection. But the Roman law at least

embraced in the family all the children in the line of

agnatic descent, whereas the feudal system confined it

to one single and perhaps remotely related descendant

the heir-at-law. The device resorted to in England

to remedy this still grosser outrage on nature was the

same as in Rome the invention of uses or trusts.
'

f

*
Maine's ' Ancient Law.'

t
' 1 hold that neither of these cases was so much the reason of uses

ns another reason in the beginning, which was, that the lands, by the

common law of England, were not testamentary or devisable.' Lord

Bacon's Reading on the Statute- of Uses.
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No more conclusive proof need be given of the total

incompatibility of the feudal rules of inheritance with

the wants of society, than that, whereas the Statute of

Uses was passed in the reign of Henry VIII., expressly

in order to put an end to testamentary and other dis-

positions by uses away from the line of feudal descent,

only five years afterwards it was found necessary to

pass the Statute of Wills, which begins with a- recital

that the king's subjects, as daily experience shows, can-

not 4

discharge their debts, or after their degree set

forth and advance their children,' and proceeds to enact

that two-thirds of lands held in military tenure shall

be thenceforward disposable by will. Nor could the re-

striction on the remaining third survive the favourable

experience of its abolition by an ordinance of the

Commonwealth, of which the Act of Charles II. was a

mere copy.

The history of entails presents a similar record of a

revolt of the feelings and wants of human nature against

the principle of descent which still governs the trans-

mission of the bulk of landed property in England at

this day. For 200 years after the statute De Donis

restored the feudal restrictions, which landholders had

already found means to shake off, continued attempts

were made in Parliament to obtain the repeal of that

statute, the consequences of which are well described in

an old treatise commonly ascribed to Lord Bacon, in

terms which have lost little of their application since :

'

By a statute made in Edward I.'s time, the tenant in

tail could not put away the land from his heir by any
act of conveyance, nor let it nor encumber it longer

o 2
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than his life. But the inconvenience thereof was great;

for by that means the land being so sure tied upon the

heir as that his father could not put it from him, made

the son to be disobedient, negligent and wasteful. It

hindered men that had entailed lands, that they could

not make the best of their lands by improvement, for

that none upon so short an estate as his own life would

lay any stock upon the land that might yield rent

improved. Lastly, those entails did defraud many

subjects of their debts, for that the land was not liable

longer than in his own time.' Two centuries after the

statute of Edward, the method of barring entails by
recoveries was introduced by the judges, and that

fiction was succeeded by the Statutes of Fines in the

three following reigns.

In the foregoing and many similar efforts of our law,

which we have not space to detail, one constant aim

and movement is discernible to neutralise and evade,

by shifts and artifices, the feudal restrictions on the

rights of property in land, arid its free alienation, lease,

division, and bequest.* But it may be laid down as

a general proposition in the philosophy of law, that

wherever, in the law of an advancing society, a per-

petual effort and tendency manifests itself in a given

direction by a succession of devices and changes, the

general aim of those changes is essential to progress,

and the tendency represents the spirit of progress itself

the spirit of civilisation struggling with the old spirit

* For example, powers of leasing entailed lands, and charging
1 the

inheritance with improvements a mode by which the law attempts to

restore indirectly and partially the rights of property which entails

directly withhold.
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of barbarism. The ground of this proposition is simple,

and it is one especially strong in the case of a country

so tenacious of custom, so suspicious of speculative

reason, as England that the expedients and changes

in question are such as society is forcibly driven to

by the personal experience of its members, and the

demands of human nature and daily life. But the

proposition is applicable only to the general aim and

end of the efforts we speak of, not to the means.

The means adopted to rid land of its fetters were in

the first instance the fiction of uses and trusts, out of

which grew the baneful division of our jurisprudence

into a double system of equity and law.* And this

was only the beginning of a new evil superadded to

* In a recent debate in the House of Lords (Feb. 1870) the division

between law and equity seems to have been referred to as caused by the

division of courts. The author ventures, however, to maintain that the

division of courts was the consequence, not the cause, of the inadequacy
of the common law, and the consequent rise of a supplementary system
of equity. The chief causes of the division may be enumerated in order

as follows :

First : and especially, the feudal restrictions on the testamentary

disposition and alienation of land, rendering it unavailable for many of

the wants of its successive holders, and so leading to the device of uses

asd trusts, which the Court of Chancery eagerly stepped in to enforce.

Secondly : defects in the remedies of the common law courts, or in the

nature of the protection and reparation they could decree.

Thirdly : defects likewise in their mode of trial, especially as regards
the evidence of parties to suits.

Fourthly : opposition to the Roman Law opposition in reality to

ecclesiastical power! and pretensions on the one hand, and to arbitrary

government on the other, with both of which it became identified.

Fifthly : personal ambition and professional interests on the part of

the founders of the system of equity.

Sixthly : the influence of scholastic logic.

The influence of the personal interest of the founders of equity on the

growth of the system has been instructively pointed out in a learned

and interesting essay by Mr. Neate, published in the volume of the Social

Science Association for 1868.
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the old; for the new pieces which lawyers have put

into the old garment of our law have only made its

unfitness for the wear of civilised life greater than

before. Lord Bacon, after observing that ' the main

reason of uses at the beginning was that lands were not

by the common law testamentary or devisable,' adds

that, since the statute, another reason was ' an excess

of evil in men's minds affecting to have the assurance

of their estate and possession to be revocable in their

own times, and irrevocable after their own times.'

The object of settlements in tail, renewed in each

succeeding generation, is to accomplish ends still more

inconsistent to give each generation a free disposition

over land, yet to bind the land from generation to

generation in the feudal line of descent to give all the

family property to the heir, yet not to ignore those

claims of nature and justice which feudalism, in its

naked and consistent barbarity, boldly set aside. The

consequence is the practical i etention of the old evil of

perpetual entails, and along with it the new evils of

heavy incumbrances on land, of increased incapacity of

its owners to improve, of an unparalleled complexity and

uncertainty of title, and of a division between law and

equity carried into interminable fresh ramifications.

There is one way to remedy the old and new evils

together, and at once to purge our jurisprudence, and

to emancipate land from its burdens and trammels

and that is to extinguish the force of settlements as

binding and irrevocable instruments, save so far as a

provision for a wife is concerned; to put family settle-

ments, save as to a wife, on the same footing as wills,
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ipso facto void upon marriage, and revocable by any

subsequent conveyance or will
;
to enact that each suc-

cessive proprietor shall take the land he succeeds to

free from any restriction on his rights of proprietorship ;

and further, to make provision that all lands left bur-

dened with any charges shall be sold immediately on

the death of the owner to pay off the incumbrance.

A moment's reflection might satisfy any unprejudiced

mind that settlements impose unjust and impolitic

restrictions, as well as pecuniary burdens, upon the

owners of land. Take the case of a re-settlement, for

example, in which the son joins with his father. It is

commonly supposed that the son acts with his eyes

open, and with a special eye to the contingencies of the

future and of family life. But what are the real facts

of the case ? Before the future owner of the land has

come into possession before he has any experience of

his property, or of what is best to do or what he can

do in regard of it before the exigencies of the future

or his own real position are known to him before the

character, number and wants of his children are learned,

or the claims of parental affection and duty can make

themselves felt, and while still very much at the mercy
of a predecessor desirous of posthumous greatness and

power, he enters into an irrevocable disposition, by
which he parts with the rights of a proprietor over his

future property for ever, and settles its devolution,

burdened with charges, upon an unborn heir, who may
be the very person least fitted or deserving to take it.

To make a settlement void upon marriage, unless so

fur as relates to a provision for the wife, is only to
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apply the principle of jurisprudence which, under the

old law of wills, made marriage and the birth of a

child and which, under the present law, makes mar-

riage alone the revocation of a will. It is plainly

absurd to make an arrangement for children irrevo-

cable, which is entered into before they are in existence,

and, therefore, before their claims can be weighed and

provided for justly. It would for the same reason be

insufficient to enact, as one eminent writer has pro-

posed, that no estate should be vested by settlement in

an unborn child ;

* since immediately on the birth of

the first son, a settlement in conformity with that

restriction, yet open to the objections just stated, might
be made.

To complete the emancipation of land from artificial

restrictions on its distribution and use out of the

feudal line of descent, it is necessary to assimilate its

devolution in the case of intestacy to that of personal

property. Every mischief arid injustice which settle-

ments leave uncommitted, the law of primogeniture

steps in to accomplish. In assimilating in this and

other respects the law of real to that of personal pro-

perty, the legislature will be only promoting a move-

ment which has characterised civilisation both in ancient

and modern times. ' The idea,' in the language of

Mr. Maine,
' seems to have spontaneously suggested

itself to a great number of early societies, to classify

property into kinds. One kind of property is placed

on a lower footing than the others, but at the same

* 'The Economic Position of the I'ritish Labourer,' p. 51. Bv II.

Fawu-tt, M.P.
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time is relieved from the fetters which antiquity has

imposed upon them. Subsequently the superior conve-

nience of the rules governing the transfer and descent

of the lower order of property becomes generally

recognised, and by a gradual course of innovation the

plasticity of the less dignified class is communicated

to the classes conventionally higher. The history of

.Roman Property Law is the history of the assimilation

of res mancipi to res nee mancipi. The history of

property on the European continent is the history of

the subversion of the feudalised law of land by the

Romanised law of movables
;
and in England it is

visibly the law of personalty which threatens to absorb

and annihilate the law of realty.'
*

Every step which has been made to communicate to

land the alienability by which personalty was early

distinguished, lias been a step in the path of the as-

similation of real and personal property law. The

process of assimilation may be traced in the invention

of uses, the fictions of fines and recoveries, the Statute

of Wills, the abolition of military tenures, and (by a

long series of piecemeal reforms) the subjection of in-

herited land to the debts of its former possessor. "f

But, as has already been said, a tendency persistently

evinced in the modifications of law in a progressive

community carries on its face the proof of its necessity

and good policy. The principle of feudal descent,

which is the root of the two monstrous anomalies of

* 'Ancient Law,' p. 273.

f For a remarkable example of the assimilation of real and personal

property law, see 27 & 28 Vic., chap. 112
;
as to judgments.
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English jurisprudence the divisions of law and equii^,

and of real and personal property law is the root

also of the artificial limitation of land
; and at once to

reform our jurisprudence, and to set land free from

restrictions against national industry and life, we must

strike at the root instead of lopping off branches one

by one, as has hitherto been done by a territorial and

half-feudal legislature. This being done, the remaining

steps to facilitate the commercial transfer of land are

obvious and easy, and it could be readily shown that

history supplies the same argument in their favour

which applies to the reforms already suggested. These

steps are (in addition to some stated already) first, the

compulsory registration of all dealings with land in

a registry open to the public at a trifling expense;

secondly, a new Statute of Limitations, greatly short-

ening the period within which non-claim shall perfect

the title of the present possessors, who might otherwise

be injuriously affected by registration; and thirdly,

the sale of all encumbered estates, or of enough to

defray the incumbrances, with a parliamentary title to

thejpurchascrs.

One more measure is requisite to remove the re-

strictions which limit artificially the trade and manu-

factures of towns to particular spots namely, to revise

and alter the regulations of the Customs, which confine

the import and export trade of the country to particular

harbours, exclusive of several well adapted by nature

for commerce. It is, of course, well to diminish, as

far as can be done without injury to trade, the col-

lection of duties ; but the present restrictions tin-
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doubtedly hurt the revenue as well as the trade of the

country.

Finally, there is a matter with which, above all,

only a Eeformed Parliament can deal effectually the

insecurity of tenure, of which the mischief of game

may be considered as part. The insecurity of tenure is

a public calamity, purposely maintained to deprive

tenants of the political power and independence given

to them by law
;
and if some more direct remedy be

not applied to remove it, the makeshift of the ballot

will be used.
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THE ENGLISH LAND QUESTION, 1870.

THE land systems of England and Ireland, though

closely analogous in many respects, as regards both

history and structure, present, nevertheless, some

features of striking dissimilarity. The prominent Irish

land question is one relating to agricultural tenure
;

though it is so because the system in its entirety has

prevented not only the diffusion of landed property,

but also the rise of manufactures, commerce, and

other non-agricultural employments. In England, on

the other hand, notwithstanding monstrous defects in

the system of tenure, the prominent land question is

one relating to the labourer, not to the farmer, and to

the labourer in the town as well as in the country.

The chief causes of this difference are first, the

violent conversion of the bulk of the English popu-

lation into mere labourers long ago ; and, secondly,

the existence of great cities and various non-agri-

cultural employments, created by mineral wealth, and

a superior commercial situation, but confined to par-

ticular spots by the accumulation of land in unpro-

ductive hands, by the uncertainty of the law and of

titles, and by the scantiness and poverty of the rural

population on which country towns depend for a

market. An immense immigration into a few great
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cities has accordingly been the movement in England

corresponding to emigration from Ireland
;

and no

less- than 5,153,157 persons, by official estimate, will,

in the middle of the present year be gathered into

seven large towns London, Liverpool, Manchester,

Birmingham, Leeds, Sheffield, and Bristol ; 3,214,707,

or one-sixth of the total population, being concentrated

in London alone. A twofold mischief has thus been

produced by the English land system in the wretched

and hopeless condition of the agricultural labourer on

one hand, and the precarious employment and crowded

dwellings of the working-classes in large towns on

the other.

There is no lack of considerable writers and poli-

ticians to assure us that this situation is the natural

result of commerce and economic laws
; but, alarming

as it is, it would be much more so, were such a con-

clusion generally held
; since no reforms could then

be looked for, either to diminish the existing misery, or

to avert the future catastrophe it threatens
; and, in

fact, the situation must actually become worse with

every forward step in industrial progress, if that con-

clusion be well founded.

It is, therefore, no matter of mere theoretical or

historical interest to ascertain its actual causes
;

al-

though, even from that point of view, it engages the

profound attention of economists on the Continent,

struck by the contrast which the distribution of both

land and population in England presents to what is

found in every other part of the civilised world.
'

England,' says a distinguished Englishman on the
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Continent, referring particularly to the researches of a

German economist,*
'
is the only Teutonic community,

we believe we might say the only civilised community,
in which the bulk of the land under cultivation is not

in the hands of small proprietors ; clearly, therefore,

England represents the exception and not the rule.'f

It would surely be strange if the exception were the

result, as Mr. Buckle asserted, of ' the general march

of affairs;' $ and if industry and commerce, which

are peopling the rest of the world with landowners,

had, as a more recent writer expresses it,
' severed the

people of England from the land.' The present

author presumes to affirm that the exceptional situation

of England, in place of being the natural consequence

* See the work hereafter cited of Ilerr Envin Xasse, Professor of

Political Economy in the University of Bonn, on ' Inclosurea of Com-
mons in England.'

+ 'Systems of Land Tenure.' flennany. By K. B. I). Morier, p. 322.

J
' The history of the decay of that once most important class, the

English yeomanry, is an interesting subject, and one for which I have

collected considerable materials; at present, I will only say that its

decline was first distinctly perceptible in the latter half of the seventeenth

century, and was consummated by the rapidly increasing power of the

commercial and manufacturing classes, early in the eighteenth century. . . .

Some writers regret this almost total destruction of the yeoman free-

holders, overlooking the fact that they are disappearing, not in con-

sequence of any violent revolution or stretch of arbitrary power, but

simply by the general march of affairs ; society doing away with what

it no longer requires.' Hackles History of Cirflization in England, i. AGO.
' I shall now proceed to trace historically what the economic causes

were whichJiave severed the ponpV fiom the land.

'
It is the commercial and not the feudal spirit which in England has

worked against peasant properties. Wipe out the commercial element

from English hit-tor}-, and you wipe out those causes which have worked

ayainst peasant proprietorship in England. But for the commercial

element, the feudal system in England would probably have remained in

full force as in other countries, and the English peasants have become

peasant proprietors.' 7 'he Land Qneniinn t
\t\ Frederic Seebohiu. ' Fort-

niirhtlv IN'Mi'w." February. 1^7<>.
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of commerce and industry, is the product of a violent

and unnatural history on the one hand, and of laws

existing at this day most adverse to both commerce

and industry on the other.

The history of the revolution by which that result

has been brought about is so copious and minute that

many volumes might be filled with it, though only its

principal steps can be presented here. As may be

inferred from the two passages just cited,* it has

unseated two ancient classes of small landholders, the

peasantry and the yeomanry, as, for brevity, we may
name the two rural classes below the landed gentry.

The encroachment, too, on the domains of both began
at the same time and in the same manner, and has

been prosecuted to its consummation in a great mea-

sure by a similar process. Each, however, of the

two classes has had also its own special history of

extinction
;
and while the poorer class, the peasantry,

have never been suffered to recover, even for a

generation, the ground from which they have been

driven century after century, there was in the case

of the wealthier class of yeomanry, along with their

dispossession, an opposite movement, which down to

the last hundred years continued to recruit their

numbers.

Briefly enumerated, the chief causes by which the

peasantry the really most important class have been

dispossessed of their ancient proprietary rights and

beneficial interests in the soil are the following :

(1.) Confiscation of their ancient rights of common,
* See the last two notes.
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which were not only in themselves of great

value, but most important for the help they

gave towards the maintenance of their sepa-

rate lands.

(2.) Confiscation to a large extent of their separate

lands themselves, by a long course of violence,

fraud, and chicane, in addition to forfeitures

resulting from deprivation of their rights of

common.

(3.) The destruction of country towns and villages,

and the loss, in consequence, of local markets

for the produce of peasant farms and gardens.

(4.) The construction of a legal system based on the

principle of inalienability from the feudal

line, in the interest of great landed families,

and incompatible with either the continuance

of the ancient or the rise of a new class of

peasant landholders.

(5.) The loss, with their lands and territorial rights,

of all political power and independence on

the part of the peasantry ; and, by conse-

quence, the establishment and maintenance

by the great proprietors of laws most adverse

to their interests.

(6.) Lastly, the administration by the great land-

owners of their own estates in such a manner

as to impoverish the peasantry still further,

and to sever their last remaining connection

with the soil.

These different causes have necessarily been men-

tioned in succession, but in reality they have often
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operated simultaneously. The one first stated was

the first, however, to operate on an extensive scale,

and the reader's attention is therefore asked to it

first.*

Some centuries ago the greater part of England

was still uninclosed, and to a large extent subject to

common use; the lord of the manor being himself a

co-partner, as it were, both in the system of husbandry

followed on the arable land and in the pastoral and

wood rights enjoyed in common. Eound each village,

as a general rule, lay in the first instance a little

territory of tillage land, divided into individual shares,

but cultivated on a common system, and subject also

to ' commonable
'

rights on the part of the individual

holders rights, that is to say, to pasture in common

on the stubble after harvest and on the fallow grass.

Beyond this arable territory, thus partly enjoyed in

common, lay another territory, used entirely in com-

mon
;

the pasture rights, however, on the portion

nearest the tillage land being usually
'

stinted,' or

* Professor Nasse begins his treatise, already referred to (' Ueber die

mittelalterliche Feldgemeinschaft und die Einhegungen des sechszehu-

ten Jahrhunderts in England '),
with the following words: 'In the

agrarian history of the nations of Central Europe, there is no event of

more importance, or vaster in its consequences, than the dissolution of

the ancient co-partnership in the use of the soil for husbandry, and the

establishment in its stead of separate and independent farms. But this

revolution has a special importance in the case of England, contributing

largely, as it has done, to the extrusion of small landholders, and to the

foundation of that preponderance of large property which in turn has

had so great an effect on the constitutional history of that country.'

The author is indebted to Ilerr Nasse both for this most instructive

treatise, and for oral information on the subject of inclosures. Herr

Nasse, it may not be amiss to state, is far from being unfriendly to large
estates or large farms, either in his own country or in England.
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strictly limited in respect of the number and kinds of

animals allowed to feed on it, while on the remoter

portion each of the commoners might graze, in summer

at least, as many animals as he could feed in winter

from the produce of his separate fields. These rights

are expressly recognised by the early statutes as legally

belonging to the commoners, and are said to have

often been sufficient to enable each of them to graze

not less than forty sheep, besides as many cows as he

had winter food for. Taken together, the common

and ' commonable
'

rights constituted no small part of

the villagers' means of living, and it will appear here-

after how the loss of them entailed on many of them

the further loss of their separate holdings, and con-

tributed to thin the ranks even of the wealthier class

among them the yeomanry. The first encroachment

was made by the Statute of Merton (20 lien. III. c. 1),

which stated that many great men of England com-

plained that, after affording to the freeholders of the

manor the requisite pasture appertaining to their

holdings, there was a residue of waste, wood, and

pasture, which was unprofitable. The statute granted,

therefore, to the lords of the manor the right to inclose

such residue, the remedy of a suit for insufficiency of

pasture before the judges of assize being reserved to

commoners alleging it. This statute was confirmed in

the next reign, and extended from the freeholders of

the manor to neighbouring commoners ;
and the recitals

of the second enactment show how unpopular the new

inclosures were, the ditches and hedges being destroyed

by night. Our legal records show, moreover, that
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many suits were actually brought by commoners for

insufficiency of common. But we may judge what

were the ordinary chances of success on the part of

villagers against
'

great men '

in those days of judicial

corruption, and how far it was prudent for tenants and

poor neighbours, especially when already impoverished

by stint of pasture and of fuel, to wage war against the

lord of the manor. They must often have been made

to feel that a half is more than the whole. The island,

too, especially after the great plague, was wide com-

pared with the people ;
and it was not until the

inclosing movement, beginning with the rise in wool

at the close of the fifteenth century, that extensive

hardship was inflicted on the rural population. In the

sixteenth century it spread vagrancy and pauperism

throughout the country, and gave the peasantry of

England a Poor-law in exchange for their ancient

patrimony. Mr. Morier pertinently remarks that the

inclosures of the sixteenth century are usually spoken

of as though denoting merely the conversion of arable

into pasturage, and the consolidation of farms,
' without

reference to the primary fact which governs the two,

namely, the inclosure, not of arable land as such, but

of commonable arable land.' Mr. Morier refers to

losses of their separate holdings on the part of the

villagers, to which we must presently refer
;
but it is

important to bear in mind that, along with the ' com-

monable
'

arable land inclosed, an immense extent of

common pasturage and woodland was withdrawn from

the peasant and added to the domain of the great

landholders. During the minority of Edward YL, the
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Protector Somerset appointed a Royal Commission ' for

redress of inclosures,' to inquire into the grievances

and usurpations with which the country rang ; and

Hales, the most active member of this Commission,

while denouncing in the strongest terms the wrongs of

which the great proprietors were guilty, expressly

limited his invectives to such inclosures as encroached

on the common rights of others, observing that inclo-

sures of private property were more beneficial than

otherwise. ' The miserable and unsatisfactory result

of this Commission,' says Professor Nasse,
'

originally

hailed with intense delight by the rural population, is suffi-

ciently well known. The power of the nobility in the

country was so great, and the hand of the executive so

weak, that in some cases the witnesses summoned did

not dare to appear, and in others, those who had given

truthful evidence were subjected to ill-treatment by the

landlords. If the Protector's extraordinary Royal Com-

mission could not effectually resist the power of the

ruling class, it may naturally be inferred that the pro-

tection of the ordinary courts could not much avail

the sufferers. Their rights rested on the customs of

each estate, to be proved by the rolls in the hands of

the lord of the soil, and they were liable to forfeiture

by an indefinite number of acts on the part of the

copyholders. The small copyholders were doubtless

unable to substantiate their rights in courts of law,

opposed by expert lawyers. Latimer, in fact, charges

the judges with injustice and receipt of bribes, and

says that money was almighty, even in courts of justice.

A period of such tremendous revolution in Church and
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State as the reign of Henry VIII. could certainly not

have been favourable to the protection of customary

rights. Such a sudden change as the secularisation of

the Church lands must have shaken the whole tradi-

tional order of property. Thus, a pamphlet published

in 1546 complains that the new owners of Church

property generally declared the ancient rights of the

copyholders forfeited. They were compelled either to

relinquish their holdings, or accept leases for a short

period.'

The inclosures of the sixteenth century, violent,

unjust, and sweeping as they were, form, as the last

sentence from Herr Nasse indicates, no more than one

great chapter in the history of the confiscation of the

patrimony of the English peasantry. It did not fall

within the scope of his essay to pursue the history of

the whole movement beyond that period, but he says

of it :

* Powerful as it was, it then reached its aim but

to a limited extent. The small landowners did not all

disappear in the sixteenth century. The majority of

the freeholders doubtless held their ground, and even

the copyholders were not all driven out or converted

into tenants for terms of years. Lord Coke could

declare in the seventeenth century that one-third of

England was copyhold. The revolution thus inaugu-

rated has lasted down to our own days. Sometimes

the progress has been slower, sometimes faster, until

by degrees the close connection in which the two

phenomena, inclosure and expulsion of the peasantry,

originally stood, has ceased.'
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It lias ceased only with the almost complete ex-

pulsion of the peasantry from the soil
;
but although

the Inclosure Acts of the last century and a half have

withdrawn, in addition to what had been lost before

(and with hardly any compensation to the sufferers), a

further amount of common territory, estimated as equal

to one-third of the total area now under cultivation,*

the inclosure movement from first to last from the

Statute of Merton to the last Inclosure Act has been

but one of many processes by which the consummation

has been reached. That it is entitled to the promi-

nence Professor Nasse gives it, is nevertheless suffi-

ciently clear. As he observes, there were two courses

which might have been pursued with advantage instead

* The first Ileport of the Royal Commission on the Employment of

Women and Children in Agriculture states: 'According to the estimate

made by the Select Committee of the House of Commons on Emigration
in 1827, and the calculations of Mr. Porter in 1843, 7,175,520 statute

acres had been inclosed in England and Wales since the iirst Inclosure

Bill in the year 1710 up to the year 1843. To these since 1843 have

been added 4C4,893 acres, as appears by the Annual Report of the In-

closure Commissioners for 1807
; making together 7,000,413 statute acres

added to the cultivated area of England and Wales since 1710, or above

one-third part of the total of 2*5,451,620 acres in cultivation in 1807. . . .

The inclosure to this extent since 1710, in very many cases without any

compensation to the smaller commoners, lias withdrawn from the agricul-

tural labourer means which would otherwise have been open to him of

adding to his resources by the exercise of ancient rights attached to his

dwelling, or by the acquisition of new rights and privileges upon the

waste in connexion with new dwellings, as new dwellings increased with

the increase of the agricultural population.' The amount of compensation

given to the smaller commoners may be judged from the statement of

Lord Lincoln in the House of Commons in 184o, that in nineteen cases out

of twenty the Committees of the House had neglected the rights of the

poor. I'oor commoners, he said, could not come to London, appoint

highly paid counsel, and produce evidence in support of their claims ;

and the Committees of the House had remained in perfect ignorance of

them.
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of detriment to the commoners. Either the ancient

system of joint husbandry (which was unquestionably

wasteful) might have been transformed into a system

of farming for the common benefit, adapted to the

improvements and requirements of the age ; or there

might have been an equitable distribution of land,

which would have bettered the position of every com-

moner. As it was, the peasantry lost not only the

benefits derived from rights of commons over the

greater part of England, but that loss, in numerous

cases, entailed the loss of their separate fields. They
had lived on the produce of the two, and their hus-

bandry was based on it. They were the more unequal

to the augmented rents and fines demanded of them,

that they had lost the sustenance of their stock, and

the more unequal to defend their lands and holdings

in a court of law against injustice. They lost more-

over their local markets in villages and country towns,

which decayed with the decay of husbandmen, or were

violently pulled down for the inclosure of the ground

on which they stood within the great proprietor's

domain.* This was not all. The small proprietor,

the freehold tenant, the copyholder, and the tenant

for years were ejected from their own fields as

they had been from their commons. ' When some

*
Sir Thomas More complained :

' Noblemen and gentlemen, yea, and

certain abbots, not contenting themselves with the yearly revenues and

profits that were wont to grow to their forefathers and predecessors of

their lands, leave no ground for tillage. They inclose all into pastures ;

they throw down houses
; they pluck down towns, and leave nothing

standing. And as though you lost no ground by forests, chase lands, and

parks, those good holy men turn all dwelling-places and all glebe lands

into desolation and wilderness.'
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covetous man,' says Harrison,
'

espies a farther com-

modity in their commons, holds, and tenures, he doth

find such means as thereby to wipe out many of their

occupyings.'
*

Bishop Gilpin complained that the great

landowners scrupled not to drive people from their

property, alleging that the land was theirs, and turning

them out of their shelter like vermin. Sir Thomas

More declared that tenants were '

got rid of by force

or fraud, or tired out by repeated injuries into parting

with their property.' And Mr. Morier sums up the

dealings of the great proprietors with the villagers'

fields (with which their own lands lay mixed under

the ancient system of common husbandry) as follows :

* In the most favourable cases, the withdrawal of one-

third or one-half of the land from the " commonable "

arable land of a township such half or third portion

consisting in many cases of small parcels intermixed

with those of the commoners must have rendered

the further common cultivation impossible, and thereby

compelled the freeholders and copyholders to part with

their land and their common rights on any terms.

That in less favourable cases the lords of the manor

did not look very closely into the rights of their

*
Is this the species of 'commercial element' to which Mr. Seebohm

refers in the sentence '

Wipe out the commercial element from English

history, and you wipe out those causes which have worked (tyainst peasant

proprietorship in England
'

?
'

Fortnightly Review,' February, p. 230.

The italics are Mr. Seebohm's. It may be well to call attention to the

fact, which Mr. Seebohm in one part of his argument seems to lose sight

of, that the terms ' holds
'

and ' tenures
'

comprehend freeholds, and every
form of landed proprietorship, as well as of tenure by lease and copyhold.

Every estate in land, as well as even' leasehold, was and is a tenure,

although landed proprietors have found it convenient to forget it.
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tenants, and that instead of an equitable repartition of

land between the two classes, the result was a general

consolidation of tenants' land with demesne land, and

the creation of large inclosed farms, with the conse-

quent wholesale destruction of agricultural communities

or townships, is well known to every reader of history.'*

Severed from the village community which had

once stood together, however feebly, against invasion

of their common rights; impoverished by the loss of

pastures for his cattle and sheep, and of fuel for his

house, in a time of rising prices ; deprived, too, of a

market within reach for what produce remained to him

to sell how was either the petty landowner or the

small freehold or copyhold tenant to make good de-

fence against the tremendous weapons with which

English law armed, as it still does, the lord of the

manor against the villager? Shakespeare informs us

how it was that lawyers had become great landowners

in his time :

1 Hamlet. Why may not that be the scull of a

lawyer ? Where be his quiddits now, his quillets, his

cases, his tenures, and his tricks ? Why does he suf-

fer this rude knave now to knock him about the sconce

with a dirty shovel, and will not tell him of his

action of battery ? This fellow might be in 's time a

great buyer of land, with his statutes, his recognisances,

his fines, his double vouchers, his recoveries. Will his

vouchers vouch him no more of his purchases than the

length and breadth of a pair of indentures ? The veiy

* 'Cobden Club Volume,' p. 321.
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conveyances of his lands will hardly lie in this box.'*

Not to speak of the risks of ' an action for battery
'

against a powerful noble, if he chose to have him

knocked on the head, how was the copyholder to

produce a box of conveyances in the control of the

lord himself? Was it likely that the small proprietor

could outwit the lord's sharp lawyer, with ' his cases,

his tenures, and his tricks'? The burning hatred

which the peasantry of his own time felt towards the

ministers of a legal system by which they were op-

pressed and ruined, breathes in the language which the

great dramatist puts in the mouth of Cade and his

followers.f And as the old race of village landholders

disappeared before the usurped inclosure, the disseisin,

the ejectment, how was a new race to rise in their

stead, or to become '

great buyers of land
'

like the

lawyers ? How was a new race of peasant proprietors

to spring up in our own time, once it had become

extinct, under perils surrounding the purchase of land

thus described by Lord St. Leonards :

' This danger compels every $ purchaser to require a

sixty-years' title, by which sellers and buyers of land

arc put annually to an enormous expense.'
' Was

this
' enormous expense

'

likely to be defrayed by a

*
Hamlet, Act v. Scene 1.

t
' Dick. The first thing we do, let's kill nil the lawyers.

l Cade. Nay, that I mean to do. Is not this a lamentable thing, that of

the skin of an innocent lamb should be made parchment ? That parch-
ment being scribbled o'er should undo a man ? Some say the bee stings ;

but I say 'tis the bee's wax ; for I did but once seal to a thing, and I

was never mine own man since.' 2 Henry J'l. Act iv. So. 1.

| Italics in original.
'

Handy Book ou Property Law.' By Lord St. Leonards. 8th ed,

p.
88.
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peasantry reduced to the condition of agricultural

labourers on the verge of pauperism ?

With their lands and their commons, it should be re-

membered, the rural population lost all political weight ;

the great proprietors could legislate respecting land and

the people upon it as they thought fit. While prices were

rapidly rising in the sixteenth century, landlords in Par-

liament, and landlords in the parish, fixed the rates of

wages; and in our own time, landlords in Parliament

maintained a Poor-law which made it the direct in-

terest of landlords in the parish to turn the peasantry

out of their cottages, and to suffer no more cottages to

be built. The very poverty to which they had been

reduced by centuries of encroachment, became a

motive for expelling them altogether.
' The year

1775,' it is stated in the Eeport of the Eoyal Com-

mission before cited,
'
is noticed as the period from

which a marked change for the worse in the condition

of the agricultural labourer became visible. The

change was attributed to inadequate wages compared
with the cost of the necessaries of life, to the con-

solidation .of small farms, to the loss of privileges by
inclosures of commons, and also to the loss of small

portions of land which had contributed to the labourer's

resources, and which his necessities compelled him to

sell. ... In "The Case of the Labourers in Hus-

bandry," published in 1795, it is stated: "Cottages
have been progressively deprived of the little land for-

merly let with them
;
and also their rights of common-

age have been swallowed up in large farms by inclosures.

Thus an amazing number of people have been reduced
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from a comfortable state of independence to a pre-

carious state, as mere hirelings, who, when out of

work, immediately come upon the parish."'* When
this stage had been reached, parochial policy dic-

tated that the cottage should follow the garden, and

the peasant's last interest in the soil was extin-

guished.

The peasantry of England have, in short, been dis-

possessed of their ancient connexion with land by a

series of confiscations and encroachments by a legal

system devised for the sole behoof and to consolidate

the power of great proprietors and by proceedings in

exercise of this power so acquired, which have resulted

in an agrarian economy even more unnatural, more

hurtful, and more demoralising than that of Ireland.

The dispossession of the English peasantry has not,

indeed, like that of the Irish, been aggravated by re-

ligious persecution, or by the tyranny of race
;
but it

has been more complete, and it has left them in a yet

lower position in the social scale.

The history of the yeomanry presents some different

vicissitudes, and also some common features, when re-

garded side by side with the history of the peasantry.

Yeomen, as well as peasants, were deprived of rights

of commons, of great assistance to their husbandry, and

of considerable value. They, too, in ages of violent

usurpation and legal injustice, lost many members

from their ranks
;
but their hold on the land was less

* ' First Report on the Employment of Women and Children in Agri-
culture, 1PGO.' pp. xvi., xvii.
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easily loosed, and for centuries there was, moreover, an

opposite movement. Farmers were enriched by leases,

and became buyers of land
;
and the ranks of the order

were recruited from the towns as well as from the

country. Citizens and shopkeepers, and even artisans,

sought investment in land
;
and a document, ascribed

to Edward VI., complained that the grazier, the farmer,

the merchant, became landed men, and that the very

artificer left the town and lived in the country. M.

Guizot justly remarks that the great division of lands,

through the ruin of the feudal aristocracy, and the

growth of commercial wealth in the sixteenth century,

is a social phenomenon which has not attracted suffi-

cient attention. And the movement did not entirely

cease for two centuries more. It was not, indeed,

until after the publication of the ' Wealth of Nations,'

that the long leases which, as its author states, com-

merce had introduced, and under which the tenant-

farmer had frequently risen to become a landowner,

disappeared ;
and that the farmer sank into the depen-

dent of the great proprietor, who was thus enabled to

make and maintain such laws relating to land and its

tenure, as well as its ownership, as he thought best for

his own consequence, profit and pleasure. By the close

of the last century, moreover, by far the greater part

of the land had come under strict settlement in the

feudal line, and comparatively little has ever entered

the market since. What little has entered the market

has been more and more an article of luxury, not of

business sought for the social consequence or the po-

litical power attaching to the monopoly of land, or for
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the country pursuits of the sportsman, not of the farmer.

Landed property has been deprived, by the risks and

expenses attending dealings with it, of its natural value

for the cultivator, as being naturally the most secure

and attractive, the most immediately and cheaply ac-

cessible investment for his capital, labour and time, and

the most marketable commodity, because of its uni-

versal utility, should he wish to raise money on it or

sell it
; while, on the other hand, it has been invested

with an artificial value for those who seek in it mainly

political and social predominance or amusement. Among
the causes which the Chief of the Statistical Department
in France assigns for the increasing subdivision of landed

property, in addition to the increasing wealth of the

peasantry, is la suppression da cens electoral* because

the larger estates no longer carry with them the mono-

poly of political power, which a limited suffrage formerly

gave. In England it is precisely the reverse : land for

the last hundred years might advantageously be bought
for the command of votes,^ or for social rank, or even

for pleasure ;
but it has been a most perilous investment

for farmers for profit, and the more so the more they

laid out on the land, and the less they left over for

law expenses and litigation. M. de Lavergne, in his

' llural Economy of Great Britain,' correcting a French

notion that land in England never changes hands at all,

points to the advertisements, and remarks :

' These ad-

* '
Statist ique de la France.' Agriculture, 1808. P. cxvii.

t No small number of Peerages in the United Kingdom owe their

creation to the purchase of lands with borrowed money for the purpose
of commanding votes.
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vertisements usually run as follows :

" For sale, a

property of acres in extent, let to a substantial

tenant, with an elegant and comfortable residence, a

good trouting stream, beautiful lawn, kitchen and

flower gardens, in a picturesque county." This is

really a fair sample of the sort of land which most fre-

quently enters the English market
; by far the greater

part never entering it from one century to another.

' A small proprietor,' said Adam Smith,
' who knows

every part of his little territory, who views it with all

the affection which property, especially small property,

naturally inspires, and who, upon that account, takes

pleasure in not only cultivating but in adorning it, is

generally of all improvers the most industrious, the

most intelligent, and the most successful.'
'

But,' he

added,
' the law of primogeniture and perpetuities of

different kinds prevent the division of great estates, and

thereby hinder the multiplication of small proprietors.

The small quantity, therefore, w^hich is brought to

market, and the high price of what is brought thither,

prevent a great number of capitals from being em-

ployed in its cultivation and improvement, which would

otherwise have taken that direction.' It is not, how-

ever, a high price that would prevent the purchase of

land by the farmer, or even by the labourer, if its

transfer were cheap and safe. It does not prevent it

in Belgium, Germany, or France
;

it is the risk and

cost legally attaching to what little is sold, and the un-

suitability of that little, which prevent it in England.
' I appeal to your lordships,' said Lord Westbury,
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speaking on the transfer of land in 1862,
' does any of

you know anything about your titles to your estates ?

Is there not dwelling upon every estate, or rather

sitting upon the shoulders of every land proprietor,

a solicitor, who guides him in all things, controls

him in all things. Talk of a priest-ridden country !

That we are a lawyer-ridden country, with regard to

the conditions of real property, is a truth beyond the

possibility of denial. What has thrown light upon

every subject of knowledge? It has been the in-

troduction of printing. Why has riot printing been

introduced into legal deeds ? Why is it that you have

presented to you a mass of parchment, so repulsive in

its character, so utterly forbidding in its condition, its

language, and even the style of its writing, that you
surrender yourselves in despair ? You do not know

what you are signing.'*

It is not, however, the lawyer, but the large pro-

prietor, seeking to re-establish in a commercial age the

territorial system of the middle age, who lias kept hind

out of commerce, surrounded it with prohibitions, pit-

falls and snares, devoted it to the maintenance of

family pride, hidden all his dealings with it in darkness,

and committed them to writing in characters symbolical

of the period to which in policy and spirit they belong.

With such a land system before us, such a history

behind it, and such marks of that history in its every

detail, is it possible to maintain that
'

it is the com-

mercial and not the feudal spirit which in England has

*
Compare with these remarks those of Jack Cade, respecting parch-

ments aud signatures, cited xupm.
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worked against peasant properties
'

? What is it but

the commercial spirit, a commercial jurisprudence, an

open land market, the progress of trade, manufactures

and mines, the increasing demand for and the in-

creasing profits of minute cultivation, together with

that natural love of land which every disciple of Adam
Smith must include among the economic laws deter-

mining human pursuits, that augment every year the

number of peasant properties bought in the market in

Germany, Belgium, and France ? It is doubtless true

that, under a just and natural system, and with perfect

free trade in land, there would have been a disappear-

ance of some peasant and yeoman properties, and a

departure of others from former owners and families.

Failures, casualties, deaths, the decline of domestic

manufactures, changes in husbandry and in markets,

changes in the localities of towns and in trade, both

internal and foreign, the attractions of towns, the tastes

of particular men, succession to land by women*

these and other natural causes would, undoubtedly,

under a sound system, have caused a natural and con-

tinual flow of small properties, of both yeomen and

peasants, into the market. But this outward flow could

not have been confined to the small properties, and

there would always have been an opposite current.

The profits of ground under the master's foot, the

natural attractions of agriculture and country life, the

love of independence, the accumulation of savings

*
It deserves remark, however, that women make excellent farmers

both in England and on the Continent, when they can devote their time

to it. In the dairy districts of England the wife is a more important per-
son than her husband.

Q
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among a large rural population promoted by the possi-

bility of such an investment, the ideas and tastes en-

gendered by a numerous class of small proprietors, the

diffusion of land by a just law of succession, would have

filled many of the vacant places of those who dropped
out of the ranks, and added new regiments to the whole

number.*

But only one current lias been suffered to flow in

respect of small estates an outward current, largely

swollen in former times by force and fraud, and in

*
'Great complaints are made that the class of farmer-owners the

old yeomanry has largely diminished. There can be no doubt that this

class of people would have been from time to time renewed far more than

it has been, had land come more freely into the market. It is obvious

that, if not renewed, any such class must gradually disappear through

deaths, extravagance, and the countless chances and changes which must

occur in every class
'

( Thoughts on Free Trade in Land, by William

Fowler, M.P. 1809. Longman). This treatise contains a great amount

of information in a very small compass. JJut the present author cnnnot

concur in Mr. Fowler's next observation on the foregoing topic, unless

limited to England under its present legal system: 'But a more powerful
influence has been in operation, inasmuch as it is clear that a man with

only a moderate capital can in England use his capital better as a farmer

than as a proprietor as well as farmer, because he will thus have all his

money free for use in his trade as a cultivator; in short, of having a large

sum locked up at a low rato of interest in the price of his land.'

Under a good legal system the price of theTand need not be locked up.

The owner can either borrow on it easily, safely and cheaply, and either

farm more intensively, or take adjoining land and farm more extensively.

M. de Laveleye has answered by anticipation Mr. Fowler's argument in

his excellent book on the rural economy of Holland :

' M. Reseller pr<5-

tend que le fennier appliquera a faire valoir la terre plus d<> capital que
le proprie"taire, parce que celui-ci devra consacrer a 1'achat du fonds une

somnie considerable, que le premier pent employer a augmenter rintensite"

de la culture. Cette remarque est spdcieuse ; je ne la crois cependant pas

fondle. En eflfet, celui qui aura achete le fonds petit lever sur hypotheque
la sornme udcessairo pour ame'liorer sa culture ;

il paiera alors sous forme

d'iutt'rets ce qu'il aurait paye" comme fermage, et il aura cet dnorme

avnntage, qu'il profitera exclusivement de toutes les ameliorations, en

qiialiUS de proprietaire, sans risquer de les voir tourner a son detriment

a 1'expiratiou du bail.' La Nferlande. Par Emile de Laveleye, p. 147.
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modern times by unjust legislation and a barbarous

jurisprudence ;
while the number of large estates has

been artificially maintained by restraints on their divi-

sion and sale, and the current towards them artificially

swollen by the political power and the consequence

attached to them. In place of a natural selection

having determined the extinction of the small pro-

prietor, the very struggle for existence would have

lent to the peasant powerful aid against his more in-

dolent rival. But what trade could survive if, besides

being loaded with heavy penalties and restrictions, it

were closed against all new comers? What army
could outlast a campaign if, while exposed to cruel

losses and hardships, the posts only of officers falling

could be filled ?

A learned writer has lately advanced the proposition

that agricultural tenure in England, after passing from

the mediseval form of tenure at will into freehold and

free copyhold tenure, became and continues to be a

hereditary tenure
;
and that the main difference be-

tween the English and the Irish land systems lies in

the permanent tenure established in England and the

precarious tenure existing in Ireland.* The truth is,

* ' In this country, by force of the old traditions of freehold tenure, and

the tendency it had created in favour of permanent occupancy, and by
force also of the universal custom of tenant-right, perpetuity of tenancy

was practically, though not legally, secured . . . .
;
and hence, as a

learned author states (Mr. Dixon's Law of the Farm}, the same farms de-

scend in the same families generation after generation, sometimes century
after century, in some cases for four hundred years .... Had there been

no disturbing causes, the English law might have operated in Ireland, as

in England, to produce that result. But the ciyil wars, and confiscations

which ensued, placed the landlords as a body in opposition to the mass of

Q 2
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that the great bulk of the tenants of England, and

with them no small body of small proprietors, sank

long ago into the condition of agricultural labourers,

or migrated to towns such towns as the loss of a

country custom and the accumulation of land in uncom-

mercial hands did not destroy or prevent from coming

into existence.

An enormous disproportion of the English popula-

tion has thus been forced by the land system into a

few large cities, and thrown upon precarious employ-

ments for support. Manufactures and trade are not

only precarious in being subject to sudden vicissitudes

and collapse, but in a more general respect, on which

Adam Smith lias emphatically dwelt.* The English

the people, and the penal laws which followed prevented the latter from

acquiring any desirable interest in land. Thus the relation of landlord

and tenant was never, as in England, based upon an inheritable tenure,

originally established by law, and then perpetuated by custom, and pro-
tected by tenant-right.' History of the Law of Tenures of Land in Eng-
land and Ireland. By W. J. Finlason, Esq., Barrister-at-Law, Editor of

Reeves' Jfitt^ry of the English Law.
* The capital that is acquired to any country by commerce and manu-

factures is all a very precarious and uncertain possession till some part
of it has been secured and realised in the cultivation and improvement of

the land .... No vestige now remains of the great wealth said to have

been possessed by the greater part of the Ilanse Towns. The civil wars of

Flanders, and the Spanish Government which succeeded them, chased

away the great commerce of Antwerp, Ghent, and Bruges. But Flanders

still continues to be one of the richest, best cultivated, and most pros-

perous provinces of Europe. The ordinary revolutions of war and go-
vernment easily dry up the sources of that wealth which arises from

commerce only. That which arises from the more sol'.d improvements
of agriculture is much more durable, and cannot be destroyed but by those

more violent convulsions occasioned by the depredations of hostile and

barbnrous nations, continued for a century or two together, such as those

that happened for some time before and after the fall of the Roman

empire, iu the western provinces of Europe.' Wealth of Nations, book

iii. c. 4.
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labourers, too, whom our land system crowds into

towns, have not that subsidiary and durable resource

which town labourers on the Continent are steadily

gaining under their land system ;
nor have English

labourers that providence and frugality which con-

tinental land systems nurture.

The Irish land question is of more importance

politically than the English for the hour, but it is not

so economically even for the hour ; and it is so politi-

cally for the hour only. Economically, the emergency
is much greater at this moment in this than in the

other island
; the main land question here relates to a

poorer class than even the Irish tenantry, and there is

a much greater amount of material misery and actual

destitution in England, traceable mainly to its own
land system, though aggravated by that of Ireland and

the consequent immigration of poverty.

The day is not distant when the supreme question

of English, as of Irish politics, will be whether the

national territory is to be the source of power and

luxury to a few individuals, or of prosperity and happi-

ness to the nation at large? and whether those few

individuals or the nation at large are to determine the

answer ?
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WESTPHALIA AND THE RUHR BASIN,*

1868-1869.

IN few places are the old world and the new, the

world of immobility and custom, and the world of

change and progress, seen in closer proximity and con-

trast than in Westphalia ; a province now heading the

rapid march of Prussian industry, yet preserving not a

few broad features of the Germany of the past. By
the side of the peasant of the olden time, whom the

conservative economist Herr Riehl, in his dread of

revolution, regards as the emblem of all that is sound

in the age, and the sole safeguard of the future of

Germany, are the engineer, the miner, and the manu-

facturer, whom English economists, unable to boast of

their own peasantry, are commonly better inclined to

put forward as the types of the age, and the pledges

of the future. The Basin of the Ruhr, occupying the

middle region of the province, and reaching beyond it

to the Rhine, is the chief seat of Westphalian mining

and manufacturing enterprise ; the mountains and val-

leys of Sauerland and Siegerlandf in the south are the

*

Reprinted from the '

Fortnightly Review,' March, I860.

t Tin- general name of Sauerland is given to the mountainous region of

Westphalia south of the Kulir Basin. The country watered by the Sieg
bears the name of Siegerland; the greater part of it, however, lying

beyond Westphalia in the Rhine Province.
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strongholds of ancient rural life. But the genuine

bauer is not extinct in the Euhr Basin ; and the train

glides, the tall chimney rises, and the miner sinks his

shafts and drives his adits among the southern hills.

The prevailing characteristics, nevertheless, in the south

are still those of rustic simplicity, and we may give to

antiquity in our description the precedence it will not

long survive to claim.

The scenery of southern Westphalia is eminently

picturesque in the sense to which Mr. Merivale limits

the term, as denoting effects due not to the imagination

of the spectator bodying forth the forms of things un-

seen, but simply to the picture which nature herself

puts before the eye. The traveller does not bring, but

finds the charm of the landscape in steep wood-clothed

hills and winding vales, with cottages and gardens

clustering here and there. Most refreshing to the eye

of the traveller from parched England last summer was

the deep verdure of these valleys, though it was a year

of drought also WestphaliajtJ. The perfection of the

irrigation, the works for which serve also for draining,

is celebrated over the continent of Europe, affording a

practical refutation of the doctrine of some insular

writers that peasants cannot accomplish such works.-.

The rainfall is equal to that of Ireland, and it falls with

such violence that all the elements of fertility would

be washed off the hills but for the care with which

they are planted ;
while the bas-fonds below would be

now soaked into morasses, and now baked into aridity,

but for the skill with which the descending streams are

collected and distributed.
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It is scenery, however, it must be confessed, which

lacks for the most part the charm of variety. Each

turn of the road presents a picture of considerable

beauty, but generally a repetition of the one just left

at the other side of the hill. It is everywhere, too,

picturesqueness on a small scale. The eye seldom meets

the horizon in those pent-up valleys ; and the mountains

which enclose them rarely are high enough to tempt an

ascent through the woods and shrubs which impede it,

or to reward it with an extensive prospect if made.

Now and again they form a fine natural amphitheatre,

but even then the panorama is strictly confined. Like

the social life of the people, the scenery owes much of

its character to geological causes. Devonian rocks

emerging in contorted forms from beneath the Ruhr

Basin compose the hills
;
the main valleys run across

the strike, the side valleys parallel to it
;
and the

country is thus everywhere cut into deep glens en-

closed within high narrow ridges. If, however,
' the

grandeur of vastness,' which Mr. Merivale describes as

the most powerful element in American landscapes, is

here totally absent, there is a resemblance to American

scenery which a stranger might hardly expect to find

so near Rhineland, the country of feudal memorials and

tower-crowned heights. Rarely does the ancient castle

(more rarely still the modern) look down on the village.

tSiegen is an '

antique city,' but is without a rival
; and

it occupies the position of a great capital, though it

has but seven or eight thousand inhabitants. The

peasant proprietor is the chief potentate here
;

the

wood cottage his cow and pig share with himself may
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be the most sumptuous dwelling beheld in a long day's

walk. Country gentlemen there are none ; a few noble

proprietors may be heard of, but they are absentees,

their castles usually half in ruin, or clumsily patched,

and inhabited by an agent or by retainers. The post

coach which, like the livery of the post-boy, never is

cleaned is, save an occasional cart, the only vehicle

one meets along the principal roads
; and, besides

carrying the letters it did, until the new Euhr-Sieg

Eailway was lately completed, the whole parcel de-

livery as well as passenger traffic of the district, though
it holds but four passengers.

Here and there a new house of stone or brick is

now seen it is near a railway station that such an

innovation is most likely to appear but as a general

rule the village cottages differ only in size, and are

constructed as follows : A framework of timber,

painted black, is filled in with wattles and clay, white-

washed outside, the black stripes of the wood con-

trasting effectively with the white walls, and giving

an external appearance of ornateness and neatness, by
no means sustained by the real condition of things

either within or around the house. Seen from without,

too, most of these cottages look lofty and spacious ; but

the room for the family is really small, the upper part

serving as a hay-loft or barn, and half the lower

being pig-sty, cow-house, and stable, if a horse is kept.

Small, indeed, is the attention to cleanliness or comfort

in any part of the dwelling ;
the English visitor finds

that dirt is not peculiar to the Irishman's cabin. No

approach to the drawing-room furniture and luxury,
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the piano, &c., of which Heir Riehl deplores the

appearance in some parts of Germany, has yet made its

way into Westphalia, south of the Coal Basin. Like

their cottages, and the hills and valleys around them,

the villagers too have a family likeness, at which Eiehl

must rejoice, as the very embodiment of primitive

custom and unbroken uniformity of life. The artist,

he says, who would paint mediaeval German faces with

historical truth, must take his models from among the

peasants, whose features, in some districts, resemble at

this day the effigies of princes and nobles in churches

of the thirteenth century. Michelet, interpreting such

a phenomenon, might regard the resemblance as a

proof of actual consanguinity on the part of the peasant

with exalted personages of an earlier age.
' Le serf en

moyen age, est-il libre ? Sa femme en pratique n'est

pas plus sienne que 1'esclave antique. Les enfants,

sont-ils ses enfants ? Old et non. II est tel village oil

la race entiere reproduit aujourd'hui les traits des

anciens sicgneurs.'

If there really is a family resemblance of this kind

to mediaeval grandees on the part of the Sauerland

peasantry, one must own that it is not more flattering

to the beauty than to the morality of the former, for

the latter are not a comely race. In plain truth, from

the baby (and the villages swarm with babies in a

manner formidable for the France of the future, if

hopeful for the manufacturer in the Ruhr Basin) to the

grown man or woman, there is an all-pervading ugli-

ness, which no visitor can fail to remark. Other

causes, however, than a common ancestry of oppressors,
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may account for the family likeness, as well as the

rude looks and manners of these villagers ; and one

seeks some other explanation, the more that there was

in Westphalia one class of peasants with peculiar free-

dom and rights of self-government ; although there

was likewise a large class of serfs, and old men are

still to be met who remember being called
' sclaven

'

in their childhood. Freemen or serfs, however, they

all suffered alike from war, invasion, and rapine ;
and

the blood of the conqueror and the freebooter may
thus be mingled with theirs. But the general likeness

comes, doubtless, in part of a legitimate family relation-

ship, for some names are so common that their pos-

sessors are distinguished by numbers.* The severe

out-door labour which all the women undergo, is

another cause of coarse-featured resemblance, and is at

the same time in all probability the main cause both

of the persistent boorishness of the people, and of the

uncleanliness of their houses. Captain Burton com-

ments with satisfaction on the superior physique of

German over both Brazilian and American women,
which he traces to out-door labour. ' Not a few,' he

says,
' of the (Brazilian) women possess that dainty

delicate beauty which strangers remark in the cities of

*
Speaking of a similar circumstance in his own department of La

Creuse, in the centre of France, M. Leonce de Lavergne says :
'

Chaque
village a du etre a I'origine la residence d'une seule famille, car les

habitans portent presque toujours le meme nom.' Economic rrtrale de la

France. The present writer was likewise struck, in traversing the villages

of La Creuse, by a physical resemblance of the villagers ;
but these,

unlike the peasantry of Sauerland, are a very good-looking race, due

probably to a happier history, and lighter labours in the field on the part
of the women.
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the Union. The want of out-door labour shows its

effect as palpably in the Brazil as in the Uujted States.

The sturdy German fraus who land at Rio de Janeiro

look like three American women rolled into one.

Travellers are fond of recording how they see with a

pang girls and women employed in field-work. But

they forget that in moderation there is no labour more

wholesome, none better calculated to develop the form,

or to produce stout and healthy progeny.'
* The due

moderation, however, is not observed in the mountains

of Westphalia, nor in many other parts of Germany ;

and Herr Riehl himself is driven to admit that the

looks of the women suffer from the severity of their

labours. The imposition of heavy field labour upon
women is no doubt traceable in part to primitive

German life, or the primitive division of employments

man, the warrior
; woman, the labourer. But mo-

dern causes preserve the custom : the younger men

are absent in the army ;
and those who have served

their time, are tempted from the farm by the mines

and manufactures around them. In Siegerland it is not

uncommon for peasants to be co-proprietors in a mine

which they work at themselves. Female husbandry

becomes thus the cardinal feature in the rural economy,
and the great extent of ground under meadow and

wood makes such husbandry possible, the amount of

tillage being small. The rich irrigation of the valleys

yields four or five cuttings of grass, from which the

cattle get the greater part of their food
;
and the hill-

* '

Explorations of the Highlands of the Brazil,' i. 302.
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sides are cropped for the most part only in the year

after the removal of the wood, which is their main

growth ;
the '

wood-rights,' like the '

water-rights,'

being carefully guarded, and every gemeinde, or com-

mune, having both its
' wood-overseer

'

and its
' water-

overseer.' Several causes combine to make wood here

one of the principal objects of husbandry : the infer-

tility of the hills, the continued rise for two centuries

in the price of wood, and the great demand for bark

for tanning, which is one of the chief local industries

skins coining for the purpose to S.iegen from all parts

of the world. It is the old custom, however, to esti-

mate a peasant property by its amount of meadow

land, though the hill-side attached to it may be three

or four times as large. A plough as old as the time of

Arminius is a sign of the tenacity with which ancient

custom is still clung to in this hitherto isolated district ;

and the introduction of improved agricultural machines

will greatly lighten the labours of the women, by

enabling the men to get through a much greater

amount of work during their periodical visits to the

farm.

The persistence of ancient custom is doubtless attri-

butable in part to the environment of the physical

world. Mountains have played a great part in shaping

the history of mankind ; they have been staunch

guardians of customs, and obstacles to new ideas and

arts. There is a literal truth in Shakespeare's phrase,
' mountainous error,' which may perhaps have been

present to the fancy of the poet, though the connection

between mountains and custom in this literal sense is
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the converse of that in his verse.* But higher moun-

tains than any in Sauerland or Siegerland can no longer

shut out movement or change. Already the manu-

facturer's villa rises along the iron road which joins

Siegen with the Basin of the Ruhr
;
the steam-hammer

resounds in the valley of the Lenne ; and long trains

laden with sulphur from the Siegena mines leave the

station of Grevenbrlick for the markets of all central

Europe. It is happy for Westphalia that the future of

Germany does not depend, as Ilerr lliehl contends, on

the immobility of the peasantry the steadfastness of

their adherence to immemorial usage. The order of

things which rests on such a basis is apt to give way of

a sudden, like the mountain and ' mountainous error
'

which the railway removes. It is on peasant property

in land, not on peasant custom, that the stability of

Germany rests
;
and sixty years ago Prussian statesmen

arrived at that conviction.
' Prussia saw with terror,

in 1808,' says Gustav Freytng, 'how insecure was a

State which had so great a claim on the bodies, and so

little on the hearts, of its people.' The worst traits of

the German bauer his boorislmess, his obstinacy, his

laziness at work for another belong to the past ; they

are the vestiges of ages of barbarism, servitude, and

military oppression ;
while his best qualities his so-

briety, honesty, and thrift for his family are the

offspring of peasant property.

That the future of Germany rests on the peasant is

* ' What custom wills, in nil things should we do it,

The dust on antique time would lay unswept,
And mountainous error be too highly honped
For truth to over-peer.' Coriohtnus, act ii. sc. 3.
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but half true ;
and so far as it is true, it is so for a

different reason and in a different manner from what

Herr Kiehl has in view. It is so because property and

education are elevating his condition and enlarging

both his understanding and the sphere of his affections.

He has gotten a country in the room of a master. But

the future of Germany rests also with the miner and

the mechanic
;

and the region of Westphalia from

which we can best augur it is the Basin of the

Ruhr,* where the bauer flourishes most, and where

mining and manufacturing are carried on on a

scale which, for Sauerland and Siegerland, is as yet

only a prospect.
' If you would see what Germany is

doing,' said M. Emile de Laveleye to the writer,
'

go to

the Euhr Basin
;

'

and during the visit which followed

the suggestion (though made chiefly in reference to the

intelligence of German enterprise, and the wisdom of

Prussian government), he was often reminded of the

attention which M. de Laveleye shows in his works to

the physical geography, the geology especially, of the

countries whose economic condition, productions, and

industrial occupations he describes. The mountains

of South Westphalia with their mineral wealth, the coal

measures of the Euhr Basin, and the diluvial flat to

the north, with its rude iapgs and moors, divide West-

phalia into three distinct economic, as into three geo-

logical, regions. It has been the doctrine of some

eminent writers, Auguste Comte at their head, that the

influence of nature's powers, and of local conditions,

* Called also the '

Westpbalian Coal Field,' though its bounds extend
westward far beyond the limits of the modem province of Westphalia.
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such as soil, climate, &c., over human society, decreases

as civilisation advances. But the truth is, that the

number and force of physical causes operating on the

condition of man increase with human progress, and

as local resources are brought more and more into

play. A new age opened for mankind when iron was

discovered, and the influence of iron on the fortunes of

nations becomes constantly greater. The gold of Cali-

fornia and Australia had no influence on the original

inhabitants
; twenty years ago it was still inoperative

on mankind
;

it would have continued so but for geo-

logy and navigation ;
it has by their aid created two

nations who, it is already evident, must have no small

share in shaping the future history of both hemispheres.

Coal played no significant part in English history a

century ago. It has since trebled the population, shifted

the political centre, and produced a social revolution.

The coal of the Euhr Basin had no effect on the for-

tunes of Westphalia fifty years ago ;
fifteen years ago

its effect was but trifling ;
it has since raised the pro-

vince to the first rank of industrial Europe. The whole

tendency of increasing physical knowledge is to dis-

cover new natural forces and agents, for man's use or

abuse, and to bring into action for good or for evil

the special resources of every locality.

There is, indeed, one class of local physical forces of

which the influence on man decreases as his knowledge

and power advance, those of which the mountain may
be taken as the symbol, the forces of obstruction and

isolation. The mine, on the other hand, may be re-

garded as the symbol of physical forces which gain
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influence as civilisation advances
;
and the railway

itself the child of the mine removes the mountain

and opens the mine. An analogous distinction applies

to the study of nature. Mr. Arnold, writing on German

education, argues that ' the study of nature is the study

of non-human forces, of human limitation and passivity.

The contemplation of human force and activity tends

constantly to heighten our own force
;
the contempla-

tian of human limitation and passivity tends to check it.'

The contemplation of natural powers by which man

was imprisoned and baffled tended no doubt to reduce

him to immobility and stagnation ;
it is not so with

that study of nature which shows how dominion over

nature maybe acquired, and prompts to the acquisition.

The mine is the creature of geology, as the steam-

engine is of mechanics. This reflection was brought

forcibly to the writer's mind on arriving in the Euhr

Basin from Sauerland. A few hours after he had been

wearily watching one afternoon a set of labourers in

the valley of the Lenne, lifting stones lazily one at a

time from a roadside quarry into a cart, which half

the number of men might have filled in a fourth of

the time, he found himself by the side of a coal-mine

near Dortmund, from which a steam-engine was pump-

ing several thousand feet of water a minute night and

day, while around was a colony of miners English,

Irish, and Germans all looking the incarnation of

activity and force, though with striking differences of

physical type, and among them the President of the

Prussian Mining and Iron Works Company,* a man
* Mr, W. T. Mulvany. To this gentleman, and to his brother Mr. T. J .

R
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to whose enterprise, energy, and sagacity the Euhr

Basin owes not a little of its extraordinary progress in

the last fifteen years. It was like passing from ' a land

in which it seemed to be always afternoon,' to one in

which there was no night.

Forty minutes by express from Dortmund and one is

at Essen, in the centre of the coal-field, surrounded by
manufactories and foundries, but chiefly remarkable for

the great cast-steel works of Mr. Krupp, who may well

be regarded as the representative man of the Ruhr

Basin. He began business at the age of fifteen, with

two workmen and a small local market, and twenty

years ago his establishment was still a small one. Now
the buildings form in themselves a considerable town

;

the steel-works alone give employment to upwards of

8,000 men, who with the families of those who are

married, make a population of 25,000 maintained by
this single establishment, exclusive of 2,000 men in

Mr. Krupp's employment at coal-mines near Essen, at

blast furnaces on the Rhine, and at iron-pits on the

Rhine and at Nassau. The steel-works included in

1867, 412 melting-furnaces, 195 steam-engines, some

of them of a thousand horse-power, 40 steam-hammers,

110 smiths' forges, 675 different machines ;
and all

these numbers now are exceeded. The works are con-

nected by special lines of railway above fifteen miles in

length, and the gasworks of the establishment arc equal

to those of the city of Cologne. 'The administration,'

as Mr. Samuelson says, 'is like that of a small State.

Mulvany, the author is under much obligation for information and

j_
ruidiuicp in thr Kuhr Ba^-in.
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All the heads of the technical departments are pupils

of the various polytechnic schools in Germany. The

commercial staff includes a jurist, by whom all con-

tracts are settled and legal questions determined. The

foremen have all risen from the ranks.' Unfortunately

Mr. Krupp is not only a representative of the pro-

digious progress of industry in the Euhr Basin, but an

example of the influence of political causes on its pro-

ductions a class of causes which most English econo-

mists seem deliberately to ignore, although they are

among the chief conditions determining the occupations

and wealth of mankind. In 1866 the steel produced
at Mr. Krupp's works was valued at nearly a million ;

but the greater part was probably material of war.

Yet there is good reason to believe that even at his

works the amount of production would be greater were

this a world of good government and peace ;
and what

would be the increase in the other manufactories of

the Euhr Basin, whose business is dependent on peace ?

It may be affirmed as beyond question that the only

impediment to Prussian progress is war ;
and although

the blame hitherto has rested chiefly, not on the govern-

ment of Prussia, but on the military despotisms sur-

rounding it, Prussia itself is now in a condition to cast

the sword into the scale of peace, and is responsible

accordingly. In most respects the Prussian govern-

ment has, it must be admitted, been for half a century

singularly sagacious and beneficent, and there is one

point in which its wisdom is specially illustrated in

Mr. Krupp's works. He has but few Prussian patents,

these, too, only for considerable inventions ; and

K 2
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the discrimination with which patents are granted in

Prussia is alone sufiicient to enable Prussian manufac-

turers to distance before long those of a country in

which to make even the slightest change is now at-

tended with danger, in which it is perilous in the

highest degree either to patent a great invention or to

work it without one. Prussia is fast acquiring all the

peculiar advantages to which England owed her earlier

superiority coal, iron, mechanical invention, and good
means of communication and adding to them condi-

tions of success, of which England is deprived by her

own laws including what Bacon has called ' a law of

neglect.' The chief point to be considered in com-

paring the prospects of England and Prussia is not their

present relative condition, but their relative condition

now as compared with what it was twenty years ago.

Twenty years ago the Ruhr Basin was nowhere in the

industrial race ; now it produces nearly half as much

coal as the great northern coal-field of England : twenty

years ago it had only just completed a single line of

railway ;
now the Basin is a network of branches, con-

necting, not only the towns, but the principal manu-

factories and collieries with the three main lines which

traverse it. The following figures show the rate at

which the production of coal has advanced :

Date Enplish tont* Date
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The immense increase of production shown in these

figures is mainly attributable to the introduction of

railways and the low charge for the carriage of coal.

Down to 1851 the Euhr and the Ehine were the only

means of transport in districts beyond the immediate

neighbourhood of the collieries, and the greater part of

the coal was of an inferior kind, raised where it came

to the surface by small collieries along the Euhr. In

1851 the Cologne-Minden Eailway came into use for

the transport of coal, and led not only to deep-pit

sinking, and the discovery of seams of superior coal in

other parts of the basin, but also to the establishment

of iron-works and other manufactures, affording a local

market for the coal. To this local market, down to

1859, it was in a great measure confined. In that year

the charge for railway carriage of coal for long dis-

tances was reduced to one pfennig per centner (a tenth

of a penny per cwt.) per German mile,* and the above

figures show the subsequent increase of production.

The railways and coal-mines render each other reci-

procal service ; the carriage of Westphalian coal is

now one of the most important branches of traffic on

several of the chief Prussian lines, and the low rates at

which it is carried enable it to find a distant market.

The projected reduction of the rate for the transport of

iron ore to the same tariff as that for coal, when carried

into effect, will greatly augment the market for coal as

weight as applied to different articles coal and iron, for example. The

quantity of coal in a tonne is about one-fifth of an English ton. In some
of the reports in English blue-books the tonne is translated '

ton/ which

may mislead readers.
* The German mile in about 4| English.
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well as for manufactures of iron. Until the last few

years the Ruhr Basin excelled only in the manufacture

of steel
;

but its iron manufactures are now of the

highest quality. The chief dilliculty with which the

iron manufacturer has hitherto had to contend is the

great cost of the carriage of the ore from the mines in

Siegerland, the Rhine Province, Nassau, Hesse-Darm-

stadt, and Hanover. The iron-mines are situated for

the most part in mountainous districts, some not yet

approached by railways, others without even roads to

connect them with railways or rivers, the ore being

often drawn by oxen or cows, when dry weather per-

mits, across fields or through woods to the nearest road.

Nevertheless, under all these disadvantages, the iron

manufactures of the Ruhr Basin have trebled in amount

in the last ten years ; the improvement in quality is

even greater ;
and the iron-works of Duisburg may

soon become as celebrated as the steel-works of Essen.

Of the progress of textile manufactures, Elberfeld

affords a striking example. A correspondent of the

'

Times,' who recently described it as '
fifteen years

ago a manufacturing town, containing 0,500 inhabi-

tants,* sinking lower and lower into the slough of pau-

perism,' ascribes its emergence to a prudent change in

the system of pauper relief. But prevention is better

than cure, though many English politicians seem unable

to comprehend it. The system of poor-relief has doubt-

less had its effect; but the extinction of the causes of

poverty, and the increase of employment in manu-

*
Query, .'!0,r>00 ? The population <>f Elberfeld must have amounted

t< at least .'J<;,00<> at the time referred to.
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factures, have been the principal cause of the diminu-

tion of pauperism in Elberfeld-Barmen, now a town of

100,000 inhabitants. The descent of peasant lands by

custom to the eldest son in several of the provinces of

Prussia Westphalia for example* was formerly a

source of constant pauperism in the towns, which,

before the great recent development of manufactures,

were unable to absorb in industrial employment the

immigration of the younger members of the family.

But the extension of industry of late years has been

such, that, but for war and rumours of war, it is pro-

bable that pauperism (which has, in fact, greatly de-

creased, notwithstanding a great increase of population)

would be extinct in the Euhr Basin.

The relation between capital and labour is naturally

one of the points to which an English economist's

attention turns in contemplating a region which has so

* The present province of Westphalia, being composed of a number of

different districts, formerly under different sovereign princes, lay and ec-

clesiastical, had formerly a great variety of laws and customs, some of

which are still retained in particular towns and districts. By a law passed
in 1860, and not retrospective in its operation on prior marriages, the law

of descent is as follows. A community of property is established between

man and wife, unless otherwise stipulated by marriage contract, respecting
which also there are certain restrictions and stipulations. On the death

of either, the survivor is entitled to a fixed proportion, and the children

to other fixed proportions, depending on the number of children
;
but no

actual division of the property takes place until the death or second mar-

riage of the surviving parent, unless a previous division has been provided
for by a disposition made by both parents. The surviving parent has also

a right to retain the whole property on paynient,to the children of the

value of their shares
;
and other provisions respecting the distribution

are laid down to prevent the necessity of parcelling lands. Usually the

parents settle during their lifetime which of the children is to take the

land, and how the shares of the others are to be paid off',
and the family

property is very rarely divided.
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great an industrial future before it. Since the recent

change in the Prussian law permitting combinations of

workmen, there have been a few strikes, but regular

trade-unions have not yet been organised in this part

of Prussia. Nevertheless the younger employers and

they are probably more en rapport with the spirit of

the times than their seniors, whose ideas on the subject

are based on experience of the past seemed to the

writer, wherever he had opportunities of inquiry on the

subject, strongly impressed with a conviction that the

relations of employer and employed are about to

assume a new phase throughout Germany. It is a

remarkable fact, however and one which proves that

the former state of the law was not by any means the

only cause of the amicable relations between capitalists

and workmen that Mr. Krtipp in business for forty

years, and with not less than 10,000 men for some

years in his employment has never had a dispute

with a workman
;
a fact doubtless ascribable in a great

measure to the admirable institutions and regulations

for the benefit of the workmen, of which an account

will be found in a pamphlet published in Paris, in

18G7, entitled ' Acierie de M. Fried. Krupp, a Essen :

Institutions et Dispositions etablies dans le but d'ame-

liorer la situation morale et physique de scs ouvriers.'

By one of the provisions of the establishment, every

workman becomes entitled, after twenty years' work, to

a retiring annual pension of half his last year's salary,

and after thirty-five years he may retire on full pay.

Such regulations, however, effective as they must be,

do not appear to explain the extraordinary concord
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and order perpetually maintained in this enormou

establishment. From 1,000 to 1,400 men are fre-

quently engaged at one operation, such as casting an

ingot ; they work as one man
;
and the same harmony

and regimental order prevail throughout. It is doubt-

less traceable in part to the military training which

every Prussian receives. But even at coal-mines, where

the same regimental order is not required, and where

the upper miners were English, I was assured that they

preferred to have Germans to work with
;
the prefer-

ence being founded on the superior docility and sobriety

of the Germans. It is curious to find local prejudices

stronger than national ones among English miners in

the Westphalian coal-field. A north-countryman who

works amicably with the Germans, will resent the

intrusion of a Cornishman. '

They are not English-

men, they are Cornishmen,' said an English miner to

me of two poor fellows who had come over on an

unsuccessful expedition for work. On the other hand,

as regards the effect of Prussian military training and

State supervision on the national character, there are

occasions on which the superior individuality of the

Englishman is conspicuous. A very large coal pro-

prietor in the Ruhr Basin, employing many English as

well as Germans, assured me that when an accident

occurs the Englishman will do on the moment the best

thing to be done, while the Germans stand at attention

waiting for orders, probably given to them promptly

by their English comrade. As an individual, the Eng-

lishman Z6-, if I may venture to express such an opinion,

naturally superior to the German. His history down
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to the last fifty years was a much happier one, his

personality was more respected, and, what is no small

matter, he was and still is (leaving out the agricultural

labourer) better fed. Among the Germans at the West-

phalian mines the type of the Englishman appeared to

me by comparison heroic and majestic. Germany has

only had sixty years of emancipation from serfdom,

little more than forty of deliverance from perpetual

war
;
her military training (useful as it would be for a

short period) is beyond measure oppressive when pro-

tracted for three years ; and peasant property has not

yet had time to produce its best results.
' Les Alle-

mands sont trop gouvernes,' says M. Emile de Lave-

leye,
' mais bien gouvernes les Frai^ais trop gouvernes

et mal gouvernes.'

If, however, there are institutions in Prussia which

impair in certain respects the free action of the indivi-

dual man, and the spirit of self-reliance, there are

others which tend eminently to foster self-control,

intelligence, providence, and several of the best essen-

tials of true individuality.* The superior sobriety of

the German is one constant manifestation of self-com-

mand of a self-command which accompanies him

throughout his day's work as well as in his leisure,

* As regards the effect of education upon the capabilities of the work-

man, I have been told by some English employers that an English work-

man who has been engaged about a part of a machine for a year, though

very likely more handy than any of his German comrades, will probably
have no conception of it as a whole, while the Germans have it all in

their heads, and can draw it, so that they arc more ripe for promotion,
or to set up for themselves.
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rendering him much less liable to make careless blun-

ders or to run reckless and useless risks. The infe-

riority of the Englishman, in this respect, arises not

only from the want of intellectual education, but still

more from the absence of that motive for general thrift

and forethought, the prospect of succeeding to, or of

buying, a piece of land and a house, which is the ma-

terial basis of much that* is best in the continental

nations. The workman in the town does not feel him-

self severed from the country, or doomed to remain

a mere day-labourer so long as he can work. It is

characteristic of the difference between England and

Germany that a good means in the latter an estate in

land, a bauer-gut a peasant property in land, while in

England the only goods in popular thought are perish-

able articles.

In the Euhr Basin the wealth of the peasantry has,

like that of the manufacturers and miners, and in a

great measure in consequence of that of the latter,

enormously increased in the last twenty years, and the

so-called bauer is sometimes a man worth above

15,000/. The daughter of one of these men, near

Dortmund, married the other day, and received 20,000

thalers (3,000/.) down as her marriage portion, besides

which she will become entitled to 4,000/. more on her

father's death. In the houses of such wealthy farmers,

the modern furniture, the piano, and the ' female

accomplishments
'

of which Herr Eiehl deplores the

introduction, may be found : though the farming is still

generally rough, and the uncourteous manners of a time
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when the bauer hated the gentleman as an oppressor

survive like the moat round the countiy gentleman's

house.

Among the peasantry, the smaller class of proprietors

here, as in Sauerland and Siegerlaud, are for the most

part dirty and slovenly in their houses and farmyards ;

and an Irish gentleman living amongst them remarked

to me,
'

They seem of the Irish small farmer's opinion,

that,
" where there is muck, there is luck."

'

Cleanli-

ness has no nationality, it is the growth of freedom,

self-respect, and prosperity ; and it will rapidly grow in

Westphalia with the development of its resources, the

ingress of knowledge and change, and the increase of

general wealth. Not long ago the same plough referred

to before as of the age of Arminius was still in use in

the Kuhr Basin, and all the implements of the farm

were of a primitive kind. Now steam threshing-

machines are common, lent or hired from one farm to

another ; though we are often positively assured in

England by writers who seem to affect never to have

been out of it, that peasant properties, small farms, and

machinery are incompatible.

Westphalia, the Euhr Basin in particular, may be

regarded as the type of Germany, of its unhappy early

history, its recent good government and rapid progress,

the vast future before it, and the formidable competi-

tion before England.
' If you would see what Ger-

many is doing,' said M. do Laveleye,
'

go to the Kulir

Basin
;

'

but the chief lesson to be learned regards

what Germany is about to do. What will the Kuhr

Basin be in another twenty years ? All the elements
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of England's earlier industrial superiority, coal, iron,

mechanical power, are, as 'before said, rapidly becoming
the common property of Germany, which brings with

them to the development of its great natural resources,

moral and intellectual advantages due to no national

superiority on the part of the Germans, but to greater

sagacity and foresight on the part of their statesmen.

Of England, moreover, though not of Germany, Herr

Eiehl's maxim is true, that the custom of the peasant

is the sole foundation of present order, the sole safe-

guard against future anarchy. And the peasant is

driven to the town.
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WESTPHALIA AND THE RUIffi BASIN,
18G9-1870.

THE marks of South Westphalian progress, since the

previous year, which met the eye last autumn in the

valley of the Lenne the increase of houses of brick and

stone, of people, carts, public conveyances and private

carriages on the roads, of new faces of a different type

near the stations, of villas and factories by the river-

side made a scene so changed that the first impression

conveyed was that the truer a description of the south

of the province, as it appeared a twelvemonth before,

the farther from truth was it now. Such, however,

was soon seen not to be the case beyond the immediate

vicinity of the great thoroughfare of the new business

and life of the region, the railway. Not far from it

were roads even more lonely and silent than the year

before
; and the very new highway of progress which

had so transformed and augmented the industry of the

valley through which it winds its own course, had ex-

tinguished altogether the simple industries of valleys

adjacent. Eivers formerly determined in a great mea-

sure the economy of the whole district; its metal ma-

nufactures were carried on by the aid of water-power,

and planted themselves in the river valleys ;
the men

congregating there, while the dry valleys were left
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during most of the year to the husbandry of women,
or to nature.

Iron and copper works of a primitive kind, together

with charcoal-burning, gave formerly a considerable

amount of employment in places where they are now

dying out before coal and steam in the distance. In

the valley of the Bigga, a river adjacent to the Lenne,

there was a few years ago a good deal of metal pro-

duction which the Euhr-Sieg Bailway has arrested, but

which a branch line is expected soon to resuscitate on

a grander scale. Even in the Lenne valley itself, al-

though many tall chimneys have risen, though the

steam-cylinder is fast driving out the water-wheel, and

the steam-hammer the old tilt-hammer, the production

of textiles by power has not yet begun ;
and a good

part of the clothing business is done as it was in the

middle ages. The shoemaker still goes round the

farmhouses and the mines in the neighbourhood with

the implements of his trade
;
the owner of the premises

supplying the leather, and the stock of shoes being

made on the spot, as the author has had ocular proof.

The weaver, too, makes his periodical call at the cottage,

and works up the thread which the housewife has spun

from her own flax, dried in the sun the process here

substituted for steeping.

But if the manufacturing side of South Westphalian

industry is far as yet in degree, if not in time, from the

complete revolution that awaits it, the agricultural side

is altogether unaltered. It is not here that M. Emile

de Laveleye can find evidence of the superiority of the

German over the Celt as a cnltivateur d'elite ; unless,
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indeed, for his admirable irrigation and draining,

which are however of no modern date. All along the

Euhr-Sieg line itself, as poor oat crops were seen last

August as one could wish never again to behold in

Ireland. In fact, the only tolerable crop the author

saw, turned out on inquiry to be the produce of seed

imported from Ireland. The snow is seldom off the

ground before the end of February, when all the

labour of the family is needed to put in at once the

more important rye and potatoes, so the oats are sown

too late. The rye itself is not a magnificent success ;

and most of the wheat consumed in the valley is

imported from Hungary. The harvest returns for the

year 1869, recently published by the Prussian Minister

of Agriculture, place Westphalia lowest but one among
the departments for the yield of the principal grain

crops, wheat, rye, barley, and oats
; Schleswig-Holsteiri

coming first, and the other provinces ranking in order

as follows Pomerania, Prussia, Hanover, Rhine Pro-

vince, Brandenburg and Saxony, Silesia, Hesse, Posen,

Westphalia and Hohenzollern. In some of the pro-

vinces, the seasons doubtless in a great measure deter-

mined this order ;
but in the South Westphalian hills,

the sterility of the soil and the system of husbandry

together, must ensure feeble cereal returns. Above

the left bank of the Bigga an isolated plateau of De-

vonian limestone appears like a geological island

surrounded by rocks of Lenne-schiefer ;

* and here

* Under this plateau lies in the Biggathal the smart little town of

Attendorn, overlooked by the ancient schloss of a wealthy nobleman

who never cornea near it, and whose wife, it is said, has never seen it.
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much heavier grain crops were to be seen than any-

where else around, just before the last harvest. But

although the immediate cause of the light harvests of

Sauerland is the general sterility of the soil, it is certain

that Flemish husbandry would produce very different

results. The ultimate cause is that the women have to

do almost all the farm work, including the feeding of

cattle, in addition to the work of the house, which

includes the spinning of thread and the mending of

clothes
; and, considering all they have to do, they do

it surprisingly well.

Besides their ordinary labours in and out of doors,

the women do likewise the extraordinary work of the

place when a sudden emergency arises, such as a fire.

They run to the house and form in double line, one

side handing up buckets of water, while the other side

hands down rescued articles. Even in the town of

Siegen, this is the usual course when a fire takes

place ;
the women supplying the water and removing

property, while the men, save those working the en-

gine, stand by looking on. Fires are of frequent and

destructive occurrence in the villages, from the number

of thatched roofs separated only by small gardens.

Every cottage seems to be insured
;
but if fire insurance

has its economical side, it does not consist in a ten-

dency to diminish the number of fires. Slated roofs

are now increasing under a law prohibiting new thatches

within a certain distance of other houses, and by degrees

the old incendiary will disappear altogether.

In spite of the scanty harvests and the indifferent

husbandry of South Westphalia, it would be a serious

s
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mistake to suppose that its rural economy offers an

argument against a system of property which doubles

the income of the family by the addition it makes to

the earnings of the man at his trade, more than

doubles the happiness of the whole family, notwith-

standing the hard work it throws on the women. It

would be better for the man to give up his trade than

his land. He has indeed to import his wheat from

Hungary, but he is able to pay for it
; and the high

prices of meat, butter, milk, vegetables, and house-

rent, which are such grievous calamities to the English

labourer, are to him sources of profit. Although the

German nation is not one remarkable for attention to

personal appearance, the children in these villages are

all comfortably clothed, and are never seen bare-footed,

as both children and adults too often arc in the plain

of the Khine, where so many families are without a

bauer-gut. In these villages, too, it should be remem-

bered that many of the people are themselves the

children of serfs of sclaven, as the author has heard

them say ;
a term which, though not the correct one,

for their legal status was not that of slavery, shows

how abject their condition really was, and from what

prostration they have risen under their land system to

independence and comfort, in a period during which

the peasantry of a great part of England have socially

and economically sunk.

The rate of wages in Sauerland and Siegerland varies

considerably in different places, and is generally lower

than in the IJuhr Basin. One employer has for several

years, to the author's knowledge, paid 30 per cent.
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more for labour at one mine than at another about

five-and-twenty miles off; the reason being that he

cannot buy out the small proprietors round the mine

where the rate is highest, and many of them, on the

other hand, object to receiving his labourers as lodgers

no bad evidence of the independence of their posi-

tion. Another cause of inequality of wages as com-

pared with the rates at the coal-mines in the Euhr

Basin, lies in the cost of carriage from the iron-mines

in the southern hills to the railway stations, and again

the much higher railway tariff for iron ore than for

coal. Coal comes out of the mine ready for use
; iron

ores on the contrary contain only a variable per-

centage of iron, and are valueless until after a costly

process of smelting. The inferior ores, therefore, which

are necessarily extracted along with the higher qual-

ities, would not repay the present cost of transport to

the place of manufacture, and therefore do not even

repay the cost of extraction. An iron-mine so situated

cannot pay the same rate of wages as a coal-mine in

the .Ruhr Basin, with its own branch line to a railway,

or to an iron factory in connection with it. Whatever

conclusions Eicardo's hypotheses may lead to, the real

economic conditions of production and distribution

have nowhere equalised wages, profits, or rent
; they

have, in fact, in recent times produced new inequalities

through the different rates at which industrial develop-

ment has proceeded in different localities, the different

natural advantages of different localities, and the rise

of such a multitude of special industries and such

continual change in their conditions, that omniscience
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only could estimate their prospects, or enable com-

petition to equalise them. In the case of the iron-

mines of Sauerland and Siegerland, however, the pro-

jected reduction of the railway freight for iron ore and

the construction of good roads to the mines, may raise

wages to the rates at the coal-mines in the Ruhr

Basin ;
but migration to the latter, although some

takes place, does not do so, and cannot, because the

iron-mine cannot afford it, yet is not abandoned.

Admirable maps are published from year to year

showing every mine and railway in the region over

Avhich the clastic name of the Ruhr Basin continues to

stretch, with the extension of mining industry north and

south of the Ruhr. But only a map indicating every

new house and factor}-, and all the new preparations

for building, mining, and manufacture, could give a

representation on paper of the gigantic growth of this

young industrial world since the author described it

but a year ago. Villages grown into towns ; towns

spreading to meet one another ; embryo towns and

villages emerging; the population increasing under

one's eyes with the immigration of workmen from

more distant parts of Prussia, from Bohemia, from

these islands themselves; miners from Cornwall,

Wales, and the north
;
weavers from Lancashire and

Ulster; capitalists coming even from France; every-

thing save that long unworkmanlike pipe which

disgraces the German nation displaying a rapidity of

industrial movement which we are accustomed to asso-

ciate with the pace of America only. The causes of this
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prodigious advance are partly mechanical doubtless ;

cheap and abundant coal and a good system of railways

must soon change the face of any region. And the

industry of this district appears to derive considerable

advantage from the combination in some of the largest

establishments of the business of coal-mining with that

of iron and steel manufacture, contrary as that may

appear to the division of labour. The iron-works are

supplied with coal coming straight from the mine at

very little additional cost, and the coal-mine in turn

has an immediate demand for its produce. The rail-

way again which brings iron ore to the factories from

the Ehine Province and the south of Westphalia carries

back coal and coke and gets a return traffic for the

same waggons. The textile manufactures again of the

Basin have a steady demand from a great mining and
1 o O

iron-factory population around them, as well as from

a considerable rural population deriving great profits

from the large market for agricultural produce.

To the mechanical causes of the rapid progress of

this part of Prussia must be added political, legal, and

moral causes
;

the confidence in peace springing up
with the decline of despotism in France, the education,

intelligence, and sober and orderly character of the

German people, with a land system superior to any
other in its facilities of transfer, and securing (as

happily many others do) a wide distribution of landed

property. Coal-mines and steam locomotion, however

well combined, cannot raise costly factories and build-

ings on ground which entails, obscure titles, and a

tortuous technical and dilatory jurisprudence mark out
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as feudal territory ;
nor will even aii extensive foreign

trade, with its changes and chances, supply the place

of a brisk and increasing home market afforded by a

large, contented, and well-to-do popillation in both

town and country around.

The Prussian land system, resembling the French

and the Belgian in respect of the simplicity and security

by which a transfer is effected a signature in the pre-

sence of a notary, followed by an entry in a local

registry, being all that is requisite is superior to

either the French or Belgian in point of economy ;

the duty being but one per cent., and the notary's fee

a mere trifle. Some idea of the impediment the Eng-
lish system of conveyancing puts in the way of indus-

trial progress may be gathered from the fact that the

capitalist in the Eulir Basin grumbles at having to pay
one per cent, in addition to his purchase-money for an

absolutely safe and marketable title ; and that, after

all, one per cent, is a considerable tax. Suppose a

manufacturer pays 10,000/. for an advantageous site

for a factory, with ground for his workmen's houses

and his own residence, he is not in a better position to

pay 100/. to the Government for having so many other

hundreds to pay to the vendor, and being called on im-

mediately for heavy additional disbursements to com-

plete his operations before he can get any return. In

France, in a similar case, he would have above GOO/, to

pay to the State instead of but IOO/. ; he would, how-

ever, then be as sale as in I'rusMa. In England, sup-

pi iii</ title and settlements to permit of a sale in the

place desired, after searches, opinions, and conveyance,
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and the subsequent outlay of perhaps 100,000/. in his

business, the purchaser may discover that he has in-

vested only in a ruinous law-suit.

The accessibility of landed property to all the other

classes of the community, however, may not appear at

first sight otherwise than disadvantageous to the capi-

talist, who finds them formidable competitors in the

land market, and by no means easily tempted to part

with what land they have got. The author has known

land sold in the Euhr Basin at above 1,200 thalers a

morgen, at an auction at which all the bidders but one

were farmers and labourers. Land here, as elsewhere

in Western Europe, gets more and more into the hands

of the diminutive buyer. The wealth of the peasant

increases
;
the mine and the factory themselves add

largely to his wealth, and render him a more for-

midable rival as a land buyer ; they both make land

better worth buying for cultivation, and enable the

cultivator to lay by more for its purchase. The miners,

too, and the town workmen accumulate savings ;
and

their first investment is usually a plot of ground for a

house. The man borrows the money to build the

house, if his savings are short of that mark ;
and his

wife and children cultivate the garden while he works

at his trade, until he pays off his debt, or lays by for

another investment in land. The easy transfer and

general diffusion of land accordingly raises its price

against the rich buyer in the Euhr Basin, as its close

monopoly on the contrary does in England ;
but in the

former, the capitalist, as well as the workman and the

peasant, lias the benefit of perfect security ;
and he has
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aii additional compensation in the order, sobriety, and

diligence of his workmen on the one hand, the home

market of a prosperous population on the other. It is

not too much to assert that manufactures could not

have made the stride they have done in the last fifteen

years either in Germany or in France without the aid

of their land systems, and the consequently increasing

home market for the productions of the power-loom,

and the industries to which it gives activity in turn.

Now that the war-cloud seems to have dispersed,

the capitalist of the Ruhr Basin sees but one other

cloud in the horizon in the attitude which labour is

beginning to assume, and the power of organisation

over all Germany, of which already it displays no

doubtful indications, although the trade-union is a

very recent growth. That a fundamental change in

the relations between labour and capital throughout

Europe is approaching seems beyond doubt ; but what-

ever the issue, it will not on the Continent be the issue

at the same time of a conflict between an insignificant

number of persons with immense property and an

overwhelming number with none
;
a conflict, it should

be observed, which becomes all the more decisive in

favour of numbers, when the only weapon employed
is Universal Suffrage.
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A VISIT TO LA CEEUSE, 1868.*

IT has often been said of late years that Paris no longer

is France
; that, looking to the show on all sides of

mere imperial splendour and power, the influx of

strangers from all parts of the world, and the obscurity

of the social and intellectual elements of which it once

was the focus, it may be the capital of the empire, the

metropolis of the world
;
but the capital of the French

nation, the centre of national genius and life, the repre-

sentative city, it is not. There is, on the other hand,

however, a sense in which Paris is now France, in a

greater degree than ever before. The town has grown,
while the country has shrunk in the composition of

France, and the town (especially the chief town) is now

made up of elements gathered from the farthest parts

of the country. Instead, therefore, of saying that Paris

is not France, it is better to say that not only France

but Paris itself must now be studied in the remotest

departments, to understand the changes which have

taken place in both under the empire. A true political

picture of the capital, with its new palaces and boule-

vards, and the enormous increase in its numbers,

would exhibit La Creuse in the background, with its

*
Repriuted from ' Fraser's Magazine,' February 1869.
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desert hills, its mean hamlets, and its vanishing peasantry.

The most primitive and isolated of all the departments

the very name of which is not found in Murray or

Brndshaw it has much to tell of the general state of

the great kingdom of which it seems so insignificant a

part, of that transformation of a rural into an urban

population, which is one of the most portentous revolu-

tions of the age, and of the means by which, and the

cost at which the modern splendour of the metropolis

has been created. Those too who care to see what

still remains soundest in France, in the heart of its

people and in the character of its institutions, side by
side with sad proofs of the change which has passed

over both in the last twenty years, will find their

account in a visit to La Creuse. They will find them-

selves, as it were, in a border land between old and

new France, recalling with a new meaning the name

of La Marche, which it bore as a province.* Without

a railway until the other day, ill-provided with roads,

and its narrow valleys blocked up as it were in culs-

de-sac by the peculiar formation of its mountains and

hills, it has remained in many respects unchanged since

the middle age. The Revolution itself passed it by
almost untouched : it is to this day so secluded from

the world that all the inhabitants of a village will turnO

out togaxe at a stranger ; yet its male population is the

Referring to the ancient name of La Marche and the peaceful cha-

racter of its peasantry in all past time, so unusual with liordivcr*, M. de

Laveiyne says, in the brief sketch of La Creuse contained in his ' Kcouo-

mie rurale de la France :'
'

(^uoiqtte rappelant les borders d'Kcosse, on

n'y recueille aucune des traditions belliqueuses qui se rattachent d'or-

dinaire a ces froutieres outre la plaine et la montague qu'on appelle des

marches.'
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most migratory in France ;
the greater part of its grown

men are rather Parisians than peasants of their native

hamlets, spending three-fourths of the year in the

capital of whose newest quarters they are the builders

in the most literal sense and passing only the winter

months in the rural commune, in which official tables

of population enumerate them.

The passenger by the new railway forming the base

of a triangle, of which the apex is Paris, and St. Sulpice

Lauriere on the line to Limoges, and Montlu^on on

that to Vichy, are the other extremities, crosses the

whole breadth of La Creuse between the departments

of La Haute-Vienne and L'Allier
;
but he might perhaps

gather from that cursory view a very erroneous impres-

sion of the character of a region, the barrenest parts of

which are concealed by the cuttings of the line, while

bright chestnut groves and deep woods of oak and

beech seen under a summer or autumn sun give to

much of the landscape a rich and smiling appearance.

Even from the railway, however, glimpses of the real

desolation and wildness may be caught. One may see,

for example, from the carriage a woman tending cattle

or sheep, knitting at the same time a stocking or a

waistcoat, while under her arm is the signal for the

train at once shepherdess, manufacturer, and railway

official. Tracts of land again may be discovered here

and there in a complete state of nature, owned for the

most part by village communities on that primitive

system of common property, of which Maine seems not

to have looked for examples so near the centre of
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western civilisation.* Along the whole line, too, towns

are conspicuous by their absence. Gueret itself, the

capital of the department, is hardly more than a

village to an Englishman's eye, inferior in both archi-

tecture and numbers to not a few English villages :o o

indeed, with the solitary exception of Aubusson, which

has but 6,000 inhabitants, yet is the seat of a manu-

facture of tapestry of ancient celebrity, the ' towns' of

La Creuse are all villages, the '

villages
'

hamlets, often

of no more than four or five cottages. To see however

in a few hours the real nakedness of the land, the mag-
nificent scenery it nevertheless possesses, and an oasis

in the desert deserving on more than one account

particular notice, the traveller would do well to leave

the railway from Paris at St. Sulpice Lauriere (where

it joins the line which traverses La Creuse), and make

an excursion to the village of St. Goussaud, perched on

the summit of a mountain, from which the eye may

sweep far beyond the limits of the department to the

dark Pny-de-Dome frowning over Clermont-Ferrand in

the Auvcrgne.

Looking down on La Creuse itself, the eye ranges

not over one great hollow as a name taken from the

river, which has hollowed a channel through its moun-

tains of granite, might seem to denote but over innu-

merable hollows and heights, with here and there amidst

forests and mountain heath, a grey patch which marks

the thatched roofs of a poor hamlet, and the presence of

human life. Descending from St. Goussaud, a drive of

six or seven miles brings to the foot of the ancient

Ancient Lnw,' chaj). viii. : The Early History of Property.
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castle of Peyrusse, a picturesque ruin, the history of

which (it is almost the only thing in La Creuse with a

history) runs back to the wars of Pepin the Short ; and

which, from a precipitous rock, looks down on a moun-

tain-glen formed by the river Thorion,* with few rivals

for grandeur and beauty in France. The chief interest,

however, of the scene for an Englishman will probably
be found in the fact that it is beheld within the demesne

of the author of the most celebrated works on the rural

economy of both England and France M. Leonce de

Lavergne, who, in a district so unreclaimed that the

wolves are not yet expelled from his woods, and the

wild boar comes from time to time to devour the pro-

duce of his fields, pursues the careers, rarely united, of

a political philosopher, a country gentleman and a

farmer. The purport, indeed, of the ' Eural Economy of

Great Britain and Ireland
'

cannot be fairly understood

without knowing that it is the work on the one hand of

a political philosopher weary alike of revolution and of

despotism, and on the other hand of a landed proprietor

and large farmer, eager to spread the practice of agri-

culture, and of residence on their estates, among the

owners of large estates in his own country. It is in

this spirit that M. de Lavergne has held up before

France the example of English institutions and customs.

Nothing could be more alien from his mind, or from

the general doctrine of his writings, than an intention

to depreciate the French system of peasant property

and small farming of which we find him, only the

oilier day, summing up the results in a review of the

*

Taurion, as it is otherwise spelled.
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Knquete agricole in the 4 Revue des Deux Mondes :

'

4 Tout le monde accepte la petite propriete non-

seulement comme une necessity mais comme un bicnfait.

On recommit qu'elle est favorable et a la production

rurale et a la securite publique.' Similar statements

abound in his numerous works upon agriculture and

land ; and they come with double force from one who,

being himself a large landowner, is surrounded by

peasant proprietors, to whom, circumstanced as they

are, he has hitherto almost in vain set an example of care-

ful and scientific cultivation. Were one looking for

a broad contrast to Flemish husbandry, one would

find it on every side around the demesne of Feyrusse.

Within it nearly every plant, for which the fanning of

Flanders is famous, maybe seen in luxuriant growth

beet-root, turnips, carrots, Jerusalem artichokes, rape,

hops, flax, hemp, besides sarassin, rye, and other cereals,

except wheat, which (as in Flanders) has but small suc-

cess at Feyrusse, on account of the natural poverty of

the soil* The system followed by M. de Lavergne

includes, however, a much greater proportion of pasture

than is practised in Flanders, and the greater part of

his land is under wood, to which a considerable tract

of mountain heath must IK? added to give an idea of

the contrasts of elaborate cultivation and wild scenery

* M. de Lavorjrno seem? to share a common opinion that the soil of

Flanders is naturally rich, judging no doubt from the French portion,
which is so. JJut M. Kmile dc Lavdcyc, speaking of his native soil,

says :

'

1'arnii relies quc 1'homme a miscs en culture, il s'<>n trouve pen
d'aussi inTiites. Le sol tient prc-que toute sa valcur mm dc la nature,

inais du travail de riionnne. (''ot dans crtte rc^inu pen favorise'e que
1'nM tmuvf 1 a jriculi iir'- flamande avcc tons Irs curactrres qui la distin-

guent.' F.i-iituunir rural/- <lr hi Jtdt/ifi/i*, pp. |C .'"7.
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within his own boundaries. The truth is that some of

the crops at Peyrusse are grown only for experiment

and example. The produce of one farm will not raise

up a market; the hops of a single grower will not

create a brewery ;
and the chief produce of the lands

of some of his neighbours is heather and furze, on

which, along with the withered branches of trees and

shrubs, their lean cows have (though they have to do

the work of both horses and cows) to make out a good

part of their winter keep. M. de Lavergne himself,

contending singly with nature, would have little reward

for repelling her entirely from his [precincts. Hills

clothed in purple and gold add much to the picturesque-

ness of the scenery, if they do little for the farm beyond

furnishing the cattle with a part of their litter for

which heather and furze are here put to use. The

chief revenue of a large proprietor in this wild district

must come neither from the produce of his own farm,

nor from that of his tenants, but from the sale of his

trees in the market of Limoges, where wood is the

chief fuel employed in the manufacture of porcelain.

Hence it is that so much of M. de Lavergne's ground
is covered by forests, which, besides yielding a revenue

to himself, afford covert to innumerable foxes, not a

few wolves, and occasional troops of wild boar on

their way to his potato-fields. Foxes, wolves, and wild

boars, one hardly need say, are not preserved for sport

in a country of peasant proprietors ;
but one large owner

cannot exterminate them, and his poor neighbours will

not waste time or powder and shot upon animals not

good for food. They are, in fact, mostly old men and
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women, whose sons and brothers are absent in Paris,

or in some garrison town, arid whose chief sport is

catching fish in their hands in the river which flows

under Peyrusse.

Exploring the byroads around it roads meriting

the execrations bestowed by Arthur Young a hundred

years ago on the roads of his own country one finds

oneself from time to time in one of those rude villages

of which a picture is drawn by M. de Lavergne him-

self in a passage which also describes the distribution

of land in La Creuse. 'Out of a total of 550,000

hectares, 150,000 at most belong to persons above the

peasant class
;

* with estates of 30 hectares on an

average, cultivated by metayers. 300,000 hectares

are owned by a multitude of peasants, with 5 or

hectares to a family ;
the remaining 100,000 hectares

belonging to them in common as village communities.

The villages around which their little estates are

grouped, contain generally ten or twelve houses, with

about fifty inhabitants. Beheld from a distance, these

little republics, half hidden in chestnut and cherry-

trees, have an appearance of brightness and peace which

makes one dream of the golden age. As you approach

the illusion vanishes. Miry and impracticable roads,

thatched roofs so close that one spark sets them all in

a blaze, rooms without air or light, in which all the

beds lie in a heap, the row-house part of the dwelling,

* 'loO on plus appartiennpnt a des bourgeois.' Econ. runile de la

France, .'Jrd ed., p. .'{HO. The word bowgeoi* does not here mean what

we commonly understand by it ; it includes all who are independent of

manual labour f'<>r tlieir livelihood. In this sense, a country gentleman,
like M. de Lavergne, is a
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all the passages covered with manure
;
one can hardly

comprehend how human beings can live in such

hovels ! The rest of the economy is of a piece : the

furniture of the most primitive kind
;
for clothing, the

wool of the flocks, and the hemp the shepherdess has

spun.' Nevertheless these rude dwellings are palaces

compared with the mud cabins of the Irish peasantry ;

they are built of solid stone from the inmates' own

quarry, the chestnut and cherry trees around them are

the cottagers' own ; they are often mantled with clus-

ters of grapes. No rent-day threatens the cow which

shares the roof with distraint, and it is the wool of

her father's own sheep, the hemp of his own land,

of which the shepherdess makes the family clothing.

Here and there, too, the neat farming of a little plot

shows that the example of Peyrusse is not altogether

thrown away, and that civilisation might find its way
into the poorest hamlets of La Creuse, but for a cease-

less drain of its manhood and strength, rendering im-

possible that natural progress of opulence which plants

manufactures and trade round the farm, and expands

by degrees the village into the town. St. Goussaud is

the only village for many miles round Peyrusse in which

a shop catches one's eye a shop for the sale of Go-

vernment tobacco
;

not an inappropriate emblem of

the artificial character of the trade which the depart-

ment is exhausted to maintain. In place of building

towns within their own borders, Paris is the town the

poor peasantry of Creuse are helping to build
;

its

travaux de luxe are constructed by men whose families

are without the means of civilised existence. The

T
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shepherdess seen from the railway was the symbol of

the economic condition of a region whose fields are

untilled for want of strong arms, which has no retail

trade, even of the commonest articles of clothing, and

which is unable to man the railway it has gotten at

last, or even, if the expression may be pardoned, to

woman it adequately. La Creuse is one of sixteen

departments of which the population has decreased

under the empire in every arrondissement
; the

number of its inhabitants is actually less at this

moment than it was before the Revolution, even accord-

ing to the official enumeration, which is far from show-

ing the real depopulation, since, as before stated, the

greater part of the grown men are absent most part of

the year. Describing in 185G the effects of the public

expenditure upon building in Paris, added to the

blood-drain of the army, M. de Lavergne declared

from personal knowledge, 'La Creuse and the adjoin-

ing department of La Limousin, from which the masons

arc brought, have scarcely any able-bodied men.

Cultivation is literally suspended.' In that year the

number of masons brought from La Creuse alone was

estimated at 50,000, out of a total population of

279,000 of all ages and sexes : in 18(JG, the total had

decreased to 274,000 ;
it is now further reduced, and

a doubled conscription threatens to consummate the

depopulation of the department.*

* When M. de Laverjnie, in oil
'

Ks.-ay on Peace,' published in l^V),

Muvasticully remarked, that '
if it be :i line thin" 1

to have oOO.OOO men
under arms, it would be a much liner thinjr to have a million.' he pro-

bsibly did not foresee that it would come to by thought so. The Km-
p Tor himself probably did foresee it. since his pub!i.-h> d works show
that he meditated it loiir before the Kmii/o.
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The levy of 100,000 fresh conscripts a-year falls of

necessity chiefly on the rural population, because the

peasants are too poor to purchase exemption. Three-

quarters of the men who have died in the service in

the last twenty years, three-quarters of the men still

under the colours, M. de Lavergne affirms, have come

from the country, adding that '

peasant property is the

chief sufferer, for a poor cultivator whose son is taken

from him is ruined.' Accordingly the decline of the

rural population of France is ascribed by M. de La-

vergne chiefly to the military drain :

' Par Ik s'explique

la plus grande partie du vide, 1'emigration ne vient

qu'apres.'
* But La Creuse suffers under imperial rule

more than most other departments, for while it must

contribute its full quota to the military contingent, it

loses a yet larger part of its best strength by emigra-

tion to the capital. There are, indeed, people in

France who, following English precedent, explain all

the movements of labour by demand and supply, the

tendency of wages to an equality, &c., and who are

ready to argue that the peasantry follow their own

interests in going to the towns, and that it must there-

fore be the best thing for the country. There is, they

urge, a demand for builders in Paris, and a supply of

poor labourers well fitted for building in La Creuse,

where there is no demand for their labour
; wages are

much higher in the capital than in remote parts of the

country ; emigration is the process by which they are

raised in the latter to the metropolitan level. But the

truth is that the old formula of demand and supply

*
'L'Enquete agricole.' Rev. flcs Dett.r Mondex, Nov. 15, p. 409.

T 2
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never explains anything : it merely states over again in

vague general terms the facts it is put forward to ex-

plain. Why is there so great a demand for building

in Paris ? Why none in La Creuse ? Why are wages
so much lower in the latter than in the former ? How
can the emigration of labourers create capital and

profitable employment behind them? On each side

of La Creuse lie flourishing industrial cities on its

eastern border Montlu9on, the entrepot of a great coal

basin ; on its western border Limoges,
' the potteries

'

of France ; yet no emigration takes place to either, nor

does the one solitary seat of manufacture in La Creuse

itself, Aubusson, obtain any increase of population

from the country around it. In political constitution

and in system of government lies the real explanation

of many economic phenomena both in England and

France, which political economy, treated as 'a de-

ductive science,' can never explain.
'
It starts,' we are told, from the principle that

every man knows his own interest best, and if let

alone will pursue it, and it follows that principle out

into all its ramifications.' * But what is the interest of

an Imperial Government ? Does an emperor always

know his own interest best? And if he follows it into

all its ramifications, how are the interests of the country

he governs likely to be affected? One-third of the

whole expenditure of the State, it has been computed,
takes place in Paris; another third in other large

towns; but one-third, therefore, is left for all the rest

of the country, from which the whole is mainly derived.

* '

Spectator,' Oct. 10, 1*68.
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Comparing the relative public burdens of country and

town, M. de Lavergne finds that the former bears three-

fourths of the taxation furnishes three-fourths of the

troops and gets one-third of the expenditure ; and,

dividing, again, the country into two regions, it is

found that the half in which La Creuse is situated has

only one-third of the railways and roads. Again, in

one year, of which we have the official statistics, the

public expenditure in Paris is set down at upwards of

31,000,000/., in La Creuse at 150,000/. Not a regi-

ment is stationed at La Creuse, while its scanty re-

sources and labour are heavily taxed to garrison Paris,

as well as to build its new streets. Then how can the

emigration of their own sons and brothers, to build

those new streets, enable the peasantry of La Creuse to

compete in the labour market with an Imperial em-

ployer, who has unlimited command over funds to

which they are themselves compelled to contribute ?

Or, how is the capital of the manufacturer in Aubusson

increased by the outlay by M. Haussmanu and Marshal

Kiel of millions in Paris ? On the contrary, the expen-

diture in the metropolis of funds collected by loans and

taxation from all parts of the country, has prevented

the construction of railways, roads, and other much-

required public works, in remote parts of the country,

which would have led to the influx of improvements and

capital, and a rise in the prices of produce, by which

the demand for labour and the rate of wages would

have been raised in La Creuse. As it is, looking to

historical evidence of the condition, in former centuries,

of the whole central region, of which La Creuse is now
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by far the poorest part, M. de Lavcrgne docs not hesitate

to pronounce that it would have been better for the

whole centre had the rest of France disappeared in a

cataclysm. The inhabitant of Paris eats, on the average,

ten times as much meat as an inhabitant of La Creuse

or La Correze, and much better meat. The Parisian

eats the best wheaten bread, and drinks wine every day,

whilst both are almost unknown to the peasant of La

Creuse. In the reign of Francis I., on the contrary,

the comparative condition of the central provinces (of

which La Creuse appears to have been the happiest)

was thus described by a writer whose report M. de

Lavcrgne fully accepts :

' Les provinces interieures

ont les mceurs plus douces que les autres. Elles se

nourrissent aussi beaucoup mieux. C'est du bceuf, du

mouton, beaucoup de pore frais ou sale, du gibier, de

la volaille, des fruits, toutes choses que le pays produit

en abondance.' *

It is sometimes contended, however, that the insti-

tution which causes the vast emigration of the French

peasantry to the towns, from impoverished departments

like La Creuse, is peasant proprietorship. How, it has

been asked, is the owner of a few acres to make it

worth a labourer's while to remain in his employment?
Those who so argue forget that the number of small

properties not only places an equal number of men in a

much happier position than they could occupy as

labourers for hire, f and makes a better provision than

* ' IVonomie rurale do la Franco,' p. -10(>.

f In tin- concluding part of his work on the rural economy of Franco,

summing up its poneral results, M. do Laverjrne says of the small pro-

perties
' I'eux millions possedent on inovonno hectares. Ceux-hi
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a workhouse for their old age, but removes so many

competitors from the labour market, and really raises

wages instead of depressing them. But for small pro-

perties, all the present proprietors would be added to

the number of men in want of employment ; all, instead

of half, of the men of La Creuse would be driven to

emigrate. So far as landed property is concerned, it is

its non-division not its subdivision which impover-

ishes La Creuse
;
and the non-division is owing to the

neglect of a government otherwise occupied than in

promoting improvements in remote parts of the country,

which add no immediate eclat or visible strength to an

empire. Eeference has been made to the quantity of

land in La Creuse belonging in common to the villages.
' I do not hesitate to say,' M. About pronounces,

' that

almost all the valueless land in France belongs to im-

personal beings the State, the communes, or the

charitable institutions If a number of

villagers own twenty acres in common, you may pre-

dict that the ground will be neither drained, manured,

nor cultivated. Every one will take all he can out of

it
;
no one will spend a sou of capital, or a quarter of

an hour's labour on it. Sell the village common to

yonder poor shepherd with a dozen sheep, and those

twenty acres will soon produce 500 hectolitres of

corn.'
*

The common lands of La Creuse are, in fact, never

jouissent d'une aisance veritable. Leurs biens se divisent par des heri-

tages, maisbeaucoup d'entre eux ne cessent d'aeheter, et en fin de compte,
ils tendent plus a s'elever qu'a descendre dans 1'echelle de la richesse.'

* ' Le Progress' pp. 188-9.
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cultivated, unless in seasons of unusual scarcity ;
and

the ground is manured neither before nor after the

crops which are then snatched for the common use of

the village. It was explained to the present writer

that the chief cause of the sensation produced by his

own appearance in the villages of La Creuse, was the

village common. Not conceiving the idea of a tra-

veller for pleasure or information, the only reason that

could be conjectured for his visit was a desire to buy
land. But the buyer of a villager's separate estate

would take along with it a share in the common land
;

and for one cow or one sheep that his predecessor fed

on the common, might feed four, becoming thereby the

common enemy of the village. Hence the acquisition

of additional stock, and the entrance of new capital,

are alike viewed with disfavour.

It is not too much to say that every neglect, as

well as every act, of the Imperial Government which

diminishes the peasantry of La Creuse, and the

capacity of its soil to support an increase of

numbers, is a public calamity to France, and even

to Europe. From time immemorial it has been a

region in which crime has been almost unknown,*

and the gentle yet manly virtues of the race

are visible in their features and form peacefulness,

affection, courtesy, sobriety, honesty, with manly in-

dependence and physical vigour. It is this rare which

Imperial policy is fast eradicating from its native soil,

and transforming into a crowd of restless roving town

In his crime charts (ls>3), M. Uuerry says of La Crease 'On a

('m pl
;

chnque auiu'o d'apre^ la moypune un arcuw'1

pour utU'iitats contro
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operatives and dissolute garrison soldiers. The de-

population of La Creuse is but a striking example of

the gradual extinction throughout France of Jacques

Bonhoinme, who was all that the name imported. The

rural population of France is now scarcely greater than

it was at the beginning of the century, while the urban

population has increased from six millions to sixteen,

and of the numbers enumerated as belonging to the

country, no small part now consists of an element

infected with the vices of the camp and the city. Not

only all France, but all Europe has reason to join in

the eloquent invocation in which M. de Lavergne

implores those who direct the destinies of France to

leave to it Jacques Bonhomme.
' Dans toutes nos grandes crises historiques, le paysan

fran9ais, si bien personnine par Jacques Bonhomme, a

toujours fini par nous tirer de 1'afiaire. Eemontez aux

croisades, aux guerres feodales, aux guerres centre les

Anglais, aux guerres de religion, aux guerres d'ltalie,

aux guerres de Louis XIV, aux guerres de la Eevolu-

tion et de 1'Empire : c'est Jacques Bonhomme qui

repare sans cesse le mal fait par d'autres. C'est encore

Jacques Bonhoinme qui a supporte tout le poids de

la derniere revolution et de la derniere guerre, c'est lui

qui a heroiquement subi sans se plaindre 1'epreuve

douloureuse de la disette ; c'est lui qui ne se lasse pas

de fouiller le sol natal " avec line opiniatrete invincible,"

comme dit La Bruyere, et qui en tirera certainement

de nouveaux fruits. II ignore les jouissances du luxe,

les personnes sur 37,000 habitants. C'est environ quinze fois moins que
dans la Corse !

' Mahon's History of England, chap. xlvi.
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les gains du jeu, les ambitions fieVreuses, et possede

encore les males vertus et les instincts productifs de ses

peres. Laissez-le faire ;
il vous rendra bien vite, sans

faste et sans bruit, sinon ce que vous avez perdu, du

moins ce que peuvent creer des richesses nouvelles, le

travail et 1'economie. Si les autres classes de la

societu francaise, riches, bourgeois, artisans de villes,

valaient pour leurs roles ce que Jacques Bonliomme

vaut pour le sien, ce n'est pas 1'Angleterre, c'est la

France qui serait depuis longtemps le premier peuple

de 1'univers.'*

* ' L'Agriculture et la Population.' Par M. L. de Lavergue. Second

Edition, 18C6, pp. 343-4.
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A SECOND VISIT TO LA CKEUSE.

THE author has elsewhere remarked that the land

system of France cannot be estimated fairly without

reference to the political conditions under which it

has been tried. And of all the departments of France,

La Creuse presents the most striking example of their

influence. An extreme instance, it is true, it is never-

theless a typical one of the obstacles which the policy

of the last eighteen years has opposed to the tendencies

of the age to carry rapid improvement into the most

backward rural localities ; while it illustrates also the

effects of earlier misgovernment. The cardinal doctrine

of the first authority on French rural economy in the

lectures, of which the suppression of his Chair in 1852

prevented the oral delivery, is that the town is the

most powerful agent in improving the country.* He
has lived to see the influence of the town pass like a

pestilence over his own department, depopulating its

villages, and leaving its fields to relapse into waste.

The number of men and boys migrating annually

* ' Rural Economy of England, Ireland, and Scotland.' Translated by
a Scotch Farmer, pp. 167-8. The gentle allusion in the Preface to this

work to the suppression of his chair is as characteristic of an author

remarkable for amiability as for extraordinary capacity and knowledge,
as the act itself was characteristic of the principles and tendencies of

despotic government.
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to the capital and other large towns for the greater

part of the year has been generally computed in the

department itself at about one-fifth of the entire

population ;
and even official reports refer this enormous

migration to the extravagant expenditure on building

in Paris and other great cities by the Government, and

the municipal authorities carrying out Government

policy.

The first transformation of the simple peasant of La

Marche the old province with which La Creuse is

nearly coextensive into a builder of palaces is not

indeed to be laid to the charge of the present empire ;

and the report of the '

Enquete agricole
'

in the few

tardy pages which, out of many thousands in its

numerous volumes, have been devoted to La Creuse,

alludes not without truth to an '

emigration seculaire

et traditionnelle ;

'

though it does not refrain from

adding that ' the current which carries its population

to the towns has now assumed an alarming intensity.'

The movement began, however, more than two

centuries ago with the architectural splendour of an

earlier despotism at Versailles. In a still earlier age

the peasantry of France were accustomed to gather into

the nearest towns for security from pillage ;
and the

invasions of the English in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, followed by civil war in the sixteenth and

seventeenth, caused a continuous aggregation round

local centres. But that was local concentration, not

emigration, and the last half of the reign of Henry IV,
' the only king France ever loved,' afforded an interval

of tranquillity and prosperity to the country which was
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followed at once by diminished crowding to the towns,

and the growth of numerous villages. Brief was that

period of sunshine for the peasant. On him fell the

burden alike of the pomp and luxury of despotism, of

its wars of stupid ambition, of its blunders in legis-

lation, administration, and finance, and of its drain

of all the wealth of the country to the capital. The

immigration of the noble and even the middle class

consequent on its policy of centralisation was of necessity

followed by an immigration of labourers and mendicants

seeking subsistence. The servile obligations which

bound them to the soil, the difficulties of the road, the

obstacles to employment created by trade guilds and

regulations of industry, the prohibitory edicts of the

kings alarmed at the growth of Paris, without per-

ceiving either its causes or its real danger their own

miserable poverty, and their physical and mental

prostration from hunger and suffering, forbade the less

energetic of the peasantry to wander from their villages

and huts, but the more vigorous and enterprising

forced their way to the cities.
' Ceux qui resistent,'

wrote Quesnay of the effects of the sufferings and

insufficient food of the country population,
'

qui con-

servent la sante, et acquierent des forces, qui ont

de 1'intelligence, se delivrent de cet etat malheureux

en se repandant dans les villes. Les plus debiles, les

plus ineptes, restent dans les campagnes, oil ils sont

aussi inutiles a 1'Etat qu'a charge a eux-memes.' The

poorest by nature and the most isolated of all the

provinces was La Marche, but its pure air and water

and their own simple virtues gave its inhabitants hardy
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frames, and fitted them for labours requiring both

strength and dexterity. After the building of Versailles

they continued accordingly to furnish Paris with its

chief supply of masons and bricklayers, and a genius

for building became hereditary in the men of La

Marche or La Creuse.* Between 1815 and 1848, the

average number of emigrants using the word in the

French sense was computed at little short of 25,000.

But in place of doubling that number, the last twenty

years ought to have greatly diminished it by opening

up the resources of the department ; by enlarging

local employment and raising wages ; by lowering the

cost of cultivation, while adding to the value of its

fruits
;
and cheapening imports to the consumer, while

enhancing the prices of exports for the producer.

It is nowhere disputed that there have been causes

which have caused an immigration from many rural

districts in France into the large towns. New manu-

factures and increasing trade have offered employment,
and new facilities for migration have given easier

access. But this natural immigration was in itself a

suflicicnt reason for not adding an artificial one. The

Creuse peasant moreover, has never taken to manu-

factures or trade
;
he loved at .nil times his village

better than the city, as his annual return to it for the

winter, and his final return for the rest of his life, gave

proof; and he was too robust a foot-traveller to dwell

on the difficulty or the ease of the journey. Sheer

* The immiprrants from La Marche were confounded in Paris with

those from Limousin; and the Creiisois maron is still traditionally called

a Limousin in the capital.
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poverty, caused by the sterility of his native soil and

its remoteness from markets, forced him to seek a

harvest from brick and stone in the city which he

could not reap from his own fields, as poverty forced

the Irish peasant to reap his harvest in England and

Scotland. The main object of the migration of the

Creusois was moreover to accumulate enough to spend

his last years in a cottage, and with a small farm of

his own. ' These village youths,' says M. de Lavergne,
'
all sought to become proprietors like their fathers,

and the money obtained by the migration went en-

tirely in the purchase of land. The last residue of the

large domains was thus more and more cut into shreds.'

He adds, it is true, that the small estate of the peasant

was itself frequently subdivided by succession
; legal

expenses and mortgages too often swallowed up the

best part of its scanty produce ;
and after all their

efforts, not a few saw the land so dearly acquired

escape at the last from their hands.* But all these

evils would have rapidly disappeared before an im-

provement in cultivation and a rise in the price of its

produce ;
for it is observed throughout France that

the subdivision of peasant properties among children

by succession diminishes instead of increasing as the

owners themselves increase in prosperity. To this

circumstance in part, it may not be amiss to observe,

is to be attributed some apparent inconsistency in the

remarks of M. de Lavergne on the amount of sub-

division. When his ' Economic rurale de la France '

was written, commerce was less active, agricultural
* ' Economie rurale de la France.'
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prices were lower, the peasantry were less wealthy,

and subdivision among children was commoner than

it is now. Another cause is that the partition of the

separate parcels of a small property, which a mis-

chievous reading of the Code brings about, does more

harm in some places than in others ; and M. de

Lavergne described things as they came under his eye

through the country. In La Creuse the increase of

rural wealth from its own resources in the last fifteen

years ought to have removed almost all temptation

to leave it. The very railways one of whose chief

sources of profit is the migration, and from whose

books in a great measure the estimate has been formed

that in more than one year the number of emigrants

has exceeded fifty thousand ought themselves to have

arrested the movement. Writing before La Creuse

had a railway across it (and it would have had one

much sooner but for less useful constructions else-

where), M. de Lavergne said of the line from Paris to

Limoges, which passes its western frontier :

' The

general economy of the department formerly rested on

the sums brought back by emigrants. Xow we hear

of industrial enterprises, of public works to be con-

structed on the spot, and of agricultural improvements

to be undertaken. A fortunate circumstance comes at

the moment to favour these new tendencies. The

Creuse has no railway through it as yet, but the line,

from Paris to Limoges touches it at one extremity.

The opening of this line has lowered the price of lime

50 per cent., at the same time that it opens new

facilities for the transport of cattle to the metropolis.'
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Lime is the chief ameliorator of the granitic soil of the

Creuse, and it is only one of many means of improved

husbandry which the railways bring at much dimin-

ished cost. At the same time the farmer now gets a

great addition to his profits in the price of his produce.

The price of meat in the towns of the department has

doubled in ten years ; eggs are now selling at 1 franc

30 centimes the dozen at Aubusson, where residents

remember the dozen as costing only the 30 centimes.*

The Abbe P. Labrune, Archipretre d'Aubusson, pub-

lished last year a work on the migration from his

department, which establishes by many striking facts

the gain which might accrue to it from employing

productively at home the labour which is unproduc-

tively lavished on Paris. At the gate of his own town,

Aubusson, he points to some land the produce of

which, fifteen years since, fetched but 60/., while in

1869 it fetched 600/. At Evaux, a much less con-

siderable place, and farther from railway communi-

cation, Count de Montignac has now an income of

1,000/. a-year from an estate which twenty years ago

brought him only 120^. In another instance, the value

of the annual produce of land has risen from 36/. to

above 36 01. The Abbe argues from these and many
more examples that the emigrants, almost all of whom
are either small landowners, or their sons, could have

earned more by their own farms and employment
within the department than they have done in Paris.

-j*

* This is stated on information from the spot in the present month,
February 1870.

t The Abbe" in his calculations of the relative wages in Paris and La
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And while the Creuse peasant can sell almost every-

thing he raises at greatly advanced prices as compared
with former years, he can buy many things imple-

ments of husbandry, articles of clothing, tea, sugar,

and holiday wine, considerably cheaper than formerly.

Instead, therefore, of the peasant having been drawn

to the town, the town should have come to him
; the

streets of Paris, instead of luring him from his fields,

ought to have been supplied with a part of their

produce, and towns should have grown round him

and rewarded his labours with a liberal home market.

Yet Gueret, the capital, remains a mean country vil-

lage, with a few large public buildings in the middle,

and immediately surrounded by hills producing no-

thing richer than heather. Agricultural statistics show

that La Creuse ranks far below even the most desert

department of Brittany, both in the total value of its

crops, and in the yield per hectare. But it ranks

second among the departments for its number of sheep,

and at the head of all for cattle and sheep together ;

an economic condition which, taken in connection

with the absence of towns and manufactures, the small

area under crops, and the emigration of the best

strength of the population, affords a not uninstructive

parallel to the condition of Ireland. Not the less is it

so, that there is a broad contrast in the causes
;
for it

Creuse puts the rato in the latter at two francs n clay. Tin- '

Agricultural

Statistics' for 1^01-2, published in l^GH, put it at 1 franc 72 centimes.

The present author, when in the department a few months ajyo, found

dilii-ient rates in diil'erent localities, and even within the same com-

mune.

See on the "rout disparities of wapes in France,
' Etudes sur la Mon-

naie.' Par Victor Honnet, 1*70. pp. (>3-4.
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is not its land system which has depopulated La Creuse,

and arrested both cultivation and trade. On the con-

trary, M. de Lavergne can say :
' Sans le lien de la

propriete qui les retient, ils seraient tous partis.'

The Abbe P. Labrune earnestly warns the Govern-

ment of the peril to itselffrom the sentiments prevalent

among the army of workmen it has assembled in Paris.

Immigrant workmen, he observes, have been mixed up
with every revolution in Paris for a century. Among
examples of the change which is taking place in the

character and sentiments of the emigrants from the

Creuse, he refers to one young man who, before going

to Paris, was one of the most inoffensive in the com-

mune. Now his language is : 'II n'est besoin ni

d'empereur, ni de rois, ni de juges, ni d'armees, ni de

notaires, ni de pretres, ni de ces gens qui ne font

que gener la liberte. Les proprietaires sont de grands

voleurs, dignes de la corde
;
le moment est venu oil on

leur rendra justice.' The articles of this new creed

may possibly not be all so very unsound as the worthy
Abbe may think

; although it is not one which pro-

motes the stability of an Imperial Government. Un-

fortunately it confounds things.

M. Elie de Beaumont cites with approval in the

Introduction to his work on the '

Geological Map of

France,' a dictum of the great naturalist, Cuvier, re-

specting the influence of geological conditions on the

life and thought of man, and the impossibility of the

inhabitant of a region of barren granite, like La Creuse,

becoming similar in habits and ideas to the occupant of

a fertile limestone soil :

' Nos departemens granitiques

u 2
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produisent sur tous les usages de la vie humaine

d'autres effets que les calcaires
;
on ne se logera, on ne

se nourrira, le pcuplc, on peut le dire, ne pensera

jamais en Limousin on en Basse-Bretagne, comme en

Champagne on en Normandie.' The 7'aihvay which

carries lime at a reduction of 50 per cent, ought in

reality to have assimilated the physical conditions of

life in La Creuse in no inconsiderable measure to those

of fertile Normandy. Instead, however, of coming to

live and think like a prosperous Norman peasant pro-

prietor, who is least of all things desirous of hanging
all the owners of property, the Creuse peasant is

coming to think, like some hundred thousand other

workmen in Paris, that he would be a good deal better

off himself if they were all attached to the cord. Even

in Normandy itself, the labourer who has worked in

Paris has some subversive ideas. Not long ago one

such, seated in a diligence, and apparently well to do,

found serious fault with the author for having hands

less horny than his own, and intimated that such a

state of things was too intolerable to continue.

However, the attractions to Paris are less than they

were, through a cessation of public buildings; and it is

estimated that about 4,500 fewer emigrants left La

Creuse in the year which lias just closed. The author

himself during a visit to the department last autumn

was struck by an appearance of more men in the fields,

and an increased breadth of cultivation ;
and subsequent

inquiry satisfies him that such was the case in locali-

ties which did not conic under his eye. As the Ger-

man pi'i-:int calls his little possession Umda6rtt, so the
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French peasant calls his own a lien
; and it is a good,

not only to the peasant himself, but to a Government

which has done little to deserve it. The land system

of France alone saves the Government from an immi-

gration into the capital equal to that which the land

system of England produces in London, and much more

rapid in its political consequences.
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THE PEASANTRY AND FARMS OF BELGIUM,
1867.*

BELGIUM, the ' old cock-pit of Europe,' as it was called,

has lately become the chief battle-ground of a con-

troversy in which, though never likely to be fought in

blood, and assuming the peaceful guise of an economic

discussion, some think they see the beginning of a

revolution that will leave behind it few traces of the

order of things the quarter of a century of battles that

closed at Waterloo was inaugurated to maintain. Preg-

nant or not with so great a future, the controversy, in

connection with which the rural economy of Belgium
is constantly appealed to, concerning the respective

effects of large estates and large farms on the one

hand, and peasant properties and la petite culture upon
the other, is one on many accounts deserving the atten-

tion of both the politician and the theoretical econo-

mist. As to the latter, the very existence of political

economy, as an accepted branch of philosophy, is at

stake, if we are to believe a writer justly commanding
no little attention in the world of political letters, who

a Ifirms that the professors of what claims to be a dis-

tinct branch of science are in irreconcilable conflict

*
Hi-printed from '

l-'rascr's Magazine,' December 1807.
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about its first principles and most general laws, citing

among other examples the questions
' Are small farms

or large farms best ?
' ' Does the peasant proprietor

thrive?'*

That some fundamental economic doctrines are

collaterally involved in the questions thus somewhat

ambiguously expressed will not, we imagine, be dis-

puted ;
but we venture to add, that an economist can

no more be expected to decide the questions them-

selves from the first principles of political economy, or

the general laws of production, than a mathematician

to say, from the first principles of mechanics and the

general laws of motion, whether large or small ships of

war are best for naval engagements or whether rifleso o

or cannons will decide the fate of battles in future. To

borrow a phrase from Mr. Mill, with which his eco-

nomic readers are familiar, what the writer referred to

calls first principles are in truth last principles. And

political economy, like all other branches of science,

* *

Economists, it is believed, have worked out a system of general

truths, which any shrewd man of business can readily apply. We are

very proud of our great writers who have created this science

But when we come to study the science, we certainly do not find this

agreement among its professors. There are hardly ten generalisations

on which the writers are at one, and that not on the details but on tho

first principles, not on intricate points of practice but on the general
laws of production. Who is right about currency ? What are the laws

of population ? Are small farms or large farms best ? Does the pea-
sant proprietor thrive? Let us suppose these questions asked from a

body of economists, and we should have them at cross purposes in a

moment. Indeed we find ourselves not in a science properly so called

at all, but a collection of warm controversies on social questions. What
would be the state of medicine, if physiologists were hotly disputing on

the circulation of the blood ?
' ' The Limits of Political Economy.' By

F. Harrison. Fortnightly Review.
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especially those which are of recent birth, is a pro-

gressive investigation, not a completed one. It might

take for its motto Bacon's ' Prudcns interrogatio dinri-

dium scientia3
;

'

and its weakness, where it is weak, is

the weakness, not of decrepitude, but of youth, and

proves only that it has a wide field and future before

it. To answer inquiries such as their critic proposes,

economists, in addition to carrying the first pages of

their text-books in mind, ought to question the plains

of Flanders, and the niotintain-sides and valleys of

Switzerland and Lombardy ; indeed, the rural economy
of every country they can visit besides their own.

They ought, moreover, to regard such inquiries as most

useful, because they add the book of nature to their

studies
;
for every branch of human science, to what-

ever the stature it has grown, gathers, Antasus-like,

fresh vigour from falling back on earth, from which

Newton himself learned the movements of the heavens.

In immediate connection with the very controversy

just mentioned, a late distinguished astronomer not

long ago illustrated the importance of terrestrial obser-

vation by replying to persons who argue that a system

of husbandry which prospers in Flanders might prosper

in Ireland :

' There is no analogy between small farm-

ing in Belgium and in Ireland. A visit to Belgium

would at once have dispelled the illusion. In Belgium

there is a fine climate for the growth of cereals ; the soil

is usually a sandy loam, producing the finest wheat

crops. The country is rich in minerals. Iron is raised

in immense quantities, and applied to every useful

purpose; there is a great manufacture of artillery and
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siuall-arins. More coal is raised than in all France,"

manufactures abound, there is industry in every shape.

What a contrast to Ireland, where wheat may be said

to grow almost by sufferance in average, and to fail

altogether in bad seasons.'*

We join in the noble astronomer's recommendation

of a visit to Belgium, if only for the purpose of dis-

pelling an illusion betrayed in this very passage : one

shared by not a few persons remarkably well informed

on other subjects ;
and arising apparently from thinking

of Belgium at a distance in the lump, mixing up the

agriculture of the Flemings with the manufactures of

the Walloons, the soil of Hainaut and of the south of

Brabant with the farms of Flanders, and the sandy

regions traversed by the Scheldt and Lys with the

iron and coal in the valleys of the Meuse, the Sambre,

and the Trouille. The truth is, that Belgium is far

indeed from being one uniform whole ; least of all is it

such a whole as described in the passage just quoted.

It is, on the contrary, a country remarkable for broad

contrasts. The visitor finds two races, speaking diffe-

rent tongues, intermingling but little, jealous of each

other, and, as a general rule, inhabiting different halves

of the kingdom : of these races, one, occupying the

northern half, famous now for its husbandry alone,

though once as famous for pre-eminence in manufac-

tures
;
the other, backward for the most part, by com-

parison in agriculture, but holding a foremost position

in manufactures which is of modern date. He sees

* ' The Relation of Landlord and Tenant in Ireland and other parts

of the United Kingdom.' By the Earl of Rosse. Murray, 1867.
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regions adapted to different products, and agriculture

in every stage of its progress, from the first to the

latest
; and what strikes him more, he sees the most

perfect and the most productive cultivation where the

soil is most sterile by nature, and where there is no

mineral wealth whatever to create for the farmer great

industrial markets ; while, on the contrary, agriculture

is found backward, not in rude regions alone, still

haunted by wolf, wild boar, and deer, but within easy

reach of rich and busy mines and a flourishing manu-

facturing industry.

We say agriculture is seen in all its stages in

Belgium. M. de Laveleye describes them as four : in

the first of which half of the arable land always lies

fallow ;
in the second the fallow comes only every

third year ;
in the third fallow is superseded altogether

by a constant rotation of crops ; finally comes the

practice followed in Flanders, according to which the

ground not only is never let rest, but gives two crops

in the year. Of these four methods the first is still

commonly practised in the Belgian province of Luxem-

bourg. Not many weeks ago we saw the smoke ascend

from burning patches here and there upon the Ar-

demie hills, of the wild mountain vegetation of ten or

fifteen years, preparatory to two or three successive

cereal crops, after which the ground is left again to

nature for a decennial interval or more. This is the

ancient practice which, in M. de Laveleye's picture of

the rural economy of Ardenne, gets the mime of

essartage* and which in France is called ecobuage.
* ' Kconomit; ruralr de la Belgiquc,' 2inc ed. pp. 2CX5-8. The region

called Ardeime iu M. do Laveleye's pu^re.s occupies about three-fourths
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But earlier stages of the natural march of industrial

progress, as Adam Smith has classified them, meet the

eye in Ardenne. The first of all is, as he says, the

hunting and fishing stage, after which comes pastoral

life, agriculture next, and, lastly, manufactures and

the varied industry of towns. Of these, the pasture of

cattle in the rudest fashion is the chief pursuit of man
in Ardenne, and the poor animals are half starved in

winter. But a great part of this wild country may in

fact be said to remain still in the hunting and fishing

stage, for not only do fish and flying game abound,

but the forests are alive with deer and boar, and the

wolf still holds his own. Macaulay tells that the last

wild boars in England, preserved for royal sport,

were slaughtered by exasperated rustics during the

civil wars. Close to the very line of railway from Spa
to Luxembourg, the country-side was up in wrath

before our eyes, last August, to hunt the boar. And
even in the adjoining region of Entre-Sambre-et-Meuse,

traversed by several railways, and not remote from

swarming hives of human industry, exceeding bitter

cries came from the peasantry to the Government to

defend them from troops of invading sangliers. A
Belgian journal published the following piteous appeal :

' On ecrit de Gochenee (Florennes) :

" Nos en-

virons sont infestcs de sangliers qui causent aux

agriculteurs des dommages incessants et irreparables.

II faut etre sur les lieux pour apprecier 1'etendue

et rimportance des ravages. C'est depuis sept ans

environ que ces animaux sauvages ont fait leur ap-

of Belgian Luxembourg, with part of the province of Liege, south of

Spa.
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parition en masse chez nous. Us parcourent en bancles

les forets voisines de la commune, oil ils trouvent un

abri assure, apres les depredations nocturnes.

'"Depuis la plantation jusqu'a la recolte, ccs betes

fauves ne cesseut de faire la guerre aux champs de

pommes de terre. C'est la nuit qu'elles choisissent

pour exercer leurs rapines. Le sanglier voyage volon-

tiers par bandes. Aujourd'hui, ils vous culbutcront

quelques centaines de plantes de pommes de terre dans

un champ, deinain dans un autre ; parfois, la ineme

nuit, dans cinq ou six champs differents a- la fois.

* " Que dirai-je des champs de seigle ou d'orge si tile's a

proximite des bois ? A peine le grain commence-t-il a

murir, que les sangliers arrivent. Ils se jettent de pre-

ference sur les parties les plus belles et les plus

epaisses, ils forment des javelles, les couchent h terre,

devorent les epis, se vautrent dans la paille, courent de

cu de la, et vous mettent la recolte dans un etat

lamentable.

' " Que mettra le laboureur dans son champ, apres la

pomme dc terre ainsi ravagee ? I)u seigle, le plus

souvcnt. Eh bien, pour glaner la pomme de terre

oubliee dans les sillons, le sauglier vous retournera un

champ tout eutier : avant la fin de 1'hiver, pas un pied

carre n'aura echappe a ses atteintes.

' " Que faire ? Voilii sept ans que cela dure, et reelle-

ment nous avons subi de grandcs pertes a cause de

cela. Toute la population demaude a cors et a cris

que le gouvernement, protecteur naturel de nos pro-

prietes, et auquel nous payons regulierement Fimpot,

intervieiine et prenne des mesures promptes et ex-
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peditives pour nous delivrer de ces animaux destruc-

teurs."
'

Where such complaints are heard, however, Adam
Smith's third period of husbandry has been reached ;

in Ardenne the wild boar has scope enough without

obtruding within the precincts of human cultivation.

He may roam the very
' forest of Arden,' which Mur-

ray's
' Handbook '

says recalls so well Shakespeare's

description of its scenery, that one might dream of

meeting there the banished duke in sylvan court.

And in truth, the natives of Ardenne in general may,
in comparison with the ever-toiling Flemings, whom

they contemn, be said, like the duke's companions,
'
to

fleet their time carelessly as they did in the golden

time.' M. de Laveleye remarks upon their hospitality

to strangers. But hospitality is a primitive virtue,

sometimes accompanied by that primitive development

of the intellect, which takes forms considered blamable

where industry has arrived at the advanced com-

mercial stage at which honesty is accounted the best

policy. The tourist who comes for sport is welcomed,

but as the people of the place themselves observe, it is

toujours le dernier venu, supposed to come with the

most open hand, who gets the peasant's heartiest aid,

and the village host will sometimes balk his sport for

private ends. A very pleasant innkeeper caused us,

not long ago, to miss a boar-hunt that he might not

miss us at his table d'hote, and if his charges were low

in proportion to the prices of an untravelled place, he

seemed to think he might requite himself for entertain-

ment at so light a cost by indirect and ingenious
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means. But Ardenne is the heir of all the ages ; the

railway which traverses it, and which brought a Bel-

gian lady in a bloomer dress to an hotel at Viel Salm

some weeks ago, bids prices advance and primitive

virtues and arts retreat, together with the wild boar,

before the commercial stage of human progress, which

Flanders had reached at the opposite side of Belgium,

centuries ago.

There let us cross, and in the famour Pays de Waes,

of which St. Nicolas is capital, look upon woodland

scenery of another sort from that which Ardenne

boasts.
* On se croirait d'abord,' says M. de Laveleye,

in one of his inimitable pictures,*
' dans une vaste foret,

tous les chemins sont plantes d'arbrcs, tons les champs

en sont entoures, tous les fosses bordes. La vue est

bornec de toutes parts.' Like the forests of Ardenne,

the woodland here teems with animal life, but the wild

boar was ages ago transformed into the fat hog ;
the

wolf has been supplanted by the dog, which, if a large

one, too often draws his master's cart
; large dogs at

least, along with large proprietors, find England

beyond doubt the happiest land. For deer, there is a

* In a report to the Institute of France upon M. de Laveleye's
' co-

nomio rurnle de la Belgique,' M. Lt?once de Lavergne justly observes:
' M. de Laveleye est mi eYrivain en memo temps qu'un agronome. Les

tableaux s'auiment eous sa plume, et qu'il deprive la culture jardiniere

des Handled ou les bruyeres de la Campine, les riches moissoiis du
Biabant ou les plateaux arides du Condroz, les ciraes sauvages de

1'Avdenne ou lea grandes prairies des poldrrx, IVfTet du pavsago n'est

jnniais oublie*. On dirait une succession de tableaux ilamnnds ; on y
rutruiive ces horizons baa et verdoyants ou ruminent paisiblement dea

vaches, ces chaudes ecuries tout encombrecs de fourrages et d'animaux,
ces inti'rifurs rustiques, ces grands bois, ces bestiaux ;\ 1'abreuvoir, (jui

revivent sous les pinceaux de Faul IMter, de Wouvermana et de Berg-
hem.'
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goat that gives six quarts of milk a day, and for

smaller game, tame rabbits for the London markets

swarm in the cottages. In Ardenne, lean kine grazing

hungrily are seen in herds
;
here fat cattle are still

more numerous, but the roadside traveller never sees

a cow, unless, when morning and evening children lead

the tranquil animals from their stalls to graze a short

while upon the little grass-plot by the tiny farm. In

Ardenne the farm peasantry live, not from poverty, in

squalid huts of slate-stones rudely plied, which stand

out naked and bleak on the wayside. Here, the neat

cottage of the poorest labourer retires within a trim

enclosure, and adds a modest ornament to the scene

of gay and luxuriant garden cultivation, glimpses of

which are caught between the thickly planted poplar

and willow trees, and which M. de Laveleye repro-

duces to the life as follows :
' Sans enumerer toutes les

plantes auxquelles le cultivateur donne ses soins, on

peut citer comrne cultures industrielles le colza, la

cameline, le pavot, le houblon, le lin, le chanvre,

la chicoree
;
conime cultures aliinentaires le froment,

le seigle, le sarrasin, les haricots, les pommes
de terre ; comme cultures fourrageres et racines, le

trefle ordinaire et le trefle incarnat, les feveroles et les

vesces, 1'avoine, les pois, les choux, les betteraves, les

navets, les carottes, etc. La variete de ces recoltes

donne aux campagnes en toute saison un aspect riant,

un air de luxe et de parure. Jamais 1'ceil attriste ne

s'egare sur de vastes guerets, comme dans les pays

riches oil dornine la culture du froment. Aussi quand
le cultivateur flamand, habitue au spectacle de ses
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champs toujours verts, apercoit les immcnses plaines

nucs de la Picardie ou memc de ccrtaines parties de la

Belgique, il se croit transport^ dans un desert, ne

comprenant pas que c'est la nature ingrate de sa propre

terre, qui 1'oblige h recourir h des cultures si diverses.'

We quote this passage not for its life-like descriptive-

ness alone, but because it also places before the eye

the proper objects and methods of la petite culture,

and corrects a misconception on the subject common in

this country, which both does great injustice to the

Flemish farmer, and teaches a wrong lesson in hus-

bandry. The misconception we refer to is, that the

success of la petite culture in Flanders is due, as Lord

Kosse put it, to a soil and climate eminently favourable

for the growth of cereals, wheat in particular. The

truth is, that the soil is naturally unfavourable to every

crop without exception, but most of all to wheat;

and, moreover, that not cereals, but productions of

which butter and flax may be taken as representatives

that is to say, house food for cattle to be converted

into animal food for man and plants, such as ilax and

hemp for man's clothing and use are the true objects

of la petite culture. We were particularly struck by

the rarity of the little patches here and there of

wheat this summer in the Pays de Waes, though M.

de Laveleye's statement was fresh in our minds that

in the light soil of Flanders wheat, however richly

manured, gives a poor return ; the chief object of cul-

tivation is not cereals, but ilax and butter, so much so

that the best farmers sell hardly any of the little grain
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they grow, and use it for the consumption of their

cattle.*

In fact, in a seven years' course of husbandry, with

' intermediate crops,' or more than one crop a year,

wheat usually comes up but once, and then only forced

by rich manure. If the tourist would judge what the

soil is fit to grow without the most elaborate spade

culture and the most copious manuring, let him take

advantage (as we did, following a suggestion in M. dc

Laveleye's pages) of the occasional glimpses of its

native character as shown by the cuttings of a railway

side by side with the richest cultivation. Let him, for

instance, look round the roots of the lean firs beside the

station of Mille-Pommes, the next station to St.-Mcolas,

in the heart of the Pays de Waes. What would an

English large farmer give for land like that ? what

could he make of it ? What the Fleming will give for

it, and what la petite culture can make of it, may be

stated in figures. By the side of a cultivated hectare

which would sell for 120/., a hectare in a state of nature

sells for 12/. But even these figures, cited by M. de

Laveleyc as an evident proof that the soil owes almost

all its value to culture, do not fully exhibit the state of

the case, unless it is borne at the same time in mind

that the 12/. are given for the natural hectare only

because it can afterwards be made worth 12Q/. by la

petite culture. It is potential value only or, in other

words, room for the peasant to work in, space for his

spade to turn in, and for the bestowal of his time, his

thrift, and his long labour of love that the hectare

* ' Economic rurale de la Belgique,' pp. 39, 48.

X
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brings of its own. It has been said by a person in

Ireland, who knows, what few persons either there or

in England seem to do the real meaning of la petite

culture, that ' the house-keeping and house-feeding of

cattle is its body and soul.' We should be more in-

clined to say that making the most of both space and

time is its body and soul. It is a great error to sup-

pose that a minute subdivision of farms is in itself a

disadvantage to agriculture, which only extraordinary

advantages of soil and situation can compensate. La

petite culture, or minute farming, as it may be trans-

lated, contains in itself one of the most important

conditions of its own success, in that it is minute. It

is an old saying that there is no manure like the

master's foot, and the master's foot is always on every

inch of the tiny Flemish farm. ' Pas un pouce de

terrain perdu,' was the remark of the French savant in

agriculture, from the records of whose travels in Flan-

ders half a century ago M. de Laveleye has quoted

some exquisite passages.
' Le fumier,' says M. de

Laveleye himself, speaking of the house-keeping of

cattle,
'
cst rectieilli avec infiniment plus de soin qifen

Angleterre, rien ne se perd, ni de leur litiere, ni de

leurs dejections liquides.' The principal characteristics

of Flemish husbandry, says the same authority, are,

first, the great variety of crops ; secondly, the extensive

practice of intermediate cropping ; thirdly, the abundant

use of the most active manures ; and, lastly, the extreme

minuteness of the farms.* But whoever examines the

subject with attention will not fail to perceive that the

* Kcimuniie ruralc/ p. 'M.
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three first of these characteristics have followed from

the last. Minute care, minute economy, are the natural

consequences : nothing is lost
;
the most is made of

the least, and multum in parvo is the result. You see

a peasant child gather the smallest tufts of grass along

the road : they will presently make part of a rabbit ;

the rabbit will grow in time into a goat or pig ;
the

pig or goat into a cow
;
the cow will multiply, and

perhaps its produce may bring its master land of his

own enough to feed several cows. It is the same with

time as with space : the most is always made of it.

The Irish farmer sows late
;
his land is wet and cold

for want of drainage ;
and winter is too often upon

him before his one exhausting crop is off the ground.*

The Fleming takes time both by the forelock and the

afterlock : the year sees him so early in the field, that

it rewards him with a second crop, and his ground,

being never left to rest, becomes as active as himself.

' Jainais les champs ne sont deserts, jamais le sol ne sc

repose. II semble qu'a force de le fa^onner, 1'homme

espere lui communiquer une parti e de son activite et

* An excess of moisture in the soil of Ireland is the chief agricultural

defect, and fortunately it is in the power of our farmers to correct this

evil. The thorough- drain will remove the water which consumes the

heat of the sun, and allow the air to pass into the interior of the soil,

warming it, and giving it that temperature which will cause the dormant

seed to vegetate, and at the same time supplying to the young plant

the gases required to promote its growth. Forty years ago, on a town

land about two miles east from the Castlereagh hills in Down, the har-

vests were twelve or fourteen days earlier than in Castlereagh, where

the farms are more elevated and exposed ;
but now, by superior cultiva-

tion, draining, manuring, &c,, the case is altered, and the crops in Castle-

reagh arrive at maturity from six to eight days earlier than in the for-

mer locality. Lessons on Agricultural Chemistry. Bv Professor Hodges,
M.D.

x 2
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de sa vie. En toute saison Ton voit ties cultivateurs

occupes ii le labourer, le bechcr, le biner, le sarcler, le

debarrasser des mauvaises herbes, a y transporter les

matieres indispensables pour le feconder, a recoltcr

enfin les produits nombreux si peniblement obtenus.

La deesse de la terre gernianiquc, la farouche Ilertha,

ne ressemble guere a la Cybele du midi aux fecondes

maramelles, la bonne mere, bona dea
;
ce n'est que

vaincue par des soins continuels, par des sacrifices sans

cesse renouveles et toute baignee de leurs sueurs, qu'elle

accorde quelques dons a ses laborieux enfants.'*

The traveller in the Lothians must no doubt be

struck, as Lord Carnarvon says he lately was, by
' the

chimney which every single farmhouse possesses, indi-

cating an enormous development of agriculture by the

aid of almost all the mechanical appliances which art

and science can suggest.' We did not see one chimney
of the kind the eminent nobleman referred to in a

recent visit to the Pays de Waes, but we saw a multi-

tude of chimneys of a different kind, indicating a still

more prodigious development of agriculture by the aid

of a higher power than steam. Steam threshing-ma-

chines are now common in Flanders, but agriculture

does not reach its highest point by becoming a mere

mechanical and chemical process : it is where it is a

moral and intellectual process on the part of all the

cultivators, where it calls into play both the powers of

their understanding and the affections of the soul, that

it seems to produce the most abundance, and that it

certainly produces most happiness and good. Tlie

* I>e Lnvek-yo, 'La Belgium'/ p. -JO.
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peasant in Flanders who is not the owner of the little

plot he tills too often shows the lines of anxiety and

the spareness of face and form that comes of sparing

food for both land and landowner are poor, and

exact the most
;
but see him in the fields, watch him

at his work, and you cannot mistake his cheerful

interest in his toil : he loves the ground and likes his

work. Sometimes you see his wife and daughter

weeding beside him on their knees
;
but they weed

with all their hearts, while the children make a play of

their little helps to the family husbandry.* Whence

comes this all-pervading love of the farm? It comes

from the wide distribution of little farms
;
above all,

it comes of a wide distribution of farms of their own

among the peasantry that is to say, of peasant pro-

prietorship, with the sentiments and habits it creates,

the example it sets, and the hopes it awakens. Half

the small farmers of Flanders own at least a part of

the land they cultivate. And what is of especial im-

portance, the ownership of land is not confined in

Flanders by legal restrictions and expenses to a caste,

or a class, or a particular number of families. Its

transfer is easy and cheap ;
little plots are continually

for sale, and the labourer is frequently a buyer ;
the

notary does a flourishing business, though his charges

are low. Hence it is that M. de Laveleye can say :

' Meme quand la terre ne lui appartient pas, un lien

tres-fort attache le cultivateur flamand an sillon qu'il

arrose de ses sueurs
;

'

hence that ' charme si puissant

* Unless for weeding flax and turnips, hired labour of women is

rarely employed by farmers in Flanders of children, we believe, never.
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de la campagne qui agit profondement sur ces Ames

rustiques.' The owners of land have made agriculture

an interesting art
; they have spread the love of prac-

tising that art, and the love of the soil on which it is

practised, throughout a whole peasantry. No gulf is

fixed between the landowner and the labourer, and the

latter does not despair of winning a home and a farm

of his own. A member of Parliament told an agricul-

tural society in the north of England the other day
that the condition of agriculture near Paris is

' as bad

as possible owing to the small proprietors.' We are

not writing here of France, or we might show that

peasant proprietorship has done prodigies of good,

though under peculiar obstacles, there ;
but as regards

Flanders, we are prepared to affirm that, as Falstafi'

could boast of being not only witty himself, but the

cause of wit in other men, the peasant proprietor may
boast that he is not only a good farmer himself, bu

the cause of good farming in other men. M. de

Laveleyc says, it is true, that the agricultural labourer

in Flanders is,
'

perhaps of all labourers in Europe, the

one who, working the hardest, is the worst fed.' lie

is in reality not worse fed than many of his fellows in

England,* and lie is always well housed ; but it is an

additional testimony to the powerful attraction towards

husbandry which peasant properties create, that the

Fleming ?'.s so laborious and skilful a workman for so

scanty a wage, lie has not often the ruddy look of

* His bread is black, it is imp, while the English labourer's is white,
but it i.-* pleasant to the taste, and we have found it very good stuff to

walk on when other food was not readily forthcoming'.
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vigorous animal life which the produce of even sand

can give him who has no rent to pay out of it (for we

have seen many a blooming cheek in the fields and

cottages of peasant proprietors) ; but he has never the

hopeless, half-sullen, half-servile, jaded-animal look of

the English agricultural labourer. He is, indeed, by
no means a mere manual labourer

;
his mind and his

heart are in his work, and at the same time he always

keeps the future that is to say, a farm of his own in

the future in sight. He has learned, too, in the neat

cottages surrounding him from his childhood, those

habits of cleanliness, care, and economy which make

half the success of la petite culture, and which he will

carry with him into la grande culture, if he succeeds in

enlarging his farm. For it must not be supposed that

the farms of Flanders are all small, or that large

farming is unprosperous. It is true that la grande
culture is of necessity less elaborately perfect, and that

there is a tendency towards the subdivision of farms,

because under la petite culture it is found that the sand

yields a greater produce, and can pay a higher rent.

Nevertheless, there is a good number of farms of con-

siderable size on which an example is set with respect

to the introduction of mechanical inventions
;

and

which contribute to enlarge the ideas and exercise the

thought of a rural population, all whose other mental

education might almost be said to be la petite culture

and the life of the rural commune. For little is done

by the clergy, who have assumed the control of popular

instruction, to promote it in reality, and much is done

by them to impede it in any form but that which they
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sanction themselves. In addition to the superior hap-

piness and independence of the peasant who has the

management of a little farm, compared with the mere

labourer, its management evidently tends to develope

that practical sagacity and foresight, combined with a

faculty of forming prompt resolutions on important

matters connected both with the market and the farm,

which the Flemish peasantry possess in an eminent

degree. Then there is the life and activity of those

charming villages which have grown up without num-

ber in Flanders, exactly in accordance with Adam
Smith's theory of the natural progress of opulence a

point deserving of the more attention, since it has been

contended that an indispensable condition of the success

of la petite culture is the vicinity of large manufacturing

centres of consumption, or at least of a market arising

from a large aggregation, in some form, of other indus-

tries than that of agriculture itself. Lord Duflerin lias

stated this argument in the most forcible way :

' The

provinces of Belgium where la petite culture, prevails

are thickly studded witli large industrial towns and

innumerable villages, and the land around is devoted

to an extensive system of market-gardening only prac-

ticable in such localities. The facilities for obtaining

manure are exceptional, and high manuring at the cost

of from 10/. to 18/. to the acre, stolen crops, together

with the cultivation of plants used in the adjacent

manufactories, are the keystones of Belgian agriculture.

To expect, therefore, that because holdings of four or

live acres can be cultivated with advantage amid the

densest population in Europe, of which the agricultural
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class forms less than one-half, a similar system can be

introduced into Ireland with its sparse urban population,

its restricted markets, and its limited manufactures,

seems as unreasonable as to argue that because it pays

Mr. Early Pease of Brompton to employ a press of

hands and 50 /. per acre in raising asparagus for Covent

Garden market, a similar expenditure and similar

method of cultivation should be adopted in the valleys

of Wales and the straths of the Highlands.'
*

In reference to this argument, it is a fact worth

noticing, that the provinces of Belgium in which the

principal manufactures of the country, with the towns

in which they centre, are situated, are those which are

considered pays de grande culture, and we lately ascer-

tained that farms are increasing in size in the vicinity

of some of the towns referred to. The following sta-

tistics of the machinery and steam power in Hainaut

and Liege on the one hand, and of East and West

Flanders on the other, taken from an official table for

1864, tell their own tale :

^98,420

Machines a vapeur Chevaux de
fixes force

Mnaut . . 2

;S |
3)C83

Flandre orientale 646 ^ g^ 9,756 "I , , , _

Flandre occidental 227 J 2,089 J

Another important fact, for its bearing on Lord

Dufferin's argument, is that the collapse of the staple

manufactures of Flanders (since the spinning-wheel and

the hand-loom have been superseded), and the transfer

* ' Irish Emigration and the Tenure of Land in Ireland.' By Lord
Dufferin : pp. 167, 175.
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of the sites and production to countries with superior

mechanical advantages have led, not to a diminution of

la petite culture, but to a more minute subdivision of

farms. Sir George Nicholls was so much struck with

instances of this, that lie went so far as to attribute the

origin of the present system of husbandry in Flanders

to the decay of its manufactures and towns, in a well-

known report to the English Government. ' The ex-

tensive manufactures which at no very remote period

flourished in Belgium appear to have congregated a

numerous population in and around the great towns.

As the scene of manufacturing industry changed, this

population was deprived of its employment, and com-

pelled to resort to the cultivation of the soil for

subsistence. This seems to have been the chief

origin of the system of small farms which prevails, cul-

tivated by the owner and his family, generally without

assistance.'

We need hardly say that ' the system of small farms

which prevails
'

is of no such recent date, but many
centuries old. Sir G. Xicholls was, however, correct

to the extent that the cause he refers to gave a

further stimulus to the system, instead of paralysing it,

as Lord Dufl'erin's theory would lead us to expect.

Adam Smith, we may add, nearly a century ago em-

phatically pointed to the prosperity of Flemish hus-

bandry, notwithstanding the decline of its cities, as

a proof of the superior durability and self-sustaining

character of agricultural prosperity, in comparison with

that ari>ing from the commerce and manufactures of

towns: ' Xo vestige,' he said, 'now remains of the

great wealth said to have been possessed by the greater
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part of the Hanse towns, except in the obscure histories

of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. It is even

uncertain where some of them were situated, or to

what towns in Europe the Latin names given to some

of them belong. But though the misfortunes of Italy

in the end of the fifteenth and the beginning of the

sixteenth centuries greatly diminished the commerce and

manufactures of the cities of Lombardy and Tuscany,

those countries continue to be among the most popu-
lous and best cultivated in Europe. The civil wars of

Flanders and the Spanish Government chased away
the great commerce of Antwerp, Ghent, and Bruges.

But Flanders continues to be one of the richest and

most populous provinces of Europe. The ordinary

revolutions of war and government easily dry up the

source of that wealth which arises from commerce

only. That which arises from the more solid improve-

ment of agriculture is much more durable.'

So much in respect to the large towns. But what,

moreover, is the real relation between those ' innumer-

able villages,' and the perfection and success of small

farming which Lord DufFerin in support of his infer-

ence that Ireland has not the non-agricultural condi-

tions essential to such agriculture attributes to them ?

This inquiry deserves the more attention from the fact

that Lord DmTerin's theory derives some colour of

support from a remark of Mr. Mill's, that a country

will seldom have a productive agriculture
' unless it has

a large unagricultural population, which will generally

be collected in towns and large villages.'
* We do not

* '

Principles "of Political Economy,' book i. chap. viii. Mr. Mill

adds, however :

' Or the only available substitute, a large export trade
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dispute the justice of this remark, but add to it Adam
Smith's observation that where cultivation is carried on

with proper security to cultivators, it creates for itself

a large non-agricultural population around it. This is

most happily confirmed in the case of Flanders. Its

' innumerable villages,' and the industry of the non-

agricultural population they contain are beyond ques-

tion the direct offspring of agriculture, the ministers

and creatures of the cultivators. Take M. de Lave-

leye's description, the truth of which any one who

visits the country may very easily verify by leaving the

railway at any station between Antwerp and Gand,

and walking a few miles on any road. ' The Flemish

village is formed not of an aggregation of farms but ofO i ^C t_.

a combination of the industries required to meet the

wants of the numerous population dispersed through

the country. In the rural communes accordingly,

there will be found grocers, bakers, confectioners,

drapers, tailors, and dressmakers exhibiting in their

windows engravings of the latest fashions, and eveno o

clockmakers and coachmakcrs. The aspect of the

village corresponds with the conditions in which its

industrvis exerted. All shows a humble ease, obtained

by economy, order, and care. Each village being,

moreover, the dwelling-place of a certain number of

small proprietors, constitutes a centre of local activity

independent of the chief towns of the province. There

are societies for instrumental and vocal music, literary

societies, horse-racing societies which give prizes to

in agricultural produce to supply a population elsewhere/ an available

substitute with which Ireland is now provided.
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the best trotters, agricultural societies, archery societies,

&c. There is not throughout the sand regions of

Flanders a locality so small and isolated as not to have

two or three such societies. In large villages there

\vill be found eight or ten.' An instance of the way in

which agriculture evokes by its side other industries

and new improvements which struck ourselves very

lately in a village with many good houses, was that

one of the best bore the advertisement in Flemish of a

vendor of guano and artificial manures. The very

variety and beauty of the houses in these villages is no

mean result of the cultivation of the country, and must

have a most beneficial effect on the minds of the rural

population. The grace of the dwellings of the wealthier

small proprietors, embowered in tiny pleasure grounds,

is beyond description. But the humblest workman's

cottage is exquisitely neat, and each has something
about it which gives it a character of its own. And
look within, look at the furniture, the bright ware, the

clock, the petroleum lamp, the chest of drawers and

its contents, and see what a quantity of auxiliary

industry agriculture has called into existence in the

house of the poorest of its village servants. Could there

be a more complete realisation of Adam Smith's de-

scription of the natural progress of opulence, and of

the home market which agriculture naturally creates

for itself, than the whole structure of a Flemish village ?

'

Smiths, carpenters, wheelwrights,' he says,
'

plough-

wrights, tanners, shoemakers, and tailors are people

whose services the farmer lias frequent occasion for;

and as their residence is not, like that of the farmer,
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necessarily tied down to a precise spot, they naturally

settle in the neighbourhood of one another, and thus

form a small town or village.'

The butcher, the baker, and the brewer, he adds,

soon join them, together with other artificers and

retailers ; and the town or village thus constituted is
' a

continual fair or market to which the inhabitants of

the country resort to exchange the rude for manu-

factured produce ;

' an exchange which furnishes the

townspeople or villagers on the other hand both with

the materials of their work and their food. The con-

stitution of the Flemish villages fully bears out this

theory, and an analysis of the tables of '

professions
'

or occupations of the population of the Flemish pro-

vinces will be found to add further confirmation to it.

The immense number of persons, we may observe

nearly half the population classed in the Belgian

census as persons of no occupation (personnes sans

profession], has puzzled some English statisticians, and

is certainly an absurd and misleading classification. It

really includes, in addition to the comparatively small

number of persons who follow no occupation in con-

sequence of their wealth, all the women and children

who cannot or do not follow any occupation ;
a class

which must in any country compose nearly half the

population. To call all the babies personnes sans pro-

fession, is not simply pedantic ;
it leads to false esti-

mates of the amount and nature of the industry of the

people. If any one, however, examines the tables of

occupations in the census, he will see that the great

majority of the non-agricultural population of Flanders
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is engaged in operations arising directly out of agri-

culture ; namely, either in furnishing it with what Dr.

Chalmers calls
'
its secondaries,' that is to say, its

implements, clothing, and other requirements, or in

the preparation for use and the carriage and distri-

bution of its principal produce, animals, milk, butter,

flax, hemp, tobacco, hops, beetroot for sugar, oil-

plants, and grain. One little item of Flemish com-

merce is significant. The children of the peasantry

feed rabbits in the manner M. de Laveleye describes,*

and 1,250,000 skinned rabbits, valued at more than

1,500,000 francs, are annually exported to the London

market from Ostend, while the skins are retained in

the country for the manufacture of hats. Thus agri-

culture leads, after Adam Smith's theory, both to

foreign trade and manufactures at home.

Moreover, now that steam factories are rising in

Flanders, the excellence of its flax, and the industry

and manipulative skill of its numerous rural popu-

lation, may go far to compensate for the total absence

of iron and coal as regards the manufacture of linen.

Mines are not the only causes determining the sites of

manufactures ;
an abundant supply of material and of

labour from the country may more than counter-

balance the absence of mineral power, as is strikingly

shown in Belfast : lending fresh illustration to the

doctrine that, in the order of nature, agriculture is the

parent of manufactures.f Xor are the advantages a

* ' Economie rurale de Flandres,' p. 70.

t This principle, in its application to Ireland, has lately received a

very important elucidation in an address, in many other respects deserv-
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great industrial market confers on the farmer, so ad-

mirably expounded in M. de Lavcrgne's 'Rural Economy
of Great Britain,' by any means smaller when they

arise in the natural order, and the country lias created

the town. The agricultural question, he says, is no-

thing more than one of general prosperity :

' If you
wish to encourage agriculture, develop manufactures

and commerce, which multiply consumers
; improve

rapidly the means of communication, which bring con-

ing the attention of economists, by Mr. Mulbolland to the Social Science

Association, from -which we take the following passages :

' There are many reasons why Belfast is really more advantageously
situated for this trade than any other town. The province of Ulster

lias been long celebrated for the growth of flax, and 40,000 or 50,000

tons of the raw material of a quality the most generally serviceable are

produced annually within easy reach of the Belfast flax-spinners

Finally, there is an abundant supply of labour from a rural population
that has acquired special aptitudes for the processes of manufacture from

the habit of the congenial operations of flax preparation, hand-spinning,
and hand-weaving, so long a part of the domestic life of the peasantry.

The only point at which Belfast stands at a disadvantage is in its supply
of coal. Coal forms only about o per cent, of the whole cost of linen.

.... I conclude, therefore, that there is no reason to doubt that Bel-

fast will continue to be the chief centre of the linen trade, and that its

future depends upon the destinies of the trade itself. What is that

prospective future ? I believe that it depends chiefly upon the supplv
of the raw material. The consumption of Ilax has latterly outgrown
the supply. The prices of flax have been during the present year higher

than during the worst excitement of the cotton famine. The position of

the linen trade is, therefore, critical. Unless new fields can be opened
for the extension of flax culture, the present rate of production cannot

be maintained One of the questions selected for discussion dur-

ing the present congress lias been,
' Can any measures be taken to de-

velop nnd extend the manufactures of Ireland '?

'

If it be possible to

introduce any new industry into the south and west, the cultivation of

flax would appear to oiler the greatest probabilities of success, and it

would be a useful step towards a preparation of the population for the

more dillicult processes of subsequent manufacture. In Ulster any
extension of the growth is impossible. It has there been in many casts

extended too far already.'
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sumers and producers nearer to each other. There is

only one law which admits of no exception, and which

everywhere produces the same results, that is, the

Law of Markets.'

We should rather say that the Law of Security is

the law which has no exceptions ;
that the manufac-

turing question is one of general prosperity; and if

you wish to develop manufactures, secure to the culti-

vators of the soil the fruits of their industry, create a

numerous and flourishing rural population. The pea-

sant proprietor is, says Sismondi, of all cultivators,

the one who gets most from the soil :

' Of all cultivators

he is the richest, because he gets most from the soil.'

The author of the admirable treatise on the '

Impedi-

ments to the Prosperity of Ireland
'

has pointed out

that the prosperity of its agricultural population is

important, not only because they are the largest class,

but because the prosperity of the largest class in any

country is the best foundation for the prosperity of the

remainder :

' The condition of American tradesmen

and servants, when compared with that of the same

classes in England, shows how much more the value of

this kind of labour depends on the general body of the

population, than on the expenditure, however lavish,

of wealthy landlords, merchants, and manufacturers.

This same fact is established by the prosperity of

trades which supply common articles of necessaiy use,

and the precarious unhealthy state of the trades con-

fined to the production of articles of luxury.'

Dr. Hancock's remark is well illustrated by the fact

that the most unhealthy industry in Flanders, in every

T
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sense of the word, is the manufacture of lace for a ricli

class.*

To revert to a point of importance, wherever culti-

vation has begun the germ of manufactures is there

too, and its growth follows the growth of the earlier

industry. The old couplet

When Adam delved and Eve span,
Who was then the geutleman ?

indicates correctly the first historical step in the di-

vision of labour, and the natural relation of the needle,

the wheel, and the shuttle to the spade and the plough.

The frieze, flannel, and coarse linen woven in the

cabin of the poor Irish peasant at this day exhibit the

natural progress of industry in a state of arrested

development. A statute of Edward III. makes men-

tion of cloth called frieze as being manufactured in

Ireland :

' At that time [says Macpherson] there were

some considerable manufactures in Ireland. The stuffs

called sayes made in that country were in such request

that they were imitated by the manufacturers of Catalonia,

who were in the practice of making the finest woollen

goods of the kind. They were also esteemed in Italy.'

Ireland had those advantages of fertility, beauty,

and climate which it was one of the best advantages

of the early inhabitants of Flanders not to possess.

Among the natural gifts which caught the poetic eye

of Spenser were the '

goodly woods
'

of Ireland. Where

*
'IVpuis qur la vapour a brUt4

1'antique syrabole del'industrie domes-

tifjiu',
lc rout't, la mere et It's tilU-.s font de la dcntclle, travail delicat et

jrrarieux, maid Imp pen retribue, et surtout trop incertain, comme tons

les travaiix qui repondent mix besoins du luxe, et aux fantasies de la

ninilf.' K. tie LavL-leye, J-A-nnnmic furnlc dcs Fhwdrt'*, p. 70.
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are they now ?
* There is no feature of an Irish land-

scape,' says the author of ' The Industrial Resources of

Ireland,'
' more characteristic than the desert baldness

of its hills, which, robbed of those sylvan honours that

elsewhere diversify a rural prospect, present to every

eye a type of the desolation which has overspread the

land.'
* What once were hideous morasses in Flanders

are, on the contrary, now covered with those goodly

woods which M. de Laveleye has described in the

4

Pays de Waes.' It has been often said that Flemish

agriculture had, from the earliest times, extraordinary

advantages of maritime situation
;

but it would be

nearer the truth to say that the greatest of all its

advantages were great natural disadvantages. All the

elements threatened the early cultivators with destruc-

tion, but they threatened the conqueror more. The

swamp which gave way under the feet of his horsemen

covered ground for the peasant to reclaim, and the

very barrenness of the sands gave them fertility, be-

cause neither feudal lords nor mere serfs could wring

anything from them. The peasant of Flanders was

the securest, the freest, and the boldest of those times

' mine ad aratra nunc ad arma gens promptissima,'

says Giraldus Canibrensis and the little farm and the

loom flourished together in natural companionship ;

while the better situated regions of Belgium passed

successively uncler the yoke of Roman and feudal

*
Sir Robert Kane adds :

' Numerous localities in every part of Ire-

land derive their names from having been originally embowered in

forests.' Some excellent remarks on the causes of the scarcity of trees

in Ireland -will be found in Dr. Hancocks's '

Impediments to the Pro-

sperity of Ireland,' chaps, xxix.-xxxi.

i 2
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domination, as their agriculture bears mark to this

day. The industrial cities of Flanders rose under the

same aegis ;
and the greatest advantage they conferred

on the little farms that multiplied round them was not

a market for their produce, but protection, independ-

ence, and commercial in place of feudal institutions.*

Great as is the stress which M. de Lavergne lays

upon the proximity of manufacturing cities and great

markets, as conducing to the prosperity and improve-

ment of agriculture, that is not the principal or primary

cause to which he ascribes its progress in England.

The hereditary taste for country life, of its wealth and

aristocracy is, according to him, the principal and

primary cause. M. de Lavergne is indeed supposed to

have written on England in something of the spirit of

reflection on the institutions of his own country in

which Tacitus, as some think, wrote upon Germany ;

but had he read M. de Laveleye's
' Rural Economy of

Flanders,' of which he has since made an admirable

report to the Institute of France, before writing his

own ' Rural Economy of Great Britain,' we imagine

that he would have seen in the love of a numerous

peasantry for rural life a far more efficient and certain

cause of the perfect cultivation of the soil. Early in

the middle ages, peas, beans, cabbages, turnips, and all

* ' Tant quo la Flandre jouit de son inddpendanre ot de sos liberties

locales, la culture ne cessa dc s'y entendre et de s'y perfectionner, et en

iiH'me temps de s'y divisor. Des digues furent constrnites, des terres

subniergees soustraites au retour des innrees, des terres vaques soumises

n la chin-rue, des forets deboist'es, des routes tracees, lex cniHpngncx
conrerticx en unc suite tl<- jnrdinx i/iti fnisaient it/i contraste mnrq>if awe
cdfcs des ffnjs (>' (tominait In feoduliti-.' Economic rurale, pp. 10, 17.
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similar plants were commonly grown on the small

farms of Flanders
;
while in England Hartlib, writing

in 1650, states that men recollected ' the first gardener

who came into Surrey to plant cabbages, cauliflowers,

and to sow turnips, carrots and parsnips, pease, all

which at that time were great wonders, we having few

or none but what came from Holland and Flanders.'

Even in 1850, while the sands of Flanders had long

become one rich garden, Sir Eobert Peel could thus

describe the state of good land in England, in the

immediate vicinity of good markets the advantage on

which M. de Lavergrie lays so much stress, and under

those large proprietors whose love of country life he

conceives to be a source of constant improvement in

agriculture :

' You will find immense tracts of good

land, in counties with good roads, good markets, and a

moist climate, that remain pretty nearly in a state of

nature. Nothing has hitherto been effectual in awaken-

ing the proprietors to a sense of their own interests.'
*

* This was in a letter to Mr. Caird at the beginning of his tour. The
reader is begged to contrast with the results of peasant proprietorship in

Flanders the following description by Mr. Caird of the results of great

proprietorship in England :
' Oxfordshire. As a general rule the land-

lords of this county interest themselves very little in agriculture. Few
of them are practically acquainted with or engaged in farming. And
what is equally unfortunate as regards the improvement of the soil, and

the welfare of the different classes engaged in its cultivation, they have

not yet seen the necessity of making amends for their defective knowledge

by the appointment of agents better qualified than themselves. In the

majority of cases the agents or stewards are lawyers, who, without

practical knowledge of the business of farming, in the endeavour to secure

the landlord's apparent interests bind down the tenant with conditions

most injurious to him, and with no corresponding benefit to the land-

lord Essex. The landlords of Essex generally do not co-operate
with their tenants in carrying out permanent improvements. With few

exceptions, they have shown complete indifference to agricultural enter-
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But let us quote M. de Lavergne's own description

of the effects of the love of great proprietors for coun-

try life, and of the sort of '

happiness
'

of which he says

it affords England long draughts :

1 A wit travelling through England forty years ago

said :

"
I would not advise the cottages here to rise

against the castle, for the castles are twenty to one."

lie would say so much more at the present day, for the

number of wealthy habitations has gone on increasing.

The same observer remarked that in England the poor

are swept like dirt in heaps into a corner (en Angleterre

on balaie les pauvres comme des ordures, pour les mettre

en tas dans un coin). The expression, coarse, but true

to life, affords a perfect picture of the aspect of the

country in England, where poverty rarely appears.

It has been swept into the town the corner in which

prise, neither laying out capital themselves, nor offering such security as

would induce the tenant to do so. They impose restrictions and ill-

considered covenants even on their most intelligent tenants, and preserve
their hedgerow trenches with the utmost rigour. An explanation of all

this suicidal and unaccountable mismanagement may he found in the fact

that the landed property in the county is encumbered with mortgage
dehts and other liabilities to the extent of half its value, while the pro-

prietors are nevertheless extremely tenacious of the influence which their

position gives them over their tenants, and are afraid to entrust them
with such security of tenure as might diminish that influence. These

mortgages and embarrassments naturally throw the landlords into the

hands of solicitors, who having themselves no practical knowledge of the

subject, send down land valuers from London to fix the amount of rent

to be charged. But that intelligent supervision which the personal

knowledge of either the proprietor or a duly qualified resident agent
should give is in such cases wholly wanting ;

and a tenantry who are

encouraged neither by sympathy nor example, and who are positively
obstructed in their voluntary efforts for improvement, soon lose the spirit

of enterprise by which alone the difficulties of the clav-land cultivation

can be oserconie.' Enylish Agriculture, 18ol-2. See as to the causes of

this state of things a recent essay on ' The Land Laws of England in

their Influence on Agriculture.' Ry 0. Wren Iloskyns.
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it is put. As in all other parts of the world .care is

paid to the finest quarters of great cities, the country is

swept and garnished in England, everything that could

offend the eye or the imagination is removed, they will

have nothing there but pictures of peace and content-

ment. Travelling through the land one is struck at

every step by the contrast in this respect between

country and town. The largest cities are inhabited

only by labourers and tradespeople, and the vast quar-

ters they occupy present a melancholy and poverty-

stricken appearance. . . . One would say that it was

the infernal region at the gate of Paradise.'

M. de Lavergne appears to have been almost uncon-

scious of the irony of his own description of the man-

ner in which the country is swept and garnished in

England. The peasant seems, after the old saying, to

have been out of sight out of mind, with him. We

may remind him of the maxim of another distinguished

economist of his country,
' Ce qu'on voit et ce qu'on ne

voit pas.' He saw the magnificent palaces and parks

of great nobles throughout the country, but he did not

see the villages into which the peasantry have been
'

swept,' of which a Quarterly Eeviewer has given by
no means too dark a description.*

' The aspect of

these villages is generally repulsive in the extreme. A
small proprietor has found it a good speculation to

* '

Quarterly Review,' July 1867. The reviewer is, however, under a

misconception as regards Spalding, which is the seat of a great corn

trade, and is by no means inhabited almost altogether by labourers. It

Las many good houses of well-to-do inhabitants, and presents the ap-

pearance of a prosperous country town
; singularly devoid of literature,

however.
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build houses for expelled cottagers and labourers who

can procure no other home. The result, is an aggre-

gation of wretched hovels, the houses are low, the

rents are high, and they afford the most miserable

accommodation. These villages constitute what may be

termed the penal settlements of the surrounding neigh-

bourhood.'

About the same time that the tourist, whom M. de

Lavergne quotes, travelled in England, a French tra-

veller through Flanders gave the following description

of the villages of Flanders, and the rural scenery and

happiness created by the love of the peasant for coun-

try life :

' De Rousbrugge k Ypres Podeur de 1'aubepine

en fleur qui cloture tous les champs embaume 1'air.

Belles et nombreuses plantations au bord de la route

et des champs, pas un pouce de terrain perdu, les re-

coltes d'une beaute rare
;
tout ici annonce 1'aisance,

et le bel ordre des campagnes, et les batinients dans

les villages, et la mise des habitants
;

c'est le jardin de

1'Eden. . . . Sur cette route le nombre des villages,

leur etendue, 1'agrement des bailments neufs, lour

riche population au milieu des sables hmnides, me

paraissent un prodige. Fartout se presente 1'image du

bonheur champetre ;
tout semble le respirer la phy-

sionomie des habitants, leur mise, leurs demeures.

Comme ils sont nombreux les villages situe's sur la

route !

'

M. de Lavergne must admit that, beside this, the sort

of rural happiness he pictures in England looks like

a whited sepulchre beside a neat Flemish cottage. And

whereas in England the number of houses for the use
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of the peasantry has been decreasing, it has in Flanders

steadily increased, while the quality of the houses has

improved. In 1856, there were 100 houses to every

102 families in East Flanders, and to every 101 fami-

lies in the western provinces. Even the pauper thinks

existence insupportable without a separate cottage:
' Une vieille pauvresse [M. de Laveleye informs us] qui

vit de charite me disait recemment,
" Plutot mourir que

d1

avoir d'autres per sonnes dans ma maison."' There

are, indeed, it is often contended in England, a great

many paupers in Flanders. It is however worthy of

remark that, twenty years ago, when pauperism was at

its height from a combination of disasters, including the

potato disease, and the failure of hand-spinning and

the hand-loom, depriving the smaller cultivators not

only of the subsidiary industry from which they de-

rived half of their support, but also of a market for their

flax
;
the number of cultivators reduced to indigence

was comparatively trifling. Out of 191,264 indigents

in East Flanders in 1848. only 3,183 were cultivators;

while of female hand-spinners alone there were nearly

50,000. The truth is that the decline of manufactures

in provinces in which production by steam has been

slow to arise from the absence of iron and coal, and

from which an ill-instructed and Flemish-speaking

people could not emigrate, has been the great cause of

extreme poverty of a large part of the population ;

and those who attribute it to la petite culture mistake

the remedy for the disease. The peasant proprietor of

a farm of even five acres is never in indigence ; the far-

mer who rents five acres, at a very high rent, for very
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poor land, rarely ever : and among the labouring-classes

it is those who cannot get a little plot, even a quarter

of an acre, to cultivate, who are too frequently in the

receipt of public relief. Notwithstanding, moreover,

the loss of the auxiliary industry which formerly con-

ti ibuted so much to their support, poverty has steadily

decreased among the peasantry. M. de Laveleye, it is

true, deplores the spare vegetable diet of the cultivator

whose tiny farm is so richly productive ; but he adds

that he is always well dressed and well housed, and that

in other respects his condition is improving. In the

wild and thinly populated Ardenne, he says indeed,

he visited the cave of '

la pauvre Geuevieve
'

' who

thought herself beyond contradiction the most miser-

able being in the country ; yet she had milk from

a goat which it cost her nothing to feed on mountain

herbs
;
the commune gave her firewood in winter, and

let her two acres and a half of good land for six francs

a-year. The food of this woman, who was pointed out

to me as the type of extreme misery, was much more

substantial than that of the little farmer in Flanders

with a capital of seven thousand francs. Poor Gene-

vieve lived better in her cave than the Flemish farmer

in his spruce and tidy cottage amid the fields he has

perfectly cultivated.'

But the peasant in England, cultivating a much

richer soil, would not have those thousand francs, pro-

bably not the neat cottage, and certainly not the pro-

spect of one day buying the form on which he labours.

What would be the condition of the Flemish peasantry,

if the rural economy of England had existed in Flan-
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ders ? Nor should it to be forgotten that the sparing

diet of the Flemish peasant is in part economy rather

than penury.* The diet of the English labourer, who

spends all he gets upon food, is certainly not always

better. M. de Lavergne indeed boldly declares :

' Con-

sumption of milk under every form is enormous in

England. Their habits in this respect are those of past

ages. Cassar said of them long ago,
" Lacte et carne

vivunt."
'

f Cassar would certainly not say so now, were

he to revisit our coasts. The English peasantry is, of all

the peasantries in Europe, the one which is worst sup-

plied with rnilk
;
and if the father of an agricultural

family can get now and then a piece of cold fat bacon

or mutton with his bread, it is a luxury which his wife

and children are much more rarely afforded. We
are far from denying that the petit cultivateur in

Flanders, who does not own the little plot he farms,

is very poor ;
but he would be much poorer without

it. It is not the farm which makes him poor, but the

natural sterility of a soil entailing a great outlay in

labour and manure, which might otherwise form part

of his income ; secondly, the heavy deduction for rent

in a district of the most limited extent, with a dense

population, whose other chief industry has failed
;
and

thirdly, the shortness of the customary lease, Malthus

remarked that there is one error which landlords in

* ' So little are English travellers accustomed to consider it possible

that a labourer should not spend all he earns, that they habitually mis-

take the signs of economy for those of poverty.'- J. S. Mill, Pol. Econo-

my, book ii. chap. iv. Quoting from a writer on Flemish husbandry,

Mr. Mill proceeds :

'

Accordingly, they are gradually acquiring capital,

and their great ambition is to have land of their own.'

t 'Rural Economy of Great Britain.'
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all countries are prone to namely, taking the highest

rent they can get, and leaving the farmer no margin

above minimum profit. The error is nowhere more

common than in Flanders, being one into which very

poor landlords are most likely to fall
;
but the bulk of

its rural population have nevertheless a share either

in land-rent or in agricultural profit ; whereas, in Eng-

land, the vast majority have neither. A writer, with

special information on such subjects, says that the

people of Brussels complain that the English demand

for meat has doubled its price in the markets, adding

himself :

' This demand arises from the land in England
not being as carefully tilled as in Belgium. If it were

as judiciously farmed, England would produce as much

meat as she consumes, and would not require foreign

supplies.'
* But it is not the peasantry, at any rate, of

Belgium who are the chief sufferers by a rural economy
which leaves England, and still more Ireland, so imper-

fectly farmed. The English labourer has not the com-
f

pensation for the high price he pays for a morsel of

meat of receiving a high price for his cow or his butter,

or of usually supplying his own consumption in good

part, without resort to the market, as is commonly the

case not only in Flanders, but in parts of Belgium
where la (/ramie culture is most prevalent :

' Ilainaut

and Brabant [says M. de Laveleye] are considered in

.Belgium as countries of la grmule culture. However,

little farms of less than a hectare are to be met quite

as frequently here as in the Flemish provinces them-

selves. This is so because not only the agricultural
' Thr Food Supplies of \Vostern Europe.' Hy Joseph Fisher.
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labourers, but even the majority of the workmen em-

ployed in mining and manufactures like to have their

bit of ground to grow a good part of the food they

require for household consumption.'

In these provinces we are among Walloons, as in

Ardenne
;
and in Walloon husbandry, diverse as it is

in several respects from, and inferior for the most part

to, that of the Flemings, we find conclusive testimony

to the superior productiveness of la petite over la

grande culture, as well as to its beneficial effects upon
the habits of the peasantry. Take, for instance, the

region called Le Condroz, occupying the greater part of

the provinces of Liege and Namur, where, relatively to

advantages of soil and climate, husbandry is, according

to M. de Laveleye, most backward in Flanders. The

old triennial fallow is here practised ;
and M. de La-

veleye, who, we should observe, has imbibed certainly

not from the best judge on the subject, Mr. Caird

the notion that la grande culture is the system which

does best in England, asks what are the causes of the

inferior farming of the Condroz ?

' The Condroz,' he answers, 'is the region of Belgium
which counts the greatest number of large farms

;
those

which reach 250 acres, so rare in the Flemish pro-

vinces, being met here often enough. As soon as a

farm is divided in Condroz the land is better cultivated,

and the number of cattle increases. The small pro-

prietors who farm their own five or six acres know no

fallow ;
their crops are more varied and better kept ;

the produce is much larger ; they raise beetroot, colza,

and turnips ;
their corn is taller and carries more
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grain. Thus, then, a too large size of the farms is one

cause of the inferiority of the fanning in Condroz.'

Another cause on which he lays stress is the short-

ness of the leases ; but as they are equally short in

Flanders, he seeks for a further explanation, which he

finds partly in the density of the population of Flan-

ders, compelling extraordinary efforts on the part of

the cultivators, especially upon a soil so barren that it

will yield nothing without copious manuring, and

partly in an instinctive and peculiar love on the part of

the Flemish population for agriculture. On this we

may observe, that the density of the population is, in

the point of view we are here concerned with, only

another name for la petite culture. For it comes to

this : that the farming is so good because the farms

are so subdivided and small that the most must be

made of every square inch. The reference to the love

of the whole Flemish race for the cultivation of the

soil corroborates what we have urged in commenting
on the doctrine of M. de Lavergne, that the love of

country life, which is the true source of agricultural

prosperity, is the love of a whole rural population.

M. de Laveleye's remark raises, however, a further

question, which concerns not only Flemings and Wal-

loons :

'
Is the Flemish peasant's deeper love for agri-

culture an incident of difference of race? or is it not

rather the result, partly of historical causes, partly <>f

greater security for improvement at the present day,

and partly of a longer and more general prevalence of

very small farms, and by consequence, of a greater

number of minds, with an especial genius for the in-
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dustry, diffusing a taste for it?' The Fleming is no

doubt a better spadesman and has a better spade than

the Walloon ;
and it is a Flemish not a Walloon pro-

verb that,
' De spa is de goudmyn der boeren

'

the

spade is the peasant's gold-mine. But the proverb has

its counterpart among the small farmers of Italy in the

saying,
' Se 1' aratro ha il vomero di ferro, la vanga ha

la punta d' oro
'

if the plough has a share of iron, the

spade has a point of gold. We might perhaps find

sufficient historical causes of the superior love of farm-

ing of the Fleming in his ancient institutions, and the

protection of numerous centres of civic life and liberty,

during centuries in which the inhabitants of most other

parts of Belgium were farther both from the busy mart

and the vigorous republic. Even at this day we find

traces of the superior security of the peasant farmer in

Flanders in the fact, that the custom of compensation

to an outgoing tenant for unexhausted improvements

(of which the Flemish proverb says,
' Hoe hooger, hoe

beter
'

the higher the better) has no existence in

the Hesbaye or the Condroz. That institutions of this

kind and history, rather than race, explain the supe-

rior cultivation of the Fleming, is further confirmed by
the fact that the farming is best in the districts of

Flanders itself where the custom of tenant-right re-

ferred to is highest : namely, in the Pays de Waes,

and between Gand and Termonde. Another cause,

which we have suggested above, is the more general

prevalence time out of mind of very small farms. The

maxim of Carnot, respecting military talent, is of uni-

versal application :

'

Supposing the abilities of the
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higher orders of society to be equal to those of the

inferior, it is impossible that the former can ever pro-

duce as great a mass of talent as will emerge, on a free

competition, from the numerous ranks of the humbler

competitors. A hundred thousand men can never

produce as many energetic characters as ten millions.'

Every great revolution in farming, from the suppres-

sion of fallows to the introduction of intermediate

crops almost every plant known to the farmer, ex-

cept the potato, we owe to the Flemings : but a wider

and freer career for the agricultural genius of the race

is a sufficient explanation. The saying of Montesquieu,

which M. de Laveleye adopts,* that ' countries are not

cultivated in proportion to their fertility, but in pro-

portion to their liberty,' is as true of the fertility of the

mind as that of the soil. And when we say liberty we

mean security, of which, as Bentham explained, liberty

is in fact only a part. But insecurity, like security,

leaves long traces
;
and the economist may see the

traces of both in the small kingdom of Belgium.

We may now turn to the two questions propounded

by Mr. Harrison, the first of which is, 'Are small farms

or large farms best ?
'

It is not very clear whether

this question relates to the perfection of fanning, the

* Lea progres de la culture sont dus a trois causes principales : 1'apti-

tude et le gout tms-prononce" des habitants pour It's travaux des champs,
I'asgociation intime de I'ngriculture et de I'industrie, enKii la liberte" et

]'inde"pendflnce dont out joui IPS populations. Quand on cont-idere la

nature ing-rate du sol, et qu'on songe a quel point sa prospo'rite' a dopt-ndu
d! cette troisH'ine cause de progri-s, on se rappelle le mot si juste de

Montesquieu,
' Les pays no sont pas cultive"s en raison de leur t'ertilito,

mais en raison de leur liberteV -E. de Laveleye, Econvmie rurale de la

Hi'lyiqiir, p. li).
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welfare of the rural population, or the interests of

landlords
;
but in each and all of these senses the

critical questioner seems to have overlooked, that a

most material datum is the ratio of laud to population.

The rural economy best suited to England is not that

which would be best for America. Minute and elabo-

rate tillage, with copious manure, would not be econo-

mical farming in a continent of boundless extent ;
it

would not pay for the labour, not to speak of profit

and rent. It is otherwise in old Europe ;
and a com-

parison alike of the farming and of what is far more

important the peasantry of England and Flanders,

demonstrates that it would have been well, not only

for the peasantry, but for the landlords of the former,

had the rural population never been converted whole-

sale, as it has been, into labourers for hire. Neverthe-

less, to Mr. Harrison's question
' Are small farms or

large farms best?' we answer, Both are best. Not

only because there are in all countries, even in Flan-

ders, places specially adapted for each, but also because

the existence of both creates various experiments and

improvements, which may be transferred from the one

to the other, or which require different areas
;
and

because it opens a career of promotion from the small

to the large farm.

Next ' Does the peasant proprietor thrive ?
' We

might ask in like manner,
' Does the sun shine ?

'

Not

everywhere : not where human obstacles intervene.

By his own exceeding art the peasant proprietor

thrives moderately even in the sands of La Campine ;

but he thrives better with less labour in the Bas Liixem-
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bourg, where M. de Laveleye portrays him in a picture

such that we must follow the example set by M. de

Lavergne, iu his report to the Institute of France, of

reproducing it in part :

* Afin de completer 1'e'tude des differentes regions dc

la Belgique, il nous reste ti mentionner celle qui occupe

le sud de la province du Luxembourg. La douceur de

la temperature, la vigueur de la vegetation, tout annonce

qu'on npproche de la zone plus favorisee de 1'Europe

centrale. Tous les fruits sont abondants. Avec son

doux climat, ses gracieuses collines et scs beaux

rochers, la zone du Bas -Luxembourg est sans contredit

1'une de celles qu'on visitera en Belgique avec le plus

de plaisir. Le sol, sans etre trop morcele, est divise

entre un nombre considerable de parts, presque toutes

exploite'es directement par les proprietaires. Chacun,

pour ainsi dire, cultive son propre champ et pent

s'asseoir a 1'ombre de son noyer. II en resulte pour

tons une sorte d'aisance rustique qui derive non de la

possession de grands capitaux, mais de 1'abondance de

toutes les denre'es. Une reelle egalite regne dans les

conditions sociales ;
mil n'est assez riche pour atteindre

a. 1'opulencc et a 1'oisivete, mil non plus n'est assez

pauvre pour connaitre les extre'mites de la misere.'

Even where the farming is good, the peasant pro-

prietor's lot must depend something on the size of his

little farm, the natural qualities of the climate and soil,

and its situation. But the mere fact of proprietorship

will not of necessity originate good farming on the

part of a few isolated peasants, in a country shut out

through all ages from every ray of light, improvement,
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and hope. The advocate of great estates and large

farms in Ireland points to a squatter here and there

who has cleared a piece of crown land, and become

the fee-simple proprietor, yet farms no better and lives

perhaps in more squalor than the neighbouring tenants-

at-will. La petite culture is a difficult art, which will

not grow spontaneously up from the ground as soon as

a peasant is planted upon it as owner the child of

immemorial oppression and darkness, and surrounded

by such, with the additional hardship in their case of

being tenants-at-will. Such a peasant proprietor will

probably not thrive
;
he will do as his fathers did, and

as his neighbours do, with only the privilege of doing

it more lazily. Improvement civilisation in every-

one of its forms must be the work of many, and

cannot be created by one hand in a desert. The

eminent historian Heeren has observed that, but for

the Mediterranean, which served as the medium betAveen

the inhabitants of three continents, their inhabitants

would, beyond question, have continued as uncivilised

as those of Central Africa, had the basin of the

Mediterranean been a steppe like Mongolia. Flanders

was originally such a steppe, but its inhabitants were

not cut off from the light which Egypt, Tyre, Athens,

Carthage, and Eome combined to shed upon the more

favoured parts of modern Europe. Pieces of money
of ancient workmanship, bearing the Phoenician palm,

have been discovered near Gaud, and idols of Isis and

other gods found on the banks of Flemish rivers, show

that,
* under names of old renown,' the arts of the

z 2
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ancient world had early wandered there.* The seeds

of knowledge planted thus were fostered in the modern

world by civic liberty and commerce ; and the whole

history of Flemish husbandry is, to borrow the language

of a Flemish historian,
' bound up with resistance of

the mercantile and industrial element to that armed

territorial proprietorship which continued the barbarian

conquest under the name of seignory.'

* A crew, who under names of old renown,
With monstrous shape and sorceries nbused

Fanatic Egypt and her priests to seek

Their wandering gods disguised in brutish forms. Paradise Lost.
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THE FARMS AND PEASANTEY OF BELGIUM,
1870.

AMONG the forms in which democracy, not in the

sense only of popular power, but also of a spirit in

unison with popular requirements and feelings, and of

respect for mankind displays itself now throughout

Europe, none is likely to affect more profoundly both

English institutions and English philosophy than the

growing interest in the condition and arrangements of

other nations of which there is evidence. And it is

remarkable in how many of the most prominent ques-

tions the experience of the youngest and almost the

smallest state in Europe is appealed to. We turn to

Belgium, not to Italy, to gauge the relative strength of

ecclesiastical power and intellectual liberty ;
the sharp

division of its people into two races or families, one

speaking a German, the other a French tongue, marks

it out as a field for the study of the race problem in

its social and economic aspects ;
it was the first

country in Europe to set the example of placing rail-

ways under the immediate control of the State
;
and

in the agrarian controversies thickening around us, it

is oftener referred to than any other part of the

continent.
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It is however its Flemish provinces only to which

the last-mentioned controversies usually point, when

Ik'lgium is cited as an authority on rural economy ;

its other provinces, though eminent in mining and

manufacturing enterprise, having but recently begun to

attain distinction in agriculture. The former celebrity

of the peasant farms of Flanders is on the other hand

never disputed ;
the main question is, whether its

ancient minuteness of both property and cultivation

are found compatible with modern progress ? To this

inquiry a recent writer has returned an answer which

has had wide circulation, and it is by no means the

truth about Flanders alone which is at stake in the

matter :

' The small proprietors may be found strug-

gling with an ungrateful climate and hungry soil in the

haunted valleys of the Ardennes, or the dreary swamps
of Limbourg. In other countries, remote alike from

commercial activity and the crowded markets of the

world, not yet under the tyranny of competition, he

still fulfils his humble mission
;
and by his very in-

dustry, rendering each day his little homestead more

and more attractive, paves the way to his own exter-

mination : in highly civilized countries he is daily

becoming rarer. In the fertile plains of Flanders and

Brabant he is almost extinct.'* Advancing another

step the same writer affirms that '
in Flanders the

peasant proprietor cultivating his own land has dis-

appeared.' The plains of Flanders are assuredly not

fertile, unless so far as they owe fertility to the peasant

cultivator, and above all to the peasant cultivating his

* Letters to the ' Times,
1

I3v Mr. W, Mure.
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own land. But as to the extinction of such cultivators,

let us consult the report of M. de Segur-Dupeyrac to

the French Enquete Agricole, respecting East Flanders,

the region most perfectly farmed. ' In East Flanders,

of 88,300 cultivators of less than three hectares (less

than seven acres and a half) 32,201 are proprietors,

37,283 are tenants under lease. Of cultivators of

above three hectares, 12,346 are proprietors, against

11,481 tenants.'* On the 545,245 cultivated acres of

East Flanders there are thus, according to this report,

and exclusive of a great number of other small pro-

prietors, more proprietors cultivating their own land

than there were landowners on all the acres of Eng-
land at the last census. And with respect to the

conditions of perfect success on the part of the peasant

proprietor's farming, M. de Segur-Dupeyrac adds :

'Assuredly, these figures tend scarcely to prove that

large property and large farms only can make the soil

yield its utmost produce, since it is beyond dispute

that in beauty of cultivation Flanders is one of the first

countries in Europe. At the same time, if small pro-

perty can reach the pitch of perfection beheld here, it

is on the condition of finding itself surrounded by a,

considerable population, which adds a vast quantity of

sewage to the manure the cattle-stalls yield ;
not to

speak of tanneries, manufactures of animal black,

refineries, distilleries, and breweries, which likewise by
their refuse contribute largely to the amelioration of

the soil, and to that uninterrupted succession of crops

which here affords to the cultivator a comfortable

* (

Enquete Agricole. Documents recueillis a 1'etranger/ i. 197.
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subsistence.' In place then of expelling the peasant

proprietor from his farm, it thus appears that * commer-

cial activity and crowded markets
'

bring powerful

auxiliaries to his aid. They do so too, not only in the

manner M. de Segur-Dupeyrac points out, by the

fertilising agents they add, but also, and more so, by
the new demand they create for his produce. The

nearer the town comes and the larger it grows, not only

the cheaper and the more plentiful is the small culti-

vator's supply of manures, but the higher are the

prices of his milk, butter, and flax. The foreign trade

which has brought him guano (the fertiliser most in

esteem in East Flanders) is an excellent customer even

for rabbits fed at no cost from the roadside ditch. The

railway station which brings a new home market to

his doors, is itself a new demand for his most profit-

able productions. The distilleries and breweries which

enrich his sterile sands with their refuse afford him

additional buyers. The large farmer himself who has

a beet-sugar factor)', becomes in the same manner one

of his allies, both in the field and in the market.

Again, the change in comparative prices, consequent

on commercial progress, which is one of the economic-

revolutions of our age, is a revolution in favour of

small farming everywhere, but nowhere more so than

in Flanders. Describing early in this century the farm-

ing of the Pays de Waes, the garden of Flanders, frr

John Sinclair remarked,*
' Indeed in the Paysde Waes,

the sale or price of grain is considered only a

secondary object ;
and it is not possible for a mere

* ' Hints respecting the Agriculture of the Netherlands.'
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corn farmer to stand in competition with such rivals.'

This is now more than ever the fundamental principle

of Flemish husbandry ; the chief part of the grain

grown in rotation being used for domestic consump-

tion, or in the shape of rye meal for the cattle. Eye
is the principal grain crop ; wheat, the market cereal,

being gro\vn to but a small extent. The market profit

of the Flemish small farms comes almost entirely from

butter or milk, and ' industrial
'

crops such as flax and

tobacco ;
and the .demand for all these market com-

modities of course grows with the trade population

and wealth of the neighbourhood.

Let us now look at the effect of recent great changes

in prices on this system of husbandry. Commenting
on the tendency of the modern market to give the

largest profit to productions requiring minute cultiva-

tion and care, Mr. Caird states :

*

Every intelligent

farmer ought to keep this steadily in view. Let him

produce as much as he can of the articles which have

shown a tendency to rise. The farms which eighty

years ago yielded 100/. in meat, or in butter, would
> c_, ,

now produce 200/., though neither the breed of stock

nor the capabilities of the land had been improved.

Those which yielded 100/. in wheat would yield no

more now.' Thus the changes without in surrounding

trade have been decidedly favourable to la petite cul-

ture
;
and science at the same time has come to its aid

within. The progress of agricultural chemistry has

brought with it corresponding improvement in a sys-

tem of cultivation which depends for its profit, and

almost for its existence, on raising a number of crops
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in succession without exhausting a naturally sterile

soil. It is indeed sometimes said, that, far in advance

of other countries as Flemish husbandry was fifty years

ago, it has remained stationary since, and is conse-

quently now in arrear of agricultural progress. The

author might affirm that a considerable improvement
has come under his own observation during the num-

ber of years he has known the country, and the fre-

quent visits he has made to it. But the evidence of

the French minister at Brussels, in a report to the

Enquete Agricole, may be more to the purpose. Under

the head of Progres Agricoles, M. le comte de

Comminges Guitaut, Ministre plenipotentiaire, says :

'
II est incontestable que de grands progres out ete

realises depuis 1'annee 1846. L'extension donnee h la

culture de plantes et racines fourrageres a permis an

cultivateur d'augmenter la production et la qualite de

ses engrais ; grace aux ameliorations apportees aux

instruments aratoires, principalement aux charrues,

rouleaux, scarificateurs, le travail du sol s'est per-

fectionne ;
les labours sont plus profonds et executes

avec plus de soiu ;
le sarclage et le binage s'executent

dans les champs sur line grande dchelle. Dans les

Flandres on ne trouvc presque plus de terres impro-

ductives.' The minister adds a list of new manures

which have come into common use, including, in ad-

dition to guano, animal black, superphosphate of lime,

pulverised bones &c. The steam threshing-machine

again lias made great way even in the last four years.

To the eye of an English large farmer, the simplicity

of several of the implements in use may nevertheless
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fail to convey the idea of progress ;
for ornate as his

culture is. the petit cultivateur does nothing for mere

display. The wooden plough (as it is inaccurately

called, for only the body is of wood) is everywhere
still in vogue, more because it is light and saves need-

less labour, than for saving of original cost ; though all

saving of needless cost is of course of the essence of la

petite culture, and one of the causes of its success in

that competition which best tests the capacities of the

two systems of farming. At a Belgian Agricultural

Show, the large proprietor, who does things in an

English style, and does so for style ; who has the

latest agricultural machines in the country, and the

finest farm buildings ;
who does not look to profit or

cost ;
and who has in one sense the model farm of the

neighbourhood (although it would be folly for his

neighbour to copy it) may carry off the first prize.

But in the practical competition of the market it is the

small cultivator who wins
;
and land passes more and

more from the large to the small tenant who can give the

highest rent, and from the larger owner to the peasant

who can give the longest price. A writer referred to

in a preceding page maintains that '

by an economic

law in countries under the statutes of the code civil,

the increase of competition does, inevitably, as time

rolls on, force the cultivation of the soil into the hands

of tenants.' It has been elsewhere shown by the

author that this is not so in France
;

* and it is cer-

tainly not more true of Belgium, notwithstanding the

law of succession. The success and extension of small

* ' The Land System of France.' Cobden Club Volume.
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farms naturally carry along with them the success and

extension of peasant proprietorship ;
and although the

partitions effected by the law of succession must not

urifreqiiently bring land into the possession of other

than farmers, it often finds its way back in the end

through the land-market to a farmer. In the Pays

de Waes, for example, when a tradesman-proprietor

dies, leaving land behind, a small farmer usually buys

it up. That in spite of the distribution effected by the

law of succession so much land remains the property

of peasant farmers, and that the number of such pro-

perties gradually increases, is the strongest possible

proof that the real tendency of ' economic law,' or in

other words of agricultural progress and commerce

combined, is to multiply peasant properties cultivated

by their owners.

The case of Belgium is the more striking an example,

since the peasant there has none of the special gifts

which the skies of France bestow on la petite culture ;

the olive is not his, and the vine though it grows an

indifferent vintage on a few slopes in the east and

south of the kingdom, is nowhere to be met with in

Flanders. The soil of Flanders, moreover, is so poor

by nature, that even ' second
'

or intermediate crops

(very unjustly called cultures derobt'et, for they are

certainly not xtolt'ti from the ground) require special

manure
; though as this is done by laying on double

manure with the preceding crop, the language of M.

dc Laveleyc on the subject may require explanation.*

*
Sarrassin is the only crop grown by good farmers in Belgium with-

out either separate manure, or double manure with the preceding crop.
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The Pays de Waes, it should be observed, is not more

fertile than the rest of the sandy regions, although it

may appear so from the greater moisture of the soil,

and its natural qualities were so far from attracting

earlier cultivation than the rest of the province, that it

was not reclaimed for centuries after the environs of

Ghent. More manure to the acre is applied in it at

this day than anywhere else, even in Flanders.

Although the Eeports from Belgium to the French

Enquete Agricole strongly corroborate the general

testimony that there is a constant tendency towards the

subdivision of landed property by purchases in small

parcels in the Flemish provinces, it deserves attention

that they also afford evidence of a different movement.

Under a safe and simple system of land transfer by

registration, there is, as there is in France, a double

movement in the land market. Capital acquired in

the trade and manufactures of towns seeks investment

in the country along with small savings accumulated in

the country itself. M. Leclerc, indeed, treats even the

purchases of town capitalists as promoting the subdivi-

sion of land, because large proprietors are the sellers ;

the price of small lots and small farms being much too

high to tempt capitalists. And while, for this reason,

even the larger purchases encroach on the territory of

la grande, not of la petite propriety, there is another

class of capitalists whose transactions augment the

territory of the latter. While men retiring from busi-

ness are not unfrequently buyers, men investing in

business are sellers
;
and sellers in small lots, because

in pecuniary value the parts are more than the whole.
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* The properties of merchants and manufactures/ says

M. de Segur-Dupeyrac,
* are subjects of frequent sales

in small parcels, both involuntarily in consequence of

commercial failures, and because the inheritors often

prefer to realize their value in money, and add it to

their capital. To realize all they can, they turn to

account the habitual desire of the small cultivator to

become a proprietor, and sell in extremely small lots.'

Thus in yet another manner the progress of manufac-

tures and trade tend naturally, not to the accumulation

of land, but to its diffusion.

A fact mentioned by M. de Segur-Dupeyrac respect-

ing the polders of Flanders affords strong confirmation

of the tendency of la petite culture to supersede la

grande in the Flemish provinces ;
and the statement is

the more deserving of notice from the observation he

adds respecting the influence of small farms on wages.

The polders are the rich alluvial lands reclaimed on

the coast, and defended from the sea by dykes. Here

the great natural fertility of the soil has permitted for

a number of years of a very different description of

farming from that by which the productiveness of the

sands of the interior has been created and maintained
;

and the polders have been hitherto occupied by what

are considered large farms in Belgium. The gradual

exhaustion of their fertility, however, has begun to

necessitate a change in the mode of cultivation and a

subdivision of farms, which M. de Segur-Dupeyrac
refers to in his report under the head of wages, because

of the tendency of the change to raise the price of

labour through the increase of tillage and the greater
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competition of farmers. ' Dans les polders,' he states,

*

pays de grande culture, bien qu'il s'y remarque une

tendence a etablir au lieu des exploitations de 15

a 20 hectares, existantes jusqu'ici, des fermes de 5

a 6 hectares seulement, la paye d'un premier valet

est encore en ce moment, outre la nourriture, de 16 a

18 francs par mois, celle d'un second valet de 11 a

12 francs. Probablement la creation de petites ex-

ploitations, en excitant la concurrence entre les

ferniiers, et en amenant la transformation des prairies

naturelles en champs cultivables, aura pour resultat

d'elever ces prix, et par suite sans doute, ceux de la

main-d'ceuvre.' *

Besides creating a demand for additional labour in

this way, and stimulating competition among employers

whereas under the large farm system in England two

or three farmers in a parish sometimes have the whole

labour market to themselves it cannot be too often

repeated that a large proportion of the petits cultiva-

teurs of Flanders, as of France and Germany, would

under the English system be labourers only ;
while

under the Continental, they have a profit from their

little farms in addition to their wages as labourers.

And as every year a larger number of the labouring class

become actual owners of small plots of ground, many
add an equivalent to rent over and above profit to

their wages ;
not to speak of the comfort and independ-

ence of having a house and garden of their own, the

resource for old age and slack times for work, and the

means and motive of utilising the spare time which

* ( Documents recueillis a 1'^tranger/ i, 200.
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the English labourer spends in the public house. Not-

withstanding the decline of spinning and weaving by
hand (which formerly contributed largely to their sup-

port) and the consequent increase in the competition

for agricultural employment, the rural population of

Flanders is decidedly better off now than it was when

it had that subsidiary resource, and la petite culture

has improved, its auxiliaries are more numerous, and

the prices of its produce have greatly risen.

There is, nevertheless, an extraordinary difference

between the rates of wages for agricultural labour in

the Flemish as compared with the Walloon provinces.
' The line of division between high and low wages,' as

M. de Laveleye states,
'

closely corresponds with the

line of division between the two races, the Flemish and

the Walloon.' The Walloon farm labourer earns two

francs in the day, and often more, while the Fleming
earns but one. Does this difference, then, proceed

from difference of race, and bread-earning capacity ?

It is, in the first place, matter of dispute whether

there is a difference of race. The theory of the late

Belgian scholar Moke Avas that there is none ;
but that

the Walloons were thoroughly Eomanised, like the

neighbouring Gauls, by their conquerors, and thus

acquired the Latin tongue ;
from which, as well as

from complete subjugation, the Flemings were preserved

by their morasses, and the tmattractiveness of their

infertile wastes. However the- question of race may
be resolved, the economic diversities which run with

the difference of name and tongue, immense as thevO ' ^

are, will be found on investigation to militate strongly_; (T *
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against the bearing of race or blood (as distinguished

from, history, circumstances, tradition, and education),

on industrial capacity.

The Flemings, as a general rule, may be said to

occupy the northern region of the province ;
and a

line of division from east to west, between the two

tongues, and between high and low wages, corresponds

in the main with two other divisions namely (1),

between the northern region of infertile sand, and the

southern region of generally fertile loam, and (2),

between a region without any mineral wealth, and one

richly endowed with mines of iron and coal.

JSTow England itself exhibits a dividing line of wages

remarkably analogous to one of the two just mentioned.

Prefixed to Mr. Caird's
'

English Agriculture,' is an
' outline map of England, showing the line of division

between high and low wages ;
. . . the dotted line

from east to west showing the line of wages.' This

division is subsequently referred to and explained as

follows : 'Taking the highest rate we have met with, 155.

in parts of Lancashire, and comparing it with the lowest,

6s. in South Wilts, and considering the facilities of the

present day, it is surprising that so great a difference

should continue. The line is distinctly drawn at the

point where coal ceases to be found
;
to the south of

which there is only one of the counties we visited in

which the wa^es reach 10s. a-week, Sussex. The
CJ '

local circumstances of that county explain the cause of

labour being there better remunerated
; the wealthy

population of Brighton and other places on the Sussex

coast, affording an increased market for labour beyond
A A
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the demands of agriculture.' A difference in local

geological conditions is in like manner the proximate

cause which makes the price of agricultural labour

in the Walloon provinces double what it is in the

Flemish ; . and the difference has an important bearing

on the theory of wages propounded by Ricardo and

M'Culloch.* What is particularly striking in the case

of Belgium is the extreme sharpness of the division.

A few miles north of Liege, the Flemish farm labourer

earns hardly half what the Walloon does in the

neighbourhood of the town
; yet the Fleming is usually

the better labourer of the two, and in fact does all

kinds of work connected with the ground, much of a

navvy's work for example, better than most of his

French-tongued countryman. The Walloon on the

other hand can reproach him that he displays small

talent for manufacture, and that he has neither the wit

to learn the French language, which would much

enlarge his industrial sphere, nor the enterprise to

double his wages as an agricultural labourer by

migration. The Flemish provinces too are at no great

distance from the mines of Liege and Hainan t, and

might at small cost import all the coal and iron

required for manufactures on a great scale. We must

therefore look beyond mines for an explanation of the

low value of the Fleming's spade work. What has

been said of Lombardy,
' La Lombardie n'est pas tout-

k-fait dese.spagnolisee,' is no less true of Flanders.

Spanish oppression crushed its manufactures, trampled

See further on the diversities of "Wages in England, the Appendix
to the present Volume, entitled ' Political Economy and the Hate of

Wages.'
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out most of its intellectual life, and left its peasantry

under the dominion of a clergy who regard ignorance

as much less dangerous -than knowledge, and the

industrial uses of the French language as too slight an

advantage to compensate for the acquisition of new

ideas. It is not race then that makes the Fleming at

once an ill-paid labourer and a cultivateur delite, or

the Walloon a manufacturer, with much less genius for

farming, yet earning more by it
;
for the Fleming was

once more famous in manufactures than the Walloon ;

and though now the least migratory of human beings, he

was the great industrial emigrant of the middle ages,

as English history attests. Nor, on the other hand, can

he claim a complete monopoly of the art of husbandry,

for there are parts of Hainaut now, where the farming

rivals that of East Flanders. If, again, the doctrine

be well founded that there was no original diversity of

race, we may find in both Fleming and Walloon

conclusive refutation of theories which trace the

different industrial development of different nations to

diversities of race. These theories mistake effects for

causes, treating the effects of different histories, different

laws, and different physical geography on different

communities as manifestations of inherent and original

diversity ; and they ignore altogether the yet greater

diversities exhibited by the same community at dif-

ferent periods of its career, and by its different classes

at the same period. The doctrine of race as applied to

interpret social or economic characteristics, is at best,

in short, a mere speculation, which it is altogether un-

philosophical to draw any positive conclusions from.

A A 2





APPENDIX.

POLITICAL ECONOMY AND THE RATE OF
WAGES.*

' THE premisses of the political economist,' says Mr. Senior,

whose conception of the science is that of an influential

school of economists,
' consist of a very few general proposi-

tions, the result of observation or consciousness, and scarcely

requiring proof or even formal statement
; and his inferences

are, if he has reasoned correctly, as certain as his premisses.'

According to this view, political economy not only is purely
a deductive science, but its deductions follow from premisses

obtained without labour of investigation, lying on the surface

of the mind or of things ;
and they need no verification by

comparison with facts ; indeed Mr. Senior especially protested

against its being considered by continental economists a

science avide de faits. Considering how numerous and

diverse are the things comprised under the denomination of

wealth, how various the passions and motives relating to

them, how numerous and complicated the conditions which

control their production and distribution, it does appear to us

amazing that it should ever have been thought possible to

construct a science of such a subject with little or no inspec-

tion of the phenomena whose laws it aims to interpret. The

shortest compass within which the ultimate problem of all

science can be comprised, the fewest premisses with which the

investigators ought to rest satisfied as complete, Mr. Mill

*
Reprinted from Fraser's Magazine. July 1868.
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defines thus :
* What are the fewest and simplest assumptions,

which being granted, the whole existing order of nature

would result ? or, What are the fewest general propositions
from which all uniformities which exist might be deduced ?

'*

Every great advance in the progress of science is a step, Mr.
Mill adds, towards the solution of this problem ;

and if this

be a proper definition of the general problem of scientific in-

vestigation, and political economy be a branch of it, it surely

follows that its fundamental laws ought to be obtained by
careful induction, that assumptions from which an unreal

order of things and unreal uniformities are deduced cannot

be regarded as final or adequate ; and that facts, instead of

being irrelevant to the economist's reasoning, are the pheno-
mena from which he must infer his general principles, and by
which he ought constantly to verify his deductions.! The

main object of this article is to examine the conditions which

govern the great department of the production and distribu-

tion of wealth, indicated by the word wages ; but it is hoped
that the investigation may not only elicit some information

on that special subject, but also afford evidence of the

necessity of studying every economic problem in conformity
with the universal canons of the logic of science of accept-

ing no assumptions as finally established without proof, none

as adequate from which conclusions untrue as matters of fact

are found to result, and no chains of deduction from hypo-
thetical premisses as possessing more than hypothetical truth,

until verified by observation.

The theory of wages propounded by economic writers in

general, though rejected by Mr. Thornton, and subjected to

important practical modifications and corrections by Mr.

Mill, Mr. Fawcett, and Mr. Waley, may be said to consist of

two propositions. (1.) That there is a general wages fund,

*
System of Ijoglc. Book iii., chnps. 4 and 13.

t Mr. Mill's definition is: 'Writers on political economy profess to inves-

tigate the nature of wealth, and the laws of its production and distribution,

including directly or remotely the operation of all the causes by which the con-

dition of mankind or of any society of human beings in respect to this uni-

versal object of desire, is made prosperous or the reverse.' Principles of

I'o/itica/ Economy : Preliminary Remarks.
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the proportion of which to the number of labourers fixes the

average rate of individual earnings. (2.) That competition
distributes this fund among the working classes according to

the nature of their work, its difficulty, severity, unpleasant-

ness, &c., so that allowing for differences in the quality of the

labour there is an equality in the rates of wages in different

employments. Mr. M'Culloch's treatise On the Circum-

stances which determine, the Rate of Wages, states the first of

these two propositions as follows (chapter i.) :
'

Wages depend
at any particular period on the magnitude of the fund or

capital appropriated to the payment of wages, compared with

the number of labourers. . . . Let us suppose that the

capital of a country annually appropriated to the payment of

wages amounts to 30,000,000^. sterling. If there were two

millions of labourers in that country, it is evident that the

wages of each, reducing them all to the same common stan-

dard, would be 151.
; and it is further evident that this rate

could not be increased otherwise than by increasing the

amount of capital in a greater proportion than the number
of labourers, or by diminishing the number of labourers in

a greater proportion than the amount of capital. Every
scheme for raising wages which is not bottomed on this

principle, or which has not an increase of the ratio of capital

to population for its ultimate object, must be nugatory and

ineffectual.'

The second proposition is stated in the same treatise thus

(chapter v.) :

* Were all employments equally agreeable and

healthy, the labour to be performed in each of the same

intensity, and did they all require the same degree of

dexterity and skill on the part of the labourer, it is evident,

supposing industry to be quite free, that there could be no

permanent or considerable difference in the wages paid to

those engaged in them. . . . Hence the discrepancies

that actually obtain in the rate of wages are confined within

certain limits
; increasing or diminishing it only so far as

may be necessary to equalise the favourable or unfavourable

circumstances attending any employment.'
We maintain in opposition to these propositions that no_
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funds are certainly appropriated by employers either collec-

tively or individually to the hire of labourers; that the
*

average rate of wages
'

is a phrase without practical mean-

ing; that competition does not equalise wages; that the

actual rates of wages are not determined solely by competi-

tion, or by any one general cause ; and that the aggregate
amount of wages is merely the arithmetical sum of the par-
ticular amounts of wages determined in each case by its own

special conditions. We maintain too that the theory we con-

trovert discredits political economy with the labouring class,

and diverts the attention alike of labourers, employers, and

economists from the investigation of means by which the

wealth of the working classes might be increased and their re-

lations with employers placed on a more satisfactory footing.

A remark which the first of Mr. M'Culloch's propositions

might have suggested to his own mind at once is, that sup-

posing it true that the average rate of wages depends on the

proportion of an aggregate fund to the number of labourers,

small light is nevertheless shed on the subject by the state-

ment of the problem in that way. Has it ever been

propounded as the theory of the rate of profit that it depends
on the ratio of the aggregate amount of profit to the aggregate

quantity of capital ? or as the theory of rent that the average
rent of an acre depends on the proportion of the total amount

of rent to the total number of acres ? Were M'Culloch's pro-

position true to the letter, the question put in a very instructive

article in the North Britisli Review would remain,
' How does

the amount of the wages-fund happen to be what it is ? What

will make it rise or fall ?
'*

By Mr. Dudley Baxter's estimate

of the amount and distribution of the national income,

10,901,000 manual labourers have an aggregate income of

334,(>45,0()0/., while 2,759,000 persons in other classes have

an income of 489,304,000/. ;
but Mr. Baxter does not pretend

that these statistics afford an explanation of the facts they

succinctly express, namely, that there is such a total national

income, such a distribution of it, and such an aggregate

amount of wages received by so many labourers. How is it

* Xorth nrifisk /iV'-;>"-. March 1868. p. 6.
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it remains to be ascertained that the many have so little

while the few have so much ? Why is it that both together
have no more ? Could any causes alter the total amount of the

national income, or its distribution, or both, in favour of the

labouring class
; or, on the contrary, to their disadvantage ?

The doctrine of Mr. M'Culloch either means that the total

revenue of the labouring class,
' the aggregate wages-fund,' is

fixed and invariable in amount, or it does not. If it does not,

if the working classes might earn more or less collectively

than they actually do, the doctrine in question evidently

leaves untouched the very problem it professes to solve,

namely, what are the causes determining wages ? If, on the

other hand, it means that there is a fixed quantity of wealth

appropriated exclusively and certainly to the labouring class,

it must be seen in a moment to be false by any one who

reflects that capital can emigrate, and that the place and

manner of its employment depend on individual estimates of

profit ;
that in husbandry there is the alternative of pasture

or tillage ; that in both manufactures and agriculture,

machines, animals, and natural agents may be substituted for

labourers
;
and that the amount of income, as well as of

capital, expended on labour or service is as variable as the

tastes and dispositions of different individuals and different

periods. The successor to a large income may spend more or

less than his predecessor in the hire of labourers or servants
;

moreover, as there will be occasion to notice more particu-

larly hereafter, the expenditure of any given amount of in-

come upon commodities causes a greater or less expenditure

of capital upon labour according to the kind of commodities

and their mode of production. Again, the same collective

amount of capital and income expendible upon labour may
yield very different rates of wages, according not to the num-
ber of labourers only, but to the number also of employers,
and the manner in which the whole amount is divided among
them. If engrossed chiefly by a few, they may fix wages by
combination at a minimum

;
if very unequally shared among

a large number of employers, the rate determined even by

competition may be much lower than it would be upon an
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equal division, since the richer employers may get the pick
of the market for a very little more than the poorer can pay.
We may pass then to the second of Mr. M'Culloch's proposi-

tions, namely, that wages are equal, allowing for differences

in the quantity and quality of work. So convinced was Mr.

M'Culloch of the necessary truth of this proposition that he

appended a note to Adam Smith's statement of the doctrine

of wages, in which he affirmed that modern facilities of com-

munication have brought the wages of labour ' much nearer

to a common level than at the period of the Wealth of

Nations;' and that they are 'nearly the same all over the

country.' Now what are the facts ? While Adam Smith was

composing his treatise in Scotland, Arthur Young was collect-

ing statistics of agricultural wages in England ; and in the

26 counties he traversed, the lowest rate was then 6s. a week,

in two counties only being so low; the highest rate was

8s. 6d., in one county only being so high ; the rate varying

generally between 6s. 6d. and 8s. Eighty years afterwards

(in 1850 and 1851) Mr. Caird traversed the same counties

and found the minimum rate still 6s., but the maximum
raised to 16s. In Lancashire, again, wages had risen from

6s. 6d. to 15s. ; but in Suffolk they had fallen from 7s. lie?,

to 7s., though meat, butter, and milk had greatly risen, and

cottage rents 100 per cent.* The real increase of inequality

in wages in 1850, compared with 1770, was indeed consider-

ably greater than the money rates show, for Adam Smith was

altogether mistaken in supposing the prices of food to be

nearly the same throughout the kingdom in his time, but

they had become nearly the same in 1850. In 1860 they

are still nearer a perfect equality, but the inequality in wages

continues, as the following evidence proves :

' In the parish of Chester-le-Street, for example, a very

large parish, with a population of more than 20,000 inhabit-

ants, the rate of wages, whether from farmers or gentlemen,

for an able-bodied agricultural labourer is at least 15s. a

week, and for" hinds
" about 19s. to 206'. with house free, and

*
Kngliah A(jri<-idtnre in 18.JO <///</ 1851 ;

f-ocond edition, pp. 473, 510-61o.
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very often coals also. I may mention also that the rate has i

;

never varied since I recollect looking into these matters,

namely, from 1843; and I may say the same rate exists in

the greater part of the county of Durham and the south part

of the county of Northumberland. The labourers eat meat <

almost every day.
* With regard to Dorsetshire, where I am now living, wages

are in many places now as they have been for thirty years,

namely, from 7s. to 8s. a week ;
and out of this they have

often to pay 4. a year for a cottage, generally a wretched

one. These labourers hardly know what meat is
; they have

perhaps a pig, but if so have to spin out the bacon
; they

live chiefly on cheese, bread, and potatoes. Occasionally

they may have a small patch of land near their cottage, or a

piece of allotment land for which they pay a small rent.

Although the price of bread, meat, &c., has risen so much in

late years, the rate of labour has not varied. There are no

manufactories of any kind, and the labourers are a very un-

enterprising race, getting through much less work than a

Northumbrian who has his 15s. to 18s. a week and eats meat.' *

Take next an intervening county between Northumber-

land and Dorsetshire, with intervening rates of wages. The

rector of a parish in Northamptonshire writes : f
*

Wages in Northamptonshire ranged in 1848 from 9s. to

10s. a week, 9s. being the most common rate ; in 1858 from

10s. to 12s., the latter prevailing generally near large towns.

In 1868 I know of two parishes in the county where wages
are only lls. a week

; generally in the richest parts of the

county they are about 12s. They rise as you get near the

towns; being in my parish 14s. for ordinary agricultural

labourers.
* The rate is ruled in this county chiefly by two causes, the

price of wheat and the amount of competition. In the

neighbourhood of railway works, for example, the farmers are

obliged to keep their wages in fair proportion to their profits

from prices ; and in such places, when a farmer gets good

* Communication from a landed proprietor, April 22, 1868.

t April 17, 1868.
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prices, he generally raises the wages of his men spontaneously.
For instance, in 1867, the farmers about here told their

men they would raise wages from 12s. to 13s. ; in 1868, from

13s. to 14s. In out of the way places, where there is no

competition of other employments, I fear wages are kept at

old rates of lls. and 12s. ; much too little for a labouring
man at present prices. One woman in this parish showed

her books lately, from which it seems that she paid 13s. 4d.

each week this winter for bread and flour, her husband's

wages being 15s. : not much left for rent and clothing, &c. !

Harvest pulls them through.'

Political economists might many years ago have reformed

the poor law, improved the cottages of the rural population
in many counties, and done much to raise wages in the

counties where they are lowest, if, instead of assuming a fic-

titious equality, they had applied themselves to discover the

causes of a real inequality. But it is one of * a profound
kind of fallacies in the mind of man,' says Lord Bacon, that

it
* doth usually assume and feign in nature a greater equality

and uniformity than is in truth.' \Ve have seen how far

agricultural wages are from that equality and uniformity

which Mr. M'Culloch assumed :* the following evidence, given
before the Trade-Unions Commission, relates to wages in

towns :

'

Wages all over the country vary in a most unaccountable

manner, as far as any reasons arising from the circumstances

either of the trade or the locality would lead one to expect.

For instance, masons' wages are at Chester 6%d. per hour, at

Shrewsbury 5d. per hour; those are two towns which of

course are very similarly situated as far as expense of living

is concerned, and as far as other circumstances are concerned.

At C'levedon they receive only 4d., at Penzance they receive

G'/., at Kxeter 4^'/., at South Shields 7.['/., at Newcastle-on-

Tyne 5'/., :it Preston 7$d., at Lancaster (></ At

Blackburn bricklayers' wages are 8</. per hour, at Liverpool

* Tlio return of agrii-ultur.il labourers' earnings for the quarter ended

Miehaelmas July 1 8(5',), just printed by order of the House of Commons, shows

that weekly wages in the harvest quarter varv from Jl.-
1

. to "2li>.
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6icZ., at Stafford 6d., at Walsall 5d.
t
at Huddersfield 8d. t

at Barnsley 5fd. ;
in different parts of England the wages

vary from 8d. to 4|cZ. per hour..... Carpenters and

joiners at Chester get 6cZ. per hour, at Shrewsbury 4|cZ., at

Southport 6f cZ., at Wigan 5fcZ. ; and wages vary from 8d.

to 4f cZ. per hour. Plasterers' wages at Durham are 6-|cZ. per

hour, at Darlington 5fcZ., at Barrow-in-Furness 7|-cZ., at

Wigan 5fcZ., at Chester 5fcZ., in the Staffordshire Potteries

7cZ., at Scarborough 7fZ.'; and wages vary from 8cZ. to 4fcZ.

per hour. As far as the plumbers, painters, and glaziers are

concerned, it is difficult to institute a comparison ;
but as far

as I can distinguish, they vary just as much as the other

trades. Slaters' wages vary in different parts of England
from 8d. to 4fcZ. per hour. Bricklayers' labourers' wages
are at Chester S^cZ. per hour, at Shrewsbury 3d., at Barrow-

in-Furness 5|cZ., at Liverpool 4fcZ., at Preston 3^cZ., in Lon-

don 5cZ., at Hereford 3<:Z., and at Gloucester 2|rZ. ;
and

wages vary from 5|cZ. to 2|cZ. in different parts of England.'
The secretary of the General Builders' Association, who

gave the foregoing evidence, speaking on behalf of employers,
attributed the striking inequality in wages he described to

the disturbing influence of trade-unions. The secretary of

the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, on the other hand,

speaking on behalf of working men, though affirming in like

manner that wages vary in quantity from town to town,

maintained that the operations of the union tend to equalise

them.* Whether this be so or not (and the information

unions collect and the objects they have in view seem to

tend to equalisation), the fact of great inequality remains.

It is, moreover, much greater in the case of agricultural

* Earl of Lichfiehl : Have the operations of your society had the effect of

equalising wages in different districts where you have branches ? They have

had the effect of equalising wages to a very considerable extent, but have not

made a uniform rate of wages.
Do they vary very much in different towns of the same district say Lanca-

shire, for instance ? Yes.

Do you mean more than the expense of living will account for ? I believe

that the cost of living is pretty near the same, go where you will, if you live

upon the same diet.
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labourers, who have no unions, than of town operatives, who
have ; and the very existence of unionism is enough to dis-

prove the theory that individual competition is the sole regu-
lator of wages, and that labour naturally finds its own level,

like water.

'The spirit quickeneth, but the letter killeth.' The
followers of a philosopher owe him no literal sequence : they
owe it, on the contrary, to his fame and example, and to the

science or system of investigation which he establishes, to

give it all possible correction as well as expansion ; but in

political economy it has been the fate of both Adam Smith

and Mr. Mill that the letter of general propositions found in

their pages has been pushed with pitiless logic to the utmost

extreme, without even the qualifications in those very pages,
as though a reductio ad absurdum of the master were the

object of the disciple. Adam Smith, for example, laid it down

as a general principle, that * the whole of the advantages
and disadvantages of different employments of labour must,

in the same neighbourhood, be either perfectly equal or con-

tinually tending to equality, in a society where every man
was perfectly free to choose what occupation he thought

proper, and to change it as often as he thought proper?
But he was so far from treating this very limited proposition

as true without exception, even within its specified limits,

that he has expressly said :
' The wages of labour, it must be

observed, cannot be ascertained very accurately anywhere,
different prices being often paid at the same place and for

the same sort of labour.' Yet his doctrine now commonly
takes the form of an unqualified assumption that com-

petition exactly adjusts payment in all cases to the quality

and quantity of labour; that wages are equal in proportion to

work all over the country ;
that the whole island is

' the

same neighbourhood' to every man, like his parish; and

that every man is able both to choose what occupation he

pleases, and to change it as often as he pleases. Mr. Mill

has been no less unfortunate than Adam Smith in the fate

of his teaching. Instead of assuming that wages are equal,

that free competition is the universal condition of the labour
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market, and that every disadvantage or difficulty is accord-

ingly compensated by proportionate payment, Mr. Mill

actually says,
' that wages are generally in an opposite direc-

tion to the equitable principle of compensation erroneously

represented as the general law of the remuneration of labour.

The really exhausting and the really repulsive labours, in-

stead of being better paid than others, are almost invariably

paid worst of all, because perfcn^med by those who have no

choice.
7 In the employments of women, again, he observes

that ' the remuneration is greatly below that of equal skill

and equal disagreeableness in employments carried on by
men ;' the reason in some cases being, as he adds, that

women's wages are not determined by competition but by

custom, and, in all cases, their wages being lowered by their

exclusion by men from many employments for which they

are by nature eminently fitted. Speaking, on the other hand,

of the effect of combination in some of the employments of

men, Mr. Mill remarks that 'the journeymen typefounders

are able, it is said, to keep up a rate of wages much beyond
that which is usual in employments of equal hardness and

skill
;
and even the tailors, a much more numerous class,

are understood to have had to some extent a similar success.'

Concurring, then, as we do with a critic of Mr. Mill's doc-

trine, as to the matters of fact in the following sentence, we

maintain that they are matters of fact exactly analogous to

those to which Mr. Mill has himself drawn pointed attention :

' How could the shoemakers compete with the tailors, or the

blacksmiths with the glassblowers? .... So far as trade

and competition are concerned in the matter, the capital

applicable at any particular time for the employment of

additional labourers in any particular trades in this country-

such, for instance, as the iron trade or the watch trade is

far more accessible to the ironworkers of Belgium or the

watchmakers of Geneva, than to any unfortunate members

of our own population who, not being wanted in the trades

for which they are skilled, are not skilled in the trades where

the demand for labour is unsatisfied/*

* A Refutation of the Wage-Fund Theory of Modern Political Economy. By
Francis D. Longe.
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In the case of cognate or similar trades, an interchange or

migration from one to the other is not unusual. 'A man
who was a ship-carpenter,' to take an example from the

evidence collected by the Trade-Unions Commission, 'at the

time the census was taken, very likely a month afterwards

was a house carpenter, and vice versa ; and such is the case

with certain branches of the cabinet-making trade and car-

penters.' Yet even between cognate trades there is often no

migration ; sometimes, no doubt, because of purely artificial

and indefensible obstacles,* yet not the less real even then
;

sometimes because of natural differences in the work and the

men ; sometimes, again, because it is by no means easy to com-

pare the relative advantages even of trades closely related.
' Take sashes and floors,' says Lord Elcho, 'the sash requires
a more skilled workman than the floor?' 'Yes,' Mr. Potter

replies;
' but the floor requires a stronger man.' Sashes and

floors are sometimes made by the same men ; but a classifica-

tion and separation of workmen is sometimes founded even

on this comparatively slight difference in the work and the

qualities it requires ; which illustrates the principle that

there are, in the nature of things, obstacles to that per-

fectly free choice and change of occupations which many
economists have assumed. The very division of labour

creates, in its natural consequence of special skill, a barrier

"between one trade and another. Special skill, in fact, would

possess no value, and would not be acquired, if it did not

limit competition. Those who possess it are nevertheless

liable to changes both in demand and in the modes of pro-

duction ;
and wages are therefore by no means uniformly pro-

portionate to skill, or to the labourer's cost of production ;
a

point on which we must venture to differ from the theory of

wages in a new Manual of Political Economy by Air.

Rogers. Besides, how is the workman to estimate the real

earnings in every other trade in the country? It is by no

* In some parts of the country lathing is done by labourers, while in other parts

of the country it is not. For instance, in London lathing is done by men who

do nothing but lathing. I pointed out that in Liverpool plasterers and slaters

went together, and in Manchester plasterers and painters. In Scarborough the

plasterers tried to prevent the bricklayers from carrying on one part of that

which they Ind been brought up to.--Trade-l.'nio7is ('"/?/.<"/. i Rep. 3278.
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means always easy to judge what the earnings are even

in another branch of his own trade at the same spot. The

secretary of the Sheffield United Joiners' Toolmakers, having
stated to the Outrages Inquiry Commissioners that some of

the branches of the trade were over-handed, was asked :

' Which of the four is the most highly paid branch ?

That is a very disputed point. If I had to decide it, I should

think the grinders were the best paid branch.

'And what would a grinder make per week? Well, 21.

perhaps ; but not being a grinder, I cannot speak exactly.

Then he has heavier expenses than other men.'

The fact is, that the workman no more has a perfectly free

choice of occupations than the barrister has a power of be-

coming whenever he pleases an editor, or the manager of a

bank or a factory, or a Queen's messenger, or a clerk in

the Admiralty. The impediments to the changes of occu-

pation and the resulting inequalities in wages are partly, no

doubt, unjust and pernicious, and so far as they are so, it is

by detecting and not by ignoring them that the economist

will really further equality ;
but they are also partly inherent

and natural. There is, in fact, a much freer migration be-

tween some bordering grades of capital and labour than be-

tween different departments of labour ; and the doctrine that

a general tax upon profits must be borne by capitalists alone

requires revision accordingly a point which we notice as an

example of the manifold errors resulting from reasoning on

assumptions founded, not upon facts, but upon general terms.

The line of demarcation in terms between 'capitalists' and

'labourers' no more separates the two orders impassably
than the term 'competition' places all the members of each

order in a position to compete with each other. The number
of servants who become shopkeepers and lodging-house

keepers in London is very considerable even in the country
we have known the same man become a butler, a grocer, and a

butler again and a heavy tax upon profits would thus fall

partly on wages, by increasing the number of servants
;
while

a carpenter or joiner rarely becomes a bricklayer or a

mason, though the pay of the latter is in some places better.

B B
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The stickler for the doctrine of labour finding its level will

probably answer that the level is found, not by old hands

changing their trades, but either by a greater competition
for the better paid trades on the part of new hands, or by a

flow of capital into employments in which labour is ab-

normally cheap. But the answer, like the doctrine itself, is

in conflict with facts, and therefore untrue. Four genera-
tions since Adam Smith and Arthur Young have widened the

actual differences of wages in England. Mr. Mill's theory
of international values, it is well to observe, is entirely based

on the fact that 'there are still extraordinary differences

both of wages and of profits in different parts of the world.

Between all distant places in some degree, but especially be-

tween different countries, there may exist great inequalities

in the earnings of labour and capital, without causing them

to move one from the other in such quantities as to level

those inequalities.' But it is evident that the economist who

accepts this international theory cannot reasonably or logic-

ally disregard the fact that there are likewise extraordinary

inequalities in wages in the same country without causing a

movement of labourers such as to level these inequalities.

That instead of one common cause determining and equalis-

ing wages, different causes determine them in different cases,

and produce the great inequalities found in fact to exist, is

easily shown. In Northumberland and Durham good wages
and good food make, as we saw, the farm labourer efficient,

and his efficiency, along with the good market for his produce
afforded by mines, enables the farmer to pay the high price

for labour which the competition of the mines on the other

hand compels him to pay. In Northamptonshire, near rail-

way works and large towns, the competition of employers in

other trades compels the farmer to raise wages when his own

profits are high on the one hand from the prices of produce,

and when, for the same reason, food is dear to the labourer

on the other hand ; but in retired parts of the country old

rates of farm wages continue from the absence of all other

employment. In Dorsetshire the agricultural labourer's

earnings arc determined mainly, not by tho competition of
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employers, but by that tacit combination on their part not to

raise wages above their actual rates, which Adam Smith de-

clared in his time to be the constant and uniform practice.*

Not many years ago, rates of wages even lower than in Dorset-

shire were current in Wiltshire from the same cause. ' The

wages of labour are lower on Salisbury Plain,' Mr. Caird

wrote in his Letters on Agriculture,
' than in Dorsetshire,

and lower than in the dairy and arable districts of North

Wilts. An explanation of this may partly be found in the

fact that the command of wages is altogether under the con-

trol of the large farmers, some of whom employ the whole

labour of a parish. Six shillings a week was the amount

given for ordinary labourers by the most extensive farmer in

South Wilts, who holds nearly 5,000 acres of land, great part

of which is his own property. Seven shillings however is the

more common rate, and out of that the labourer has to pay
one shilling a week for the rent of his cottage.' The truth is

that instead of competition for labour being the universal

condition of trade and the universal regulator of wages, there

is rarely competition for labour on the part of employers
within a trade in a particular place unless there be competi-
tion for it from ivithout. And in the absence of competition
for labour from without, what competition there is on the

part of employers within a trade often tends to lower wages

by lowering prices and diminishing the cost of production.
' If one single employer succeed in screwing down wages be-

low the rate previously current, his fellow employers may
have no alternative but to follow suit, or to see themselves

undersold in the produce market.'! When indeed wages are

thus screwed down to a minimum, the probable consequence
doubtless is minimum work, and the labourer becomes worthy
of little more than his hire. The selling value of the labourer's

* 'Whoever imagines that masters rarely combine is "as ignorant of the

world as of the subject. Masters are always and everywhere in a sort of tacit

but constant and uniform combination not to raise wages above the actual rate.

Masters, too, sometimes enter into particular combinations to sink wages below

this actual rate.'

f Thornton on the Eate of Wages. Fortnightly Review, May 1867, p. 562.

B B 2
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work, it ought not to be forgotten by either employer or

labourer, determines the maximum of wages ; but it is seldom

the sole consideration of the employer. 'How much can I

give?' is his first consideration, but 'How much less can I

make him ta,ke?' is generally his second. A great pro-
ductiveness of labour and capital, high prices for the produce
of both, security to reap a liberal profit on a liberal outlay
are the causes which enable employers to pay high rates of

wages ; but either competition for labour in other employ-
ments or places to which it can migrate, or the combination

of labourers, is requisite for the most part to compel em-

ployers to pay labour either so as to make it highly efficient,

or in proportion to its efficiency, if highly efficient. But

competition for labour is not necessarily limited to competi-
tion on the part of employers. It affords an important
illustration of the variety of the conditions determining

wages, that in the United States land is a competitor for

labour with capital because it offers the labourer an agree-

able and lucrative employment, while in the United King-
dom land is not only out of the labourer's reach as an inde-

pendent resource, but actually, under the system which pre-

vails, often competes with labour instead of for it, by offering

to capital employments which supersede Labour, as for example,
when arable land is converted into pasture or deer forest.

The following evidence of au American employer respecting

the influence of land upon wages in the States deserves the

particular attention of the labouring classes of this king-

dom :

' Chairman : Have you at all considered what is the reason

of the fact that there is so much higher a rate in America?

Yes; it is a problem which faces us at every turn, because, in

consequence of this difference in wages, you make iroii in Eng-
land a great deal lower than we can possibly make it. It comes

into our country and undersells the iron of our manufacturers,

and we are periodically ruined. And the sole cause that I

know for that, is the ability o, (Iivat Britain to make iron at a

less co^f than we- <!<>. in consequence of the lower rates of labour

in this country. You ask me the cause of this difference in the
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rates of labour. In the first place, there are what I should

terra the natural causes. We have a new country of immense

extent, a very fertile soil, sparsely populated even in the

populated parts, and to a very large extent unoccupied.

Every enterprising man can, even near the centres of popula-

tion, purchase land upon credit if he has not any capital ;
or

he may go west and have land Jbr nothing, by simply filing

his intention to occupy it with the registrar of the land office,

and he has 160 acres under the homestead law for nothing.

Of course the rate of wages is regulated substantially in our

country by tbTe proBts which a man can get out of the soil,

which has cost him little or nothing. except^ the labour which

he himselFor bis?amilj jhave put upon it. That is the ele-

ment which in my judgment determines the standard of

wages in the United States which an ordinary labourer will

derive, from the fact that the man who thinks that he is not

getting enough takes to the land; and if he finds that the

land does not yield him so much as he could get in some

other branch of industry, he goes from the land back to that

industry. Therefore the governing element in our country is

the annual profit which a man can derive from land which

has cost him nothing beyond the labour which he himself has

put upon it. In other words, what you call rent to some ex-

tent enters into the question of the value of labour in our

country. You add to what would be the ordinary value of

labour in this country the element of the land, and you I

arrive nearly at the value of a day's labour in America.
* Your theory is, that as every man in America can hold 1 60

acres free as the gift of the State, a man is constantly making
the experiment :

" How do I get my subsistence out of that

160 acres ? If I can get more by being a puddler in an iron

manufactory, I will give up my 160 acres." Yes.
' Mr. Merivale : I understand you to say that the natural

jate of wages is fixed in America by the abundan'ce ofland,

and cannot fall below that standard ? Yes ; on the average
ifTs"so.

r *

* Second Report, Trade-Unions Commission, pp. 3, 5. Compare Seventh Re-

port-, p. 67.
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In this country, on the contrary, instead of competing for

labour, land offers to capital investments, whereby the

demand for labour is diminished. It is among the unfortu-

nate results of the almost exclusive attention of trade-unions

to a single, and by no means invariably successful, mode of

operating upon wages by combination, that the working
classes bring nothing of their great political power and

intellectual influence to bear on the liberation of land from

restrictions which prevent its being within the reach of the

labourer, and at once a competitor with capital for the use of

his powers of production, and a powerful contributor to his

welfare as a consumer as regards the cost both of his dwelling
and of his food. The interests of the working classes as con-

sumers, indeed their common interests of all kinds, seem

hitherto to have obtained from them scarcely any attention.

The whole 110,000,OOOL of annual profit on capital divided

among the 11,000,000 labourers of the United Kingdom
would add but 10^. a year to each labourer's income, suppos-

ing capital to stay in the country on such terms; white

money wages might be much more largely augmented, and

their purchasing power perhaps doubled, by legal, financial,

and administrative reforms, to which the labouring class give

no heed. Among the considerations affecting their interests

to which their attention seems never to be drawn, is that the

aggregate amount of their revenue depends in a great

measure on the modes of expenditure customary with all

classes, including their own. They may, for example, spend
a great part of their own earnings on things such as spirits

and beer, the price of which consists chiefly of the profits of

distillers, brewers, and publicans ;
or they may limit the bulk

of their purchases to articles made mainly by labour and

sold in co-operative stores. A good part of their income

may thus either go back to other classes, or be redistri-

buted among their own class, according to their own habits

of consumption. An assailant of Mr. Mill's theory of wages
referred to in a previous page has himself fallen into the

same curious fallacy with Mr. Senior, that all the funds, ex-

pended upon commodities of whatever kind, are expended on
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labour.* Criticising Kicardo, Mr. Senior argued,
' Mr.

Ricardo's theory is, that it is more beneficial to the labouring
classes to be employed in the production of services than in

the production of commodities
; that it is better for them to

be employed in standing behind chairs than in making
chairs.' Mr. Longe, in like manner, ridicules the doctrine

that the rich can make any addition to wages by diminishing
their personal expenditure on commodities, and purchasing
labour instead,

' a process,' Mr. Longe exclaims,
'

very

analogous to that of lengthening a stick by cutting off from

the top a portion to be added at the bottom.' The error of

both Mr. Senior and Mr. Longe lies in supposing that

labourers get the whole price of all the things they contribute

to produce, without any deduction for profit or rent. Take

Mr. Senior's own instance of the price of a chair : part is the

price of the wood, and this part is nearly all interest and rent

rent to the owner of the ground in which the tree grew, and

interest to the planter, who had to wait for his money until

his plantation grew up ; part, and perhaps a very large part,

is profit to the workman's employer ;
the remainder only, and

it may be a very small remainder, is wages to the maker or

workman himself. It is actually a very small remainder to

the cabinet-maker in East London. ' The cabinet-makers at

the East End, a very numerous body, are in what is called

the slop trade, and are ground down by the dealers, who own
what are called "slaughter houses," in which they take advant-

age of the small manufacturers, and compel them to sell

their upholstery at little more than the cost of materials.

Between dealers and want of work, I am told that numbers

of the slop cabinet-makers are not earning 7s. 6d. a week.' |

Nearly two millions, that is, nearly one fifth of the entire

number of labourers in the United Kingdom, are maintained

directly as servants and labourers out of the incomes of the

other classes of society, and probably their total receipts in

wages and board may amount to forty millions a year. Does

* A Refutation of tk-e Wage-Fund Theory of Modern Political Economy. By
F. D. Longe.

f National Expenditure. By R. Dudley Baxter, p. 60.
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Mr. Longe suppose that, if these forty millions were spent

by employers on commodities, instead of on labour, the

labouring classes as a whole would be nothing the poorer?
The difference would be that other classes instead of la-

bourers would get a good part of the forty millions' worth of

commodities which servants and labourers now buy with

their wages, or receive directly in board. We may add that

Mr. Senior's theory that the average rate of wages depends
on the quantity and quality of commodities appropriated to

the use of labourers on the one hand, and their number on

the other, confounds two perfectly distinct classes of causes

those which affect the labourer as a producer, and those

which affect him as a consumer ; those which determine the

general value of his labour, and those which determine its

specific value, that is to say, its purchasing power over the

particular commodities which he consumes. The sale of his

labour is one exchange ;
the purchase of the commodities he

buys with the fruits of that sale that is to say, with his

wages is another
;
and these two separate exchanges are

subject to quite different laws or conditions, deductions of

taxation on tea and sugar, for example, improve the quantity

and quality of some of the articles labourers consume without

necessarily increasing their incomes as producers, or their

purchasing powers over things in general. Thus it happens
that a proceeding which benefits the labouring class, con-

sidered as producers, may possibly injure them as consumers;

for instance, the conversion of sheep runs into deer forests in

the highlands of Scotland. More men are employed as game-

keepers and gillies than would, in most cases, be employed
a.s shepherds were the same land under sheep ; but, on the

other hand, labourers neither rent shooting grounds nor eat

venison, while they do consume mutton, if its plenty and

cheapness place it within their reach. Were the deer forests,

however, restored to the spade and the plough, the labouring

class would benefit both as producers and consumers; there

would be both a greater demand for labour, and a greater

production of the food which labourers use. We advert to

such points, not only tor whatever may be their special im-
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portance, but also to illustrate the great variety of the causes

which affect the value of labour ; and we do so, both because

while employers commonly err in regarding competition as

the labourer's only legitimate process, the labouring classes

themselves err in laying almost exclusive stress upon com-

bination.

Mr. Mill, Mr. Fawcett, Mr. Thornton, and Mr. Waley have

demonstrated that without combination labourers would in

some cases be completely at the mercy of employers. In the

words of the first,
' How can they stand out for terms without

organised concert? What chance would any labourer have

who struck singly for an advance of wages ? Associations of

labourers of a nature similar to trade-unions, far from being
a hindrance to a free market for labour, are the necessary

instrumentality of that free market
;
the indispensable means

of enabling the sellers of labour to take due care of their own

interests under a system of competition.'
*

Accordingly when

Mr. Jevons vindicates the right of labourers to combine to

shorten the hours of labour, on the ground that ' the single

workman, dependent for his living upon his week's wages, is

utterly incompetent to enforce any concession from his

wealthy employer,' f we think he must logically go further

and admit that it may be as necessary for workmen to com-

bine in order to get a fair price for their labour, as in order

to shorten its hours. It is sometimes said that if the profits

of a particular business are abnormally high, a consequent
accumulation of capital resulting must raise wages in pro-

portion ;
but there is nothing to compel the recipients of

high profits to make that particular use of them. They may
buy lands, or increase their personal expenditure, or speculate
in other, it may be in foreign, investments. On the other

hand, for labourers to rely exclusively on combination, seems

to us a mischievous error. In many cases there is no room,
in either profits or prices, for an increase of wages ; J and in

*
Principles of Political Economy. By J. S. Mill. Book v. chap. 10, 5.

f A Lecture on Trades' Societies. By W. Stanley Jevons, M.A.

\ "We cannot agree with the writer of the excellent article on Trade-Unions

in the March number of the North British Ifm.'ifW, before referred to, that
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at least one case of first rate importance, combination is in

practice impossible. Increased powers of competition, rather

than of combination by education, by the collection of

statistics of wages, and by the reform of the laud laws are

the powers the working classes should seek to confer on the

agricultural labourer.

But in all cases there are two questions to which both em-

ployers and employed should attend. One is, what is the

utmost that can be made by capital and labour together ?

The other, how is the total produce of both to be divided be-

tween them ? The mistake into which both employers and

labourers commonly fall is, of attention only to the latter of

the two questions : neither looking to the means by which

the total amount to be divided may be raised to the utmost ;

both looking to extort the utmost possible share of the actual

total
;

neither treating the problem as one of production ;

both treating it as one only of distribution.

In submitting such considerations we venture to propound
no universal rule respecting the conditions which do or which

ought to regulate wages. In place of competition being the

only condition by which the value of labour is determined as

a matter of fact, we find competition, combination, and co-

operation all active, and each in a variety of fonns ;
nor dare'

we deny that there are cases to which each is the arrangement

specially appropriate at present. Sometimes we see employers
alone combining, and labourers competing ; sometimes it is

employers who compete and labourers who combine. In

some cases each of the two classes combines against the

other : in some, both combine against consumers. In some

cases labour is not its own sole competitor, but machinery,

animals, or natural agents compete with it and diminish its

value; in other cases these agencies co-operate with it or com-

pete for it, and add to its value. In some cases, instead of a

conflict between labour and capital, there is co-operation, and

wapps may bo raised by means of a reduction of interest on borrowed capital.

Its owners are under no necessity to make that investment of it, and will not

accept ix lower interest from employers of labour than they can obtain else-

where.
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that in various ways: for example, sometimes by arbitration

of wages and sometimes by regular partnership in profits.

So various and variable being the causes which determine

the rates of wages in particular cases, it is evident that wages
in many cases might be different from what they are

;
that

the result has been mistaken for the cause ; and that the

aggregate amount of wages is merely the total sum ofThe

particular amounts in particular cases taken together ;
and

that the average rate of wages is a phrase without practical"

meaning or relation to the actual earnings of labour. The

Investigation establishes likewise, we presume to affirm, Mr.

Senior's protest notwithstanding, that political economy is, or

ought to be, a science avide de faits. It has suffered much
from that tendency towards mere abstract speculation of

which Lord Bacon said : 'As for the philosophers, they make

imaginary laws for imaginary commonwealths ; and their

discourses are as the stars which give little light because

thev are so high.' By no means concurring with all thev O / O
criticisms of a powerful censor of the science, we cannot but

join in his protest against its being put forward as one
'

definite, distinct, and exact, the axioms of which are as

universal and demonstrable as those of astronomy ;
the prac-

tical rules of which are as simple and familiar as those of

arithmetic.' * Political economy must be content to take

rank as an inductive, instead of a purely deductive science
;

and it will gain in utility, interest, and real truth, far more
than a full compensation for the forfeiture of a fictitious

title to mathematical exactness and certainty.

* The Limits of Political Economy. By F. Harrison. Fortnightly Review,

June 15, 1865.
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from the First Preaching of the Gospel to

the Council of Nicsea, A.D. 325. By the

Author of ' Amy Herbert.' Fcp. 4s. Gd.

Sketch of the History of the
Church of England to the Revolution] of

1688. By the Right Rev. T. V. SHORT,
D.I). Lord Bishop of St. Asaph. Seventh
Edition. Crown 8vo. 10s. Gd.

History of the Christian Church,
from the Ascension of Christ to the Conver-

sion of Constantiue. By E. BuRTON,VD.D.
late Regius Prof, of Divinity in the Uni-

versity of Oxford. Fcp. 3s. Gd.

Biography and Memoirs.
The Life and Letters of Faraday.
By Dr. BENCE JONES, Secretary of the

Royal Institution. 2 vols. Svo. with Por-

trait, 28s.

The Life of Oliver Cromwell,
to the Death of Charles I. By J. R.

ANDREWS, Barrister-at-Law. Svo. 14.?.

A Life of the Third Earl Tof
Shaftesbury, compiled from Unpublished
Documents

; with a Review of the .Philo-

sophy of the Period. By the Rev. WrjM.
HATCH, M.A. Fellow of New College, Ox-
ford. 8vo. \_In preparation.
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Dictionary of General Biography;
containing Concise Memoirs and Notices of

the most Eminent Persons of all Countries,

from the Earliest Ages to the Present Time.

Edited by WII.I.IAM L. R. CATKS. 8vo.

price 21s.

Memoirs of Baron Bunson, drawn

chielly from Family Papers by his Widow,
FI:AX< KS Baroness BrNsi-ix. Second Edi-

tion, abridged; with 2 Portraits and 4

Woodcuts. 2 vols. post 8vo. 2 Is.

*Phe Letters of the late Right
Hon. Sir George Cornewall Lewis. Edited

by his Brother, the Rev. Sir G. F. LKWIS,
Bart. 8vo. [Nearly ready.

Life of the Duke of Wellington.
By the Rev. G. R. GI.KIC, M.A. Popular

.Edition, carefully revised ; with copious
Additions. Crown 8vo. with Portrait, 5s.

Father Mathew : a Biography.
By JOHN FKANCIS MAGUIRK, M.I'. Popular
Edition, with Portrait. Crown 8vo. 3s. lid.

HistoryofmyReligious Opinions.
By J. II. NKWMAX, D.I). Being the Sub-

stance of Apologia pro Vita Sua. Post 8vo.

price Gx.

Letters and Life of Francis
i>acon, including all his Occasional Works.

Collected and edited, with a Commentary,
by J. Srr.i>iix<;, Trin. Coll. Cantab. Voi.s.

L& II. 8vo. 21s. YOI.S. III. & IV. 21*.

Felix Mendelssohn's Letters from
. Italy and Switzerland, and Lctte.ru from

lx:).
-

5 to 1847. translated by Lady WAI.I..U K.

Witli Portrait. 2 vols. crown Hvo. its. each.

Captain Cook's Life, Voyages,
and Discoveries. 18mo. Woodcuts. 2. Gil.

Memoirs of Sir Henry Havelock,
K.C.B. By JOHN CI.AKX. MAIISII.MAN.

Cabinet Edition, with Portrait. Crown 8vo.

price as.

Essays in Ecclesiastical Biogra-
phy. By the Right Hon. Sir J. STEPHEN,
LL.D. Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. Gd.

The Earls of Granard : Memoir of

the Noble Family of Forbes. Written by
Admiral the Hon. Joux FOKBKS, and Edite<l

by GKOROE AitTiiru HASTIXOS, present
E'arl of Granard, K.P. 8vo. 10s.

Vicissitudes of Families. By Sir

J. BKKXAKI) BriiKK, C.B. Ulster King of

Aruis<. New Edition, remodelled and en-

larged. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21s.

Lives of the Tudor Princesses,
including Lady Jane Grey and her Sisters.

By AGXK.S STKIOKI.AXD. Post 8vo. with

Portrait, &c. 12s. GJ.

Lives of the Queens of England.
By AOXKS STRICKLAND. Library Edition,

newly revised ; with Portraits of every

Queen, Autographs, and Vignettes. 8 vols.

post 8vo. 7s. 6d. each.

Maunder's Biographical Trea-
sury. Thirteenth Edition, reconstructed and

partly re-written, with above 1,000 additional

Memoirs, by W. L. R. CATKS. Fcp. 10s. Gil.

Criticism, Philosophy, Polity,

England and Ireland. P>y -Ti nx
SITAUT Mn.i.. Fiftli Edition. Hvo. l.v.

The Subjection of Women. By
JOHN SITAUT MH.T.. New Edition. Po.-t

vo. 5s.

On Represontative Government.
Jlv .loiix SITAKT Mil. I,. Third Edition.

Hvo. !>.<. crown Hvo. 2.v.

On Liberty. J5.v the same Author. Fourth

Edition. Po.-t bvo. 7s. (\d. Crown Svo.

Is. !,/.

Principles of Political Economy. I!y the

<:w\f. Sixth Edition. 2 vols. 8vo. .'!n.<. or

in 1 vol. crown Hvo. 5s.

Utilitarianism. Bythesame. 3d Edit. Svo.5*.

Dissertations and Discussions. By the

same Author. Srcond I'.dition. I! \ols. Hvo.

Examination of Sir "W. Hamilton's
Philosophy, and of the principal Philoso-

phical (Juolions discussed in his Writ'ni:-.

\\\ the same. Third Edition. KM>. ICv.

A System of Logic, Ratiocinative
and Inductive. By JOHN SITAUT MII.I..

Seventh Edition. 2 vols. Hvo. 2os.

Inaugural Address delivered to tin

I'nivrrsity of St. Andrews. By JOHN

SiTAUT Mn.i.. 8vo. 5s. Crown 8vo. Is.

Analysis of the Phenomena of
the Human Mind. By JAMKS MII.I.. A
New Edition, with Notes, Illustrative ami

Critical, by AI.K.X AXI>I;U BAIN, AXDHKW
Fixm.ATKit, and GKOKGK GP.OTK. Edited,

with additional Notes, by JOHN STI AIM

Mn.i.. 2 vols. Hvo. price 28s.

The Elements of Political Eco-
nomv. By IlKXijy Di NMN<; MACI.KOH,

M.A. Barrister-at-Law. Hvo. IOs.

A Dictionary of Political Economy ;

Biographical, Bibliographical, Historical,

and Practical. By the same Author. V<>! .

I. n>val vo. .".i>.
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Lord Bacon's Works, collected
and edited by K. L. ELLIS, M.A. J. SPED-

PING, M.A. and D. D. HEATH. VOLS. I. to

V. Philosophical Works, 5 vols. 8vo. 4 6s.

VOLS. VI. and VII. literary and Profes-
sional Works, 2 vols. 1 16s.

Analysis of Mr. Mill's System of
Logic. By W. STEBBING, M.A. New
Edition. 12mo. 3s. Gd.

The Institutes of Justinian ;
with

English Introduction, Translation, and

Notes. By T. C. SANDARS, M.A. Barrister-

at-Law. New Edition. 8vo. 15s.

The Ethics ofAristotle
;
with Essays

and Notes. By Sir A. GRANT, Bart. M.A.

LL.D. Second Edition, revised and com-

pleted. 2 vols. 8vo. price 28s.

The Nicomachean Ethics ofAris-
totle. Newly translated into English. By
R. WILLIAMS, 3.A. Follow and late Lec-

turer of Morton College, and sometime

Student of Christ Church, Oxford. 8vo.l2s.

Bacon's Essays, with Annotations.
By R. WIIATELY, D.D. late Archbishop of

Dublin. Sixth Edition. 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Elements Of Logic. By K. WIIATELY,
D.D. late Archbishop of Dublin. New
Edition. 8vo. 10s. Gd. crown Svo. 4s. Gd.

Elements of Rhetoric. By the same
Author. New Edition. 8vo. 10s. Gd. Crown
Svo. 4s. Gd.

English. Synonymes. ByE. JANEWHATELY.
Edited by Archbishop WIIATELY. 5th

Edition. Fcp. 3s.

An Outline of the Necessary
Laws of Thought : a Treatise on Pure and

Applied Logic. By the Most Rev. W.
THOMSON, D.D. Archbishop of York. Ninth

Thousand. Crown Svo. 5s. Gd.

The Election of Representatives,
Parliamentary and Municipal; a Treatise.

ByTHOMAS IL\RE,Barrister-at-Law. Third

Edition, with Additions. Crown Svo. Gs.

Speeches of the Right Hon. Lord
MACAULAY, corrected by Himself. Library

Edition, Svo. 12s. People's Edition, crown

Svo. 3s. Gd.

Lord Macaulay's Speeches on
Parliamentary Reform in 1831 and 1832.

IGmo. price ONE SHILLING.

Walker's Pronouncing Diction-
ary of the English Language. Thoroughly
revised Editions, by B. II. SMART. Svo.

12s. IGmo. 6s.

A Dictionary of the English
Language. By R. G. LATHAM, M.A. M.D.
F.R.S. Founded on the Dictionary of Dr. S.

JOHNSON, as edited by the Rev. H. J. TODI>

with numerous Emendations and Additions.

4 vols. 4to. price 7.

Thesaurus of English Words and
Phrases, classified and arranged so as to

facilitate the expression of Ideas, and assist

in Literary Composition. By P. M. ROGET,
M.D. New Edition. Crown Svo. 10s. Gd.

The Debater ;
a Series of Complete

Debates, Outlinesof Debates, and Questions
for Discussion. By F. ROWTON. Fcp. 6s.

Lectures on the Science of Lan-
guage, delivered at the Royal Institution.

By MAX MULLER, M.A. Fellow of All Souls

College, Oxford. 2 vols. Svo. FIRST SERIES,
Fifth Edition, 12s. SECOND SERIES, Second

Edition, 18s.

Chapters on Language. By F. W .

FARUAR, M.A. F.R.S. late Fellow ofTrin.

Coll. Cambridge. Crown Svo. 8s. Gd.

A Book about Words. By a. F.

GRAHAM. Fcp. Svo. 3s. Gd.

Manual of English Literature,
Historical and Critical : with a Chapter on

English Metres. By THOMAS ARNOLD, M.A.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. Gd.

Southey's Doctor, complete in One

Volume, edited by the Rev. J. W. WARTER,
B.D. Square crown Svo. 12s. Gd.

Historical and Critical Commen-
tary on the Old Testament; with a New
Translation. By M. M. KALISCH, Ph.D.
Vol. I. Genesis, Svo. 18s. or adapted for the

General Reader, 12s. Vol. II. Exodus, 15s.

or adapted for the General Reader, 12s.

Yol III. Leviticus, Part I. 15s. or adapted
for the General Reader, 8s.

A Hebrew Grammar, with Exercises.

By the same. Part I. Outlines with Exer-

cises, Svo. 12s. Gd. KEY, 5s. Part II. Ex-

ceptional Forms and Constructions, 12s. 6d.

A Latin-English Dictionary. By
J. T. WHITE, D.D. of Corpus Christi Col-

lege, and J. E. RIDDLE, M.A. of St. Edmund
Hall, Oxford. Third Edition, revised. 2

vols. 4to. pp. 2,128, price 42.

White's College Latin-English Diction-
ary (Intermediate Size), abridged from the

Parent Work for the use of University
Students. Medium Svo. pp. 1,048, price 18s.

White's Junior Student's Complete
Latin-English and English -Latin Dictionary.
Revised Edition. Square 12mo. pp. 1,058,

price 12s.

Separately
/ENGLISH-LATIN, 5s. 6d.

^LATLV-ENGLISII, 7s. 6rf.
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An English-Greek Lexicon, con-

taining all the Greek Words used by Writers

of good authority. By C. D. YONC.E, B.A.

New Edition. 4 to. 21.

Mr. Yonge's New Lexicon, En-
glish ami Greek, abridged from his larger

j

work (as above). Square 12mo. 8s. Grf.

A Greek-English Lexicon. Com-

piled by H. G. LIDDKLL, D.D. Dean of

Christ Church, and It. SCOTT, D.D. Master
i

of Balliol. Fifth Edition. Crown 4to. 31s. Gel.

A Lexicon, Greek and English,
abridged for Schools from LIDDKLI, and

SCOTT'S Greek-itglisJi Lexicon. Twelfth

Edition. Square 12mo. 7s. Gd.

A Practical Dictionary of the
French and English Languages. By Pro-

fessor LKOX CoxTAXKEAu, many years
French Examiner for Military and Civil

Appointments, &c. New Edition, carefully
revised. Post 8vo. 10s. Gd.

Contanseau's Pocket Dictionary,
French and English, abridged from the

Practical Dictionary, by the Author. New
Edition. 18mo. price 3*. Crf.

A Sanskrit-English Dictionary.
The Sanskrit words printed both in the

original Devanagnri and in Koman letters ;

with References to the Best Editions of

Sanskrit Authors, and with Etymologies
and comparisons of C'ognatc Words chiefly
in Greek, Latin, Gothic, and Anglo-Saxon.

Compiled by T. BEXFEY. 8vo. b'2. Gd.

New Practical Dictionary of the
German Language ; German-English, and

English-German. By the Rev. W. L.

BLACKLEV, M.A. and Dr. CAKI. MARTIN
FUIEDI.AXDEK. Post 8vo. 7s. Gd.

The Mastery of Languages; or,

the Art of Speaking Foreign Tongues
Idiomatically. By THOMAS PREXDEHG.VST,
l:itc of the Civil Son-ice at Madras. Second

Edition. 8v<>. Gs.

Miscellaneous Works and Popular Metaphysics.

The Essays and Contributions of
A. K. II. B. Author of 'The Recreations of

a Country Parson.' Uniform Editions :

Becreations of a Country Parson.
FIRST and SECOND SEIUES, 3s. Gd. each.

The Commonplace Philosopher in
Town and Country. Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

Leisure Hours in Town ; Essays Consola-

tory,jsthctical, Mural, Social, and Domestic-

Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

The Autumn Holidays of a Country
Parson. Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

The Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson. FIISST and SKCOXD SKUIKS, crown
8vo. 3*. Gd. each.

Critical Essays of a Country Parson,
selected from Essays contributed to JPruae/-'*

JH/ir/dzinr. Crown 8vo. o.s. Gd.

Sunday Afternoons at the Parish
Church of a Scottish University City.
Crown 8vo. 3s. Gd.

Lessons of Middle Age, with some
Account of various Cities and Men.
Crown Hvo. 3s. Gd.

Counsel and Comfort Spoken from a

City Pulpit. Crown Kvo. .'!x. ></.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged
Truths ; Memorials of St. Andrews Sundays.
Crown Svo. 3,<. IV.

Short Studies on Great Subjects.
Bv JAMES AXTHOXY FaoruE, M.A. late

Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Third

Edition, bvo. TJ.v.

Lord Macaulay's Miscellaneous
Writings:

LIBRARY EDITION, 2 vols. 8vo. Portrait, 21*.

PEOIM.K'S EDITION, 1 vol. crown 8vo. 4*. Gd.

The Hev. Sydney Smith's Mis-
cellaneous Works; including his Contribu-

tions to the Edinburgh Uvvivv;. 1 vol.

crown Hvo. Gs.

The "Wit and Wisdom of the Hev.
SVDXEV SMITH : a Selection of the most

memorable Passages in his Writings and

Conversation. lt!mo. ;!s. GJ.

The Silver Store. Collected from

Metlia-val Christian and Jewish Mines. By
the Uev. S. BAI:IN<;-GOCI.I>, M.A. Crown
8vo. 3s. Gd.

Traces of History in the Names
cif Places ; with a Vocabulary of thr Roots

out "f which Names of Places in England
and Wales are formed. J!y FI.AVKI.I.

EDMI'.NDS, Crown ,S\-<>. 7.s. Gd.

Essays selected from Contribu-
tions to tlio Kilinlniryh Review. By IlENKY
ROGERS. Second Edition. 3 vols. fcp. 21.t.

Reason and Faith, their Claims and
Conflicts. By tin- same. Author. New
Edition, ivvisi-.l. Crown 8vo. price C.v. Gd.
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The Eclipse of Faith ; or, a Visit to a

Religious Sceptic. By HENRY ROGERS.
Eleventh Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Defence of the Eclipse of Faith, by its

Author. Third Edition. Fcp. 3s. 6d.

Selections from the Correspondence
of R. E. H. Greyson. By the same Author.

Third Edition. Crown 8vo. 7s. Gd.

Families of Speech, Four Lectures

delivered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain ; with Tables and a Map. By the
I

Rev. F. W. FAEEAR, M.A. F.R.S. Post

8vo. \_Nearly ready.

Chips from a German Workshop ;

being Essays on the Science of Religion,

and on Mythology. Traditions, and Customs.

By MAX MULLER, M.A. Fellow of All Souls

College, Oxford. Second Edition, revised,

with an INDEX. 2 vols. Svo. 24s.

Word Gossip ;
a Series of Familiar

Essays on Words and their Peculiarities.

By the Rev. W. L. BLACKLEY, M.A. Fcp.
Svo. os.

Menes and Cheops identified in His-

tory under Different Names ;
with other

Cosas. By CARL VON RIKART. Svo. with
5 Illustrations, price 10s. Gd.

An Introduction to Mental Phi-
losophy, on the Inductive Method. By
J. D. MORELL, M.A. LL.D. Svo. 12s.

Elements of Psychology, containing the

Analysis of the Intellectual Powers. By
the same Author. Post Svo. 7s. Gd.

The Secret of Hegel: being the

Hegelian System in Origin, Principle, Form,
and Matter. By JAMES HUTCHISON STIR-

LING. 2 vols. Svo. 28s.

The Senses and the Intellect.

By ALP:XANDER BAIN, LL.D. Prof, of Logic
in the Univ. of Aberdeen. Third Edition.

Svo. 15s.

The Emotions and the "Will, by the
same Author. Second Edition. Svo. 15s.

On the Study of Character, including
an Estimate of Phrenology. By the same
Author. Svo. 9s.

Mental and Moral Science : a

Compendium of Psychology and Ethics.

By the same Author. Second Edition.

Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Strong and Free; or, First Steps
towards Social Science. By the Author of

'My Life and What shall I do with it?'

Svo. 10s. 6d.

The Philosophy of Necessity; or,

Natural Law as applicable to Mental, Moral,

and Social Science. By CHARLES BRAY.
Second Edition. Svo. 9s.

The Education of the Feelings and
Affections. By the same Author. Third
Edition. Svo. 3s. Gd.

On Force, its Mental and Moral Corre-
lates. By the same Author. Svo. 5s.

Mind and Manner, or Diversities of

Life. By JAMES FLAMANK. Post Svo.
7s. 6d.

Characteristics of Men, Manners,
Opinions, Times. By ANTHONY, Third
Earl of SHAFTESBURY. Published from the

Edition of 1713, with Engravings designed

by the Author ; and Edited, with Marginal

Analysis, Notes, and Illustrations, by the

Rev.V. M. HATCH, M.A. Fellow of New
College, Oxford. 3 vols. Svo. VOL. I.

price 14s.

A Treatise on Human Nature;
being an Attempt to Introduce the Expe-
rimental Method of Reasoning into Moral

Subjects. By DAVID HUME. Edited, with
a Preliminary Dissertation and Notes, by
T. H. GREEN, Fellow, and T. H. GROSE,
late Scholar, of Balliol College, Oxford.

[-/TJ the press.

Essays Moral, Political, and Li-
terary. By DAVID HUME. By the same
Editors. \JLn the press.

%* The above will form a new edition of

DAVID HUME'S Philosophical Works, com-

plete in Four Volumes, to be had in Two
separate Sections as announced.

Astronomy, Meteorology, Popular Geography,
Outlines of Astronomy. By Sir

J. F. W. HERSCHEL, Bart. M.A. New
Edition, revised

;
with Plates and Woodcuts.

Svo. 18s.

Saturn and its System. By EICH-
ARD A. PROCTOR, B.A. late Scholar of St.

John's Coll. Camb. and King's Coll. London.
Svo. with 14 Plates, 14s.

The Handbook of the Stars. By the same
Author. Square fcp. Svo. with 3 Maps,
price 5s.

Celestial Objects for Common
Telescopes. By T. W. WEBB, M.A. F.R.A.S.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, with

Map of the Moon and Woodcuts. 16mo.

price 7s. Gd.

Navigation and Nautical As-
tronomy (Practical, Theoretical, Scientific)

for the use of Students and Practical Men .

By J. MEKRIFIELD, F.R.A.S. and H.

EVEKS. Svo. 14s.
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A General Dictionary of Geo-
graphy, Descriptive, Physical, Statistical,

and Historical ; forming a complete

Gazetteer of the World. By A. KKITII

JOHNSTON, F.K.S.K. New Edition. 8vo.

price 31. Gd.

M'Culloch's Dictionary, Geogra-
phical, Statistical, and Historical, of the

various Countries, Places, and principal

Natural Objects in the World. Revised

Edition, with the Statistical Information

throughout brought up to the latest returns.

By FKKUKKK K MARTIN. 1 vols. 8vo. with

coloured Maps, 4 4s.

A Manual of Geography, Physical,

Industrial, and Political. By W. UrisiiKS,

F.K.G.S. Prof, of Geog. in King's Coll. and in

Queen's Coll. Lond. With Map*. Fcp.7s.Gd.

The States of the River Plate:
their Industries and Commerce, Sheep
Farming, Sheep Breeding, Cattle Feeding,
and Meat Preserving ;

the Employment of

Capital, Lnnd and Stock and their Values,
Labour and its Remuneration. By WILFRID
LATHAM, Buenos Ayres. Second Edition.

8vo. 12s.

Maunder's Treasury of Geogra-
phy, Physical, Historical, Descriptive, and
Political. Edited by W. HrciiKS, F.R.G.S.

With 7 Maps and 1C Plates. Fcp. 10*. Cxi.

Physical Geography for Schools
and General Headers. By M. F. MA TRY,
LL.D. Fcp. with 2 Charts, 2s. G>1.

Natural History and Popular Science.

Ganot's Elementary Treatise on
Physics, Experimental and Applied, for the

use of Colleges and Schools. Translated and

Edited with the Author's sanction by
K. ATKINSON, Ph.D. F.C.S. New Edition,

revised and enlarged ;
with a Coloured Plate

and 620 Woodcuts. Post Hvo. 15s.

The Elements of Physics or
Natural Philosophy. By NKII, A KNOT r,

M.D. F.K.S. Physician-Extraordinary to

the Queen. Sixth Edition, re-written and

completed. 2 Parts, 8vo. 21s.

Dove's Law Of Storms, considered in

connexion with the ordinary Movements of

the Atmosphere. Translat-d by R. II.

Sn-r, M.A. T.C.I). HVO. l".s. <'><i.

Sound: ft Course of Eight Lectures de-

livered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain. By Professor JOHN TVNDAI.I.,

LL.I). F.K.S. Crown Hvo. with Portrait

and Woodcuts, fix.

Heat Considered as a Mode of
Motion. By Professor JOHN TYNDAI.L,

LL.D. F.K.S. Third Edition. Crown Hvo.

with Woodcuts, l"x. <>,/.

Light: its Influence, on Life and Health.

Itv FOKIUS WINM.OW. M.D. D.C.L. Oxon.

(Hon.) Fcp. x\-o. f.x.

A Treatise on Electricity, in

Theory and Pr::, -lice. By. \.Dl-. LA Km:, i

Prof, in the Aeadt-my of Geneva. Trans-

lated by C. V. WALKKI:, F.K.S. It v.,K

Hvo. with W.'o.!.-u!-. i'i )'!.

The Correlation of Physical
Forces. By W. H. GUOVK, Q.C. V.P.K.S.

Fifth Edition, revised, and Augmented by a

Discourse on Continuity. 8vo. 10s. M.
The Discourse on Continuity, separately,

price 2s. Gd.

Manual Of Geology. ByS. HAVOHTON,
M.D. F.R.S. Fellow of Trin. Coll. and Prof.

of Geol. in the Univ. of Dublin. Second

Edition, with (i<J Woodcuts. Fcp. 7s. Gd.

A Guide to Geology. By J, PHILLIPS,
M.A. Prof, of Geol. in the I'niv. of Oxford.

Fifth Edition. Fcp. 4.v.

The Scenery of England and
Wales, its Character and Origin ; being an

Attempt to trace the Nature of the Geo-

logical Causes, especially Denudation, by
which the Physical Features of the Country
have been Produced. By 1). MACKINTO-II.
F.G.S. Post 8vo. with 89 Woodcuts, I _'..

The Student's Manual of Zoology
and Comparative Physiology. By .1. lit i:-

NKV Y !:<>, -M.lt. Resident Medical Tutor

and Lecturer on Animal Physiology in

King's College. London. [\narly rcatly.

Van Dor Hoeven's Handbook of
/oxn.ocv. Translated from the Svond
Dutch L'dition by the Rev. \\

r

. Ci \I:K.

M.I). F.K.S. _> vols. 8vo. with 21 Plates of

Figures, Ciix.

Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comjiarative Anatoni)' and Physiology
of the Inverh l.iate Animals. S-c(,i:il

K.lition, with >:!.. Woodcuts. 8vo. -Jl.s.
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The Comparative Anatomy and
Physiology of the Vertebrate Animals. By
RICHARD OWEN, F.R.S. D.C.L. With

1,472 Woodcuts. 3 vols. 8vo. 3 13s. Gd.

The Primitive Inhabitants of
Scandinavia. Containing a Description of

the Implements, Dwellings, Tombs, and

Mode of Living of the Savages in the North
of Europe during the Stone Age. By SVEN
NILSSON. With an Introduction by Sir

JOHN LUBBOCK, 16 Plates of Figures and

3 Woodcuts. 8vo. 18s.

Homes without Hands : a Descrip-
tion of the Habitations of Animals, classed

according to their Principle of Construction.

By Rev. J. G. WOOD, M.A. F.L.S. With
about 140 Vignettes on Wood (20 full size

of page). New Edition. 8vo. 21s.

Bible Animals
; being a Description of

Every Living Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures, from the Ape to the Coral. By
the Rev. J. G. WOOD, M.A. F.L.S. With
about 100 Vignettes on Wood (20 full size

of page). 8vo. 21s.

The Harmonies of Nature and
Unity of Creation. By Dr. G. HARTWIG.
8vo. with numerous Illustrations, 18s.

The Sea and its Living Wonders, By
the same Author. Third Edition, enlarged.
8vo. with many Illustrations, 21s.

The Tropical \Vorld. By the same Author.

With 8 Chromoxylographs and 172 Wood-
cuts. 8vo. 21s.

The Polar "World : a Popular Description of

Man and Nature in the Arctic and Antarctic

Regions of the Globe. By the same Author.

With 8 Chromoxylographs, 3 Maps, and 85

Woodcuts. 8vo. 21s.

A Familiar History of Birds.

By E. STANLEY, D.D. late Lord Bishop of

Norwich. Fcp. with Woodcuts, 3s. Gd.

Kirby and Spence's Introduction
to Entomology, or Elements of the Natural

History of Insects. Crown 8vo. 5s.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural
History, or Popular Dictionary of Zoology.
Revised and corrected by T. S. COBBOLD,
M.D. Fcp. with 900 Woodcuts, 10s. 6d.

The Elements of Botany for
Families and Schools. Tenth Edition, re-

vised by THOMAS MOORE, F.L.S. Fcp.
with 154 Woodcuts, 2s. Gd.

The Treasury of Botany, or
Popular Dictionary of the Vegetable King-
dom

; with which is incorporated a Glos-

sary of Botanical Terms. Edited by
J. LINDLEY, F.R.S. and T. MOORE, F.L.S.

assisted by eminent Contributors. Pp.
1,274, with 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. Two PARTS, fop. Svo. 20s.

The British Flora ; comprising the

Phsenogamous or Flowering Plants and the

Ferns. By Sir W. J. HOOKER, K.H. ami
G. A. WALKER-ARNOTT, LL.D. 12mo.

with 12 Plates, 14s. or coloured, 21s.

The Kose Amateur's Guide. By
THOMAS RIVERS. New Edition. Fcp. 4v

Loudon'sEncyclopaedia ofPlants ;

comprising the Specific Character, Descrip-

tion, Culture, History, &c. of all the Plants

found in Great Britain. With upwards of

12,000 Woodcuts. Svo. 42s.

Maunder's Scientific and Lite-

rary Treasury ;
a Popular Encyclopaedia of

Science, Literature, and Art. New Edition,

thoroughly revised and in great part re-

written, with above 1,000 new articles, by
J. Y. JOHNSON, Corr. M.Z.S. Fcp. 10s. G<).

A Dictionary of Science, Litera-
ture, and Art. Fourth Edition, re-edited

by the late W. T. BRANDE (the Author)
and GEORGE W. Cox, M.A. 3 vols. medium
Svo. price 63s. cloth.

The Quarterly Journal ofScience.
Edited by JAMES SAMUELSON and WILLIAM
CROOKES, F.R.S. Published quarterly in,

January, April, July, and October. 8vo.

with Illustrations, price 5s. each Number.

Chemistry, Medicine, Surgery, and the Allied Sciences.

A Dictionary of Chemistry and
the Allied Branches of other Sciences. By
HENRY WATTS, F.C.S. assisted by eminent

Scientific and Practical Chemists. 5 vols.

medium Svo. price 7 3s.

Handbook of Chemical Analysis,
adapted to the Unitary System of Notation.

By F. T. CONINGTON, M.A. F.C.S. Post

Svo. 7s. fid.

Conington's Tables of Qualitative
Analysis, to accompany the above, 2s. Gd.

Elements of Chemistry, Theore-
tical and Practical. By WILLIAM. A.

MILLER, M.D. LL.D. Professor of Chemis-

try, King's College, London. Fourth Edi-
tion. 3 vols. Svo. 3.

PART I. CHEMICAL PHYSICS, 15s.

PART II. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 21s.

PART III. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, 24s.

A Manual of Chemistry, De-
scriptive and Theoretical. By WIU.IAM
ODLING, M.B. F.R.S. PART I. Svo. 2s.

PART II. nearly rendy.
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A Course of Practical Chemistry,
for the use of Medical Students. By
W. Om.iNo, M.H. F.R.S. New Edition, with

70 new Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 7s. Cd.

Outlines of Chemistry; or, Brief

Notes of Chemical Facts. .By the same
Author. Crown 8vo. 7s. (Jd.

Lectures on Animal Chemistry Delivered

at the Hoyal College of Physicians in 18G5.

By the same Author. Crown 8vc. 4s. Gd.

Lectures on the Chemical
Changes of Carbon, delivered at the Royal
Institution of Great Britain. By W.
OHLINC, M.B. F.R.S. Reprinted from the

Chemical Neica, with Notes, bv W. CROOKKS,
F.R.S. Crowii 8vo. 4s. 6d.

Chemical Notes for the Lecture
Boom. By THOMAS WOOD, F.C.S. 2 vols.

crown 8vo. I. on Heat, &c. price 3s. Gd.

II. on the Metals, price 5s.

A Treatise on Medical Elec-
tricity, Theoretical and Practical

;
and its

Use in the Treatment of Paralysis, Neu-

ralgia, and other Diseases. By Jri.irs

ALTHAI-S, M.D. M.R.C.P. &c.; Senior Phy-
sician to the Infirmary for Epilepsy and

Paralysis. Second Edition, revised and

enlarged and for the most part re-written ;

with Plate and 02 Woodcuts. Post. 8vo.

price 12s. Cd.

The Diagnosis, Pathology, and
Treatment of Diseases of Women ; including
the Diagnosis of Pregnancy. I5j- GUAII.Y

HEWITT, M.D. &c. President of the Obste-

trical Society of London. Second Edition,

enlarged; with 11G Woodcuts. 8vo. 24s.

Lectures on the Diseases of In-
fancy and Childhood. By CHAKI.KS WEST,
M.D. &e. Fifth Edition. 8vo. ICs.

On the Surgical Treatment of
Children's Diseases. By T. HOLMES, M.A.
&c. late Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick

Children. Second Edition, with Plates

and 11 _' Woodcuts. 8vo. 21x.

A System of Surgery, Theoretical
and Practical, in Treatises by Various

Authors. Edited by T. HOLMES, M.A. &<.

Surgeon and Lecturer on Surgery at St.

Georges Ho.-pital, and Surgcon-in-C'hief to

tin- Metropolitan Police. Second Edition,

thoroughly revised, with numerous lllu^-

trations. f> vote. 8vo. ,"> 5*.

Lectures on the Principles and
Practice of Physic. Hy Sir THOMAS WAT-
SON, Bart. M.D. Physician-Extraordinary
to the Queen. New Edition in preparation.

Lectures on Surgical Pathology.
By J. PAOET, F.R.S. Surgeon-Extraordinary
to the Queen. Edited by W. TURNER, M.B.
New Edition in preparation.

Cooper's Dictionary of Practical
Surgery and Encyclpx:iia of Surgical
Science. New Edition, brought dowu to

the present time. By S. A. LANE, Surgeon to

St. Mary's, and Consulting Surgeon to the

Lock Hospitals ; Lecturer on Surgery at

St. Mary's Hospital ; assisted by various

Eminent Surgeons. VOL. II. 8vo. com-

pleting the work. [Early in 1870.

On Chronic Bronchitis, especially
as connected with Gout, Emphysema, and

Diseases of the Heart. By E. HEADLAM
GRKENHOW, M.D. F.R.C.P. &c. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

The Climate of the South of
Franee as Suited to Invalids ; with Notices

of Mediterranean and other Winter Sta-

tions. By C. T. WILLIAMS, M.A. M.D.

Oxon. Assistant-Physician to the Hospital
for Consumption at Brompton. Second

Edition, with Frontispiece and Ma]). Cr.

8vo. Gs.

Pulmonary Consumption ;
its

Nature. Treatment, and Duration exem-

plified by an Analysis of One Thousand

Cases selected from upwards of Twenty
Thousand. By C. J. B. WILLIAMS, M.D.

F.R.S. Consulting Physician to the. Hos-

pital for Consumption at Brompton; and

C. T. WILLIAMS, M.A. M.D. Oxon.

[iVrar/y ready.

A Treatise on the Continued
Fevers of Great Britain. By C. MCR< IIISON.

M.I). Physician and Lecturer on the Practice

of Medicine, Middlesex Hospital. New
Edition in preparation.

Clinical Lectures on Diseases of the

Liver, Jaundice, and Abdominal Dropsy.

By the same Author. Post 8vo. with 25

Woodcuts, 10s. I'"/.

Anatomy, Descriptive and Sur-
gical. By HENRY GRAY. F.R.S. With
about 410 Woodcuts from Dissections. Fifth

Edition, byT. HOLMES. M.A.Cantab. With
a New Introduction by the Editor. Royal
Svo. 2S.v.

Clinical Notes on Diseases of
the Larynx, investigated and treated with

the assistance of the Laryngoscope. By
W. MAI:. IT. M.D. F.R.S." Assistant-Phy-
sician to the Hospital for Consumption and

Diseases of the Chest, Brompton. Crown
8vo. with 5 Lithographs, G.<.
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The House I Live in ;
or, Popular

Illustrations of the Structure and Functions

of theHuman Body. Edited by T. G. GIRTIN.

New Edition, with 25 Woodcuts. 16mo.

price 2s. Qd.

Outlines of Physiology, Human
and Comparative. By JOHN MARSHALL,
F.R.C.S. Professor of Surgery in University

College, London, and Surgeon to the Uni-

versity College Hospital. 2 vols. crown 8vo.

with 122 Woodcuts, 32s.

Physiological Anatomy and Phy-
siology of Man. By the late R. B. TODD,
M.D. F.R.S. and W. BOWMAN, F.R.S. of

King's College. With numerous Illustra-

tions. VOL. II. 8vo. 25s.

VOL. I. New Edition by Dr. LIONEL S.

BEALE, F.R.S. in course of publication ;

PART I. with 8 Plates, 7s. Gd.

A Dictionary of Practical Medi-
cine. By J. COPLAND, M.D. F.R.S.

Abridged from the larger work by the

Author, assisted by J. C. COPLAND, M.R.C.S.

Pp. 1,560, in 8vo. price 36s.

The Theory of Ocular Defects
and of Spectacles. Translated from the

German of Dr. H. SCHEFFLER by R. B.

CARTER, F.R.C.S. Post 8vo. 7s. Gd.

A Manual of Materia Medica
and Therapeutics, abridged from Dr.

PEREIRA'S Elements by F. J. FARRE, M.D.
assisted by R. BENTLEY, M.R.C.S. and by
R. WARINGTON, F.R.S. 1 vol. 8vo. with

90 Woodcuts, 21s.

Thomson's Conspectus of the
British Pharmacopoeia. Twenty-fifth Edi-

tion, corrected by E. LLOYD BIRKETT, M.D.
18mo. 6s.

Manual of the Domestic Practice
of Medicine. By W. B. KESTEVEN,
F.R.C.S.E. Third Edition, thoroughly

revised, with Additions. Fcp. 5s.

Essays on Physiological Subjects.
By GILBERT W. CHILD, M.A. F.L.S. F.C.S.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. with Wood-
cuts, 7s. Qd.

Gymnasts and Gymnastics. By
JOHN H. HOWARD, late Professor of Gym-
nastics, Comin. Coll. Ripponden. Second

Edition, with 135 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo.

10s. Qd.

Tlie Fine Arts, and Illustrated Editions.

In Fairyland ;
Pictures from the Elf-

World. By RICHARD DOYLE. With a

Poem by W. ALLINGHAM. With Sixteen

Plates, containing Thirty-six Designs

printed in Colours. Folio. 31s. Gd.

Life of John Gibson, R.A.
Sculptor. Edited by Lady EASTLAKE.
8vo. 10s. Qd.

Materials for a History of Oil

Painting. By Sir CHARLES LOCKE EAST-

LAKE, sometime President of the Royal

Academy. VOL. II. Svo. 14s.

Albert Durer, his Life and
Works ; including Autobiographical Papers
and Complete Catalogues. By WILLIAM
B. SCOTT. With Six Etchings by the

Author and other Illustrations. 8vo. 16s.

Half-Hour Lectures on the His-
tory and Practice of the Fine and Orna-

mental Arts. By. W. B. SCOTT. Second

Edition. Crown Svo. with 50 Woodcut

Illustrations, 8s. Qd.

The Lord's Prayer Illustrated

by F. R. PICKERSGILL, R.A. and HENRY
ALFORD, D.D. Dean of Canterbury. Imp.
4to. 21s.

The Chorale Book for England ;

a complete Hymn-Book in accordance with

the Services and Festivals of the Church of

England : the Hymns Translated by Miss

C. WINKWORTH; the Tunes arranged by
Prof. W. S. BENNETT and OTTO GOLD-
SCH5IIDT. Fcp. 4tO. 12s. Qd.

Six Lectures on Harmony. De-

livered at the Royal Institution of Great

Britain. By G. A. MACFARREN. 8vo.10s.6d.

Lyra Garmanica, the Christian Year,

Translated by CATHERINE WINKWORTH;
with 125 Illustrations on Wood drawn by
J. LEIGHTON, F.S.A. Quarto, 21s.

Lyra Germanica. the Christian Life.

Translated by CATHERINE WINKWORTH ;

with about 200 Woodcut Illustrations by
J. LEIGHTON, F.S.A. and other Artists.

Quarto, 21s.

The New Testament, illustrated with

Wood Engravings after the Early Masters,

chiefly of the Italian School. Crown 4to.

63s. cloth, gilt top ; or 5 5s. morocco.

The Life of Man Symbolised by
the Months of the Year in their Seasons

and Phases. Text selected by RICHARD
PIGOT. 25 Illustrations on Wood from

Original Designs by JOHN LEIGHTON.

F.S.A. Quarto, 42s.
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Cats' and Farlie's Moral Em-
blem*; with Aphorisms, Adnjjrs, and Pro-

verbs of all Nations: comprising 121 Illus-

trations on Wood by J. LEKJIITON, F.8.A.

with an appropriate Text by R. PIQOT.

Imperial JSvo. 3 Is. Gd.

Shakspoaro's Midsummer Night's
Dri'am, illustrated with '2-1 Silhouettes or

Shadow Pictures l>y P. KOXKWKA, engraved
on Wood by A. Voui-:i.. Folio, 31s. (Jil.

Shakspearo's Sentiments and
Similes Printed in Hlack and Gold, aud illu-

minated in the Missal style by HKNHY NOEL
llt-jiriiKEvs. In massive covers, containing
the Medallion and Cypher of Shakspcarc.

Square post 8vo. 21s.

Goldsmith's Poetical Works, 11-

lustratcd witli Wood Engravings, from

DCfigns by Members ofthc lviviux<; Ci.l'iJ.

l:np. IGmo. 7s. (Jil.

Sacred and Legendary Art. By
Mrs. JAMKSO.V. With numerous Etchings
and Woodeut Illustrations. C vols. square
crown 8vo. price 5 15*. 6J. cloth, or

12 12s. bound in morocco by Riviere. To
be had also in cloth only, in FOLK SERIES,
as follows :

Legends of the Saints and Martyrs.
Fifth Edition, with ID Etchings and 187

Woodcuts. 2 vols. square crown 8vo.

31s. Gd.

Legends of the Monastic Orders. Third

Edition, with 1 1 Etchings and 88 Woodcuts.
1 vol. square crown 8vo. 21s.

Legends of the Madonna. Third Edition,

with 27 Etchings and 1G5 Woodcuts. 1

vol. square crown 8vo. 21s.

The History of Our Lord, as exemplified
in Works of Art. Completed by Lady
EASTI.AKE. Revised Edition, with 13

Etchings and 281 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

square crown 8vo. \~l.i.

The U*>'ful Arts, Manufactures,

Drawing from Nature. l>y ("ii-.ounK

HAUXAP.D, Professor of Drawing at Rugby
School. With 18 Lithographic Plates and
108 Wood Engravings. Imp. 8vo. 2is. or

in Three Parts, royal 8vo. 7s. Gil. each.

Gwilt's Encyclopaedia of Archi-
tecture. Fifth Edition, with Alterations

and considerable Additions, by WYATT
PATWOHTH. Additionally illustrated with

nearly 400 Wood Engravings by (). JKWITT,
and upwards of 100 other new Woodcuts.
Svo. 52.i. Cxi.

Italian Sculptors: Icing a History of

Sculpture in Northern, Southern, and East-

ern Italy. Hy C. C. PI.UKINS. With .'!()

Etchings and 13 Wood Engravings. Im-

perial 8vo. -1-s.

Tuscan Sculptors, their Lives,
Works, and Times. Hy the same Author.

With -I") Etchings and '28 Woodcuts from

Original Drawings and Photographs. 2

vols. imperial 8vo. Cli.v.

Hints on Household Taste in
Furniture, I'pholstery, anil other Details.

I'.v CiiAi'.i.r.s L. I'.A>TI.AKK, Arcliitect.

S-cond Edition, with about ','0 Illustrations.

S|iiare crown 8vo. 18s.

The Engineer's Handbook ;
ex-

plaining the principles which should guide
tin? voting Engineer in the ('(instruction of

Machinery. l!v C. S. LOWSDKS. Post Hvo. ')..

Lathes and Turning, Simple, Mo-
chanical, and Ornamental. Hv W. HKM:V
NnKTHcoiT. With about 2>0 Illustrations

on Steel and W I. Svn. !..

Principles of Mechanism, designed
for the use of Students in the Universities,

and for Engineering Students generally.

Hy R. Wn.t.is, M.A. F.R.S. Ac. Jacksonian

Professor of Natural and Experimental

Philosophy in the University of Cambridge.
A new and enlarged Edition. 8vo.

[AVr/y ready .

Handbook of Practical Tele-
graphy, published with the sanction of the

Chairman and Directors of the Electric

and International Telegraph Company, and

adopted by the Department of Telegraphs
for India. Hy R. S. Ci i.i.nv. Third Edi-

tion. 8vo. 1 -'.--. Cxi.

Uro's Dictionary of Arts, Manu-
factures, and Mines. Sixth Edition, chiefly

re-written and greatly enlarged by ROBERT

HINT, F.R.S. assisted by numerous Con-

tributors eminent in Science and the Arts,

and familiar with Manufactures. Witli

2,000 Woodcuts. 3 vols. medium 8vo.

1 1 1*. G</.

Treatise on Mills aud Millwork.
Hy Sir W. FAIKI-.AIKN, F.R.S. With IX

Plates and .'i-.'-J Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. 32s.

Useful Information for Engineers. By
the same Author. Fus.vr, Sr.roxn, and

TIIII:I> SI-:I:IKS, with many Plates and

Woodcuts. :l vols. crown 8vo. lOs.GJ. each.

The Application of Cast and Wrought
Iron to Building Purposes. Hy the same

Author. New Kdition. preparing for pu'j-
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Iron Ship Building, its History
and Progress, as comprised in a Series of

Experimental Researches on the Laws of

Strain ; the Strengths, Forms, and other

conditions of the Material
;
and an Inquiry

into the Present and Prospective State of

the Navy, including the Experimental
Results on the Resisting Powers of Armour
Plates and Shot at High Velocities. By Sir

W. FAIRBAIRN, F.R.S. With 4 Plates

and 130 Woodcuts, Svo. 13s.

Encyclopaedia of Civil Engineer-
ing, Historical. Theoretical, and Practical.

Py E. CRESY, C.E. With above 3,000
Woodcuts. Svo. 42s.

The Artisan Club's Treatise on
the Steam Engine, in its various Applica-
tions to Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation,

Railways, and Agriculture. By J. Borax i:,

C.E. New Edition
;
with Portrait, 37 Plates,

and 546 Woodcuts. 4to. 42s.

A Treatise on the Screw Pro-
peller. Screw Vessels, and Screw Engines,
as adapted for purposes of Peace and War

;

with notices of otherMethods of Propulsion,
Tables of the Dimensions and Performance

of Screw Steamers, and Detailed Specifica-

tions of Ships and Engines. By JOHN
BOURSE, C.E. Third Edition, with 54 Plates

and 287 Woodcuts. Quarto, 63s.

Catechism of the Steam Engine,
in its various Applications to Mines, Mills,

Steam Navigation, Railways, and Agricul-
ture. By JOHN BOURNE, C.E. New Edi-

tion, with 89 Woodcuts. Ecp. 6s.

Recent Improvements in the
Steam-Engine in its various applications to

Mines, Mills, Steam Navigation, Railways,
and Agriculture. By JOHN BOURN !:, C.E.

being a SUPPLEMENT to his ' Catechism of

the Steam-Engine.' New Edition, in-

cluding many New Example.-, among
which are several of the most remarkable

ENGINES exhibited in Paris in 18G7 ; with

124 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. 6s.

Bourne's Examples of Modern
Steam, Air, and Gas Engines of the most

Approved Types, as employed for Pumping,
for Driving Machinery, fi>r Locomotion,

and for Agriculture, minutely and prac-

tically described. Illustrated by Working

Drawing?, an 1 embodying a Critical Ac-

count of all Projects of Recent Improve lient

in Furnaces. Boilers, and Engines. In course

of publication, to be completed in Twenty-
four Parts, price 2s. Gel. each, forming One

Volume, with about 50 Plates and 400

Woodcuts.

Handbook of the Steam Engine.
By JOHN BOURNE, C.E. forming a KEY to
the Author's Catechism of the Steam Engine.
With 67 Woodcuts. Fcp. 9s.

A History of the Machine-
Wrought Hosiery and Lace Manufactures.

By WILLIAM FELKIN, F.L.S. F.S.S. With
3 Steel Plates, 10 Lithographic Plates of

Machinery, and 10 Coloured Impressions of
Patterns of Lace. Royal Svo. 21s.

Mitchell's Manual of Practical
Assaying. Third Edition, for the most part
re-written, with all the recent Discoveries

incorporated. By W. CROOKK.S, F.R.S.
With 188 AVoodcuts. Svo. 18*.

Boimann's Handbook of Aniline
and its Derivatives; a Treatise on the

Manufacture of Aniline and Aniline Colours.

Revised and edited by WILLIAM CROOKE.S,
F.R.S. Svo. rath 5 Woodcuts. 10s. Crf.

Practical Treatise on Metallurgy,
adapted from the last German Edition of

Professor KERL'S Metallurgy by W.
CROOK.ES. F.R.S. &c. and E. ROHP.IG,
Ph.D. M.E. In Three Volumes, Svo. with
62.3 Woodcuts. VOL. I. price 31s. &/.

VOL. II. price 36*. VOL. III. pi-ice 31s. Gd.

The Art of Perfumery ;
the History

and Theory of Odours, and the Methods of

Extracting the Aromas of Plants. By Dr.

PIKSSE, F.C.S. Third Edition, with 53
Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 10s. Or/.

Chemical, Natural, and Physical Magic,
for Juveniles dining the Holidays. By the
same Author. Third Edition, enlarged with
38 Woodcuts. Fcp. 6s.

'

London's Encyclopedia of Agri-
culture: comprising the Laying-out, Im-

provement, and Management of Landed

Property, and the Cultivation and Economy
of the Productions of Agriculture. With
1,100 Woodcuts. Svo. 21*.

London's Encyclopedia of Gardening :

comprising the Theory and Practice of

Horticulture, Floriculture-, Arboriculture,

and Landscape Gardening. With 1,000
Woodcuts. Svo. 21*.

Bayldon's Art of Valuing Bents
and Tillages, and Claims of Tenants upon
Quitting Farms, both at Michaelmas and

Lady-Day. Eighth Edition, revised bv
J. C. MORTOX. Svo. 10s. Or/.
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Religious and Moral Works.

An Exposition of the 39 Articles,
Historical and Doctrinal. By E. HAKOI.D

BROWN K, D.D. Lord Bishop of Ely. Eighth

Edition. 8vo. IGs.

Examination-Questions on Bishop
Browne's Exposition of the Articles. By
the Rev. J. GOKLK, M.A. Fcp. 3s. Gd.

Archbishop Leighton's Sermons
and Charges. With Additions and Correc-

tions from MSS. and with Historical and

other Illustrative Notes by WILLIAM WKST,
Incumbent of S. Columba's. Nairn. Svo.

price 15s.

Bishop Cotton's Instructions in
the Principles and Practice of Christianity,

intended chiefly as an Introduction to Con-

firmation. Sixth Edition. 18mo. 2s. C</.

The Acts of the Apostles ;
with a

j

Commentary, and Practical and Devotional

Suggestions for Readers and Students of the

English Bible. By the Rev. F. C. COOK,

M.A. (.'anon of Exeter, &c. Xew Edition,

8vo. 12s. 0(7.

The Life and Epistles of St.

Paul. By the Rev. W. J. CONYHI:AI:I .

M.A. and the Very Rev. J. S. Ilmvso.v,

P.!>. Dean of Chester:

LIUUAUY EDITION, with all the Original

Illu.-trations, Maps Landscapes on Steel,

Woodcuts. e. -2 vols. -ito. !S..

IXTIIK.MKPIATK EiMTiox, with a Select ion

of Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts. 2 vol>.

square crown 8vo. 31s. (/.

Pr.ori.K's EIHTIUV, revised and con-

densed, with 4G Illustrations and Maps. _'

vols. crown 8vo. 12s.

The Voyage and Shipwreck of
St. Paul: with Dissertations on the Ships
mid Navigation of the Ancients. By.T.\Mi;-<

SMITH, F.R.S. Crown Svo. Charts, IQs.Git.

Evidence of the Truth of the
Christian Religion derived from ihe Literal

Fiillilment of Prophecy. By Ai. i:\A\ni.i:

Kin n, D.D. 37th Edition, \uthmimerotir,

Plates, in square Svo. 12s. <"></.; also the

3!ttli Edition, in po-t Svo. with ~> Plates, fis.

The History nnd Dentiny of tho World
and of the Church, according to Scripture.

By the sum1 Author. Square Sv.>. with !')

Illustration", !"..

Ewald's History of Israel to the
Death of Moses. Translated from the Ger-

man. Edited, with a Preface and an Ap-
pendix, by RCSSKLL MAKTIXKAT, M.A.
Professor of Hebrew in Manchester New
College, London. Second Edition, continued

to the Commencement of the Monarchy. 2

vols. Svo. -'!..

Five Years in a Protestant Sis-
terhood and Ten Years in a Catholic Con-
vent

; nn Autobiography. Post Svo. ?.</.

The Life of Margaret Mary
HaUahan, better known in the reli-

gious world by the name of Mother Mar-

garet. By her RcLic-iors CHILDREN.
With a Preface by the Bishop of Birming-
ham. Svo. with Portrait, 10s.

The See of Rome in the Middle
Ages. By the Rev. OSWALD J. REICIIEL.

B.C.L. and M.A. Vice-Principal of Cuddes-

dou College. Svo. \_Xearly ready.

The Evidence for tho Papacy
as derived from the Holy Scriptures and

from Primitive Antiquity; with an Intro-

ductory Epistle. By the Hon. Coi.iX

LINDSAY. Svo. [Nearly ready.

A Critical and Grammatical Com-
r.ieiitarv on St. Paul's Epistles. By C. J.

Ei.i.iroTT, D.D. Lord Bishop of Gloucester

and Bristol. Svo.

Gnlatians, Fourth Edition, S*.C</.

Ephesians, Fourth Edition, Ss.GJ.

Pastoral Epistles, Fourth Edition, 10. 6d.

Philippinns, Colossions, and Philemon,
Third Edition, HI.<. <!</.

Thossalonians, Third Edition, 7s. 6(7.

Historical Lectures on the Life of
Our Lord Jesus Christ : being the Hulsean

Lectures for 1H.VA By C. J. EU.ICOTT, D.D.

Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.

Fifth Edition. Svo. 12*.

The Destiny of the Creature ; and other

Sermons preached before the University of

Cambridge. By the same. Post Svo. 5s.

An Introduction to tho Study of
tho New Testament, Critical, Excgetical,

and Theological. By the Rev. S. DAVIDSON,
D.D. I.L.D. 2 vols 8vo. OOs.

ThoGrcokTcstament; withNotes,
Grammatical and Exegetieal. By the Rev.

\V. \Vi 1^11:1:, M.A. and tho Rev. W. F.

Wu KIN- .v. M.A. 2 vols. Svo. 2 !.

Vol.. I. the Gospels nnd Acts, 20..

Voi . H. the Epistles and Apocalypse, 24s.
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Rev. T. H. Home's Introduction
to the Critical Study and Knowledge of the

Holy Scriptures. Twelfth Edition, as last

revised throughout. With 4 Maps and 22

Woodcuts and Facsimiles. 4 vols. 8vo. 42s.

Rev. T. H. Home's Compendious In-
troduction to the Study of the Bible, being
an Analysis of the larger work by the same

Author. Re-edited by the Rev. JOHX AYKE,
M.A. With Maps, &c. Post 8vo. 6s.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge; being a Dictionary of the Books,
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ture ; Intended to establish its Authority
and illustrate its Contents. By Rev. J.

AYKE, M.A. With Maps, 15 Plates, and
numerous Woodcuts. Fcp. 10s. Gd.

Every-day Scripture Difficulties

explained and illustrated. By J. E. PRES-

COTT, M.A. VOL. I. Matthew and Mark
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VOL. II. Luke and John. 2 vols. 8vo. price
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The Pentateuch and Book of
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Natal. Crown Svo. price 6s.
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OEBY SHIPLEY, M.A. 3 vols. Svo. 15s. each.

The Formation of Christendom.
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Christendom's Divisions ;
a Philo-

sophical Sketch of the Divisions of the

Christian Family in East and West. By
EDMCND S. FFOULKES, formerly Fellow and
Tutor of Jesus Coll. Oxford. Post Svo. 7s. Gd.

Christendom's Divisions, PART II.

Greeks and Latins, being a History of their

Dissensions and Overtures for Peace down
to the Reformation. By the same Author.

Post Svo. 15s.

The Hidden Wisdom of Christ
and the Key of Knowledge ; or, History of

the Apocrypha. By ERNEST DE BUNSEX.
2 vols. Svo. 28s.

The Keys of St. Peter ; or, the House of

Rechab, connected with the History of

Symbolism and Idolatry. By the same
Author. 8vo. 14s.

The Power of the Soul over the
Body. By GEO. MOORE, M.D. M.R.C.P.L.
&c. Sixth Edition. Crown Svo. 8s. Gd.

ThO Types Of Genesis briefly con-
sidered as Revealing the Development of

Human Nature. By ANDREW JUKES.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. Gd.

The Second Death and the Restitution
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marks on the Nature and Inspiration of

Holy Scripture. By the same Author.
Second Edition. Crown Svo. 3s. Gd.

Essays and Reviews. By the Eev.
W. TEMPLE, D.D. the Rev. R. WILLIAMS,
B.D. the Rev. B. POWELL, M.A. the Rev.
H. B. WILSON, B.D. C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.
the Rev. M. PATTISON, B.D. and the Rev.
B. JOWETT, M.A. 12th Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Religious Republics ;
Six Essays on

Congregationalism. By W. M. FAWCETT,
T.M. HERBERT, M.A. E. G. HERBERT, LL.B.
T. H. PATTISON, P. H. PYE-SMITH, M.D.
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Passing Thoughts on Religion.
By the Author of 'Amy Herbert.' New
Edition. Fcp. 5s.

Self-examination before Confirmation.
By the same Author. 32mo. Is. Gd.
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Readings for Every Day in Lent, com-
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TAYLOR. By the same. Fcp. 5s.

Preparation for the Holy Communion;
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JEREMY TAYLOR. By the same. 32mo. 3s.

Thoughts for the Holy Week,
for Young Persons. By the same Author.

New Edition. Fcp. Svo. 2s.

Principles of Education drawn
from Nature and Revelation, and Applied
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By the same Author. 2 vols. fcp. 12s. Gd.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire
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Revised and corrected by the Rev. C. P.

EDEX. 10 vols. 5 5s.

England and Christendom. By
ARCHBISHOP MANNING, D.D. Post Svo.

price 10s. Gd.

The Wife's Manual ; or, Prayers,
Thoughts, and Songs on Several Occasions

of a Matron's Life. By the Rev. W. CAL-

VERT, M.A. Crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Singers and Songs of the Church :

being Biographical Sketches of the Hymn-
Writers in all the principal Collection? ;

with Notes on their Psalms and Hymns.
By JOSIAII MILLER, M.A. Second Editiou.

enlarged. Post Svo. 10s. Gd.
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Thousand. Fcp. price -la. Gil.
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Sorrow for Sin ; Meekness of Spirit; Desire
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the Peace-makers
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Shipley's Lyra Mcssianica. Fcp. 5*.

Shipley's Lyra Mystica. Fcp. 5s.

Endeavours after the Christian
Life: Discourses. By JA.MK.S MAHTIXKAV.
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Volume. Post 8vo. 7s. Cxi.

Invocation of Saints and Angels ;

for the use of Members of the English Church.
Kdited by the Rev. Oiutv Smn.KY, M.A.
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Introductory Lessons on the
History of Religious Worship ; being .

Sequel to the same Author's ' Lessons on
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WIIATKI. v.D.I). New Kdition. I8mo.2*.Cd

Travels, Voyages,

England to Delhi; a Narrative of

Indian Travel. By JOHN MATIIESMX,

Glasgow. Imperial 8vo. with very nume-
rous Illustrations.

Letters from Australia, By Jons
MAUTIXKAV. Post Hvo. price 7s. ('!.

Travels in the Central Caucasus
and Bashan, including Visits to Ararat and

Tabree/, and Ascents of Ka/bek and Kllini/..
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Maps, 2 Panoramas of Summits, I full-page
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The Dolomite Mountains. K.\<tn--
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Beaten Tracks
; or, JYn and Pencil

Sketches in Italy. l!y the Authoress of
' A Voyage en /ig/ag.' With -12 Plates,
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ings made on the Spot. Hvo. 1 ('.*.

The Alpine Club Map ofthe Chain
of Mont Blanc, from an actual Survey in

lsi;;{ ISIM. By A. AI.AMS- RKII.I.Y.
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Pioneering in the Pampas ;
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tin- Fir.-t Four Years of a Sutler's Kxpo-
rience in the I.a Plaia Camps. By K. A.

SKYMOI-I:. Se, (.;:, 1 K.lition. Post KVO. with
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The Paraguayan War: with
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and Notes on the Military F.ngineering of
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With H Maps and I'l-u:- :ind a Portrait . 1

Lopen. Post Xvo. l-J.s-.C,,/.

Notes on Burgundy. By CH \RII-

RICIIAI:I> Wi M>. l-jiited by his Widow ;

uiih Portrait ;in.l Memnir. Po-t 8v.'.
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History of Discovery in our
Australasian Colonies, Australia, Tasmania,
and New Zealand, from the Earliest Date to

the Present Day. By WILLIAM HOWITT.
With 3 Maps of the Recent Explorations
from Official Sources. 2 vols. 8vo. 20s.

The Capital of the Tycoon ;
a

Narrative of a 3 Years' Residence in Japan.

By Sir RUTHERFORD ALCOCK, K.C.B.

2 vols. 8vo. with numerous Illustrations, 42s.

Guide to the Pyrenees, for the use

of Mountaineers. By CHAULES PACKE.
Second Edition, with Maps, &c. and Appen-
dix. Crown 8vo. 7s. Gel.

The Alpine Guide. By JOHN BALL,
M.R.I.A. late President of the Alpine Club.

Post 8vo. with Maps and other Illustration?.

Guide to the Eastern Alps, price lOs.Cc/.
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Mont Blanc, Monte Rosa, Zermatt, &e.

price 6s. 6d.
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Introduction on Alpine Travelling in

general, and on the Geology of the Alps,

price Is. Either of the Three Volumes or
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this INTRODUCTION prefixed, price Is. extra.

Roma Sotterranea; or, an Account
of the Roman Catacombs, especially of the

Cemetery of San Callisto. Compiled from
the Works ofCommendatore G. B. DE Rossi,

by the Rev. J. S. NORTIICOTE, D.D. and the

Rev. W. B. BKOWNLOW. With Plans and
numerous other Illustrations. 8vo. 31s. Gd.

Memorials of London and Lon-
don Life in the 13th, 14th, and 15th Cen-

turies ; being a Series of Extracts, Local,

Social, and Political, from the Archives

of the City of London, A.D. 1276-1419.

Selected, translated, and edited bv II. T.

RILKY, M.A. Royal 8vo. 21s.

Commentaries on the History,
Constitution, and Chartered Franchises of

the City of London. By GEORGE NORTON,
formerly one of the Common Pleaders of the

City of London. Third Edition. 8vo. 14s.

Curiosities of London; exhibiting
the most Rare and Remarkable Objects o
Interest in the Metropolis ;

with nearly

Sixty Years' Personal Recollections. By
JOHN TIMES, F.S.A. New Edition, cor-

rected and enlarged. 8vo. Portrait, 21s.

The Northern Heights of Lon-
don ; or, Historical Associations of Hanip-
stead, Highgate, Muswell Hill, Hornsey,
and Islington. By WILLIAM HOWITT.
With about 40 Woodcuts. Square crown
8vo.21.

The Rural Life of England.
By the same Author. With Woodcuts by
Bewick and Williams. Medium, 8vo. 12s. Gd.

Visits to Remarkable Places:
Old Halls, Bat tie-Fields, and Scenes illus-

trative of striking Passages in English
History and Poetry. By the same Author.
2 vols. square crown 8vo. with Wood En-

gravings, 25s.

Narrative of the Euphrates Ex-
pedition carried on by Order of the British

Government during the years 1835, 1836.

and 1837. By General F. R. CIIESNEY,
F.R.S. With 2 Maps, 45 Plates, and 16

Woodcuts. 8vo. 24s.

The German "Working Man ; being
an Account of the Daily Life, Amusements,
and Unions for Culture and Material Pro-

gress of the Artisans of North and South

Germany and Switzerland. By JAMI-:.-.

S.VMUEI.SON. Crown 8vo. with Frontis-

piece. 3s. Gd.

Works of Fiction.

Vikram and the Vampire ; or,

Tales of Hindu Devilry. Adapted by
RICHARD F. BURTON, F.R.G.S. c. With
Illustrations by Ernest Griset. Crown
vo. 9s.

Mabeldean, or Christianity Re-
versed ; being the History of a Noble

Family : a Social, Political, and Theological
Novel. By \vr.x GOWER, of Gaybrook.
3 vols. post 8vo. 31s. Gd.

Through the Night ;
a Tale of the
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a SUMMER SKETCH. By WALTEI:

S\VI:I:TMAX, B.A. 2 vols. post Svo. 2 Is.
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AMY HERBERT, 2s. Gd. \ KATHARINE ASIITON,
GERTRUDE, 2s. Gd. 3s. Gd.
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EXPERIENCE OF LIFE,' LANETON PARSON -
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C'LEVE HALL, 3s. Gd.
\ URSULA, 4s. Gd.
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A Glimpse of the World, rep. 7*. &/.

Journal of a Home Life. Pest Svo. 9*. tV.

After Life ; a Scquol to the 'Journal of a Home
Lit'.'.' Po-t Svo. Ws.Gd.
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TROIA/H'K. Crown 8vo. 1. Grf.

Barchester Towers ; a Sequel to 'The
Warden.' Crown 8vo. 2s.

Uncle Poter's Fairy Tale for the
XlXth Century. Edited by EI.I/ABETH

M. SEWELL, Author of Amy Herbert,' &c.

Fcp. 8vo. 7s. Grf.
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the Time of Augustus. Post 8vo. 7s. Grf.

Becker's Charicles : Illustrative of
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8yo. 7s. 6rf.

Tales of Ancient Greece. By GKOKGF
W. Cox, M.A. late Scholar of Trin. Coll.

Oxford. Being a collective Edition of the

Author's Classical Series and Tales, com-

plete in Cue Volume. Crown 8vo. Cs. Grf.

A Manual of Mythology, in the

form of Question and Answer. Bv the Rev.

GEORGE W. Cox, M.A. late Scholar of

Trinity College, Oxford. Fcp. 3s.
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Doctor Harold's Note-Book. By
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Thomas Moore's Poetical Works,
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last Copyright Additions :

Shamrock Edition, price 3s. Grf.
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Cabinet Edition, 10 vols. frp. 8vo. 35*.

People's Edition, Portrait, &c. 10s. Grf.
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tion, with G8 Wood Engravings from
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Moore's Irish Melodies, Maclisp's

Edition, with 101 Steel Plates from Original

Drawings. Super-royal 8vo. 31.i. Grf.
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Southey's Poetical Works, with
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Lays of Ancient Rome ;
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MACAI LAY. IGmo. -Is. Crf.

Lord Macaulay's Lays of Ancient
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Goldsmith's Poetical Works, Illus-
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Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Poems by Jean Ingelow. A New
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Mopsa the Fairy. By JEAN INGELOW.
With Eight Illustrations engraved on Wood.

Fcp. 8vo. Gs.
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Poetical Works of Letitia Eliza-
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Horatii Opera, Pnehet Edition, with
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ences, and Introduction. Mdited by the Rev.
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Horatii Opera., Library Edition, with
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and Various L'eadings. Edited by the Rev.
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The -ZEneid ofVirgil Translated into
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of Oxford. Crown 8vo. 9s.

The Iliad of Homer in English
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crown 8vo. 21s.

The Iliad of Homer Translated
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Dante's Divine Comedy, translated
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Hunting Songs and Miscellane-
ous Verses. By R. E. EGERTON WARBUR-
TON. Second Edition. Fcp. 8vo. 5s.

Enrol Sports,

Encyclopaedia of Rural Sports ;

a Complete Account, Historical, Practical,
and Descriptive, of Hunting, Shooting,
Fishing, Racing, &c. By D. P. ELAINE.
With above 600 Woodcuts (20 from Designs
by JOHN LEECH). 8vo. 42s.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Young Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns
and Shooting. Revised by the Author's SON.

Square crown 8vo. with Illustrations, 18s.

Th9 Dead Shot, or Sportsman's Com-

plete Guide ; a Treatise on the Use of the

Gun, Dog-breaking, Pi on-shooting, &c.

By MARKSMAN. Fen. viiiii Plates, 5s.

A Book on Angling : being a Com-
plete Treatise on tiie Art of Angling in

every branch, including full Illustrated

Lists ofSalmon Flies. By FRANCIS FRANCIS.
Second Edition, with Portrait and 15 other

Plates, plain and coloured. Post 8vo. 15s.

Wilcocks's Sea-Fisherman : com-

prising the Chief Methods of Hook and Line

Fishing in the British and other Seas, a
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Boating. Second Edition, enlarged, with
80 Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 12s. fid.

The Fly- Fisher's Entomology.
By ALFRED RONALDS. With coloured

Representations of the Natural and Artifi-

cial Insect. Sixth Edition, with 20 coloured

Plates. 8vo. 14s.

Elaine's Veterinary Art : a Treatise

on the Anatomy, Physiology, and Curative

Treatment of the Diseases of the Horse,
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revised and enlarged by C. STEEL. 8vo.

with Plates and Woodcuts, 18s.

Horses and Stables. By Colonel
F. FITZWYGRAM, XV. the King's Hussars.

Pp. 624
; with 24 Plates of Illustrations,
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graved on Wood. 8vo. 15s.

Youatt on the Horse. Revised and
enlarged by W. WATSON, M.R.C.V.S. 8vo.
with numerous Woodcuts, 12s. Gd.

Youatt on the Dog. (By the same Author.)
8vo. with numerous Woodcuts, 6s.
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tion, with Illustrations. Imp. 8vo. 12s. 6d.
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Stables and Stable Fittings. By the same.
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By STONEHENGE. With 70 Wood En-
gravings. New Edition. Square crown
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